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Abstract 

Wang Shoo and the Commercialisation of 
Contemporary Chinese Culture 

Lin Wang 

Department of East Asian Studies 
University of Durham 

PhD Thesis 
2006 

This thesis examines the commercialisation of Chinese culture that has taken place 
over the past twenty years in mainland China. It explores the contribution of Wang 
Shuo, a cultural figure who straddles different fields of culture, moving from literature 
to the ultimate mass culture medium of television. This study plots Wang Shuo' s 
development from educational failure, to business failure, to fiction writer, film & TV 
editor, film director and cultural critic and analyst. His stories, films, TV series and 
articles have caused shock-waves throughout national cultural circles as he has 
transformed the terms of the debate from academic discourse to a validation of the 
role ofthe market in the culture field. Although Wang Shuo has not been labeled as a 
dissident, his approach to the culture market has had a more subversive effect on 
official ideology that those overt dissidents who have had to live in exile or have been 
imprisoned. He has utilised the language of official ideology to satirise the authorities, 
turning the ideology and its supporters into figures of fun. Yet his own goals have 
been strictly personal and economic ones. The authorities recognize the value of 
Wang Shuo' s work in the cultural market but at the same time distrust his works and 
place him under strict censorship. Examining the way Wang Shuo and people 
surround him have succeeded in different fields of cultural achievement is a mirror to 
understanding the process of the transformation of contemporary Chinese culture 
from a socialist state-controlled culture to a market-oriented mass culture industry. 
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Introduction 

This research focuses on Wang Shuo's contribution to the development of a 

commercial culture in China. How was Wang Shuo able to exert such great influence 

over such a wide spectrum of contemporary Chinese culture? Previous studies have 

concentrated on aspects of W:ang Shuo's art, especially his literary works, or his 

influence on society, but this is only a partial view of Wang Shuo, and does not 

account for the pervasiveness of his influence. In particular it underrates his great 

impact on TV and cinematic art, his contribution to the commercialization of culture, 

and his intellectual iconoclasm. He came in as an outsider, without higher education 

and without help of a rich or powerful family. He even turned his back on one of the 

other avenues to advancement in contemporary China, the military career. In spite of 

all this, he has outflanked the old intellectuals, party members and scions of leading 

families to emerge triumphant time and again at the cutting edge of new developments 

in commercial culture in China. Although he himself is not currently active writing or 

producing, Wang Shuo's coterie continues to dominate popular TV drama and film 

and he still acts as mentor to them, because of his creativity and commercially acute 

antennae. In the West, Wang Shuo-like figures, individuals who behave outrageously, 

can rely on the popular media to build them up, but in China the media were very 

different, hence Wang Shuo had to be his own publicist too. He combined a range of 

talents: high sensitivity to cultural, social and political currents, a tremendous ear for 

language, media savvy, an entrepreneurial spirit, originality and creativity, and an 

impressive 'ability to think outside the box'. In the West he would have won many 

awards recognizing his outstanding contribution, but in China the rules are different. 
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My starting point was to look at the development of mass and popular culture. I 

investigated Western cultural theories that I believed would help understand the 

development of a commercial mass culture in contemporary China. Principal among 

these theories is the Frankfurt School's concept of 'mass culture' and the 'culture 

industry' and the Birmingham School's 'sub-culture' theory. Modern commercial 

culture and its studies in the West were developed under the capitalist economic 

system; the positive and negative aspects of this commercialised culture have been 

clear to Westerners for some time, helping the authorities to reform and refine their 

culture policies. Many of the problems that have developed in China have already 

been faced in the West, hence this research is very relevant to my study. 

My research is based on studying the major fictional and critical works of Wang 

Shuo, watching his films and TV series, reading his critics and reading widely on 

modern culture in China in order to place him in his artistic, political and commercial 

environment and attempt to evaluate his contribution in these areas. My contribution 

to research on Wang Shuo offers my own views on his fiction then concentrates on 

aspects not covered in depth by previous researchers. Specifically, I consider: Wang 

Shuo' s influence on commercial entertainment film-making and indoor TV serials and 

sitcom making since the 1980s; Wang Shuo's contribution as a challenging and 

financially successful character who brought changes to the payment system to 

writers; Wang Shuo's contribution as a cultural critic in stirring up controversy over 

the Jin Y ong craze and the obsequious, academically valueless research on Lu Xun. I 

also examine the reactions of Chinese and Western critics to Wang Shuo's literary 

works grouped according to theme, with special attention to Wang Shuo's unique 

writing style. 
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The first chapter is about Wang Shuo's life experiences, as an inspirational resource 

for of his works and for the deep effect they have had on his attitude towards his 

creative writing and film and TV serial making. 

In the second chapter, I analyze some of Wang Shuo's fictional works, including his 

love stories. Wang Shuo's works have been grouped by theme and characteristic; for. 

example: challenging the concept of literature; criticizing hypocritical intellectuals; 

portraying the desires for money and sex of the younger generation; satirizing current 

political and commercial trends; and revealing the childhood of a rebellious youth. 

Wang Shuo's writing style has been examined, including his trademark Beijing 

language style and unique way of satirizing official political language. 

The third chapter focuses on Wang Shuo's contributions to the entertainment film 

industry and TV soap-drama making, including the 1988 'year of Wang Shuo', a 

landmark in the history ofthe Chinese film industry; it examines also Wang Shuo's 

mentorship role over leading film and TV drama directors. 

The fourth chapter deals with Wang Shuo's contribution to promoting reform of the 

payment system for writers. Wang Shuo, as the first freelance millionaire writer since 

the People's Republic of China was founded, won through in the face of bitter 

opposition from entrenched forces. 

The fifth chapter focuses on Wang Shuo as an iconoclastic cultural critic, raising 

controversial points and willing to be different from the majority and the mainstream. 
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Wang became the centre of major controversy over his criticisms of Jin Yong's best-

selling martial arts fiction and over his forthright attacks on the hagiography of Lu 

Xun, officially promoted over the last fifty years. These were unprecedented 

challenges to the academics, who were used to looking down patronizingly on Wang 

Shuo as a 'hooligan'. 

Research Sources on Wang Shuo 

My research on Wang Shuo and commercial culture in contemporary China started at 

the end of the 1990s. In addition to general works on culture theory I have used three 

main types of specialist resource relating to Wang Shuo for my work. The first is 

Wang Shuo's own works, including his stories, novels, essays, films and TV dramas, 

etc. These consist of fiction collected in his Wang Shuo wenji I :if!]j )( ~ (The 

Collected Works of Wang Shuo, 1995) 1
, and his late 1990s novels published 

separately, such as Kan shang qu hen mei ~ J:-*1~~ (It Looks Beautiful, 1999).2 

Many of his essays are collected in Wuzhizhe wuwei 5C9;o1!f:Xi5t (The Ignorant Know 

No Fear, 2000).3 Representative films include Wan zhu .n.YLi: (The Operators, 1988, 

based on an earlier short story of the same name)4
, and Wo ai ni ft~1$ (I Love You, 

2002). 5 His two TV soap operas, which date from the early 1990s are Kewang 1IJfJ j£1_ 

1 Wang Shuo wenji x:91JDt~ (The Collected Works of Wang Shuo), Beijing: Huayi chubanshe $2:;t±l 
li&U, 1995, 4 vols. 
2 Kan shang qu hen mei .lf 1:1H~~ (It Looks Beautiful), Beijing: Huayi chubanshe, 1999 
3 Wuzhizhe wuwei ~3;n:'8f·~~ (The Ignorant Know No Fear), Shenyang: Chunfeng wenyi chubanshe, 
2000 
4 WanZhu ~Pl.± (The Operators), directed by Mi Jiashan ?!C~I:w, edited by Wang Shuo, E'mei Film 
Studio, 1988 
5 Wo ai ni ft~1$ (I Love You), based on Guo ba yinjiu si :i:t1E11iUJt-7E (Enjoy then Die), directed by 

Zhang Yuan 'fl~Jl;, Beijing Film Studio, 2002 
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(Yearning, 1990)6 and Bianjibu de gushi ~$.Q=iffH¥Jl&$ (Stories from the Editorial 

Office, 1991).7 Wang Shuo produced an autobiographical work Wo shi Wang Shuo -iJt 

~ .::E :9J)j (I am Wang Shuo l in 1992, and a work of criticism in the form of a dialogue 

with another critic, soubriquet Lao Xia, entitled Meiren zeng wo menghanyao ~)d!~ 

ft~UJ<.r:J (Her Beauty is Like a Narcotic)9 in 2000. 

The second type of resource is articles and books written by critics and academics 

about Wang Shuo's works and cultural events connected with Wang Shuo. Some of 

these are available on the Chinese Academic Journal Network (www.cnki.net 'fl ~ ~ 

:;;¥:J!Jj flj ~); others have appeared in books of collected articles, for example Mingren 

yanzhong de Wang Shuo ~AH~'fli¥J.JJi)j (Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, 1993) 10 

edited by Liang Tian, and Wang Shuo tiaozhan Jin Yang .::£9JjjtJU&~Jt (Wang Shuo 

Challenges Jin Yong, 1999) 11 edited by Zhang Fen g. 

Some ofthe most useful articles include the following. On Wang Shuo's stories, there 

is Wang Yichuan's article 'Yuyan shenhua de zhongjie' i-fr§1!tJ-01¥J~~ 'The End 

-of the Language Fairytale' 12 published in 1999. Wang Yichuan suggests that a major 

6 Kewang YEJ~ (Yearning), directed by Zheng Xiaolong *!~B)E:ft, co-edited by Zheng Xiaolong ~H)E:ft, 
Li Xiaoming *B)EilA, Wang Shuo .:£9tA, Zheng Wanlong *!IJJ~li, Chen Changben ~*'M*, 1990 
7 Bianjibu de gushi f$ii~tl!Hf.J$$ (Stories from the Editorial Office), directed by Zheng Xiaolong :*~ 
U~)t & Zhao Baogang ~3i:IXJIJ, edited by Wang Shuo .:EJtA & Feng Xiaogang (l?J;j,IXJIJ, 1991 
8 Wa shi Wang Shua, ft~.:£9tA (I am Wang Shuo), Beijing: Tuanjie chubanshe, 1992 
9 Meiren zeng wa menghanyaa ~A~ft~tf~ (Her Beauty is Like a Narcotic), Wang Shuo & Lao 
Xia 1!;11, Wuhan: Changjiang wenyi chubanshe, 2000 
10 Liang Tian ~'R. (ed.), Mingrenyan zhang de Wang Shua ~AD~ rp fi{].=EJtA (Wang Shuo in 
Celebrities' Eyes), Beijing: Huayi chubanshe, 1993 
11 Zhang Feng *~ (ed.), Wang Shua tiaazhan lin Yang .=E91A:J15C&:3l£Jf (Wang Shuo Challenges Jin 
Yong), Guangzhou: Guangzhou chubanshe, 1999 
12 Wang Yichuan .=E-)IJ, 'Yuyan shenhua de zhongjie' i-B-§:fljlifsfj{JgJf~j'j "(The End ofthe Language 

Fairytale),Xuexiyu tansua ~)Jl:J:!*~ (Studies and Explorations), 1999, vol. 3, pp.111-116 
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factor in Wang Shuo' s success was the 'language fairytale' that exerted an enormous 

influence on society, although it had come to an end by the late 1990s. This article 

made me realize the level of originality and influence of Wang Shuo's 'language 

fairytale'. Chen Xiaoming's 'Ya wenhua: Wang Shuo de shengming chongli'~Jt1t: 

±~JHY-J~rfiJ{lfjJ 'Subculture: Wang Shuo's Impulsive Life Force', 13 published in 

1993, uses the Western concept of subculture to analyse. Wang Shuo' s rebellious 

spirit. Chen- compares him to the behavioural patterns of Western youth in his 

behaviour. 

Dai Jinhua's book Wu zhang feng jing ~ c:p }X\.~ (Scenes in the Fog, 2000) 14 

examines Wang Shuo's films, especially underlining the huge influence of the 'Wang 

Shuo group' in contemporary Chinese film and TV. The most financially successful 

film director in contemporary China, Feng Xiaogang, wrote in his autobiography Wo 

ba qingchun xiangei ni ft:JEwtfi*tUil-1$ (I Offer My Youth to You, 2003) 15 how 

strongly his film style has been influenced by Wang Shuo, and that every success in 

his career is linked to Wang Shuo; this indicates the extent to which Wang Shuo is 

still an inspiration for mass audience art. 

On cultural criticism, Ning Zongyi's article 'Wang Shuo ping Jin Yong yinfa de 

sikao' ±~JlW~Jl'JititBJ.J}[!:i,~ 'The Thinking Behind Wang Shuo's Criticism of Jin 

13 Chen Xiaoming ~$~1lA, 'Ya wenhua: Wang Shuo de shengming chongli' .ill':::\({{.: :E¥A!'JIJ1:ifu{lf JJ 
(Subculture: Wang Shuo's Impulsive Life Force), Qingchun wuhui_· Wang Shuo yinshi zuopinji w¥f7C 
'/tlJ: :Eif!R:l!!-HJI\1'\=Rn~ (A Youth of No Regrets: Collected Works of Wang Shuo's TV Serials and 
Films), Beijing: Zhoungguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 1993, pp.363-365 
14 Dai Jinhua ftX ilti ~ Wu zhang fengjing %= 9=' JXl :m (Scenes in the Fog), Beijing: Beijing daxue 
chubanshe,2000 
15 Feng Xiaogang (l:!J;J,~IJ, Wo ba qingchun xiangei ni 1ldew¥f~~B-1~ (I Offer My Youth To You), 
Wuhan: Changjiang wenyi chubanshe, 2003 
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Yang' 16 in 2000 compares the creative writing attitudes, characteristics and styles, life 

experiences and stand-points of Jin Yang and Wang Shuo; this is a perceptive article 

on Wang Shuo's criticism of Jin Yang. Zhang Mengyang, a researcher specifically 

dedicated to studying Lu Xun, produced an article 'Wo guan Wang Shuo kan Lu Xun' 

!\t.XJ\!J:::9tJJ~~ ill 'I Observe How Wang Shuo Sees Lu Xun,~ 7 in 2000 presenting a 

frank description of Lu Xun studies over the past fifty years in China, in which he 

supports many of the critical arguments of Wang Shuo on Lu Xun's works and, 

especially, Lu Xun researchers. 

The third type of resource is books, articles, films and TV dramas revealing important 

cultural trends and phenomena since the 1980s, such as Ni Zhen's Gaige yu Zhongguo 

dianying f&.:f-1::§ !fl ~ r:g~ (Reform and Chinese Film, 1994) 18 which reviewed the 

development of Chinese film from the beginning of economic reform at the end of 

1970s to the early 1990s. Qi Shuyu's Shichangjingji xia de Zhongguo wenxue yishu 

m :f:m ~ Yf r 1¥1 !fl ~X~~* (Chinese Literature and Art under the Market 

Economy, 1998) 19 provides an overview ofthe positive and negative influences ofthe 

market economy on Chinese literature and art, and how some of the writers and artists 

became financial success stories, while others could not survive in the market 

environment. Fiction by other writers from the 1980s to the present has been used for 

16 Ning Zongyi ?*-,'Wang Shuo ping Jin Yong yinfa de sikao' .T::91JIW~Ji'JI:bti'J<J}~,~ (The 

Thinking Behind Wang Shuo's Criticism ofJin Yong), Yinshan xuekan ~jj LlJ ~fiJ (Yinshan Journal), 
2000, vol. 13, No.2 pp.56-59 
17 Zhang Mengyang ~IOt'~El, Wo guan Wang Shuo kan Lu Xun' ft~J\l.T:J'fl:lf-f¥1-ili (I Observe How 
Wang Shuo Sees Lu Xun), Wenxue ziyou tan )C~@] ctJ~ (Free Fomm of Literature), 2000, vol. 4, 
pp.93-IOI 
18 Ni Zhen 15UI, Gaige yu Zhongguo dianying ~_-;!j£1=] r=p 00 t:t!.~ (Reform and Chinese Film), Beijing: 
Zhongguo dianying chubanshe, 1994 

19 Qi Shuyu ~~:i£t{i, Shichang jingji xi a de zhongguo wenxue yishu m:t-m~:£$r 1'8 r:p 00 )C~"Z:::;f: 
(Chinese Literature and Art under the Market Economy), Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1998. 
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companson with Wang Shuo; these writers include Zhang Chengzhi, Liang 

Xiaosheng, Wang Anyi, Wang Meng, Jin Yong, Zhang Jie, Wang Xiaobo, Tie Ning, 

Chi Li, Liu Zhenyun and Wei Hui. Also films and TV dramas made by other film 

directors and script-writers since the 1980s have provided important background 

knowledge and critical standards for the study of Wang Slmo's films and TV dramas. 

These include films made by the fifth generation directors Zhang Yimou, Chen Kaige, 

and Feng Xiaogang; the sixth generation film directors Zhang Yuan and .Tia Zhangke; 

and the actor turned film director Jiang Wen. Films made by Taiwan and Hong Kong 

film directors, such as Hsiao-Hsien Hou, Ang Lee and Kar-wai Wong, have also been 

consulted, as have TV dramas made by Zhao Baogang and by the first sitcom director 

Ying Da. In addition, articles by critics on the above cultural products and cultural 

figures have been used to provide background material for my study. 

Five PhD theses produced in America about Wang Shuo were started in the mid-

1990s. Their research focused either on Wang Shuo' s stories and novels, or focused 

on Wang Shuo's social influence, referred to at the time as the ±¥jjl_m~ 'Wang Shuo 

phenomenon'. 

Han Chen's PhD thesis Critical Perspectives of Desire and Communist Idealism from 

Post-Mao Chinese Writers: Wang Anyi and Wang Shuo20 (1995) demonstrates that 

Wang Anyi and Wang Shuo destabilized the dominant cultural logic by reviving, re-

evaluating and restructuring what is officially considered 'subversive', 'transgressive' 

and 'bourgeois'. Firstly, Han Chen evaluates the transformation of post-Mao Chinese 

1° Chen, Han. PhD Dissertation, Critical Perspectives of Desire and Communist Idealism from Post
Mao Chinese Writers: Wang Anyi and Wang Shuo, UMI Company, United State, 1996 (The University 
of Texas at Austin, I 995) 
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literature, and then examines a romantic trilogy by Wang Anyi in the second and third 

chapters. In the fourth and fifth chapters, six items of fiction by Wang Shuo are 

analyzed and classified into two groups: the sentimental trilogy, including "Air 

Hostess", "Floating above the Sea", and "Half Seawater Half Fire", and the gangster 

trilogy including "Rubber Man", "The Operators", and Playing for Thrills. Han Chen 

reviews the characteristics of Wang Shuo's gangsters according to the issues of 

idealism and materialism; gender and sex; and morality and crime. Han Chen sees 

awareness of a cultural crisis in the transition from communist to capitalist ideology 

as a major question raised by Wang Shuo in his fiction. 

In Donghui Li's PhD thesis, entitled The "Phenomenon" of Wang Shuo: A Historico

Literary Consideration 21 (1999), he assesses the 'Wang Shuo Phenomenon' by 

placing it in historical-literary perspective. He analyzes it through three waves of 

debate amongst literary critics, intellectuals and readers, which took place in 1989, 

I 993 and I 995. Some fundamental issues considered in the thesis are: different 

conceptions of the function of literature in society; the role and responsibility of the 

writer; and the status, authority and purpose of the intelligentsia in a China 

undergoing profound economic and social transformation. Li thinks that Wang Shuo' s 

characters (anti-heroes), central themes (anti-control, maximizing personal choice and 

personal responsibility) and the genius of his language (unique utilization of tiaokan) 

are the three most important factors that thrust him on to the centre stage. Li 

concludes that Wang Shuo's works contributed to shifting the consensus of the 

modern Chinese literary tradition to legitimization of the individual and individual 

21 Li, Donghui. PhD. Dissertation, The 'Phenomenon' of Wang Shuo: A Historico-Litermy 
Consideration, UMI Company, United State, (University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1999) 
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free-will in contemporary literature. This is the reason Wang Shuo has become the 

most popular and most controversial writer in contemporary China. 

Huazhi Wang's PhD dissertation Problematizing the Nation: The "Wang Shuo 

Phenomenon" and Contemporary Chinese Culture 22 (1999) emphasizes that Wang 

Shuo, as a representative of the new generation in communist China, has acted in the 

dual role of transmitter and terminator of socialist revolutionary culture. Huazhi Wang 

argues that: Wang Shuo and his 'wise-guy' characters challenged the authority ofthe 

nation-state and conventional social values; they mocked and attacked Chinese 

intellectuals; and Wang Shuo took an anti-intellectual stance and became the fiercest 

critic of Chinese intellectuals in contemporary China. Huazhi Wang concludes that 

Wang Shuo questions official nationalist ideology and explores the issue of national 

identity through rethinking the relationship between the nation and the self; Wang 

Shuo problematizes the nation by decoding the constitution of mainstream nationalist 

discourses. Huazhi Wang's intention is apparently to demonstrate how Wang Shuo's 

generation have reconstructed their national identity in an era when communist 

ideological power is waning. The Wang Shuo phenomenon is considered a clear 

expression of Wang Shuo's role as a transmitter of the socialist revolution. In his 

analysis ofthe novel Please Don't Call Me Human23 in Chapter II, Huazhi Wang sees 

sports nationalism and national castration as both manifestations and criticisms. In 

Chapter III, Wang Anyi's works are analyzed, as an outstanding contemporary of 

22 Wang, Huazhi. PhD. Dissertation, Problematizing the Nation: The 'Wang Shuo Phenomenon' and 
Contempormy Chinese Culture, UMI Company, United State, (University of Cornell, 1999) 

23 Wang Shuo, Qianwan bie ba wo dang ren f7H.J1HEft3A (Please Don't Call Me Human), 
Zhongshan t91 W (Zhongshan), 1989, No. 7. English version Please Don't Call Me Human, Goldblatt, 
Howard (trans.), Harpenden: No Exit Press, 2000 
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Wang Shuo, but one who focused on 'family history fiction' in contrast with Wang 

Slmo. 

Yibing Huang's PhD thesis is entitled From "Orphans" to "Bastards": The Legacy 

of the Cultural Revolution and Contemporary Chinese Allegories of the Jndividua/24 

(2001). Huang offers critiques of two writers and one poet: Wang Shuo, Zhang 

Chengzhi and Duoduo. He rethinks the Cultural Revolution and contemporary China 

through the eyes of these three writers. In Chapter Three, which focuses on Wang 

Shuo, Huang considers him only as a novelist, not as an editor of TV dramas and 

movies; he admits that as a result his review of Wang Shuo is not a comprehensive 

one. He has selected Wang Shuo's more autobiographical works as the focus of his 

research, concentrating on portrayals of 'hooligans' in the process of development 

over the last twenty years in China. The chapter contains four sections, analyzing five 

of Wang Shuo's stories: "Air Hostess", "Rubber Man", "The Operators", Playing for 

Thrills and "Wild Animals"25
. Huang's conclusion is that Wang Shuo's later works 

tend towards the sentimental and nostalgic, and that his successful portrayals of 

capitalism in contemporary China include a major element of nostalgia for its socialist 

ongms. 

24 Huang, Yibing. PhD Dissertation, From "Orphans" to "Bastards": The Legacy of the Cultural 
Revolution and Contemporary Chinese Allegories of the Individual, UMI Company, United State, 2001 
(University of California, Los Angeles, 2001) 
25 Wang Shuo, 'Kongzhong xiaojie' ~r:p;J\tlfl. (Air Hostess), Dangdai ~11-\: (Dangdai), 1984, No.2; 
'Xiangpi ren' t~.&:A (Rubber Man), Qingnian wenxue wtf:)c!f: (Youth Literature), 1986, No. 
11&12; 'Wan zhu' frN.:E (The Operators), Shouhuo 1J11:jjt (Harvest), 1987, No.6; Wan dejiu shi xintiao 
:fj[;(!~J]Jt1i!:'L.'Jf}E (Playing for Thrills), Wenxue siji )c!f:[l!l* (Literary seasons), 1988, pp. 174-255. 
English version Playingfor Trills, Goldblatt, Howard (trans.), England: No Exit Press, 1997; 'Dongwu 
xiongmeng' 4/J4io~~ii{ (Wild Animals), Shouhuo ®:t:k (Harvest), 1991, No.6 
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Ping Chou's PhD thesis is entitled Halfway Rebel: Rise and Fall of Wang Shuo 's 

'Hooligan Literature' Between 1978 and 199926 (2002). In three chapters nearly 

twenty of Wang Shuo's stories are commented and analyzed one by one 

chronologically, with a similar amount of comment for each work. The three main 

aspects he examines are: the 'Gray Zone', social issues and satire, and gestures of 

reconciliation with tradition. In contrast with other scholars, Ping Chou also examines 

Wang Shuo's detective stories, regarding them as a part of his oeuvre that should not 

be ignored. In his analysis of Wang Shuo's "I am Your Dad"27
, Ping Chou discusses 

the failure of the attempt to bring democratic reform to the relationship between father 

and son, relating this to the similar pattern of failure of democratic refonn in politics. 

He also criticizes Wang Shuo for not attempting to diagnose the source of the 

problems. 

Geremie Barme is a leading Western researcher on contemporary Chinese culture. 

He has published a number of books and articles including: 'Wang Shuo and Liumang 

('Hooligan') Culture' 28 in 1992, and a book New Ghosts, Old Dreams 29 with co-

editor Linda Jaivin, which contains comments on Wang Shuo's works. He also wrote 

a chapter 'The Apotheosis of the Liumang' in his latest book In the Red 30 in 1999. In 

this chapter, Barme attempts to trace the basic elements of Wang Shuo's fiction back 

to earlier literary and cultural sources. He thinks that Wang Slmo is 'a playful writer 

of serious intent who availed himself of the contemporary Chinese cultural order to 

26 Chou, Ping. PhD Dissertation, Halfway Rebel: Rise and Fall of Wang Shuo 's "Hooligan Literature" 
Between 1978 and 1999, UMI Company, United State, 2002 (University of Stanford, 2002) 
27 Wang Shuo, Wo shi ni baba ft:fi:.{f]\~~ (I Am Your Dad), Shouhuo t&~:k: (Harvest), 1991, No. 2 

28 Barme, Geremie. "Wang Shuo and Liumang ('Hooligan') Culture", The Australian Journal of 
Chinese Affairs, Volume 0, Issue 28 (July, 1992), pp.23-64 
29 Barme, Geremie & Jaivin, Linda (eds.). New Ghosts, Old Dreams, New York: Times Books, 1992 
30 Barme, Geremie./n the Red, New York: Columbia University Press, 1999 
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depict a fictional world of great humour, perception, and release.' He thinks that 

Wang Shuo's works are not only examples of entertainment fiction and coded 

political writing but also a far more compelling form of art: a literature of escape and 

sublimation. 

In his latest research, Barme starts with an explanation of the word 'liumang' 

(hooligan) to explain the background to 'liumang culture'. He examines Wang Shuo's 

life looking for the source of the liumang-type characters who appear in his fiction. 

Several pieces of Wang Shuo' s fiction have been criticized focusing on 'liumang, pizi 

and wanzhu', 'superfluous people, knights-errant and liumang' and 'the marriage of 

liumang and gemen'r'. Barme introduces comments from some critics on Wang Shuo, 

including Zuo Shula's first report on Wang's life, Dai Jinhua's comments on Wang's 

characters in The Operators as 'new people' and 'contemporary heroes', and Liu 

Xiaobo's views on his 'superfluous people' and 'hippy art', etc. Geremie Barme's 

intention is to look beyond the superficial humour and limited political 

subversiveness; and the more simplistic and obvious issues of youth alienation and 

emotional confusion in Wang Shuo's stories. He tries rather to identify persistent 

elements of popular cultural mythology and demonstrate how they are refracted in the 

work of Wang Shuo, as one of China's most versatile contemporary writers. 

Sheryl WuDunn published a report31 on Wang Shuo in the New York Times Review of 

Books in 1993. She thinks that Wang Shuo, rather than criticizing the government for 

being autocratic, is mocking them for being uncool, which is far more devastating. 

She takes the view that although Wang Shuo does not espouse any political cause he 

31 WuDunn, Sheryl. 'The Word From China's Kerouac: The Communists Are Uncool', The New York 
Times Book Review, Jan. 10, 1993, p.3 & p.23 
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is far more subversive than political dissidents such as Su Xiaokang and Liu Binyan 

who live in America. In her book China Wakes32 (1994), co-written with Nicholas 

Kristof, Sheryl WuDunn repeats this view and points out that Wang Shuo is hugely 

ambitious for fame and fortune, and has a Madonna-like talent for marketing. 

Jing Wang discusses Wang Shuo in one chapter in her book High Culture Fever33 

published in 1996. She comments that Wang Shuo's is the first example of a 

'marketized' literature that promotes 'bestseller consciousness' above all else. Wang 

Shuo is distinct from the experimentalists of 1980s in his conscious dedication to the 

entertainment and commodity value of storytelling. She thinks that the 'Wang Shuo 

phenomenon' owes its manifestation to public opinion. Jing Wang points out that the 

progressive atrophy of the cultural and political influence of intellectuals has come to 

dominate popular culture on the glistening screen ofthe post-New Era, and she thanks 

Wang Shuo for his contribution in turning the negative image of highbrow people into 

a profitable industry. 

Claire Huot's book China's New Culture Scene34 (2000) focuses on Wang Shuo in 

Chapter II 'Away from Literature 1: Words Turned On', which studies literary works 

in transition. She examines how Wang Shuo and his partners, especially film and TV 

drama director Feng Xiaogang and actor turned director Jiang Wen, have literally 

'turned on' words, adapted Wang Shuo's stories into films and TV dramas. She 

32 Kristof, Nicholas D. & WuDunn, Sheryl. 'A Room of One's Own', in China Wakes. London: 
Nicholas Brealey Publishing Limited, I 994, pp.276-304 

33 Wang, Jing. High Culture Fever: Politics, Aesthetics and Ideology in Deng 's China. Berkeley & 
London: University of California Press, I 996 
34 Huot, Claire. China's New Cultural Scene. Durham & London: Duke University Press, 2000 
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includes the TV serials Stories of the Editorial Ojjice35 (1991) and A Beijinger in New 

YorJC6 and the film In the Heat of the Sun37 (1995). Claire Huot comments that the 

key to Wang Shuo's popularity and financial success is his 'invented lingo', a 

combination of subverted political formulae with streetwise slang, which is always 

geared to a light-hearted effect. 

Xueping Zhong criticizes Wang Shuo's anti-hero treatment in his book Masculinity 

Besieged38 (2000). He categorizes the reception of Wang Shuo's works as having 

three aspects. First, Wang Shuo's witty parody of official discourse delights many of 

his readers, especially in some of his earlier stories. Second, the kinds of characters 

Wang Shuo brings to life in his stories, the hooligans and 'dregs of society', have 

been applauded by critics. Third, the kind of hero found in Wang Shuo's fiction has 

been created by the way that when he makes fun of the sublime, the elite and the 

sentimental; the 'badness' has been done in the name of 'goodness'. Xueping Zhong 

argues that the issue is not as simple as the privileged social position of Wang Shuo's 

antiheroes; his concern is that the depiction of the privileged rebel with masculinist 

overtones captures the imagination of the intellectuals. Xueping Zhong thinks that 

Wang Shuo's stories have released the pent-up anger of ordinary people toward the 

absurdity of the power system. The success of these stories signifies the establishment 

of a new aesthetic order where the once heroic image of men is replaced by anti-

heroes. As these new images of men move away from orthodox official Chinese 

35 Bianjibu de gushi tlie!f&mHt{J"M!:$ (Stories from the Editorial Office), directed by Zheng Xiaolong /;!) 
11/t:ft & Zhao Baogang ~_'i:!X]IJ, edited by Wang Shuo J:JlA & Feng Xiaogang {lb/J\IX]IJ, 1991 
36 A TV drama produced by Wang Shuo and Feng Xiaogang's Haomeng Film and Television 
Company, directed by Feng Xiaogang, Jiang Wen was the actor, 1993 
37 Yangguang can/an de rizi ~B :Yt:J:W:J:~B{j B -T (In the Heat of the Sun), based on Dongwu xiongmeng 

l;t]!Jiol:>9~ (Wild Animals), directed and edited by Xiang Wen ~::)(,Beijing Film Studio, 1995 
38 Zhong, Xueping. 'Wang Shuo's Antiheroes: The Third Case and the Politics of(Male) Marginality', 
Masculinity Besieged. Durham & London: Duke University Press, 2000, pp.l 09-118. 
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ideology into the murky realms of 'human nature', this will have political 

implications. 

The Background to New Era Literature 

Mao Zedong's 'Talks at the Yan'an Forum on Literature and Art' in 1942 dominated 

China's cultural development for half a century. Mao advocated that literature and art 

should 'serve the workers, peasants and soldiers', with the main aim of acting as a 

propaganda tool to unite the masses in the war with the Japanese and the KMT. This 

propaganda was very effective in helping overthrow the old regime; however to have 

real, lasting impact what was needed was literature and art owned by the people, in a 

form and language accessible to the people. Zhao Shuli's ~;fkj~ works were held up 

as models in these respects. 

At the same time, the CCP was severely critical of people who did not obey policy; 

this criticism was institutionalized in the rectification movements ~JXliE.l9J which 

took place at Yan' an and later. The works of intellectuals who adopted a purist 

approach based on aesthetic criteria were criticized for their lack of political 

awareness and for spreading bourgeois ideas. 

Mao's talks at Yan'an over time took on the status of absolute authority, and became 

part of the state control apparatus. The call to 'serve the people' was perverted into 

manipulation and control of the people. After the death of Mao and the overthrow of 

the Gang ofF our, 'Scar Literature' and 'Root -seeking Literature' were encouraged by 

the new authorities to validate their authority by criticising and exposing the 
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privations the people suffered under the old regime. In the mid-1980s, 'avant-garde' 

literature and art appeared in China; these tended to take literature and art down a 

narrow road which served a minority of intellectuals. Folk culture and popular literary 

and artistic works were now looked down upon. 

Young Rebels 

Wang Shuo took different path, producing fiction, film and TV scripts with mass 

appeal, which paradoxically reaffirmed traditional values and yet were often deeply 

subversive in their attitude to political authority and ideology. He was a leading 

figure in the process to develop a commercial society. Yet he started from his own 

needs rather than consciously rebelling. Wang Shuo, and the young people he 

portrayed in novels such as Playing for Thrills, the so-called 'pizi' (hooligans), were 

society's rebels. As the Birmingham Schoot39 revealed in research on rebellious youth 

in Britain in the 1960s, the pizi had a positive effect on a society stubbornly resistant 

to change. 

Birmingham School theories were introduced into China in the 1990s. They marked a 

change in the conservative attitude to mass culture of the Frankfurt School.40 They 

positively evaluated the sub-culture of the post-war youth generation, focusing on 

working class young people, such as Teddy boys, Mods, Skinheads and hippies. They 

concluded that these young people's lives were not decadent or morally degenerate. 

On the contrary, they were using their own way to criticize society; their way of life 

39 The Binningham School was founded at the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the 
University of Birmingham. 
40 The Frankfurt School is named after the Institute for Social Research at the University of Frankfurt. 
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was a way of resistance. They felt oppressed by orthodox culture and were struggling 

against this dominant ideology, not simply engaging in random destruction. 

Their situation was very much like the young generation in China after the Cultural 

Revolution, where people felt deceived by the constant political movements, arid did 

not want to be manipulated by those in power as the older generation had been. The 

ruling ideology had lost its legitimacy in the chaos of the Cultural Revolution. Some 

young people wanted to oppose a politicised society. These included Wei Jingsheng 

~;?~ 1:. and Bei Dao ~t.%, who used political articles and poetry to criticize the 

authorities; some, for example Cui Jian ~-ru!, used rock and roll music and lyrics to 

rebel against society, very much like the Rockers; and some, like Wang Shuo, mocked 

the official language of ideology. Young people in Britain and young people in China 

were both rebelling against the dominant ideology in their own ways. 'Culture is not a 

way oflife, it is a way of struggle.' 41 

The Birmingham School positively evaluated the role of mass culture. They 

advocated research on popular culture, and tried to break down the barriers between 

canonized art (high art) works and popular works. Wang Shuo is an example of a 

person who bridged this divide. Wang Shuo did not consciously set out to be a rebel; 

he adopted the role of a common man pursuing his own financial gain. At the same 

time his works contain serious criticisms, which constantly alarmed the authorities. 

Wang was part of the first wave of cultural privatization, a change-over from the state 

planning economic system to a market oriented system in the cultural sphere 

analogo:us to that in the industrial world. He helped stimulate the mass_ market for 

41 Dennis Dworkin, Cultural Marxism in Post-war Britain: History, the New Left, and the Origin of 
Cultural Study. Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1997, p.l 02 
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commercial cultural products for ordinary people, something which marked the 

beginning of a new mass culture in China. 

Mass Culture 

Chinese mass culture, like the economy in general, attempted to develop a new way 

with Chinese characteristics. The cultural world went from pursuing pure art or 'high 

art' in the 1980s to mass culture and a 'culture industry' in the 1990s. People rejected 

as hypocritical the traditional ideal of a 'perfect, beautiful and intelligent high 

culture' 42 in favour of a 'culture is ordinary' 43 version. The emergence of mass culture 

was a sign of the end of politicised culture as a vehicle for control and as a 

propaganda tool. The majority of cultural products were now being made purely for 

market profit and for entertainment; one authority estimated that 70% of films were 

now pure entertainment, commercial films with no 'mainstream' propaganda 

message. 44 Although mainstream culture products still occupy a position of 

'hegemony', nevertheless they have much less control and influence over ordinary 

people. 

Pursuing mass culture in China has had the positive effect of tearing off the mask of 

hypocrisy and satisfying the tastes of ordinary people, using entertainment and 

enjoyment to oppose the old society's ideology and its idols. The weapons of this 

mass culture have been comedy and mockery. Wang Shuo uses his own outrageous 

behaviour and pronouncements as a strategy to stimulate the market, publicising his 

42 MattlfeW Arno!O; Culture and Anarchy, Camoridge: University Press, 1935 
43 Raymond Williams, Resources of Hope: Culture, Democracy, Socialism. Edited by Robin Gable 
London: Verso, 1989 
44 Ni Zhen 15i:ltt, Gaige yu Zhongguo dianying c&l¥-!=J if! Ill ~I!~ (Reform and Chinese Film), p.l7 
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values, and inviting others to follow him. Personal achievement has started to be 

judged by financial rather than political status. 

The theories of Frankfurt School were introduced into China in the 1980s. The classic 

work of the Frankfurt School, Dialectic of Enlightenment, was translated into Chinese 

in 1990. 45 Chinese academics drew lessons from Western theory to explain new 

phenomena in China, and adopted the language of Western theory to analyse Chinese 

reality. For example, they popularised the terms 'mass culture' or 'popular culture' 

(dazhong wenhua :A AX 1-t) and 'culture industry' (wenhua gongye )( 1-ti~). 

These, together with the concepts of subculture and post-modernism, have been used 

to analyse the new cultural phenomena, including the 'Wang Shuo phenomenon'. 

A leading figure of the Frankfurt School, Theodor Adorno, criticized mass culture 

since the 1940s. He condemned mass culture in capitalist societies for manipulating 

and controlling people by catering to poor taste, and providing an escapist answer to 

the problems ofthe real world. 

'The culture industry perpetually cheats its consumers of what it 
perpetually promises. The promissory note which, with its plots and 
staging, it draws on pleasure is endlessly prolonged; the promise, which is 
actually all the spectacle consists of, is illusory: all it actually confirms is 
that the real point will never be reached, that the diner must be satisfied 
with the menu. ' 46 

45 Max Horkheimer & Theodor W. Adorno, Hong Peiyu #f;{li!itfm & Lin Yuefeng iii J=l ~(trans.), 
Qimeng bianzheng(a Ja ~ 8{] NiiE¥t (Dialectic of Enlightenment), Chongqing: Chongqing chubanshe, 
1990. . . . . . .. . . 
46 Max Horkheimer & Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, John Cumming (trans.), New 
York: Herder and Herder, 1972, p.l39 
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He criticized the depressing effect of mass culture on people, as it emerged in the 

form of a monopoly culture industry. Adorno's ideas were a seminal contribution to 

understanding of the subject, but in China the situation of mass culture is totally 

different to Adorno's Europe. Mass culture in China had been banished for thirty 

years from 1949 to 1979, but, emerging from its repression by 'mainstream' (i.e. state 

sponsored) culture and elite culture, it re-appeared from the 1980s onwards. 

Mainstream culture had enjoyed the powerful backing of the authorities, and had 

hegemony over other forms of culture. In the 1980s, elite culture was fighting for 

freedom of expression and the right to exist; meantime mass culture was being 

boosted by the market economy and the open door policy, both of which allowed it to 

thrive. Mass culture was able to withstand the various forces repressing it, and now 

occupied the main cultural market. However, it did suffer from the defects described 

by Adorno. 

China commercialised rapidly in the 1990s; capitalist principles operated throughout 

society, with many resultant defects; for example, profiteering producing poor quality 

products. This commercialisation was encouraged by the authorities; one reason was 

in order to develop the economy, but another was the transfer of people's attention 

from politics to personal enjoyment. Mass culture was used to create a 'false 

consciousness' and 'false needs'; the majority of people were lulled into a sense of 

satisfaction by new material and cultural products; they felt happy with their current 

living situation and forgot their political aspirations. The Frankfurt School's theory 

that the 'mass culture industry' had taken over from religion as Marx's 'opiate of the 

masses', the means used by those in power to blunt opposition to their rule, struck a 

chord with Chinese academics. 
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The aim of the culture industry is to make consumers feel satisfied; entertainment 

creates a feeling of well-being which stops people thinking deeply about serious 

issues. These cultural products provide people with temporary release from their 

various anxieties, but do not change the fundamentals. The feeling of satisfaction 

means they can forget about current difficulties, and temporarily escape from reality, 

so no thoughts of resistance remain.47 

Mass culture not only acts as a 'cultural drug' manipulating the masses, at the same 

time it also seeks to avoid revealing its own shortcomings. These include dumbing 

down to the lowest mass taste, and catering for people's prejudices rather than 

enlightening them. The more enlightened people can recognize the fake optimism of 

the entertainment industry. The Frankfurt School is highly critical of these aspects of 

the culture industry, but recognizes that even so people cannot totally be manipulated 

by the mass culture industry.48 

Making the biggest profit in the shortest time is the principal aim, with short-sighted 

self-interest dominating the thoughts of many producers of cultural products. 

Formulaic mass culture products have acted as a 'cultural drug' for the masses for the 

last ten years. It is not coincidental that this has occurred at a time of radical economic 

reform, with the whole of society increasingly being run according to commercial 

principles, with many medium and small state-owned factories being closed down, 

and millions of people losing their jobs. Give the severe inadequacies of the welfare 

system, many people face a real struggle to survive, and millions of peasants have 

47 Max Horkheimer & Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, John Cumming (trans.), New 
York: Herder and Herder, 1972,p.144 
48 Adorno, Theodor W., 'Free Time', The Culture Industry, London: Routledge, 1992, pp. 162-170 
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flocked into the cities to act as cheap unskilled labour. Crime has greatly increased 

too, giving people a sense of insecurity. The 'low level cultural' products are not able 

to distract people to the extent intended. 

The above are some of the criticisms of new mass culture products. Mass culture 

producers tend not to pay attention to academic research, which they see as out of 

touch with reality; the academics feel justified but· marginalized. This is an issue of 

economics versus artistic standards with no definitive solution. 

Commercialization of Culture and China 

Commercialization refers to the process by which culture has been made into a 

commodity to be purchased by individual consumers. In the past culture was largely 

supported by patrons; in the traditional West these included the church, the court and 

the aristocracy. Ordinary people also created their own limited folk culture of music 

and dance and material objects for their own use. In modem socialist societies the 

state has provided subidised culture as part of an educational, or propaganda, service. 

Capitalist societies still provide some subsidies for 'high culture' through government 

or company support. Universally in the industrialised world increases in leisure time 

and income, added to changes in delivery technology in the form of film, radio, TV, 

records, videos, CDs and DVDs, have allowed the development of a commercial mass 

culture. In this the consumers pay the cost and hence largely determine the content of 

their mass culture. This has led to accusations of manipulation and 'dumbing down' 

but the fact is that ordinary people have greatly enhanced leisure opportunities, in 

both amount and range, compared to the past. 
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There were almost no commercial cultural products in mainland China under the 

socialist system. After 1978, economic reforms, the open door policy and the 

promotion new ways of thinking all made possible the process of creating cultural 

products for financial gain. As economic development replaced political movements 

as the focal point for national construction, the financial income from cultural 

products became increasingly essential for literary and artistic workers used to a state 

subsidized system. Although official policy on cultural products remained based on 

Mao Zedong's 'Talks at the Yan'an Forum on Literature and Art' in 1942, 

nevertheless raising people's living standards and enriching people's daily lives were 

increasingly emphasized. Cultural products relating to different aspects of life were 

encouraged. Western academics, such as Beverley Hooper, have done research on 

consumption and consumerism, focusing on the development of consumerist markets 

in Chinese and Western domestic products in China over the past twenty years. These 

reflect the changes in people's aspirations and consumerist physiology. My research 

focuses on the change in attitude towards cultural products, the commoditization of 

products which had been unilaterally defined by the elite for the masses, and now had 

to take into consideration consumer preference. 

This involved a change-over from a state-funded cultural products production and 

distribution system to a market-orientated profit-motivated production and 

distribution system. By comparing the differences between cultural products before 

and after the economic reforms in contemporary China it is possible to demonstrate 

the great changes in the cultural field, especially in social values, in the guiding 

principles of the production, remuneration and payments systems, in attitudes to Hong 
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Kong, Taiwanese and Western cultural products, and in the ability to determine 

popular cultural and social trends. 

Until the mid-1980s, the literary and artistic world in mainland China was still very 

much focused on making books, films, TV serials and songs, etc. with social and 

political significance. Literature was at the forefront of the introspection process for 

ordinary people trying to make sense of their turbulence lives over the past thirty 

years since the founding of the People's Republic of China. A group of writers with 

influential works emerged after the shift in government policy at the end of the 1970s; 

these included Lu Xinhua ?f.JT$ and his story Shanghen 1%m (Scar), Liu Xinwu and 

his story Banzhuren 33I±1f (The Class Teacher), Zhang Jie and her story Ai shi bu 

neng wangji de ~~/f~~Sici¥J (Love Cannot Be Forgotten). 

Following these literary trends, the film world adapted 'Scar Literature', 'Root-

seeking Literature', and 'Reform Literature' into films. The official distribution 

system for 'mainstream' films was filled with works adapted from such stories; there 

was, for example, Mumaren ~:fb.A (Shepherd),49 Tianyunshan chuanqi J(L;-tld~1SJ 

(The Legacy ofTianyun Mountain),50 Bei aiqing yiwang dejiaoluo 1.Bl~'t-~SI¥JJ§ 

1i (The Corner Forgotten by Love).51 

49 Adapted from Zhang Xianliang's *'Bfn:. story Ling yu rou J{l=j ~(Soul and Flesh), 1980. 
50Adapted-·from Lu Yanzhou's :ffift m1 story Tianyunshan chuanqi ~~ tl.J{'tf~ (The Legacy of 
Tianyun Mountain), 1979. 
51 Adapted from Zhang Xuan's *:tk story Bei aiqing yiwang dejiaoluo 11H'ltl1J~~!¥Jjfj)i (The 
Comer Forgotten by Love), 1979. 
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TV serials adopted the literary trends of that time as well, with such examples as 

Cuotuosuiyuefi&~t~ )=J (Time Passes by and Nothing is Accomplished). 52 Apart from 

these, traditional Chinese literary works became a resource for TV serial making; for 

example there were the TV serials Hongloumeng f_[ ~ 1t (Dream of the Red 

Chamber) and Xiyouji il§WJiG (Journey to the West), both state-funded blockbuster 

TV serials. Although th~se TV serials were very popular, they presented certain 

difficulties. They were. technically and financially very taxing, and the original 

literary works had to be outstanding, as did the directors, editors and actors, in order 

to produce an acceptable product. 

These books, films and TV serials had an enormous impact on society, while people 

in the literary world were looking for new trends. Young writers moved on to 

experimental works, such as Xu Xing's ~~ £ 'Wu zhuti bianzou' 7C ± ~ ~ ~ 

(Variations Without A Theme, 1985), and Liu Suola's )(IJ~i'.ft, 'Ni bie wu xuanze' f~ 

j)IJJC~t¥ (You Have No Other Choice, 1985), which were considered avant-garde 

stories. There were also new trends reflecting Western inspiration: 'Xin xianshi zhuyi' 

(new realism), 'Xin lishi zhuyi' (new historicism) and 'hou xiandaizhuyi' (post-

modernism), etc. These new trends were rather difficult to understand and many 

readers lost interest. The distribution system for films changed from a work-unit 

administered system (work units brought and distributed the vast majority of film-

viewing tickets for their employees as part of their education and propaganda 

programmes) to a pure market system. This caused a dramatic fall in audiences. While 

52 Adapted from Ye Xin's !lf$ story Cuotuosuiyue&!fE~57 Fl (Time Passes by and Nothing is 
Accomplished), 1982 
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the development of the new trend left mainland producers at a loss, the cultural 

market was filled by entertainment products from Taiwan and Hong Kong. 

Since the open door policy of 1978, books, audio and video tapes had been brought 

from Hong Kong to the mainland by traders and sold in the market. This was similar 

to the smuggling of electrical goods, such as TV sets and tape recorders, etc. Some of 

these items were legal and some of them were illegaJ. Ordinary people suddenly had 

the choice of doing business for a living, running a shop or selling goods in the 

market, instead of working for a work unit. This situation reflected the changes in 

economic policy, resulting in commercial cultural products becoming available in the 

market and spreading throughout the country via non-official distribution channels. 

Typical cultural products in this early 1980s market included Teresa Teng's (Deng 

Lijun) popular songs, Chiong Yao's (Qiong Yao) love stories, Jin Yong's martial art 

novels and Jackie Chan's (Cheng Long) martial art films. Because these initial 

products were so popular and brought fmancial success, there were more and more 

books, films and songs coming into mainland China from Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

They included San Mao's - -=B travel stories, Yi Shu's 2/.F*f love stories, Liang 

Yusheng's ~3]3]-1:_ and Gu long's 15:/.t martial arts fiction, popular songs by singers 

such as Liu Wenzheng )(lj )CiE, Zhang Mingmin * ~ ili&, Qi Qin :1f ~, Wang 

Mingquan ffEf:l~, Zhang Xueyou *~~ and Ye Qianwen nt{w)(, etc. Taiwanese 

films based on Chiong Yao's love stories, such as Yaner zai linshao ./fi)L:ft;ft{~ 

(Wild Goose on the Top of the Tree), Caixia mantian*3ili~:X (Rosy Clouds All 

over the Sky), starred Brigitte Lin ;ft 1f n and Qin Han~¥)(. Hong Kong films 
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starring Chow Yun-Fat JJM/t included Yingxiong bense9tlt:!::$:-@. (True Qualities of 

A Hero) and Zushen ~ fEjl (God of Gambling). The Hong Kong TV serials 

Shanghaitan L i'Hi: iXt (Shanghai Beach) and the martial arts TV serials She diao 

yingxiong zhuan MI~Jff9tft:l1-t' (The Hero who Shot the Vulture) 53 and Chen Zhen ~* 54 

were all very popular. A huge number of these books, films, TV serials and songs 

flooded into the market one after another. They are stereotypical products of the 

commercial entertainment industry, which can be constantly churned out at low cost 

and in a short period. It was found that there was a good market for these consumer 

cultural products. These were something that mainland Chinese writers and film 

producers had never experienced before. 

Taiwan had no direct contact with mainland China in early 1980s; all the cultural 

products made in Taiwan went through Hong Kong. Although Hong Kong had a 

developed economy and had become a leading world financial centre in Asia, Hong 

Kong was commonly criticized as a 'cultural desert' (wenhua shamo }!:_ 1-t¥Y¥~) by 

mainland intellectuals, and people in Hong Kong were famous only for their pursuit 

of money. During the past twenty years, as these popular cultural products flooded 

into the mainland from Hong Kong, people began to re-evaluate their views on Hong 

Kong, which now became a model for imitation by mainlanders. 

In the book market, apart from martial arts fiction and love stories, books on life 

skills, such as hair dressing, clothes-making and knitwear knitting have become more 

popular than books following the official line, so-called 'serious literature'(yansu 

53 TV serial adapted from Jin Yong's martial arts fiction. 
54 Fictional account of the martial arts hero Chen Zhen based in the 1920s & 1930s. 
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wenxue F »Ft X¥). Books are expected to reflect more ordinary people's life 

experiences and have moved away from their focus on national and group interests to 

individuals. Readers and audiences are for the first time treated as customers who 

need to be satisfied in order to make a profit. The income from selling stories in the 

market has made it possible for writers like Wang Shuo to make a living as a 

freelance writer without receiving any salary from a state- owned work unit. This was 

unthinkable twenty years ago. Wang Shuo was the pioneer in this, becoming the first 

·major financial success and a model for other writers. Publishers can no longer rely on 

the government for this main source of income; they have to work together with 

writers to create and stimulate markets. New works, new phrases and new trends must 

be constantly generated, backed up by a whole panoply of marketing and advertising 

to attract audiences. 

Most mainland films produced in the twenty years after the PRC was founded were 

about wars, heroes, and contributing to the constructing the socialist motherland. The 

first ever entertainment films made by a mainland film director were the martial arts 

films made by Zhang Huaxun Shenmi de dafo :f$~~E8-A1~ (Mysterious Buddha, 

1980) and Wulin zhi LEt:f*;t (The Chronicles ofthe Martial Fraternity, 1983)55
. These 

films were severely criticized for being in poor taste and putting box office success 

first, and Zhang Huaxun gave up making entertainment films altogether for a time. 

However it was because of the box office success of these films, when most film 

studios found themselves on the edge of bankruptcy as they facing the withdrawal of 

55 See Chapter III Wang Shuo and Contemporary Chinese Films and Popular TV Serials: Entertainment 
Films 
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financial support from state, that studios finally chose the entertainment film road.56 

Four 'Wang Shuo films' 57 were released in 1988, a year that was a milestone in 

entertainment film making in mainland China. In TV serial production, the low-cost 

indoor drama Kewang ~If?. (Yearning, 1990) became the biggest hit in Chinese 

television history, with Wang Shuo contributing as co-editor. The mainland also 

started creating its own pop music, with the first teenage pop singer Cheng Lin tJg*f\ 

appearing in the mid-1980s, and the first rock and roll singer and song writer, Cui Jian 

-W Jt influencing both the young generation and the music industry. 

The attitude towards western cultural products changed dramatically from 'banning, 

being disgusted, criticizing, and rejecting' to 'pursuing, imitating, blind worshipping 

and advocating'. Cultural exchange with foreign countries was originally limited to 

the circle of socialism countries, resulting in the importation of products such as the 

Soviet Union's book-based film Zheli de liming jing qiaoqiao ~_£El"J~I3J.ltit'tf!H~ 

(The Quiet Dawn), and the song Mosike jiaowai de wan shang ~WTH~~)'~ El"J aiJ: 

(Evening in a Moscow Suburb). These kinds of cultural products were the main 

sources of inspiration from abroad from the end of 1940s to 1970s and influenced 

several generations. They were part of the mainstream culture for official socialist 

education and propaganda rather than making a profit. 

Cultural products from America, Britain and around the world gradually spread into 

the market through the relaxation of official censorship controls. These included 

56 Ni Zhen 11Jl!li, Gaige yu Zhongguo dianying i&.¥~ rp lli]lt!,~ (Reform and Chinese Film), Beijing: 
Zhongguo dianying chubanshe, 1994, pp 154-164 
57 See Chapter III Wang Shuo and Contemporary Chinese Films and Popular TV Serials: Making Wang 
Shuo's Early Films 
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influential Hollywood films such as Piliwu Sm~ (Break Dance), the popular British 

detective fiction Fuermosi zhentan ji tjj$"AA19H*~ (Sherlock Holmes Collection) 

by Conan Do lye, the French Jidushan bojue ~tt W 18 ~· (Count of Monte Cristo) by 

Alexandre Dumas, the science fiction Haidi liang wan li #i ~ ~ Jj £ (Twenty 

Thousand Leagues Under the Sea) by Jules Verne, and the Japanese film Juechang g~ 

P~ (Zessho) starring Yamaguchi Momoe W D Ef f!. Making financial profits was the 

main aim of these popular cultural products in 1980s, at time that was the very 

beginning of the introduction of Western popular cultural products into the PRC. The 

'bourgeois' life-styles, fashions and interests were quickly picked up by young 

people, transforming their notion of the ideal life. Western values, the pursuit of 

individual interests, the identification of the self and a spirit of adventure, started to 

become integrated into contemporary Chinese culture. 

The process of commercialization was a turbulent one, full of conflicts and 

arguments. Most of these new products were criticized strongly at the beginning: 

Teresa Teng's songs were labelled 'pornographic' and criticized as 'decadent 

bourgeois music' (zichanjieji de mimi zhi · yin~ F ~fr ~».1¥1 ~ ~ Z {f). This also 

applied to martial arts films which were initially condemned. Twenty years later, after 

the martial arts film Wohucanglong g!r JjGi}il:ft (Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon) 

directed by Ang Lee won an Oscar in 2001, following great success in the West, 

martial arts films became the new vogue in China. Influential art film directors, such 

as Zhang Yimou and Chen Kaige, achieved their biggest market successes with 

Zhang's Yingxiong ~tit (Hero, 2002) and Shimianmaifu -t00t!17\ (House of Flying 

Daggers, 2004), and Chen's Wuji 7Ct.&: (The Promise, 2005). 
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Commercialization has resulted in richer and more varied cultural products to cater 

for the mass market. However, this economic liberalization does not extent to content 

where it impinges on political issues; this is still strictly controlled by the government 

with little change brought by the process of commercialization of culture. 

The Debate on Humanism 

Wang Shuo' s success sparked off a debate on his works in the early 1990s. This took 

stock of the changes in Chinese cultural development over the previous decade, as 

opposing groups tried to offer their analyses. Concern focused on the question of 

commercialisation in the cultural sphere and the deleterious effect this was having on 

society. 

In January 1993, Wang Shuo, a 'hooligan' writer, was voted number four in the top 

ten most popular people of 1992 by Beijing Youth readers. 58 China Youth then started 

a column headed 'What has Wang Shuo brought to us?' (.:E~Jl~~fi'Jm* T 1t0.? ) 

on January 30, 1993. This allowed ordinary readers, not just professional critics, to 

express freely their views on Wang Shuo. Wang Shuo was already a very influential 

figure among ordinary people in society. 

The Debate on Humanism _A:}(fijt~i:tii?; started mainly as a criticism of the 'Wang 

Shuo phenomenon'. There were two sides: the 'love Wang Shuo' faction and the 'hate 

58 Donghui Li, The 'Phenomenon' ofWangShuo: A Historico-Literary Consideration, United State: 
UMI company, p.3 
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Wang Shuo' faction divided between the Beijing and Shanghai literary fields, the 

northern and southern cultural centres. 

Wang Shuo was a prolific writer between 1986-1991; he was the best selling writer in 

China, selling nearly 10 million copies in the early 1990s, and over a dozen of his 

stories were adapted into hit TV serials and films. In the mid-1980s, Wang Shuo was 

·almost the first person in the literary world of the PRC to pay serious attention to the 

demands of the market. 59 

Wang Shuo has been called the 'bad' boy of the contemporary Chinese cultural field; 

with his rebellious image he is often described as a 'hooligan' or 'riffraff. He 

portrays hooligans apparently based on himself as a model; and he brought the 

Beatnik to China. Wang Shuo's philosophy as a writer is: 

'I've never written anything because I thought it was necessary for 
society. In fact, my biggest purpose is to be different from them. If they're 
highbrow, I'm low. Ifthey're serious, then I'm not.' 60 

Wang Shuo's works contain strongly subversive satire on current political 

phenomena; although he is not a dissident, in the sense that he does not launch direct 

political attacks on the party, in mocking the Communist authorities as uncool he is 

even more dangerous than the overt dissidents. 61 

59 Zhang Zhizhong ~~~~~,,'Wang Shuo xianxiang: lubiao yu tianping' ~rJ'fl:£91.~: £.Mff-15~ 3Y (The 
Wang Shuo Phenomenon: Road Signs And Balance), Wenyi pinglun XZV1i'f:: (Literature and Art 
Crticism), 1997, vol. 5, pp.49-58 
60 Yu Wong, 'Wang's World', Far Eastern Economic Review, August 8, 1996, pp.46-48 
61 Sheryl WuDunn, 'The Word From China's Kerouac: The Communists Are Uncool', The New York 
Times Book Review, 10 Jan. 1993, p.3 & p.23 
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Wang Shuo persists in his ways no matter what others say; he is obsessed with fame 

and wealth in a way entirely familiar to Western readers of lifestyle magazines, but 

highly controversial in China. His is said to have demonstrated 'a Madonna-style 

talent for marketing' 62 and to be 'the most conscious story-producing businessman.' 63 

Many concepts have been used by Chinese critics to comment on Wang Shuo, such as 

'new realism' *'TlJ/l~, 'new situation'fJT13 ~, and 'new urban people'*'Trn ~' etc. 

but there is always great divergence of opinion on how to understand Wang Shuo. He 

remains a very controversial figure. 

The market economy developed very quickly in the early 1990s, and popular literary 

products filled the market, whilst serious literature lost a huge proportion of its 

readership. Some writers started writing 'vulgar' stories, and some writers set up 

companies and become businessmen. These latter included Lu Wenfu M:i:Scx, Zhang 

Xianliang 5-!f~~, Wei Minglun « aJH~. 64 Scholars with very orthodox opinions 

found this hard to accept and criticized the trend. In 1993, Wang Xiaoming .=EB)tl'ljj 

and several scholars published an article 'Kuangye shang de feixu-wenxue he 

renwen j ingshen de weij i' Bt !Iff __t B<J !l j}j-}C ~ *Q A X #H~ B<J f~AJL (Ruins in the 

Wilderness-The Crisis in Literature and Humanism).65 The debate on 'humanism' 

62 ibid. 
63 Ye Peng nt~, 'Bulin e ming' !Gft~~ (Do not afraid of Bad Name). Liang Huan ~)(};: (ed.), 

Mingrenyanzhongde WangShuo ~AH~r:pB(JrJIJl (Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes), Beijing: Huayi 
chubanshe, 1993, p.66 c~r l~l:li El Jit8{j;jyiJG~IJ11=~) 
64 Lu Wenfu i)ili)(.1\: became chairman ofSuzhou Hong wen gongsi i7i~1+15L)(~i;J, Zhang Xianliang 
gK~;}t set up Ningxia Xianhai shiye gongsi T'!t5t7lif.~~~i;J, Wei Minglun ~f~JHf?: set up Wei 

Minglun Jingji wenhua gongsi ~a)lff::~£$'f)({{.~i'i'J in early 1990s. Lin Dazhong *f:Ar:p & Meng 

Fanhua .it~* (ed.), Jiushi niandai wencun tL +i¥1~)({-f (Collected Works of the 1990s), Beijing: 
Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 200 I, pp.42-43 
65 Lin Dazhong f*:Ar:p & Meng Fanhua .!fum:* (ed.), Collected Works ofthe 1990s, pp.27-41, 
originally published in Shanghai wenxue J:.#lt)('¥ (Shanghai Literature), 1993, vol. 6 
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started from this and lasted for more than two years. It was the biggest nationwide 

debate of the 1990s, exposing a wide split inside the intellectual world. 66 

Wang Xiaoming's article criticized the 'vulgar' situation after serious literature lost its 

'shock effect' ~Z9J ~:)(@ 67 by the late 1980s. He said: 

"The wave of 'commercialisation' with Chinese characteristics has almost 
pulled literature out by the roots and we suddenly find that the majority of 
people in society have long since lost interest in literature. ' 68 

In this discussion, Wang Shuo was criticised for pandering to public complaints about 

society, and believed to be describing the dregs of society in his stories. His detractors 

complained that people's cultural life was going steadily downhill. 

'The crisis of literature actually explores the criSIS of contemporary 
Chinese humanism. The whole of society is indifferent to literature, it has 
just proved from one aspect that we have already lost interest in 
developing our spiritual life. ' 69 

Wang Meng wrote articles arguing in favour of Wang Shuo, provoking criticism from 

many quarters. Wang Meng said: 

'We probably never thought that it was possible to have another type of 
writer and literature ...... To writers like us who have great responsibility 
for the heavens or themselves, he (Wang Shuo) is really a naughty 

66 Yang Zhijin ;tt&;G;4- & Liu Xinfeng )(lj~ }X\. (eds.), Xinshiqi wentanfengyun lu ~rtJ:l!A}Ci~JxL ~:!R 
(New Era Literary World's Storms), Changchun: Jilin chubanshe, 1999, p.471 
67 Wang Meng X:~, 'Wenxue: Shique hongdong xingying yihou' }(~: *=!P~f,i]~)li§Z ~}§ (After 
Literature Lost Its Shock Effect), Wang Meng Wenji r~X~ (Collected Works of Wang Meng), 
1993, vol. 6, pp.337-344 
68 Cited in Lin Dazhong f*::kJ:j=l & Meng Fanhua ~~$ (ed.), Collected Works of the 1990s, p.27 
69 ibid., p.28 
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boy ...... He desperately evades the solemn, the sacred and the great; and 
he also avoids the things he thinks are tragic and sentimental.' 70 

Since then divergent opinions emerged, with Wang Meng and Wang Shuo in the 

group supporting writers who tried to enter the market economy. This group was 

known as the 'two Wangs' =I. Zhang Chengzhi 5*7fciit and Zhang Wei 5*~'15 

represented the group criticising writers for being influenced by the market economy; 

they were called the 'two Zhangs' = 5*. 

Wang Meng questioned how many people who criticize Wang Shuo really understood 

Wang Shuo. What Wang Shuo hated were 'false morality, false nobility and false 

attitudes.' Wang Meng thought that Wang Shuo was 'deliberately using the way of 

insulting people and literature as a safer way to express the truth of the emperor's new 

clothes.' 71 He thinks the reason Wang Shuo 'blasphemes against the sacred' ~~* 

~ is because 'initially it is life that blasphemes against the sacred,' and that China's 

political movements had time and again 'played' with people, hence so has Wang 

Shuo.72 

Wang Shuo thinks that people who call for humanism actually want to rebuild social 

morality, yet this may turn out to be the old and decadent morality of the 'feudal' past. 

70 Wang Meng _=E~, 'Duobi chonggao' !3!Ril¥E*~ (Evading Nobility), Ding Dong T;J~, Sun Min ft]l:ll\\ 
, ed. Shiji zhijiao de chongzhuang-Wang Meng xianxiang zhengminglu t!t~2.;t3(fl"Jfl'Ptf-_=E~lJI\~ 
*P%~ (The Collision of the Changing Centuries-Debate on the Wang Meng Phenomenon), Beijing: 
Guangming ribao chubanshe, 1996, pp.l81-188 
71 Lin Dazhong *f. :k rp & Meng Fanhua iL ~U~ (ed.), Jiushi niandai wencun :h. -!-iff~ )C 1'f 
(Collected Works of the 1990s), Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 2001, p.64 
72 Wang Meng _=E~, 'Evading Nobility', The Collision of the Changing Centuries-Debate on the 
Wang Meng Phenomenon, pp.l81-188 
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This then would become a weapon to intimidate people; if it were this kind of 

humanism, he never wanted to see it. 73 

Zhang Chengzhi 'using his pen as a banner' IJ.~f;J:hl called for people to support 

him; he strongly criticised the degenerate literary world, saying: 

'I don't admit these people are writers; they are essentially just people 
who pursue fame and financial gain. They cannot reject the temptation of 
money and fame; this is because they fundamentally do not have the wish 
and need to resist it.' 74 

Zhang Wei attacks 'tolerance'; he thinks: 'they are talking about patience and 

compromise, and even publicly advocate joining in the dirty stream.' He proclaimed: 

'I will absolutely not 'tolerate'. On the contrary I will learn from that great old man 

[Lu Xun]. 'Forgive no one'.' 75 

Zhang Chengzhi and Zhang Wei represented the 'rescue group' 1!E~1JK that believed 

intellectuals had lost their humanity in the face of money. They wanted to rescue 

those intellectuals who had lost 'face', and bring them back from decadent 

commercial literary work to purer and more moral cultural forms. Wang Meng and 

Wang Shuo represented the 'capitulationist' group 15U~¥JK. Wang Shuo was part of a 

number of young writers who mocked existing restraints and concepts of literature 

and history; they used 'hooligan' language to earn the right to debate with mainstream 

73 Lin Dazhong tf::k"P & Meng Fanhua ;fu~$ (ed.), Collected Works of the 1990s, p.55 
74 Huang Xiuyi ~f~ B (ed.), Ershi shiji Zhongguo wenxue shi 20IJHC,J:j=l i!l::lt$: 5: (Twenty Century 
Chinese Literary History), Guangzhou: Zhongshan daxue chubanshe, 1998, p.l81 
75 ibid., p.l81 (-1-:W:Jf'tff:i&l) 
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culture. 76 Many literary magazines and newspapers joined in the debate, such as 

Dushu, Wenyi zhengming, Wenyi bao, and Guangming ribao, etc. The debate involved 

widest possible circle of critics and scholars. The 'rescue group' based around 

Shanghai, included another two Wangs 'er wang' =I, Wang Xiaoming ISJei3Jj and 

Wang Binbin I~~ (who lives in Nanjing); the 'capitulationists' based in Beijing, 

included the 'er wu' =it, Zhang Yiwu 5-Jafflftt and Liu Xinwu )(iJ~~'ftt. Critics in 

Shanghai displayed a generally conservative attitude towards literature and art during 

the process of commercialisation; this reflected their commitment to elite culture, 

which looks down on the new commercialised mass culture. Their attitude appears 

regressive, but its value lies in the support it offers to elite culture. Critics in Beijing 

were more open-minded and pragmatic towards the commercialisation of culture. Liu 

Xinwu thinks the 'two Zhangs' are 'rushing to impose their own ideals on others', 

since Zhang Chengzhi had showed strong religious belief towards Islam, and Zhang 

Wei was criticised for including a kind of mysticism in his stories. Zhang Yiwu 

believed the 'two Zhangs' are representatives of 'new theology' ®ft!fl~,77 which he 

compared to the 'theology' of the Cultural Revolution. 

This debate was not without its problems. The concept of 'humanism' was not clear, 

everybody had their own definitions, and so many critics' comments on the debate 

were compromised by their different understanding of the literary concepts. Although 

the debate lasted a long time, the results were not very satisfactory. The debate was, 

76 Wang Gan.X-T-, 'Zhengjiu yujiegou: shiji zhijiao de pengzhuang' 1;l~~jflt!Ht.l: I:!Ht.Zxf8-ti~H~ 
(Rescue and Deconstructionism: Collision at the Turn of the Century), Xinhua wenzhai *Jr$)Cjjlij 
(Xinhua Abstract) , 1995, vol.5, p.115 
77 Huang Xiuyi ji{{~ B (ed.), Twenty Century Chinese Literary History, p.181 
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by proxy, a debate on the development of society and the market economy; ultimately, 

whether people liked it or not, the latter was an inevitable trend. 

The arguments of the 'two Zhangs' group lacked understanding of the spiritual life of 

ordinary people; the 'humanism' they called for was empty, a superficially high

minded but in reality decadent and hypocritical spirit propagated for decades by 

Leftism. It aimed to set up moral standards by which to judge others, but such critics 

were criticized as intellectuals living in 'ivory towers' who did not worry about the 

needs of everyday life. Writers like Wang Shuo had to write to make a living; their 

critics failed to grasp the realities of life for those without an iron rice bowl. 

It was a valuable debate, which cannot be judged simply by who won or lost. The 

trend of mass culture development could not be turned back, and by the late 1990s 

most were obliged to accept the role of mass culture. 

At the time of debate, popular literature, as part of mass culture, was still looked down 

upon by academics and critics. Literary works were divided into 'serious' Fat and 

'popular' iffif~. Acting as a pioneer for the process of commercialization, Wang Shuo 

bore the brunt of much ofthe criticism. 

The situation has since changed, and Wang Shuo is still not accepted by many 

intellectuals. The critic Jing Wang pointed out that: people still 'are bashing Wang 
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Shuo in public and reading Wang Shuo behind closed doors.' 78 This can only make 

the 'Wang Shuo phenomenon' last longer than people expected. 

78 Jing Wang, High Culture Fever: Politics, Aesthetics and Ideology in Deng's China. London, 
England: University of California Press, 1996, p.286 
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Chapter I 

Wang Shuo's Life and Work 

Sheryl Wudunn thinks Wang Shuo is not a dissident, but he is more dangerous. She 

said: 

'Perhaps the single most subversive person I know in China is not Wei,: 
Jingsheng ~* ~. the charismatic dissident who spent fourteen and a half 
years in prison, or Wang Dan Ift, the student leader of the Tian' anmen 
democracy movement. Rather, in the broadest sense, the most subversive 
person I know may well be Wang Shuo.' 79 

Wang Shuo not only brought the Beat Generation to China, but also set himself up as 

a successful model for younger generations. Scholarly critic Wang Yichuan, like 

many others, offers a high evaluation of Wang Shuo's role in the development of 

contemporary Chinese society. He commented that Wang Shuo's life is 'a fairytale of 

an individual successful hero'. 80 The fact that Wang Shuo went from being criticised 

as a 'hooligan' and 'a multicoloured poisonous spider' 81 to become the 'Wang Shuo 

fairytale' is an interesting comment on a dramatically changed society. 

Biography 

Wang Shuo was born in 1958.82 His father was a teacher at the People's Liberation 

Army Political College,83 and his mother was a doctor. Wang Shuo grew up in an 

79 Nicholas D. Kristof & Sheryl Wudunn, China Wakes, p.283 
80 Wang Yichuan 3=.-}II, 'Yuyan shenhua de zhongjie' i.! -r§tljli!SI¥1~~ (The End of the Language 

Fairytale), Xuexi yu tansuo ~ .>] !J:l*~ (Study and Exploration), 1999, vol. 3, pp.ll1-116 
81 Lao Yu ~ ~. 'A Colourful Poisonous Spider' - .R '@.Jii3~Hf~I¥Jifijjl!l!$1;, China Youth, 30101/1993, 

quoted from Wang Shuo, dashi haishi pizi r~Jl, :*:Yf!iJftil::f.!Ff (Wang Shuo: Master or Hooligan), 
Gao Bo ri'IJ~ (ed.), Beijing: Beijing Yanshan Chubanshe, 1993. pp.28-29 
82 A primary source here is: Wang Shuo, Wo shi Wang Shuo, .fttil::r~Jl (I am Wang Shuo), Beijing: 
Tuanjie chubanshe, 1992 
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army courtyard in Beijing, at No. 29 Fuxing lu 1[~H~. When the Cultural Revolution 

started, Wang Shuo was in the second year of primary school. His father was 

discovered to have been a policeman for the former KMT government before he 

joined the revolution. This became black mark against him during the Cultural 

Revolution. Wang Shuo's relationship with his father is one of the formative 

influences on his life. His father often beat him. Far from breaking his resistance, this 

made him physically stronger and also encouraged him to develop a rebellious spirit, 

which has never left him. He began to despise his father, and then transferred this 

attitude to authority in general. 

Wang Shuo went to the Number 164 middle school in Beijing, also called Shaoshan 

~g LlJ 84 middle school. He _joined a gang of boys who fought with other gangs of 

teenage boys. Wang Shuo's story Dongwu xiongmeng i;JJW ~ Jl (Wild Animal) 

reflected this period of his life. He was arrested twice by the police. The first time was 

when he was involved in a gang fight and was kept in the police station for just one 

day. The second time he was arrested was in 1976. This was during the events of' 5th 

April' 85 in Tian'anmen Square. A boy from his courtyard was arrested and claimed 

Wang Shuo smashed a bike belonging to the people's militia. Wang Shuo denied it, 

nevertheless he was imprisoned for 3 months. 86 No matter what the truth of the 

episode was, his experience in prison tarnished his image even more. Yet, Wang Shuo 

openly talked about it rather than hide it. This was also true of his other shortcomings, 

83 Jiefangjun zhengzhi xueyuan f(Jlf~.'¥i&¥€1~~Jt, now called Guofang daxue IIJilJj::;k::~ (the National 
Defence University). 
84 The hometown of Chairman Mao Zedong =§~)i;, in Hunan province. 
85 To commemorate the death of premier minister Zhou Enlai )tfJ,~'*• many people went to 
Tian'anmen Square; the resulting demonstration was put down by the government at the time; the event 
was reassessed in the 1980s. 
86 Wang Shuo, Wo shi Wang Shuo, ft~:J:.JiJl (I am Wang Shuo), p. 10 
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such as living off his girl friend. Usually the public had never been treated to such 

intimate details of a writer's life, including potentially shameful episodes. According 

to Wang Shuo the prison officers were all rather sadistic, and he was subjected to a 

mass of petty irritations. His unpleasant experiences in prison early in his life 

undoubtedly influenced Wang Shuo's attitude towards politics, culture, the law and 

government policies, as portrayed in his delinquent writings, films and TV serials, etc. 

Nevertheless, Wang Shuo did not want to end up in prison like 1989 movement 

dissidents, such as Wang Dan .£.:H, Liu Xiaobo )(IJ!j\~ and so on. His ironic use of 

political language and his criticism of intellectuals are kept within bounds, to ensure 

they do not provoke full-scale retaliation by the authorities. 

Influenced by political propaganda, Wang Shuo had the same dreams as many other 

children at that time of liberating the whole world. He always felt a sense of 

responsibility towards humanity, and believed this responsibility would be exercised 

through the People's Liberation Army. 87 He was always excited by major world 

events. 88 The enormous influence of the historical period he was growing up in is also 

reflected in the language used in his stories; he has an excellent command of political 

language and the ironic use of it. 

In 1976, when Wang Shuo left middle school, his father made him join the navy. He 

was a nurse and worked on a ship of the North Sea Fleet operating out of Qingdao W 

$;.When he was in the navy, the most unbearable thing to him was the great disparity 

in status between different ranks. Ordinary ratings ate steamed corn bread and salted 

87 ibid., p.40 (JJd\~:li:kE8iiX~~M~~A~ ...... ~-~-:%1~H~xt A~fft :foi"Jlr1f, J2;:1-'3r1f~~:iffict 
A~MJ'N¥Jt/&.) 
88 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.8 (,M.;J\iJ::~~li:IJfl{]~t~fi!:t!tJY-_L!¥J:k~, &1f1t.Z. El C.!¥]~.) 
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vegetables everyday. One night when Wang Shuo was on watch, he saw the 

commanding officer eating from a table of delicious food, including meat and 

alcoholic drink. Wang Shuo would never again. believe the propaganda about the 

'unity between officers and men.' (guan bing yi zhi '§' ~-3&). At a banquet, which 

was a very rare treat and looked forward to for a long time, Wang Shuo and other 

ratings were already seated, when suddenly two senior officers came in. The cooks 

did not have time to prepare food for them, so Wang Shuo and two other ratings were 

asked to give up their places without eating, so that the two senior officers could eat. 89 

These early experiences shaped Wang Shuo's ideas about power, the armed forces 

and society. He refused to believe the propaganda and sought fun and freedom in life; 

he pursued girls and amused himself by the seaside, ignoring the high-minded rhetoric 

of the navy. Many young people like Wang Shuo were more influenced by their social 

experiences than official exhortations; many people felt deceived, including 

'intellectual young people' 9;~i.Rw4 sent to the countryside for re-education during 

the Cultural Revolution. Their disillusionment meant that young people stopped 

listening to instructions about contributing to build a socialist country and sacrificing 

yourself for other people. This phenomenon was criticised as 'a crisis of faith' 1B' M ~ 

:fJL, and the young people were called Beatnik generation :l:~t$1¥1 -1-\:.. 

In 1978, Wang Shuo worked in an army warehouse, where he wrote his first story 

"Dengdai" ~1~ (Waiting).90 Because the story impressed the editors of the People's 

Liberation Army Literature and Art M tf)(~ )CZ; magazine, he was invited to work 

89 Zuo Shula ft:*ft'l, 'Wang Shuo-yige miaoshi changgui de 'suren" .J:JIA~--t~:f'J!. M"~J\!1¥1 ;{{i A 
'(Wang Shuo-A 'Vulgar Person' Who Belittles the Ordinary Rules), Dazhong dianying :kAJt!.~, 
1989, vol. 6, pp.14-15 
90 See Chapter I: Early Writing to Hooligan Literature 
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there. In 1978, the economic reforms were just starting, and Wang Shuo was very 

much attracted by the chance of doing business and earning more money, so after a 

few months working in the magazine editorial office, he left.91 

He joined a group of people going to the South, to cities such as Guangzhou, and 

areas in Guangdong provinces, buying TV sets and tape recorders and selling in 

Northern cities, such as Beijing. He enjoyed the money he made and did not worry 

about the future. This period of his life is described in Wang Shuo' s story "Xiangpi 

ren" ~~A (Rubber Man) and the novel Wan de jiu shi xintiao 8dJ{Jff.Jt~ 1 L.'!?J~ 

(Playing for Thrills). In 1979, the war between China and Vietnam started. Wang 

Shuo's traditional military patriotism was revived; he left his business and friends, 

and went back to the North Sea Fleet. However, the fleet played no part in the war; in 

his disappointment, Wang Shuo took to wandering around the streets as before.92 

Wang Shuo stayed in the navy until 1980, when he was demobilized and returned to 

Beijing. He was sent to work in the state owned Beijing Pharmaceutical Company as a 

salesman. During work time he smoked, chatted, read newspapers and drank tea, just 

like most ordinary staff in state owned units. He was paid 36 yuan93 a month. After 

Wang Shuo admitted to illegal income (after a member of his group told the police 

Wang Shuo was smuggling), 30 yuan was deducted from his salary. He was only left 

with 6 yuan to live on. He thought this was insufficient so he started doing business 

~1 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo; p:68 
92 Zuo Shula, 'Wang Shuo-A 'Vulgar Person' Who Belittle the Ordinary Rules', Dazhong dianying, 
1989, vol. 6, pp.14-15 
93 Yuan(¥) is the main unit of Chinese currency (Renminbi A~ ffi), according to current exchange 
rate £1 = ¥13.50 (yuan). 
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with other people, including running a restaurant.94 In 1983, he gave up his job, but 

none of his businesses were successful, so as money ran out he started borrowing 

money to live on. He lived off an airhostess girlfriend and started writing stories again 

in 1984. The story Kongzhong xiaojie ~ !=f 1j\ ~ (Air Hostess) reflects this period of 

Wang Shuo's life . 

. Writing Motivation 

Wang Shuo's motivation in becoming a writer was mainly for commercial reasons 

and money-driven, not idealistic, and not orientated towards contributing to the 

development of the country like the earlier generations of writers. What Wang Shuo 

grasped before others was that the reforms had allowed writing to become a 

commercial activity. In this activity, it was the publishers and the buying public that 

determined what was publishable, not the Chinese Communist Party. Deregulation of 

the market made it suddenly competitive. The reading public no longer had to read 

whatever the party decided was appropriate; they could choose instead to buy what 

they wanted. Writers could make a living from their writing without the need to 

. become a salaried member ofthe Writers' Association. The Writers' Association was 

an official policy driven system that rewarded the politically reliable; the brave new 

world was for risk-takers and showmen. 

There was a gulf between the motivation the authorities hoped for in a writer and 

Wang Shuo's motivation. This is evident if he is compared with other writers, such as 

94 Zuo Shula, 'Wang Shuo-A 'Vulgar Person' Who Belittles the Ordinary Rules', Dazhong dianying, 
1989, vol. 6, pp.14-15 
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the great model of every writer in China, Lu Xun. He gave up medicine and started 

writing because he looked to literature and art to transform the national spirit. He said: 

'The people of a weak and backward country, however strong and healthy 
they may be, can only serve to be made examples of, or to witness such 
futile spectacles; and it is not necessarily deplorable, no matter how many 
of them die of illness. The most important thing, therefore, was to change 
their spirit, and since at that time I felt literature was the best means to this 
end, I determined to promote a literary movement. ' 95 

Lu Xun's motivation in :writing remained the model strongly advocated by the 

Chinese Communist Party.· 

After 1949, none of the contemporary writers before Wang Shuo had ever tried to 

make a living just by selling their stories. This was not in keeping with the literary 

policy of CCP over the past decades, which was always, and until now still is, based 

on Mao Zedong's 1942 'Talks At The Yan'an Forum on Literature and Art'. Mao 

pointed out the function of literature and art and demanded that writers follow this: 

'The purpose of our meeting today is precisely to ensure that literature and 
art fit well into the whole revolutionary machine as a component part, that 
they operate as powerful weapons for uniting and educating the people 
and attacking and destroying the enemy, and that they help the people 
fight the enemy with one heart and one mind. ' 96 

This has been assiduously followed by almost all writers. For example, Wang Meng 

started writing after his application to study architecture at university, in order, 

literally, to build the country, was refused by the party organization where he 

worked.97 Mao's 'Talks at the Yan'an Forum on Literature and Art' deeply influenced 

Wang Meng's concept of the role of a writer: 

95 tu Xun, Nahan P~J ~(Shout Loudly), Introduction; pp.2-3, Beijing' Renmin"wenxue chubanshe, 
1981; translation from: Selected Works of Lu Hsun, vol. I, p.3 Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1956 
96 Mao Zedong, Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung, vol. 3, p.70 Peking: Foreign Language Press, 1965 
97 Wang Meng £~, 'Wenxue yu wo' )C~!:jfj(; (Literature and 1), Wang Meng wenji £~)(~ 
(Collected Works of Wang Meng), vol. 7, pp.649-657, Beijing: Huayi chubanshe, 1993 
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'I always believed that literature and revolution are inherently 
indivisible ..... Literature is the pulse of revolution, its signal, its 
conscience. And revolution is literature's guide, its soul and its source.' 98 

The idea that 'literature and revolution are inherently indivisible' has been an article 

of faith for generations of writers in the period of the socialist China. 

Among Wang Shuo's generation of writers, Wang Anyi .=E "!i:. ·tl has been an 

outstandingly productive woman writer of the New Era period. When Wang Anyi 

reviewed her earliest motivation for writing, she said: 

'At the very beginning, I wrote stories just because I had something to 
say. I poured out my feelings, my experiences and ideas I gained in my 
life ...... However, I gradually felt dissatisfied. In fact, when I chose story 
writing as an activity to pursue, the need that was concealed there was the 
need to create. ' 99 

Wang Anyi's modest claim for the profession is a common attitude among this later 

generation of writers, rejecting the overblown claims of their predecessors. 

Among Wang Shuo's generation of writers is another rebel Wang Xiaobo x'J\~. He 

died at the age of 45 in 1997. This shocked the whole country, and Wang Xiaobo's 

collected works were posthumously published soon afterwards. He was born in 1952, 

worked in Yunnan and Shandong provinces during the Cultural Revolution, had a BA 

degree in Economics and an MA from Pittsburgh University. He was a lecturer at 

Beijing and Renmin Universities, who ignored his father's plea not to go into writing. 

He resigned from his lecturing post in 1992 when he was 40 and wrote full-time until 

his death in 1997. During these five years he wrote most of his works. He could not 

explain why he wanted to write. He gave a metaphor: when a mountaineer is asked 
-~ ------- _,-:-=-~ - -

98 Wang Meng, The Butterfly and Other Stories, p.l4. Beijing: Chinese Literature Press, 1983. 
99 Wang Anyi ±1(·~z., 'Wo de xiaoshuo guan' ~ff-J!H-Jtml (My Concept of Fiction), Piaobo de yuyan 
lJii.¥81¥Ji'a-§ (The Wandering Language), pp.330-332 
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why he wants to climb a dangerous mountain for no actual benefit, the mountaineer 

says because the mountain is there. Wang Xiaobo described the mountaineer's action 

as an 'entropy reduction' l}gQ:Jltij phenomenon. 100 He also ascribes his desire to write to 

a similar motivation. 

'If it is necessary to give further explanation about why I am determined 
to write, this is a process of entropy reduction. Writing is a general word, 
which covers many types of writing. Writing popular stories, love poems, 
etc. are things which should be categorised as an 'entropy increase':Jltii~ 
procedure. The things I write are not popular at all; they not only do not 
make money, sometimes I have to pay money. The word 'serious' in 
serious writer should be understood like this. As far as I am aware, most 
famous serious writers in this world are living a passable life, but writers 
who are not famous cannot even enjoy a passable life. With the benefit of 
this explanation, everybody can understand I am indeed in an 'entropy 
reduction' situation.' 101 

Wang Xiaobo knew that writing would not make money for him, but he resigned from 

his university lecturer job and the stable life it offered. He ignored his father who 

suffered personally and saw other writers suffering during political movements over 

the past decades. Wang Xiaobo's father insisted he and his four siblings should study 

science rather than humanities or social science in order to help them avoid the 

frustrations he had in life. Yet he could not stop Wang Xiaobo's passion for writing. 

Wang Xiaobo could not explain it either, he said: 

'Of course, if you insist on me using one sentence to answer this question 
directly, it is: I believe I have talent for literature, and I should do this. 
However, this sentence is just like a murder suspect saying he did not 
murder people; you cannot trust either of us. So, whether you believe or 
not is up to you.' 102 

, 

Wang Xiaobo had confidence in his ability and talent. He was very idealistic, and was 

willing to sacrifice material benefit to pursue his passion. This is the traditional 

100 Wang Xiaobo claimed people tend to be attracted towards benefit and avoid harm; this is a natural 
phenomenon called 'entropy increase' 1lfti:ft in thermodynamics. Hence if people tend towards harm 
and avoid'benefifit"snoUid be-called 'entropy reduction' {JgjG1lfti; 'Wo weishenme yao xiezuo' JJ(;.liJjt~ 
~ ff (Why do I want to write?), Wang Xiaobo wenji _:[;j\iJQ)C~ (Collected Works of Wang Xiaobo), 
vol. 4, Beijing: Chinese Youth Publisher, 1999, pp. 296-300. 
101 Wang Xiaobo, 'Why do I want to write?', Collected Works of Wang Xiaobo, vol. 4, pp.296-300 
102 ibid. 
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writer's spirit, such as motivated Cao Xueqin fl~:fl'= in writing The Dream of The 

Red Chamber, yet he died of poverty. Wang Xiaobo's pursuit of writing is in striking 

contrast with Wang Shuo's motivation. 

Early Writing to Hooligan Literature 

Wang Shuo' s motivation in writing is considered an insult to the literary profession. It 

was an accident that started him writing. 103 After 1977, when universities reopened to 

students, studying at a university became the greatest aspiration for young people and 

their parents. Wang Shuo applied to study humanities and social science )(~4. He did 

not pass the entrance exams, was not accepted by any university and felt very 

ashamed at the time. This setback cost Wang Shuo the chance to pass through the 

official formal education system. This was also a source of rebelliousness in Wang 

Shuo. He has fiercely criticised intellectuals who have had formal higher or further 

education. This is no doubt connected with his deficiencies in this respect. However, 

when he prepared his essay for his university examinations it became his first ever 

work to be published. He sent it to Jiefangjun wenyi Mn!i.~)C~ (People's Liberation 

Army Literature and Art) magazine, and had it published; this was 'Dengdai' ~q~ 

(Waiting). Wang Shuo talked 'about his literary experiences at that time, and reckoned 

he had a gift. He said: 

'To be honest, I have a gift. Before that I had only read very few literary 
works, including my time in middle school, when I had read several 
famous 'pornographic' books 104 with no beginning and end, such as Anna 
Karenina.' 105 

103 Wang Shuo, I am Wang Shuo, p.l5 
104 Many books were labelled as pornographic at that time, including classic Western works. 
105 Wang Shuo, I am WangShuo, p.17 
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His first story was five thousands words long; the editor made many changes to it, and 

sent him 25 yuan. Wang Shuo thought it was easy money. 106 At that time he still 

dreamt of doing business, and did not immediately focus on writing. Then, making 

money was the dream of urban young people. Although literature was very influential 

in society, and writers could become famous by publishing just one story, 107 

nevertheless, none of these writers had become rich under the socialist system. Wang 

Shuo still hankered after making money by doing business rather than writing. He 

thought having money was better than anything. 108 

This worship of material goods and love of money was certainly influenced by contact 

with the West resulting from the Open Door policy. Young people such as Wang 

Shuo were particularly influenced by this. They had experienced the corruption and 

bureaucracy of the old society; making lots of money became part of their dream of 

getting away from the various powers oppressing them, and gaining the status and 

freedom people who work in the state sector do not have. 

After many business dreams foundered, in 1984 Wang Shuo was forced back to 

writing in an effort to 'pursue a dignified life' and a 'dignified social status and 

middle class life style.' 109 From then onwards, Wang Shuo became the first 'wenhua 

getihu' }( {t 1-1* P (cultural entrepreneur) in the literary world. He consciously 

selected his market and readership, and wrote about the things and people he was 

familiar with. His great early success, 'Air Hostess', was written and published in 

106 Wang Shuo, I am Wang Shuo, p.l7 
107 Such as Liu Xinwu )(lj,[,-Jit who published Banzhuren Iff±ff (The Class Teacher), the archetypal 
work of' Scar Literature'. 
10!,\o\fangShuo, lam WangSh_uo, p.J 7_ _ _ _ _ _ . 
109 Wang Shuo, 'Wang Shuo fangtanlu' r~Jh.JJ*:W: (Interview with Wang Shuo), Lianhe bao ~ItX-&ftR. 
(United News), 30/05/1993, quoted from Huang Fa you ~ 1stff, 'Ershi shiji zhongguo ziyou xiezuo 

lungang (xi a)' 201it~C. "P ~ 13 El3 !3f'Fii?;~ CF) (On Twentieth Century Chinese Free Writing (Part 
Two)), Wenyi pinglun )C~tfii?: (Literature and Art Criticism), 200 I, vol. 6, pp.l8-27 
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1984, and soon afterwards the story was made into a TV serial. After that, Wang Shuo 

published stories regularly. He finally realised writing was his metier and 

wholeheartedly focussed on writing in this period. 

At that time Wang Shuo had already started to use a very colloquial style to write. He 

said: 

'I don't know what kind of language should be used in writing stories. If I 
use literary language to write, it will certainly not be what you expected; I 
do not know how to write that. I have no choice, I have to use spoken 
language to write in.' 110 

Wang Shuo did not join in any literary school or literary movement. He did not have 

the unpleasant experiences during the Cultural Revolution necessary to write 'Scar 

Literature'; he did not have the experience of working as a peasant in the countryside 

necessary to write 'Young Intellectual Literature' ~Q 1f )( ~ nor 'Root-Seeking 

Literature', etc. At the early stage of Wang Shuo' s writing, his main literary efforts 

were love stories and detective stories. Later he started writing 'tiaokan' Wj{Jit stories 

employing Beijing street language. Wang Shuo created a unique 'tiaokan' language 

style, which was one of his most important achievements in his works. 

Although Wang Shuo did not receive any higher and further education, his writing 

talent has been highly praised by people. The actor and TV serial director Ying Da ~ 

it., a Peking University graduate who acted in Wang Shuo's TV serials and 

cooperated many times in making TV serials, assessed Wang Shuo as follows: 

'Wang Shuo' s success comes from his cleverness. These things cannot be 
learnt. Wang Shuo often jokes about himself: 'I know three to five 
thousand characters including wrong characters.' 'I have a low level of 

110 Wang Shuo, I am WangShuo, p.21 
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education, I feel it is difficult to be in this profession.' However, although 
we were lucky enough to have learned literature and language 
systematically, and we have theory, method, knowledge and skill, 
nevertheless, we cannot do what Wang Shuo has done. We should not say 
the natural way is to award the diligent; we should not talk about studying 
and practising hard, nor about perseverance spelling success. Real talent 
does not come through collecting knowledge or skills training; that quality 
was with him when he was born. Wang Shuo is a genius.' 111 

Contrary to the belief of most Chinese people, Wang Shuo is living proof that a 

university education is not necessary for success in an intellectual field. 

The woman writer ChiLi ¥-fufi1 112 said the following about Wang Shuo's gift: 

'I think Wang Shuo is not accidental. He has never stopped trying. I met 
him in 1991 and 1992, when he was very sensitive about the country's 
reforms. He watches step-by-step, grasps the market, and he knows what 
kind of thing brings economic benefit. Because the literary world has 
labelled him a popular writer, so he has made the best use of it, becoming 
completely 'vulgar' (su). He has prescience, he works with history, when 
the time was right he influenced the whole country.' 113 

Wang Shuo emphasises that his writing comes from his talent. He challenges the 

traditional guidance to young people, incorporated in old sayings such as 'where there 

is a will there is a way' ::fffit;~$~P.X;, and 'talent comes from hard work' ib~I:Hx 

~-.He talked about his own knowledge based on his own experiences. He said: 

'Some popular sayings may be not scientifically true, such as "talent 
comes from hard work"; "ninety nine percent perspiration and one percent 
inspiration"; "where there is a will there is a way", etc. These are not 
scientific ...... I did not have difficulties with writing. That is not to say I 
am a very talented person. It is true that I have a gift. I did many things 
where I did not succeed: I did not fight as well as others; I could not make 
money by doing business; I could not get into university. However, I 

111 Ying Da ~~. 'Wang Shuo de yuyan' £:9\JHt-Jift§ (Wang Shuo's Language), Liang Huan 
~x.X (ed.), Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, p.116-120 
112 Chi Li tt!!.~iJ was born in 1957, woman writer. She is same generation writer of Wang Shuo, and also 
Wang·Shuo' s friend. She went well-known since late 1980s. Her-works include 'Fannao rensheng' ~Yi 

't®A~ (Annoying Life), Bu tan aiqing ~i.!R_~ti!f (Don't Talk about Love). Her works in 1990s are 

very popular, some of them adopted into TV serials, such as 'Lailai wangwang' *~HH1 
(Socialization). 
113 ibid., p.1 04 
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progressed very smoothly on the road to writing. There are people who 
temper themselves in a thousand ways, but they must have a gift.' 114 

In his attitude to these traditional sayings, we can see Wang Shuo's deep skepticism 

towards things others accepted. The Cultural Revolution had already cast doubt upon 

the validity of traditional values; Wang Shuo's refusal to knuckle down to authority, 

both concrete and abstract, marks him out as a member of a new generation. 

Three Pinnacles of Success 

Wang Shuo's literary fame came much later than his cinematographic fame. It was the 

film world that discovered Wang Shuo and made him famous. 1988, 'the Wang Shuo 

Films Year' was Wang Shuo's first pinnacle. Four of his stories were made into films 

in a single year, a thing unprecedented in film history. This sent shock waves through 

the cultural world. Wan zhu li.OO ±. (The Operators), Lunhui $~@] (Samsara), Da 

chuanqi )\:nffijl=(, (A Deep Breath) and Yiban shi haishui, yiban shi huoyan --=¥-~~ 

7.)(,--=¥-~ )( ~f] (Half Seawater Half Fire) were all entertainment films reflecting 

young urban people's lives at that stage of reform. These films are humorous and 

ironic. Some people criticised the fact that 'Wang Shuo's films' helped to generate 

publicity for him and began the 'Wang Shuo craze'. The literary world then started to 

pay attention to Wang Shuo. His work was heavily criticised as 'pizi wenxue' 

(hooligan literature). It became a unique literary style, which was very influential 

among writers who were born in the 1960s and emerged in the 1990s. 

The second pinnacle came at the beginning of 1990s, when the TV serial Kewang 1fJh 

~-(Yearning) and Bianjibu de gushi ~$.f§l:{f1Hf-Ji!&-$ (Stories from Editor's Office) 

114 Wang Shuo, I am Wang Shuo, p.69 
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made Wang Shuo a household name. He published many stories during this period; 

'Wo shi ni baba' fJt~{{]\-g-g (I Am Your Dad) was one of them. The 'Wang Shuo 

Craze' continued and spread to every field, and was recognised with the title the 

'Wang Shuo Phenomenon'. Wang Shuo received more criticism from the literary 

world than the film and TV worlds. Perversely he became even more famous as a 

result of this criticism of his 'hooligan literature'; millions of his books were sold 

around the country, and he became the first millionaire cultural entrepreneur. The 

debate on 'humanism' AX~fH~ started in 1993 was initiated by the 'Wang Shuo 

phenomenon'. 

The third pinnacle was in 1999. It happened that Wang Shuo published an article on 

1st November in Chinese Youth newspaper, which criticised Jin Yong's martial arts 

stories. This caused a furore across the country. Jin Yong's fans, critics and university 

scholars joined in the argument. Some of them stood by Jin Y ong, and some took 

Wang Shuo's side. Wang Shuo did not appear deliberately to have set out to cause an 

argument by challenging the millions of Jin Yong fans and his academic admirers. 

Since then Wang Shuo has published a series of critical articles on various figures in 

the cultural field, including Lu Xun, Lao She, and Zhang Yimou. Wang Shuo was 

accused of setting up a 'mud-slinging school' ~¥/it Through these tlrree pinnacles of 

Wang Shuo's career, he has acted as a controversial figure that has provoked constant 

debates among Chinese intellectuals. He stands on the dividing line between the 

cultural and the commercial worlds. 
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Unique 'Hooligan' 

Wang Shuo has spoken publicly about his past experiences, such as being in prison, 

fighting with other boys, being unemployed, and illicitly buying and selling goods. 

His stories portrayed many young people very much like him, who had no jobs, but 

just played cards and mahjong together all the time. Some are even criminals, 

including characters in Half Seawater Half Fire and Rubber Man. Wang Shuo thinks 

he is describing real life, and all these characters are real people who lived around 

him. At that time the director of Beijing Film Studio Song Chong ** said Wang 

Shuo's specialities are 'hooligan writing, hooligan behaviour, educating the next 

generation of new hooligans' 115
; the epithet 'hooliganism' (1~ -T i'l?:) started from 

there. Since then many people have called his works 'hooligan' literature, and Wang 

Shuo acquired a uniquely 'bad' name. The name 'hooligan' was never used for any 

writer before or after. 

Wang Shuo originally thought the word 'hooligan' was an insult, but ten years later he 

had new understanding of it. He says: 

'As I look at it now, it is precisely these words that showed appreciation 
of cultural spirit. Indeed, the real value of my works lies in the 'hooligan' 
spirit, not the early period of youthful angst, the so-called emotional 
parts.' 116 

115 Wang Shuo, Wuzhizhe wuwei )C9;Q~x-m: (The Ignorant Know No Fear), 2000, p.ll (~TEl, :IN 
T-nJi. ~rtr-f~~~T-) 
116 ibid, p.l2 
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The 'tiaokan' iffi] 1Jit 117 ('banter' or 'witty') language is his way of expressing this 

'hooligan' spirit; it passes ironic comment on political problems, social phenomena 

and ideology without provoking bans from the authorities. Many films, TV serials and 

books used the 'tiaokan' language-style in the late 1990s. It spread throughout the 

cultural market, including mainstream cultural products. 

Wang Shuo wants to be different from others all the time; he is the only one to enjoy 

being labelled 'bad' among cultural figures; the rest all aspire to a good name. Wang 

Shuo talked about his opinion on the 'bad' name, saying: 

'Some articles are quite funny, they are totally sensationalist. Quoting 
huge chunks of my boasting, it was totally unreal. There were also articles 
trying their best to make me out as a conscious rebel, the image of a 
person who rejects all morality and tradition. They insist I am bad, just 
because hypocritical society made me bad. Actually it is not like that. Am 
I not hypocritical? I am hypocritical too. I thought if I cannot be famous 
with a good name, I can get famous with a bad name.' 118 

Afterwards Wang Shuo experienced vanous roles in popular culture, including 

popular writer, film script editor, TV serial script editor, planner for films and TV 

serials, actor (in the film In the Heat of the Sun), film director, internet literary 

presenter, executive of numerous cultural products companies, etc. In 1996, the 

government banned Wang Shuo's films and books. He tried to flee from trouble to 

America to support the publication of his stories in English. He stayed in America for 

six months in 1997. It was then that Wang Shuo recovered from his 'writer's block' 

117 See Chapter II Wang Shuo's Fiction: II. Themes and Characteristics of Wang Shuo's 'Tiaokan' 
Stories 
118 Wang Shuo, I am Wang Shuo, pp.44-45 
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13 3ii. T . 119 The visits to America and Italy made him think a great deal about cultural 

differences, and he found his inspiration for writing again. He said: 'Before I did not 

know what I was, now I know if I were not writing stories I would be a fly without 

brain.' 120 While Wang Shuo met difficulties in other fields, he always returned to 

writing. After his criticism of Jin Yong, Lu Xun and so on, many people wondered 

w~om Wang Shuo was going to criticise next? 

When Wang Shuo describes himself, he uses the terms 'hooligan' m-T, 'angry young 

man' tM w, 'buffoon' 1j\ li, and 'one off ~!R ~ ffi) L. 121 Wang Shuo often acts 

precipitately causing debates, criticism and arguments in every field, crossing the 

boundaries of the field, and involving ordinary people, especially young people. As 

they participate in the 'Wang Shuo craze', Wang Shuo leads them in the direction of a 

new culture, after decades ofhypocrisy and ideological aridity. 

119 Jia Leilei .M"~~. 'Wo bu xiang yibeizi dang zuojia-yu Wang Shuo duihualu' ft/l~~J!-'Jf.-=f3{t 
*-~.:E9\JJx;JiJS)R, (I Do Not Want To Be A Writer AILMy Life-The Tflll< with Wang Shuo', Guoji 
rencaijiaoliu IE ~ffiA7t3l:¥lrt (International Exchange of Talent), 1995, vol. 4-5, pp.82-85 
120 Mu Zhai **· Yu Zhongguo zuojia duihua -'=5 r:p 001f-*X1ii5 (Talking With Chinese Writers), 1999, 
p.47 
121 ibid., pp.43-49 
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Chapter II 

Wang Shoo's Fiction 

I. Wang Shuo's Love Stories 

As writers like Xu Xing t~£ and Liu Suola )(lj~:f'ft were publishing their typical 

avant-garde stories, 122 Wang Shuo was about to start writing his stories in order to 

make a living. After reading a number of stories, including Tie Ning's ~/M: story 

'Meiyou niukou de hong chenshan' &1f~1i:ill~Ut<1t<_j (The Buttonless Red Shirt, 

1982), Wang Shuo realised that such stories were not pure fabrication, but that they 

were based on the writer's experiences and that he could write things based on his 

experiences. He thought that some of these were more interesting than things other 

people had written about, and that writing would not be difficult. Therefore, Wang 

started by writing about his own life. 123 

Wang started with his own experience of love with an airhostess. He thought the 

career of an airhostess would appear glamorous to readers and editors in the mid 

1980s, so the story would easily get published. 124 This is his first love story, 

'Kongzhong xiaojie' ~r:p,J\Y£1. (Air Hostess). He then wrote another love story, 'Fu 

chu haimian' ¥-¥ tl:llHJ TID (Floating above the Sea), based on the experiences that led to 

his first marriage. This story was soon made into a film Lunhui $'8@] (Samsara). 

122 Xu Xing f*£, 'Wu zhuti bianzou' :7C.±!i~* (Variations Without A Theme), 1985; Liu Suola :XiJ 
~~IT, Ni bie wu xuanze {~JjiJ]C~~ (You Have No Other Choice), 1985. 
123 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.20 
124 ibid., p.21 
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Wang Shuo gained in confidence from writing these stories and they are more 

significant in terms of his writing career and his life than the impact they made on the 

literary world. 

There was no famous popular writer on the Chinese mainland, of either love stories or 

detective stories, in whose footsteps Wang could follow. Wang chose to start writing 

love stories for a number of reasons. He talked about his mentality at that time: 

'When I first started writing, it was because I was rather desperate about 
life and had no other way out. At that time, stories all required a big and 
beautiful background in order to portray a real society, and then I chose 
the theme of females because I could only choose females-in a 
politicised society, males were worse. I began writing romances, in which 
the narrative object could only be females. In my twenties, I hoped 
desperately that a miracle would appear in my life. Of course that meant 
love-to encounter an angelic woman. I cherished this wish for many 
years.' 125 

Writing love stories was part of Wang Shuo's desire to change his life. It was not 

because he thought he was good at writing love stories, nor because love stories could 

make him more money. His love stories were all published in serious literary 

magazines, and were paid at the same rate as other stories. In the early 1980s, 

literature was expected to praise the positive aspects of life. In the political society; 

Wang Shuo chose women and love stories to reflect the warm and beautiful aspects of 

life, which suited people's expectations of such stories, and ensured that they would 

be publishable. Wang was not yet clear in which direction the love story would lead 

him. Practical concerns in life influenced Wang's attitude towards writing. 

125 'Wang Shuo shengming zhang de aiqing he nilren' J::~JEI::frirp i¥]2,'Hi!f;fD:9:A (Love and Women 

in Wang Shuo's Life), quoted from Xinyusi dianzi wenku ~i!f'f' Eh T XI¥ (Xinyusi Electrical 
Literary Store) www.xys/org/xys/ebooks/literature/novels/Wang-Shuo/nvren.txt 
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When Wang Zhaoqian tt~~-. editor of the literary magazine Dangdai, recalled what 

Wang Shuo was like at the time his first few stories were published in that magazine, 

he said Wang was very diligent and wrote very quickly. One day Wang Shuo took 

four stories along, and let him choose which one he wanted. The two stories he chose 

for publication were love stories about young urban people, 'Y ong shi wo ai' 11<. ~:fit 

~ (Losing My Love Forever) and 'Wu ren hec&i' 3CA~* (Nobody Cheers). 126 

Wang's anxiety about making a living can be seen by the urgency with which he put 

these four stories forward for publication. 

These were relatively pure love stories without any strong social issues in the 

background, and may be described as 'love stories about ordinary people' 'J'.J~ A% 

EJ<J~'t~i!ij$. 127 They typically described two urban young people falling in love, then 

splitting up, and then getting back together and getting married. The pattern of the 

stories followed a typical love story format characteristic of popular fiction. The 

endings of these stories are all 'vulgar' happy endings, intended to comfort and satisfy 

readers, as in Nobody Cheers 128 and 'Guo ba yin jiu si' :i1:J-"E.f~JJ'Jt:9E (Enjoy then 

Die). 129 These love stories are simply structured with an uncomplicated plot: there is 

usually just one male and one female protagonist; there are no complicated love-

126 Chen Yidao llff,-JJ, 'Wang Shuo jiqi kongzhongxiaojie zouru 'Dangdai" ::EfJlliUt:29=J 11\t@.::iEA 
'~1~' (Wang Shuo and his Air Hostess Walk into 'Contemporary'), Beijing qingnian bao ~tg1f~W 
(Beijing Youth), 28/11/2000, p.26 
127 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.37 
128 Nobody Cheers 7GA~llih*· This story concerns a young couple, who often argue after they get 
married, and so decide to get divorced. Because of a lack of accommodation, after the divorce they still 
live together in the same flat, but in separate rooms. Soon they both have other people chasing them, 
but they keep interfering with each other, and finally realise that they still care about each other very 

-muC:ii,~ ana -dedde to gefbackTogethei.-
129 Enjoy then Die jjJE~8Jt7E. This story is told by a first person narrator, an ordinary young man 
who marries a nurse. The couple frequently argue over trivial things in life, including jealousy, and 
their life seems like in a battlefield. Finally, they get divorced, but after a period they meet again 
accidentally and get back together. 
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triangles or great disparities in social or political status. In fact, they are rather plain 

stories with no dramatic plot; the changes in the love lives of the characters are treated 

as normal aspects of life. No detailed explanations or analyses of these changes are 

given: the inner worlds of the characters are ignored, and social influences on the 

characters are de-emphasised. The male and female protagonists do not meet with any 

outside pressure or barriers. Love is not treated as great romance or the dream of a 

lifetime. Compared with love stories by women writers of the same period, such as 

Zhang Jie's 'Ai shi bu neng wangji de' ~~/F~~l&ie.B":: (Love Cannot Be Forgotten) 

and Wang Anyi's I~·tz. 'Xiaocheng zhi lian' 1j\~.Z:.~ (Love In A Small Town), 

Wang's love stories lacked deep emotion, and were in no way outstanding or 

influential. 

On the other hand, Wang's love stories do not fall into the official pattern of 

'revolution+ romance' 1fi:$1.JQ~~ stories, which dominated modem literary history; 

nor did he use them to reflect social issues, for example, as part of 'Scar Literature'. 

His love stories contain few ideological or political messages, and at the same time 

there is no praise or criticism of society. Zhang Kangkang *mm 130 commented that, 

although Wang Shuo's stories were basic, there were not many stories describing such 

'pure' expressions of love in the literary world of the Chinese mainland at that time, 

and that he had touched on some aspects of the nature of love. 131 

130 Zhang Kangkang ~lHtcm, was'born in 1950, she is a woman writer, and she is also a same 
generation writer of Wang Shuo, went famous in 1980s, representative works: 'Xia' 1{ (Summer), 
'Dandan de chenwu' 1&1&1¥1~'%= (Light Morning Fog), 'Yinxing banlu' ~~%1-t-1§ (Invisible Partner). 
131 Zhang Kangkang 5l~mm, 'Wan de bu shi wenxue' mi¥1/G~)C~ (Literature Is Not What He 
Playing at), Liang Huan (ed.), Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, pp.l21-l27 
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These love stories did not attract any response from the literary field. Very few critics 

comment on popular love stories, detective stories or martial arts stories in China, 

which are still not treated as serious objects for research. For example, the love stories 

of Zhang Ailing 5it~ft and Zhang Henshui 51-H!bj(, which were famous in the 1930s 

and 1940s, were not mentioned in official modern Chinese literary history books, until 

fifty years later, 132 since they were seen as popular literature with a vulgar tone, and 

were criticised as 'yuanyang hudie pai' ~~ffiitl]~¥! (mandarin duck and butterfly 

school) by the left wing, suggesting escapist, idle and carefree, being out of touch 

with social reality, and of not pushing forward the development of society by 

supporting the revolution. However, Wang Shuo's stories were particularly welcomed 

by film and TV serials makers, and many of them were made into films and TV 

serials in the early 1990s. 

Becoming a professional love story writer was one of Wang Shuo's big ambitions: 

'Let Chinese children who are born in the next century think of Wang Shuo when love 

stories are mentioned.' 133 Pornographic books are illegal and viewed as something 

shameful in China; Wang Shuo has declared that he does have moral principles, and 

does not explicitly describe sex scenes in his stories. 134 Yet, he wanted his love stories 

to rival the popularity of pornographic books and magazines. These ambitions were 

not realised. Wang Shuo was not able to make lots of money quickly by writing love 

stories, but turned to editing TV serials and films where he could earn much more. 

132 Zhongguo xiandai xiaoshuo shi 9=' IEIJI\1-\~/H:St~ (The History of Modern Chinese Fiction), Beijing: 
Zhongguo renmin daxue chubanshe 9='1EA ~:k~ I±IWXU, 1984; Zhongguo xiandai wenxue shi "PIE 
IJR,{~X~ j: (The History of Modern Chinese Literature), Shenyang: Liaoning renmin chubanshe ii ']" 
A~tl:lWXU, 1984 
133 Wang Shuo, I Am WangShuo, pp.36-38 (iJ:r-i'tl!:~ctl:l~B".Jr:j:liE~-=f, -~ '§'t¥1', il'Jt:&.X91Jl.) 
134 ibid., p.38 
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However, while Wang Shuo was making films and TV serials, he expressed his 

continued interest in love by making it the main theme of a number of works. 

Examples are the TV serials Ai ni mei shangliang ~ 1$ & fl}J :1: (Loving You 

Unconditionally) (1993), and the films Yi sheng tanxi -p50JU~, (A Sigh) (2000) and 

Wo ai ni :flt~11F (I Love You) (2002). Sometimes he used the issue of love as an 

ingredient, as in the TV :serial Stories of the Editorial Office (1991 ). We may compare 

Wang's love stories with popular young woman writer Wei Hui's ~~ 'Shanghai 

baobei' __t~~JT.! (Shanghai Baby) published in 1999. The work is based partly on 

her own love experiences, and includes the latest ideas on issues relating to love and 

sex, homosexuality, drugs, and sexual relationships with foreigners; these are things 

which were traditionally not acceptable topics. The story describes vividly the efforts 

of the younger generation to break free of the restraints of traditional mo.ral principles 

and value systems in their desire for a free and modern lifestyle. By contrast, Wang 

Shuo's conservative concept of love and his characters' lifestyles, in Playing For 

Thrills for example, are stuck in the 1980s. Although the protagonist Fang Yan 

pursues different girlfriends, he always has a dream of finding love and living in 

loving relationship. Shanghai Baby emphasises the madness of sexual life, the 

biological needs. Both Wang Shuo and Wei Hui describe young people pursuing 

materialistic enjoyment. In Wang Shuo's novels this involves endless eating and 

drinking in restaurants, dealing in luxury goods, TV sets, tape recorders, etc. In Wei 

Hui' s novel, famous brands of perfume, beautiful clothes, the latest music hits, the 

names of fashionable foreign writers are all constantly referred to; all of these reflect 

the modern Western lifestyle of Shanghai, as worshipped by millions of young 

people. The objects referred to in Wang Shuo's works (including his novels, TV 

serials and films) have gone out of fashion and he has not been able to keep up with 
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the latest changes in young people's lives. It is now more difficult for him to produce 

durable and popular stories for the coming younger generations on the theme of love 

and sex. 
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H. Themes and Characteristics of Wang Shuo's 'Tiaokan' Stories 

a. Rebellious Hooligan: The Operators, Nothing Serious & 
You Are Not An Ordinary Man 

'Tiaokan' and 'Liumang' 

Wang Shuo's stories have been described as 'black and decadent' 135 and 'a colourful 

poisonous spider'. 136 Wang Shuo became a main target of a 'spiritual civilization' 

campaign in 1996. His works and his films are banned in China, considered by the 

authorities as 'promoting social vices and making people doubt the future of 

socialism.' 137 Considering that some of Wang Shuo's works had already been 

published for nearly ten years, and that society then was much more open, 

Westernized and commercialized than in the late 1980s, this decision seems bizarre. 

Why did Wang Shuo's works produce such a reaction from the government? 

'Although Wang's public image is that of a swaggering tough guy, his 
private manner is soft-spoken and unfailingly polite. In the eyes of 
Chinese officials, he is something far more dangerous than a dissident: 
he's a satirist with deadly aim.' 138 

Wang Shuo had received great encouragement from the success of his early love 

stories and detective stories. He did not participate in the main literary movements of 

that time, such as 'Reform Literature' or 'Avant -garde Literature'. Instead, he 

explored new fields and a new style, referred to as 'tiaokan' i}iij{Jit stories or 'pizi 

wenxue':h§-=fJt~ (hooligan literature). 

135 Chen Sihe M~,ii!:J,t!J, 'Heise de tuifei' ~~l¥!71JJ!)jt (Black Decadence), Dangdai zuojia pinglun 31--\:: 
ff *Wit (Review of Contemporary Writers), 1989, vol. 5, pp.33-40 
136 Lao Yu -;t ~, 'Yizhi secai banlan de du zhizhu' - R ~!¥3:1jHft]fj{J:lij;ijU!k* (A Colourful Poisonous 
Spider), China Youth; 30/0l/1993, quoted from Gao Bo J'i11J~ (ed.), Wang Shuo: dashi haishi pizi :k~ifi 
~~~-=f (Wang Shuo: Master or Hooligan), Beijing: Beijing Yanshan Chubanshe, 1993. pp.28-29 
137 Jamie James, 'Bad Boy', The New Yorker, April21, 1997, pp.50-53 
138 ibid 
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Li Donghui translated 'tiaokan' as 'teases and taunts'; according to her textual 

research, 'tiaokan': 

'originally meant telling jokes or tall tales for amusement among men or 
for teasing and flirting between men and women. It is also a rhetorical 
device commonly used in 'xiangsheng' ;t~ F (comic talk shows), a 
popular folk art form in Beijing.' 139 

Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' all seems to be based on 'common' people whose education 

level is not high. They do not have to be reasonable, but can be extreme in their 

rebellion against authority, ideology and language. The critic Wang Yichuan 

commented: 

'It is a language rebelling against authority's language and elite 
monologues, a language which appears in the guise of the common 
people's common language. It reflects that strategy in using the criteria of 
common people to satirize the elegant language of fraud and deception.' 140 

Wang Shuo's representative 'tiaokan' stories include 'Wan zhu' J'rN .± (The 

Operators), 'Yi dianr zhengjing meiyou' -,~JLiE~¥1~ (J'rN.iJ~~) (Nothing 

Serious: A Sequel To 'The Operators'), 'Ni bu shi yi ge su ren' {fl\:JF~-1'1~ A 

(You Are Not An Ordinary Man), 'Wan de jiu shi xin tiao' mi'J<Jmt~~L.,l€!5 (Playing 

for Thrills), and 'Qianwan bie ba wo dang ren' -=f 7J ~lj re :f1t 3 A (Please Don't Call 

Me Human). It was these 'tiaokan' stories that made Wang Shuo a controversial, and 

a famous or even notorious figure. These stories were written between 1986 and 1992; 

this is Wang Shuo's most important period of writing. 

139 Li Donghui, The 'Phenomenon' of Wang Shuo: A Historico-Literary Consideration, PhD 
Dissertation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, p.33 
140 Wang Yichuan ~-)II, 'Yuyan shenhua de zhongjie' i! §:f!llii5Er-J~tii (The End of the Language 
Fairytale), Xuexi yu tansuo ~ 3] ~1*~( Study and Exploration), 1999, vol.3, pp.111-116 
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From the mid-1980s, young urban people begin to be portrayed as marginal people 

and hippies by Xu Xingand Liu Suola. Wang Shuo's works pushed the boundaries 

much further out. The characters Wang Shuo portrays in his stories are criticized by 

society as 'hooligans' (pizi ~-=f or liumang 'bit~). The sinologist John Minford has 

pointed out that liumang has a wider meaning with connotations of displacement 

alienation and ostracism, It includes rapists, whores, black-marketeers, as well as 

unemployed youth, alienated intellectuals, frustrated artists or poets, etc. 141 In the 

1980s, society was still under the strict state control system, so if people had no 

regular job but hung around doing odd things, they were likely to end up regarded as 

hooligans. 142 

Challenging Literature 

Wang Shuo's most powerful satire targets literature, intellectuals and official political 

circles. The three stories The Operators, Nothing Serious, You Are Not An Ordinary 

Man use 'wanzhu' Ji»1 .± 143 type characters and colloquial dialogue to focus on 

satirizing literature and intellectuals. These three stories do not have very much by 

way of plot, but mainly rely on the language of 'teases and taunts'. 

The three stories are all 'ridiculous' stories with same group of characters: Fang Yan 

1J§, Yu Guan -Tx~, Ma Qing Ibw, and Yang Zhong th11!. In The Operators, these 

141 Geremie Barme, 'Wang Shuo and Liumang ('Hooligan') Culture', The Australian Journal of 
Chinese Affairs, Volume 0, Issue 28 (Jul., 1992), p.50 
142 Wang Shuo explained 'hooligan' or 'riffraff' saying: 'In China, if you don't have a wife and a 
family and a job, then you're a hooligan. If you're not a hypocrite, then you're a hooligan.' Jamie 
James, 'Bad Boy', The New Yorker, April21, 1997, p.51 
143 'Wanzhu' fuli.:E, 'Wan' full has two meanings, firstly it means incorrigibly obstinate, no enterprising 
spirit, secondly it means play game, such as cynical practical joke. The two meanings are connected 
with each other, and often use wanpi ~JJ&: to describe naughty children. The word 'wan zhu' lilii.:E is 
not only used for describing characters in Wang Shuo's these three stories but also in his other 
'tiaokan' stories. 
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young people run a company called 'ThreeT' (.=. fg) 144
, which provides services that 

are in demand but not elsewhere available at that time to people in need. These 

include meeting and accompanying the client's girlfriend on a date; pretending to be 

the client's husband and being shouted at and abused; giving advice to people who 

feel life is meaningless and so on. The story Nothing Serious describes these young 

people who want to be writers chatting as they play poker, and in a surreal scene are 

put in the court of literature and judged by a powerful old man. The story You Are Not 

An Ordinary Man describes these young people going round and flattering people, 

mainly intellectuals, for free. Wang Shuo claimed that 'we are new generation, we 

want to use our own eyes to see the world.' 145 And he called his characters 'socialist 

new people' H~±5Uf.JTA. 146 

What is Literature? 

After decades of political movements, China was still a highly politicised society. 

Literature, like other forms of art, had the responsibility of expressing the hopes of the 

nation, acting as the heart of society and pointing the way to the future for the 

country. These ideals continued to inform the literary movements of the 1980s: 'Scar 

Literature', 'Root-seeking Literature', 'Reform Literature' etc. These literary 

movements all delivered messages from the authorities that people should introspect 

about the past and worry about the future of the country. This infused literature with a 

sense of mission and responsibility, continuing the tradition in modern Chinese 

144 'Three T' c=: ~)means they solve difficulties for people (ti ren jie nan~ Affllfxit), amuse people 

when they get bored (ti ren jie men ~ AMf~), and take the punishment for wrong doings of people (ti 

ren shou guo 'M' A~u) 
145 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 2, p.J48 (lltifJ;IH'iJT-i~w:tf, ~ffl 13 C.I¥JD~ 
llf*~t!t~.) 
146 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.l71 
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history that literature is always closely linked with politics. Wang Shuo satirizes the 

situation in which literature is expected to produce a 'remedy for the country.' 147 

The ancient injunction 'the function of literature is to convey the Tao' )( lj~:i!!, 148 

source) has continued to be used as criterion for literature, even though the dao :1!! 

itself has undergone radical change. Literature is used as a metaphor for the essence of 

human thought, as a banner indicating the direction of development for society, and 

the writer as the engineer of the human soul. Literature is sacred and noble, not 

something common people are capable of creating; the content of literature consists of 

serious and weighty themes. These include the problems of administering the country, 

which literature is expected to help solve; it portrays a glorious history with model 

figures of heroes and heroines for people to imitate, etc. Wang Shuo tried to challenge 

these age-old concepts of literature. In order to destroy the sacred image of literature, 

Wang Shuo emphasizes his own feelings about literature by using shocking ways to 

express this; Fang Yan says: 

"Literature is bitterness' ...... that has to be excreted; it is intensely 
pleasurable work, like sex! ...... The key thing is ...... you should fuck 
literature, and not let literature fuck you!' 149 

In conservative China most people could not believe that Wang Shuo could use the 

metaphor of literature being like 'sex'; a subject considered dirty and obscene, and too 

shameful to mention. This was a big shock to people, and reflected the strongly 

rebellious spirit of Wang Shuo. This is also evidence used to condemn Wang Shuo for 

being in charge of 'hooligan literature.' Wang Shuo attacked the deep-rooted concept 

147 Wang Shuo, The Collected_Works of Wang Shuo, vol.2, p.452 (fitl~$-~-:fl $ A"J. :m9ium~m. 
~ A"J :1t P-i 1J -T, ~IE ~Of P-i Jl~ ilJ :f ;Ji!:J]G A"J.) 
148 Zhou Dunyi JtiJtl!:l®! (1017-1073), Wenci )[~¥(Diction) in Tong shu j~H~ (Comprehensive Book) 
149 ibid., vol.2, p.483 (X~mcJt~iS'-- ..... AIHMtl!:, ::k::kA"J~~. 115(-;ffA"J ...... T-$!' ':kltf£ 
r ...... f~-®l*x~->f~~ilx~l* 7 f!P!) 
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of the function of literature and its stubborn persistence by usmg an extreme 

metaphor. 

Wang Shuo attacks the old concept of literature from different angles. Society is 

developing from a focus on politics to one on economics; literary products are the 

same as other products in having their commercial value. From this point of view 

Wang Shuo posed some shocking questions about literature. He asked: 

'Literature? What is literature? Is it wild or artificially planted by humans? 
How much a pound is it?' 150 

Literature shows its fragility in the face of economic reform. It poses as a brave 

challenge to people's old concepts; glorious literature belongs to the superstructure, 

superior to other things. Literature is never needs to consider money; the literary artist 

is ashamed to talk about money. Literature's high status was completely destroyed by 

the economic reforms of the 1990s. 

'Writing is a kind of literary game where famous writers can do as they please, but 

new writers have to follow the rules' 151 is Wang Shuo's definition of literature, very 

different from the authorities' definition of 'literature as superstructure'. 152 Wang 

Shuo gives a further explanation about literature, saying: 

'Literature is basically a minor skill, which anyone can amuse themselves 
with in their spare time, like playing chess or keeping birds, it's just a 
hobby?d 53 

150 ibid., vol. 2, p.447 C!£?!!? ft.Z.)C?!ft? !I!J1:1¥J5ffi:AI~:lfifl~? g;y~- JT?) 
151 ibid., vol. 2, p.518 (!J\iJ?.J!Jtfi:~*PJl2J.~Ib1J'~, iFJTA16,~Jn:ill1ni~!.\\JJ!~I¥J-~~)C'¥ibtx-_lt.) 
152 Mao Zedong .=§rftf~, 'Tong Aogong zongshuji Xiaji de tanhua' lf.l~~.~'1';iclf¥t¥l~ijli (Talk 
with Australian Communist Party St;:cretary Xiaji) (19~9/l0/4_{)), lvfag Zedong wenji .=§}'f?j~)C~ 
(Collected Works of Mao Zedong), Beijing: Renmin chubanshe A~l±li\IH±, 1999, vol.7 & vol. 8 (_1=. 

~•m ... &§m&ffim~~OOI¥!*®) 
153 ibid., vol.2, p.515 ()C?!ft£gf'pf>:Ji!::Mit9~JH5z, ff1PJ A**"i:&J§t[rnHl.ll:tfrflf~I'.l, !lolf.l-rtJ!;:il'i!~;, lHi
mJB ... ) 
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To consider literature as a 'minor skill' that everybody can enjoy during their spare 

time, is totally different from treating literature as the purveyor of a noble and sacred 

spirit, as it had been for centuries and throughout CCP revolutionary history from the 

early 1940s onwards. 

A Literature for the People 

There are many new terms used by critics in the literary field, such as 'new realism', 

'post-modernism' and 'magic-realism' (J.!i~Tf~~±)(). Wang Shuo satirizes this 

phenomenon by asking 'what kind of '-ism' are you playing at?' 1s4 He emphasizes 

that 'people who do not play at literature do not have a future' _Iss This mocks the 

superficial nature of these '-isms', and satirizes the way that the literary field is so 

keen on giving literary works different titles. Literary works become a formulaic '-

ism' plus concern about the nation. Naming '-isms' has become regular practice in the 

whole literary field; such as 'new realism' f,Jfl~~ .±)(, 'modernism' l~1~±)(, 

'post-modernism' }§-lJM~.±)(, 'new historicism' f.jf JJJ ~.±)(. There are no exact 

definitions for them; the same work can be called a different '-ism' by different 

critics. This is driving more and more ordinary people away from literature. 

Wang Shuo's understanding of literature was not accepted by the majority of literary 

people at the end of 1980s. The attitude of emphasizing the entertainment side of 

literature earned it the label of 'popular literature' (tongsu wenxue) that was looked 

down upon by advocates of 'serious literature' (yansu wenxue). 'Popular literature' 

154 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works ofWangShuo, vol.2, p.451 (~1fJtTJI:$1-~? ...... i":lt~i#J)i;ft1. 
±:X.?) 
155 ibid., vol. 2, p.486 (/f'J}t)C~I¥JA~&:fftf:l~I¥J.) 
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received very little attention from the literary world, especially the critics. By the end 

of the 1990s, 'serious literature' had lost its mainstream status in the cultural market. 

Many people started to change their concept of literature, accepting that literature 

should be entertaining; literature should suit the taste of the masses and attract the 

greatest possible number of readers. Wang Shuo drew attention to this before it 

became commonly accepted: 'We should never forget the ninety-nine percent (of 

people).' 156 Wang Shuo tried his best to make his stories entertaining; he became 

enormously popular among ordinary people. Wang Shuo clearly and strongly 

advocated popular literature and art, saying: 

'Things which are accepted by the broad masses are the excellent and the 
artistic. They include comic dialogues (xiangsheng), martial art stories, 
sentimental films, popular songs, fashion shows, and things like that. This 
is how I am completely different from intellectuals, I have a common 
person's standard- and I'm proud ofthis.' 157 

These art forms that Wang Shuo mentions are not valued by intellectuals, by 'pure 

literature' writers, by 'pure art' film directors and by critics pursuing a 'pure' art. 

They focus on expressing themselves rather than communication, and just value the 

reaction of a limited artistic circle and foreigners. They are not concerned whether 

their works, for example some of the 'avant-garde' works, would be understood by 

ordinary readers and audiences or not. As a result they and their works became 

alienated from ordinary people. Wang Shuo's stories employ 'passive resistance' 158 to 

hit the target, and send inevitable shock waves through the culture field. 

156 ibid., vol.2, p.488 (1t1-M{Ij;iE,:;f~~~iC\8 ?t:t1L +11) 
157 ibid., vol.4, p.467 (~~~:ll/:ki¥JllfAJ'JfiJ::~I¥J~Jt;!i!:~t~Hn, ~;;f:fi<J. h~!wt§PI, !Et1~,H~, 1~~ 
~~. mt:1T8fx It!!, EJ1~*~i1f:!J.ollt~. i3JJYt~~. to3;ni.R?t-T:®.~::f [i:i] 1¥1, -1-{i:i-AI¥J;f;f,ffl-~7J llt 
Mi!X.) 
158 Jin Zhensheng ~ii[Jli, 'Hepingshi de kangzheng' 1D-'f:r\:1¥Jm$- (Passive Resistance), Tian zhang 
xuekan ~!=f~fiJ (Journal ofTian zhong), Nov. 1995, vol. 10, No.4, pp.51-56 
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Satirizing the Literary World 

Wang Shuo satirizes the corruption of the literary field. The story Nothing Serious 

presents a very negative image of the literary world, in which, towards the end of the 

story, Fang Yan, Yu Guan, Yang Zhong and Ma Qing are sued over their concept of 

literature. They are questioned in the court of literature, presided over by an old man. 

The others sitting beside the latter have no power at all: this is a typical 'one voice 

hall' - § ¥: situation. The young men win their case in the court of literature by 

flattering the old man in charge, emphasizing the political nature of the literary world. 

When Fang Y an (the protagonist) is given a chance to talk about his ideas on 

managing the literary world: 

'If they give me certain powers, I will certainly make the people who 
listen to me prosper and those who oppose me, die! What forms of 
expression they use and what kind of thought and content their works 
have are irrelevant. If they are my mates, then I'll support them; if I have 
to attack them, then I'll lift them high and let them fall lightly. But for 
people who don't get on well with me or don't show respect to me, no 
matter how good they are, I'll attack them fiercely without any mercy.' 159 

Through satirizing the literary world, Wang Shuo heavily criticized having one old 

man control the political system; this point reflects the reality of what happened in 

China in the second half of 20th century. In many respects the old man is portrayed as 

an open-minded person who made the right judgment in that case, although Wang 

Shuo appears to be satirizing the lack of democracy. This plot is very much like Wang 

Meng's allegory "Jianying de xizhou" IJ£ @! EJ{] t-m m (Hard Porridge). 160 In Wang 

Meng's story, after all the democratic reform process, the grandfather is still in charge 

159 ibid., vol.2, p.519 C~nHIHiHlt-;Et?.iJ, J.l~ft~?i!'\@l@!ft~-~~ftttt:! 1t1-;t{fJII.ffl.J:tft1-,\!J.!'Jt 
rAJ ~ 1.1~- tl~FF 11! ~. .R ~ -m- J L 1fJ Jl>Jt 31d~, ?k tE :;f 1~ /f~ 1T, ill ;If: l'EI1 f.'\1 ~ ml, ~ ~ ~ r, RtHt<;/F .to i¥J :xt ft 
:IF~ i¥J ¥f :H -tM~ ~IHH!r~~ :IF WIt~.) 
160 Wang Meng .:E~, 'Jianying de xizhou' ll1H.fi¥Jffti~ (Hard Porridge), Wang Meng Wenji .:£~)(~ 
(Collected Works of Wang Meng), vol. 4, pp.644-662 
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of the family. It is not surprising that Wang Meng and Wang Shuo both emphasise the 

same theme at almost the same time. At the end of the 1980s, before the 1989 student 

movement, these are oblique hints at the way Deng Xiaoping is holding power around 

fifteen years after the death of Chairman Mao . 

. Criticism of Intellectuals 

Wang Shuo thinks that Mao Zedong's comments on intellectuals and workers: 'the 

lowly are the most intelligent, the elite are the most ignorant' *Y!X1!r-~,13Jl, f\55:lf-[1!f 

~~g161 is a rather accurate description of his own views. 162 Mao's comment was 

used to target intellectuals during the Cultural Revolution, leading to disaster for 

intellectuals. By the usual social criteria, Wang Shuo does not have intellectual status: 

he has not received higher education and he was criticized for unreasonably attacking 

intellectuals because of his own sense of inferiority. 163 

Why did Wang Shuo criticize intellectuals? One thing that is definite is that he felt put 

upon by intellectuals. He has said: 

'Because I did not have higher education, I walked the revolutionary road. 
I was bullied by intellectuals, and I could not stand it. An impetuous 
person like me, with an intellectual mountain over my head. Their 
superiority gives them access to every opening, they control the whole 
social value system, and using their concept of values as the standard, 

161 Mao Zedong ~i%:* inscribed these words during his visit to a factory in Dandong, Liaoning 
Province, on 181

h May 1958; the factory changed its name to Factory No. 518. Geremie Barme, 
'Introduction for Shades ofMao', quoted from http://www.morningsun.org/red/wangshuo.html, 
original from Wu Jiafeng, 'Ping Wang Shuo de yiduan hua', Er shi yi shiji, 1993, vol.l2, p.J44 
162 Wang Shuo, 'Wang Shuo zlbai' ±.~}1 § s (Wimg-Shuo's Own Words), Wenyi zhengming )Cz$-P~ 
(Literature and Art Contend) , 1993, voi.J, pp.65-66 
163 Ji Hongzhen *'U~, 'Wang Shuo: Chaoyue zibei' £~}1: Milt~§ ;IE (Wang Shuo: Overcoming an 
inferiority complex), Zhongshen de xiaoxiang ~:f!llfj{J ~ f~ (Portraits ofthe Pantheon), Beijing: 
Renmin chubanshe, 1996. p.l60 
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make it very difficult for impatient people like us to fight against them. 
We can only be liberated when they are overthrown.' 164 

There is another strong personal reason for Wang Shuo to be anti-intellectual; he had 

bad impressions of his middle school teachers and the intellectuals he met in life. He 

said: 

'They do not really understand people's feelings, and they are 
overweening. This is because they think all knowledge is in their hands, 
where it becomes a resource for deceiving people who are weaker. In the 
process of growing ·up, I saw too much knowledge being abused, being 
regarded with superstition, being used to pervert human nature. This has 
led me to have no faith in anyone calling themselves intellectuals, to be 
disgusted and even hostile.' 165 

Wang Shuo knew there were intellectuals who were worth respect, and they made him 

realise how narrow and prejudiced his views were. However, while one intellectual 

could rid Wang Shuo of his prejudice, the words and behaviour of another 

immediately took him back to where he was before. 166 

Destroying the Sacred Image of the Writer 

Wang Shuo criticizes the fact that writers consider themselves to be above ordinary 

people, he said: 

'Writers should have a sense of social responsibility! We are writers, what 
kind of people are writers? They are people who are superior to other 
people (AJ:A)!' 167 

164 Wang Shuo, 'Wang Shuo zibai' .IJlJ3 E1 S (Wang Shuo's Own Words), Wenyi zhengming )CZ;$-P% 
(Literature and Art Contend) , 1993, vol.1, pp.65-66 
165 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.l07 (f!P.fi'Jjj~~7f':liii.}d!1i, ~ El.A, ~:fr-'f1ill11'J El ~ 
~ ~lli.R:fr-f-, :frftP.ff]jj~ JL~iH5tllX; 7 t.f~_lfi/i~~ a<:J w.f :L$:. iltn3Z-Ifctfi1 r.p ~¥1J:*$ J;niH%'Jall:O:f.I,Wi:Qtf~, 
*&:JtHR~ rt!IA tt.~~ftx11ffiiJ -1- El.tt3;niJ~7FfA1A Ml71'1R1f,&.~JJ~ ffL:f!,\1,.) 
166 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p. 107 
167 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 2, p. 486 (~:ffH~:Ilrff~-i.! ftff];lj!:ff%, 
f'F%~1t-iA? JJ~mt~A..tA!) 
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Wang Shuo shows his rebellious spirit in his thoughts on writers and intellectuals. 

Writers have been sanctified ct~:¥:ft) and made more myste'~ious ct~t-JHt) than other 

revolutionaries; they are considered to be made of special material ct~1!t:M{-'tifiUJVG), 

and are called 'the engineers of human souls' A~~~B~I;f~YflJ (a term coined by 

Gorkii). Their duty is to sculpt people's souls turning them into iron and steel. Wang 

Shuo pushes this analogy to extremes to make people to realize how ridiculous such 

propaganda sounds when it is examined. 

Wang Shuo portrays a completely opposite image of the writer in the story Nothing 

Serious. Wang Shuo comments ironically that if the person does not have ability to do 

other work, and he just knows three to five thousands characters he can be a writer. 

Fang Yan, Yu Guan and Ma Qing all become writers. They play Mah-jong and poker 

all the time, they have a 'hooligan' way of chatting, they run away from food stalls 

without paying after eating. These are clearly not ideal citizens, however they all 

become writers. Wang Shuo's comment is: 

'All the hooligans in the city have swapped jobs and become writers!' 168 

This representation of writers plumbed the depths to shock people. Wang Shuo 

characterizes the writer's inner world saying: 

'Is his skin thick? Is his heart black?' 
'Thick and invisible, black and colourless.' 
'Then be a writer, he has all the natural requirements to be a writer
hooligan.' 169 

The image of writer is no longer of a superior person. And Wang Shuo piles on the 

venom: 

168 ibid. vol.2, p.457 (1E:mff.J¥!~W~~3ft*u~.) 
169 ibid., vol.2, p.443 ('Jl&JJ/FJJN,,~/f~?' 'Wm17C%, ~ITff:lC~', 'jj~Jl'Jt':':H'f*, ftl!.iZ~14fn'iNJJ'Jt 
~-1'-:X:±:ff.Jft*~T-') 
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'If my father were still alive and knew I had become a writer, he would 
definitely beat me to death.' 170 

These words are all trying to bring down the profession of writer from its mysterious 

noble status to make it even lower than the status of ordinary people. In The 

Operators Wang Shuo expresses the same contemptuous opinion of writers: 

'Some people say there are a hundred ways of committing suicide, one of 
them is to get married to a writer.' 171 

Wang Shuo tries to make the point that writing is desperate, awful work looked down 

upon by society. Wang Shuo's hooligan characters are just 'verbal hooligans' Q ~1;lt 

ill.. The critic Deng Xiaomang thinks these characters' inners world are very sincere, 

and they are more honest and upright than many people who talk about morality and 

idealism. 172 The 'hooligan' language has a very strong destructive power on serious 

language, and reflects Wang Shuo's rebellious spirit. 

Wang Shuo went further and further in attacking the halo over writers' heads, and 

revealing the contradictions of their situation. For example, when asked what the 

essential skills ofbeing literary artists are, he answered: 

'Speaking, learning, provoking laughter and singing ...... Writers should 
be interested in everything, however they cannot do everything well. Their 
bottoms should be heavy-so they can sit for a long time; their eyes 
should be sharp-so they will not miss good things; their skin should be 
thick-so they can investigate the dirty deeds of ancestors stretching back 
eight ~enerations; fleet of foot-so they can avoid the gun muzzle in 
time' 1 3 

170 ibid., vo1.2, p.451 (ft~~il!ilf, 3;~mft~ 7 11:*, ~~:tHEft) 
171 ibid., voi.2, p.l66 {),*iSt !35}.J't(J1J¥t1f-s#, Jt"P-:f~ffJt~l~ft*~P~.) 
172 Deng Xiaomang X~l!itc, 'Wang Shuo: pizi de chunqing' I~A: !JN-TJ't(Jflt!JIIi (Wang Shuo: A 
Hooligan's Pure Emotion), Linghun zhi lu -jiushi niandai wenxue de shengcunjingjie R.;!lZ.Jlt-fL 
+~f~)l::~J't(J1:.ff:lj,ff. (Soul Tour-The Living Realm of 1990s Literature), Wuhan: Hubei renmin 
chubanshe, 1998, pp.22-45 
173 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works ofWangShuo, vol.2, p.518 (i$t~;iJ!nl:[l.ft.Z~M!tffi!H~~@, ft.Zill 
:r:::f:(!f. mll51:1~Vi:-~B9tt; D~DH1-!t~-:(!f$tL::fr; Jl@:$:1-®JJ-t.ll*J\f~J't(J~~$1$1-!tffllJr; 1M 
JJI~Jf-1¥ ;fU ~-& H1 i!!¥ ;fft D . ) 
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Wang Shuo is pointing out that professional writers are also ordinary human beings 

and have to know how to survive political or other attacks (the 'gun muzzle'). This 

could not be further from the controlling role concept inherent in the 'the engineer of 

human souls' metaphor and displays Wang Shuo's determination to tear aside the veil 

of smug respectability enjoyed by the writer. 

A Flattering Force 

Chinese intellectuals have enjoyed very high social status throughout Chinese history 

through their role as the backbone of the civil service. Chinese intellectuals have 

always been severely punished if they offend their superiors, hence they are also the 

weakest class in the society: Famous cases in history include in the Qin Dynasty *¥Jl 

(221-206 B.C.) the first emperor of China Qin Shihuang *t!i:l£ 'burning the books 

and burying the scholars' )t -=tHrdw , and the Qing Dynasty 1Flf ~JI (1644-1911) 

Qianlong ¥Ui emperor's 'literary inquisitions' Jt'=¥1Vt. More recently the events of 

the Cultural Revolution, and the 'Hu Feng's group' ii)j }X\,~ ffi case, in which 

thousands of people around the country who were considered members were attacked 

and imprisoned, and Hu Feng ~)j}X\, himself was imprisoned more than twenty years. 

These are all terrible examples for Chinese intellectuals. Very few people were 

willing to stand up and express opinions which went against official policy. 

Therefore, intellectuals mainly act as a group of flatterers playing up to the 

government. 
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In the story You Are Not An Ordinary Man Wang Shuo points to writers as a 

propaganda tool for the government; their mission is to let government have an easy 

time. 174 Flattery is the main work that writers and intellectuals do, they are actually a 

professional 'flattery force' W.A~A.ffi for the authorities. The modernization of the 

country relies on this 'flattery force.' 175 Wang Shuo describes the flattering work as 

noble and important occupation linked with the politics; he says: 'Flattering people all 

day like this is more tiring than administering a small country. d 
76 Wang hints that 

flattery is often used as the propaganda method of the authorities for administering the 

country. When there are new government policies, there will be one-sided flattery to 

assist in promulgating this. Wang Shuo comments ironically on China having a very 

large intellectual flattery force, such as writers, critics and academics, etc., who are 

still carrying out this work. Criticism is not welcomed, the authorities do not want to 

hear dissident voices. 

Wang Shuo in satirizing intellectuals has hit the nail on the head. For a long time 

Chinese intellectuals have not had independent status; they have only been able to act 

as interpreters and spokespeople for the ruling ideology and they have almost no 

characteristics of their own. Their only function is to interpret current politics 

according changing needs, no matter what they believe, or what is right or wrong. 

They seek to make themselves look idealistic yet pursue the need for practical 

survival. Thus intellectuals appear hypocritical. Wang Shuo does firmly reject ultra-

174 ibid., vol.2, p.445 (Tell people: they can't be accounted as cable if they just let themselves have a 
good life, they should let-the government have a good time as well. 'f-fi}fA. ~:Yt § 1- El-=f-11~1-7 .lf~Jt: 
*$, iJ:IIjlUfffn El-=f~f-117 }J~;t~Pf:f-F(J(]) (check trans) 
175 ibid., vol.4, p.453 (-1-00*~NIYt1.1-\, !!*7;g't;(J(]I;&~/>tJR7K'¥, J'j-1-:m~fr.J:fff-;~;, 

~'t:~&~-~~~~(J(].~ft*~ffi~~fr.J·A.~ffi.) 
176 ibid., vol.4, p.468 (JZi. -::li:~r~H~iiJJJI!.-1- 11\00:If~.) 
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leftism, which is an important reason why many intellectuals appreciate him and his 

works. 177 

Hypocritical Intellectuals 

Wang Shuo portrays the characters Bao Kang 'i:~ and Zhao Yaoshun JM%j'.f: as 

examples of hypocritical intellectuals. In the story The Operators, Bao Kang wants a 

manufactured reputation, and asks the people at 'Three T' to help him win the top 

prize in a self-funded literary award. The morality specialist Zhao Yaoshun, a married 

man, is interested in young girls and admits that 'Our generation's personal lives are 

all tragic,' 178 yet insists on delivering moral education to young people. In the story 

You Are Not An Ordinary Man, Yang Zhong ;j%£ teases Bao Kang saying there is a 

letter for him in Swedish, hinting at a Nobel Prize for literature. Bao Kang swallows 

the bait and hurries to get the letter and telephone the Swedish Embassy. When he is 

told the letter is lost, he falls down unconscious. This episode mocks Chinese writers 

for their hypocritical self-importance. Wang Shuo is here suggesting a vanity that is 

common in the literary world. A question which had dogged the Chinese people and 

the literary world is why no Chinese writer had ever won the Nobel Prize. This 

became a prime aim of the whole literary world and the nation. 179 Wang Meng' s story 

177 Wu Sandong ~ = ~, 'Jue bu chengdan zeren fengxian de mingli zhuiqiu' ~fl:::ftktE!"W1fJX\.~tzi¥J;:g 
flj~;j( (Pursuing Fame and Benefits Without Bearing Responsibility And Risking Danger), Xiaoshuo 

pinglun ;J\i~ VJZi-c (Fiction Review), 1998, vol. I pp.85-90 
178 lbid., vol.-2, p.I45 (ft1fJ~f~A 1-A:i:$~ffH1H1f-»iiJ) 
179 The Nobel 2000 literary prize was awarded to overseas Chinese Gao Xingjian i\t1r-ill! who is living 
in France and has a French passport, having moved away from mainland China for fifteen years. Many 
people were disappointed about the event because they not only have not read his works but also have 
not heard about him in the last 15 years. 
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Zhengzhong de tuijian 7$~8<Jit# (Earnest Recommendation) 180 also satirizes this 

phenomenon. 

Wang Shuo portrays Zhao Yaoshun's true mentality by describing his dream of the 

Gestapo going around people's houses and arresting them. When they do that they 

maintain a polite manner: they knock at t~e door; appreciate the paintings, make 

flattering comments about the cultural atmosphere of the owner's house and the 

beauty of his wife; and apologize before they arrest people. Wang Shuo comments 

acerbically on people: 'Doing dirty things but appearing highly cultured.' 181 

Intellectuals hide behind sanctimonious masks as they do outrageous things. 

Intellectuals Facing the Market 

In the wave of economic reforms, intellectuals still held to the old official ideology. 

This was a serious barrier for them in participating in the process of the development 

of society. In the story Nothing Serious, scholar Guan Hanxiong's ~i'JU.t book only 

receives seven orders; Wang Shuo mocks him: 'For a great scholar like you, the thing 

which is difficult to get is solitude, isn't it?' 182 Wang Shuo satirizes the plight Chinese 

academics find themselves in. In fact many so called academic works simply repeat 

what others have said, since being different and creative is not encouraged and even 

dangerous, and have very low academic value. 'Scholars' are not accepted by 

180 Wang Meng X:~, 'Zhengzhong de tuijian' ~:i:Fnf!H-f (Earnest Recommendation), Dangdai '31~ 
(Contemporary), vol. 6, 1995 
181 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 4, p.494 (T-Ef.J~IDtJili'Al'31'iJ~;;g;fgj'3 I'i'i Fn 
x1t~JF) 
182 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works ofWangShuo, vol.4, p.445 ({~f&HfJ~~:k~1ll, xfH~!'l{]~Ji;:!i!J~ 

~n~m 
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common people and are rejected by the market economy, hence the only thing left for 

them is loneliness. 

Wang Shuo pointed out the difficult situation intellectuals found themselves in after 

the market economy started. He said: 

'I feel Chinese intellectuals may be the group least able to find their 
position. After the wave of commercialism, it is they who feel the 
strongest sense of crisis, they feel more lost than any other social 
class ...... Now under the influence of popular culture, popular stories and 
popular songs, their sense cultural superiority has also disappeared 
completely. There is really a bit of feeling of having nothing. If they do 
not adjust their mentality in time, I am afraid they will have difficulty 
finding a place in the future.' 183 

Critics take different views on Wang Shuo's criticism of intellectuals. Zhang 

Zhizhong commented that while Wang Shuo mocks the intellectuals' culture, he 

wants to peep at it and steal from it. He is eager for high status, and uses commercial · 

culture to reform intellectual culture. 184 Wang Shuo's ambivalence is shown is the fact 

that most of the members ofthe 'Sea Horse Film and TV Centre' which he organised 

and chaired are well known young writers. 

Some people were exasperated with Wang Shuo's criticism of intellectuals. The critic 

Yan Lieshan ~~?.'!{ W said: 

'Wang Shuo is absolutely not a mad 'dog', he will not bite everybody he 
meets. He will bite the people who are worth biting, depending on 
whether the safety level is high or not, whether the input and output rates 
are high or not; these are all subject to careful calculation. The people he 

183 Wang Shuo, 'Wang Shuo zibai' ±~Jj 13 S (Wang Shuo in his Own Words), Wenyi zhengming :)(2::; 
'*~.% (Literature and Art Contend), 1993, January, vol.1, pp.65-66 
184 Zhang Zhizhong 5tUJ.;,e, 'Wang Shuo xianxiang: lubiao yu tianping' 3::9\JJ:E].~: ~~til=J~ 5V (The 
Wang Shuo Phenomenon: Road Signs And Balance), Wenyi pinglun :>tZ::Vfit (Literature And Art 
Review), 1997, vol. 5, pp.49-58 
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bites are all intellectuals with no fists and no courage, and alive or dead 
cultural figures' .185 

And Wang Shuo did admit that he chooses intellectuals to attack because he thinks 

that they are easy targets, and he chooses targets he is sure he can beat. 186 

Wang Shuo's criticism of the holier than thou attitude and the deadly seriousness of 

older intellectuals is justified. It undermines the writers' unduly high opinions of 

themselves, has a positive effect on writers in helping them redefine themselves, 187 

and promotes the transformation of the intellectual. 

185 Yan Lieshan ~?.!hlJ, 'Wang Shuo weishenme tongma zhishifenzi' xiffl7sdt-i.W~.!:h~lliH7t-=f 
(Why Wang Shuo Abuses Intellectuals), Pizi yingxiong ~-=f~~ (Hooligan Hero), 2000, p.43 
186 Wang Shuo used a saying: the thunder god hitting beancurd, choosing something soft to squeeze ·m-
01TliJ~H&~i'l~tlf' meaning he chooses the weakest people to deceive. 'Wang Shuo zibai' 3:'9\A §I'=! 
(Wang Shuo's Own Words), Wenyi zhengming }CZ;~P~ (Literature And Art Contend), 1993, vol.l, 
pp.65-66 
187 Zhao Liancheng ~lf*Ji.X;, 'Rentong yu tuoxie' iAIP.I !:j~jj} (Affinity & Compromise), Journal of 
Guizhou University, Jan. 2001, vol.19, No.1, pp.70-75 
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b. The Gold Rush: Playing For Thrills & Rubber Man 

Marginal People 

In the South of China, particularly Guangdong province near to Hong Kong and other 

East Asian countries, the economy developed very fast after the Open Door policy .. 

Hundreds of thousands of young people came from all over China to the South to take 

part in the 'gold rush'. Materialism and pleasure-seeking were what young people 

were pursuing. Wang Shuo, based on his and his friends' experiences, 188 described 

young people smuggling goods in the South in his stories Playing For Thrills and 

Rubber Man. 

Playing For Thrills is a 'typical' work by Wang Shuo in portraying a group of 

'marginal people' Jil~A 189 at the beginning of the economic reforms. The story 

concerns a murder suspect, Fang Yan, looking for evidence that he did not kill an old 

mate ten years before. He travels round visiting and talking to many old mates and 

girlfriends to help him recall the life they had together in the South of China. Proving 

Fang Yan's innocence becomes an excellent vehicle to display people's lives and 

attitudes when they were in their early twenties. At the end of the story, Fang Yan 

finds that Gao Yang, who was assumed to be dead is still alive, and Fang Yan had 

fallen into a trap laid by his mates for a game. The plot of the story is absurd; the story 

188 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.102. (J!Jt~ 1J'i§l~~:.&!::~~fJ]~fj{]Jm/i(:fj{J1:,fl§-)tx;J~£1 
1¥1. §:~i§l£3j2;f!t;J,i5?.ftt~~iiJ7-®@l El3*1EI¥J'tk5k.) Wang Shuo pointed out on another 

occasion: 'I write all things starting from my own real example.' (ft£3*lill~.JAft1-A3k{7Jjtf:lbt), 
'Wo de xiaoshuo' ~i¥l,H5?. (My Story), Renmin wenxue A~)(~ (People's Literature), 1989, vol.3. 
Wang Shi10 said the same thing on other occasions: 'I am the type of writer who writes about himself, 
who is usually called small-minded, his vision limited to his own things.' (~:.li!::£3 § C.f){]Jj~~fl=*, f1). 
ffi\::f::k"l:, t!M!Ilf fiiJ~ll!:tE-1-A -C.Z.fL;i¥1.) The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.l68 
189 Yang Bin 1%W, 'Lun Wang Shuo xiaoshuo de 'bianyuanren" il?:::£9\J];H_)tfj{J 'Jil~A' ('Marginal 
People' in Wang Shuo's Stories), Journal ofZhongnan Ethnic University, 1999, vol. 99, pp.1 03-105 
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is designed with a contrived beginning and ending rather than realistic ones. Wang 

Shuo employs a writing style which gives the story the appearance of a popular story, 

but within this wrapper he delivers a deeper meaning. Wang Shuo chooses the 

effective triangle of money, sex and youth to reflect a life which lurches between 

depression, elation and chaos. The story describes how different people have different 

memories of things that happened ten years ago. Wang Shuo jokes about the cruelty 

of time, filling the story with a nostalgic atmosphere. The story "Xiangpi ren" ~SZA 

(Rubber man) describes young urban people going to the South to smuggle goods, 

such as TV sets. They pursue every opportunity of making money, including illegal 

ways, and some of them end up being charged as economic criminals. 

These stories challenged out-of-date concepts of money, showing clearly Wang 

Shuo 's rejection of traditional values. In the past decades, people all had very low 

salaries and very little leisure time. The communist ethic of hard work and plain living 

prevailed, and people were enjoined to pursue a spiritual life rather than a material 

life. Material enjoyment was criticized as bourgeois. In Wang Shuo's stories, his main 

characters are the first generation of young people since socialist China was founded 

in 1949 to pursue money and harbour hopes of becoming millionaires overnight. They 

openly pursued money by any possible means, doing business on, and beyond, the 

border of legality, a practice described as 'playing for thrills with shaking hands' .190 

Some of them doing business rely on deceiving and cheating and become criminals, 

such as Zhang Yansheng in Rubber Man; some of them degenerate into becoming 

prostitutes, such as Liu Yan in Playing for Thrills. Melinda Pirazzoli thinks: 

'The mafia and prostitution are topics that have been explored in several 
works of fiction over the last two or three years ( 1996). The most 

190 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 2, p. 424 (lff::H Jl\:I}I;@I'L.'l?Jt) 
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charismatic writer in this field is Wang Shuo, the leading star of the young 
generation of contemporary fiction writers.' 191 

Both of these stories use a first person narrator as protagonist. Wang Shuo is one of 

the characters he portrays; he reflects the views of young urbanites who are strongly 

dissatisfied with society, and do not want to live the same lives as the older 

generation. These young urbanites cannot see any meaning in life; the ideals of 

communism in which they have been educated are unrealizable in the near future. 

They want to use the sense of satisfaction which material goods bring to their sensory 

organs to fill this emptiness. They want wealth to achieve more social mobility in a 

system dominated by bureaucracy. And yet many ended up betrayed by their dreams, 

some bewildered and corrupted by their quest for materialism and money. Their lives 

were wasted by oscillation between pursuing money and spending it extravagantly, 

deceiving and being deceived. What they had left were the memories of past 

indulgences. 

The critic Jiao Tong criticized Wang Shuo's character portrayal. He said: 

'Although the group of people under Wang Shuo's pen who went to 
extremes in trying to overthrow tradition, finally established their 
existence through their fierce fight with tradition, yet they became just 
meaningless symbols. They have nothing but their mode of existence. 
Therefore, their self-knowledge is limited to a stubborn insistence. They 
are not capable of real introspection and affirmation of their own 
ideology ...... Then, the characters under Wang Shuo' s pen come to a dead 
end-with an abyss behind and a precipice in front.' 192 

These stories are full of social commentary reflecting society and the mentality of the 

people at that time, and showing understanding of the dawn of today's market 

191 Melinda Pirazzoli, 'The Free-Market Economy and Contemporary Chinese Literature', World 
Literature Today, 1996, vol.2, pp.30 1-310 
192 Jiao Tong ~m. 'Wang Shuo: yiwusuoyou de ganga' :I:~JI:-Ji:J1!f:ff[j{JM!(1lft (Wang Shuo: The 

Embarrassment of Having Nothing), Dangdai zuojia pinglun 3 f~ f'l=* Wit (Review of Contemporary 
Writers), 1993, vol. 2, pp.94-99 
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economy. The critic Lei Da praised the social insights of these stories by Wang Shuo 

saymg: 

'The social insights in Wang Shuo's stories far outweigh the value of the 
stories themselves. He offers a new social angle and a new social 
mentality. I should say that it is not primarily the artistry of his stories that 
made him successful, but the living environment, attitude towards life and 
mental characteristics of the characters in his stories that brought him 
success.' 193 

This was the lifestyle of new groups of characters who did not exist in traditional 

socialist society. These young people not only stuck out because of their attitude but 

also because oftheir lifestyle. 'Tiaokan' is not only a style of language, but essentially 

an attitude, a type of behaviour or a lifestyle. It is ironic in language, and also ironic in 

life. 194 

The Quest for Sex and Women 

Wang Shuo explored the reality of his characters directly and brutally in their quest 

for women and sex. In the story Playing For Thrills Wang Shuo deliberately 

emphasizes that the protagonist Fang Yan 1J-f!f has sexual relationships with many 

girls, including a married woman Zhang Li 5-lf~i], Li Jiangyun *¥Iii and Ling Yu ~ 

I!W. Wang Shuo describes Fang Yan's casual sex life as an ordinary part of everyday 

existence, of no surprise to young people in Fang Yan's group; Wu Pengzi *1ff-=f 

and Wang Ruohai r.I:fflHJ behave in much the same way. And these people often 

193 Lei Dam~, 'Lun Wang Shuo xianxiang' i-2:3::::9\AI_IM~ (On the Wang Shuo Phenomenon), Zuojia 
f'F~ (Writer), 1989, vol. 3, pp.73-77 (3:::9\A,HJUf.JU~iA iJt~J(~~Imrl T filli¥J,HJG*~ I¥J1ftffi. 
filltltf}t T -1.P§'i!Tf.J<JH~t!-l\fff,f0-1'1':1i§'i!TI¥H±~'L.'~. J.\IZ~i}t, .±~/F~fm,Ht~f.J<J~;;fet±:f!Eftl!.$:J}J 
T, ffiJ fi!fill,HJG r:f A4i!Jf.J<J1::#~~. 1::m~ljt;fU~;fJ!l!Mf{iEft:ftl!.fi'J/1X:J}J T .) 
194 Wang Yichuan 3:::-)II, 'Yuyan shenhua de zhongjie' i-B-§:fJ!lil5f.J<J~tfi (The End of the Language 
Fairytale), Xuexi yu tansuo ?f 3] --"5~~ (Study and Exploration), 1999, vol. 3, pp.lll-116 
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boast of their success with women and money. 195 This is polar opposite to the 

orthodox revolutionary attitude towards women and sex in past decades. 

Here girls are openly described as victims of sex crimes; Li Jiangyun is seduced by 

her music teacher when she is still a primary school student, and then becomes the 

sexual property o~ her father; Liu Yan )(lj i* degenerates into the role of prostitute 

because of bad sexual encounters; Ling Yu is suffering from a serious sexual 

disease. These terrible sexual experiences of girls expose a dark side of society rarely 

seen in literary works of the 1980s. Orthodox intellectuals could not accept nor 

understand this; most of them were divorced from any contact with young people at 

bottom of society. 

Since male characters in the story treat sex with girls as a game, it is not surprising 

that girls take a similar attitude. These include the 'romantic girl-lover of all of us, 

Qiaoqiao' JXt¥AE::9:-=f-;Jlt11'J::k%EJ"J'tff!l=IJfJf, and 'public property Xia Hong'0~m1 

f=~t.L Wang Shuo describes these young people seated around a dinner table: 

'Opposite me are Gao Jin and Xu Xun, on my right hand is Wang Ruohai 
and a romantic girl-lover of all of us, Qiaoqiao, beside me is another 
public property, Xia Hong, to the left of Xia Hong is Gao Yang; Gao 
Yang holds one ofXia Hong's hands, beside Gao Yang ...... ' 196 

The images of these girls are not what readers, especially intellectuals, expected. They 

conflict with the traditional image of a woman as a person who should pay careful 

attention to morality. They should maintain their loyalty and chastity no matter what 

195 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol.2 p.233 
196 ibid., p.232 
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men do to them, this is the Confucian male-centred view of woman. 197 Socialist China 

strictly promulgated a 'one husband and one wife' marriage law. However, the 

traditional idea of girls keeping their virginity until marriage was still predominant. If 

they did not remain virgins, girls would feel ashamed and no man would want to 

marry them. 

After the end of the Cultural Revolution, there were many books exposing Chinese 

leaders' private lives, including Mao Zedong ~¥:f:-*. Their images of marital fidelity 

established as propaganda models for decades suddenly collapsed. Young people no 

longer believed in these models of morality. It was modem Western 'sexual 

liberation' that influenced Chinese young people. They were tired of the decades of 

asceticism and rejected traditional models of love, sex and marriage. Having multiple 

sexual partners became part of rebellious young people's pursuit of the bourgeois 

lifestyle, especially men. When Wang Shuo's story Playing For Thrills described 

such attitudes in 1989, it was really shocking, because it broke so many taboos which 

other writers had kept to. Sex as a topic in China was always very restricted. Another 

writer of serious literature who tried to break into this forbidden area was Jia Pingwa 

Wf-f[!:!]. His novel Fei du JiW (Ruined City), published in 1993, caused a shocked 

reaction by portraying the degeneration of intellectuals, especially writers on the 

matter of sex. The book was banned by the authorities soon after it was published. 

Wang Shuo avowed that playing with sex can result tragedy and destroy people's 

lives. As he describes in the story Half Seawater Half Fire. A female university 

197 San gang wu chang =·~lim-, the traditional ethics promoted throughout Chinese history were the 
three cardinal guides (ruler guides subject, father guides son, and husband guides wife), and the five 
constant virtues (benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom and fidelity). 
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student, Wu Di, falls in love with Zhang Ming who plays on her emotions and then 

abandons her. Wu Di degenerates into criminal activities, and joins a gang which tries 

to corrupt people through sex and defraud them of money. When the gangs' behaviour 

is revealed by the police, Wu Di commits suicide before being caught. 

Sex and marriage are portrayed as tools for making money and getting a foreign 

passport. In the story Floating Above the Sea the female character Liu Hualing 

marries a foreigner and then divorces him after she got money and a foreign passport. 

Afterwards social opprobrium causes her to feel guilty, and she drinks excessively at a 

dinner to rid herself of the pangs of guilt. 198 

Money is treated as more important than love by these young people. In the story 

Playing For Thrills, Feng Xiaogang falls in love with Li Jiangyun and wants to marry 

her. Li Jiangyun bluntly tells Feng Xiaogang to go out and make some money; she 

would only marry somebody with money, and was not willing to consider his present 

financial state. Feng Xiaogang swears that he will make lots of money and marry her; 

however he is naive and cannot understand the dirty tricks played by other people 

over money. Feng Xiaogang's dreams of making money and marriage with the girl he 

loves are broken. Traumatic changes brought about by sex, money and love are 

clearly depicted as negative influences on people's lives. 

Wang Shuo does not describe sexual acts directly, but there are lots of hints about 

people's relationships. Sex becomes meaningless behaviour; there is no emotion and 

198 Wang Shuo .3:9\J!, 'Fu chu haimian' ¥¥-W#U:ffil (Floating above the Sea), Wang Shuo wenji I~JlJt 
;It (The Collected Works of Wang Shuo), Kunming: Yunnan renming chubanshe ~Wi A R; tl:JfJHI:, 
2002, pp. 279-280 
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no restraint. The attitude of his stories is still that of 'serious literature' rather than 

'popular literature' (tongsu). Sexual activity in popular stories may be a topic for 

detailed description. Wang Shuo claims that he has serious attitude towards sex in his 

works. He said: 

'I am a person with moral principles. Sex is a common and healthy thing. 
I cannot get used to the many works with abnormal descriptions. That is 
just wishful thinking. You don't need to make a big thing about sex, it has 
subtle influence on people. If you want to write about sex, you should be 
serious, it is not necessary to use it as seasoning. There are many elements 
in my story that can move readers, I do not need to use sex to stimulate 
them.' 199 

However, Wang Shuo could not avoid these stories bringing him a reputation for 

'hooligan literature' (pizi wenxue). 

The Quest for True Love 

The girls in Playing For Thrills such as Li Jiangyun, Liu Yan and Ling Yu are not 

like the girls in Wang Shuo's love stories, such as Wang Mei and Yu Jing. The latter 

are very pure and simple girls with traditional ideas on love and marriage. However, 

these girls with bad sexual experiences are portrayed as just the same as other people 

in their pursuit of true love in their lives. 

The quest for true love parallels the issues of sex throughout the whole story. Fang 

Y an hears a woman who keeps dialing a telephone which never gets through, and she 

murmurs all the time: I love you. Wherever the woman has been there is a smell of 

violets. The smell of the violet perfume and the murmuring of 'I love you' appear 

constantly in Fang Yan's mind, reminding him of a true love who disappeared and 

199 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.38 (ft:Ji!:f'f~t~Jjji.]i!IJI'flA. t'£, :Ji!:-ftj:fl:iffiiTri#MJ~Ht{j$-. ft~ 3J tM 
if$ )C~ffJfi, rp JJ~#3t~8'-JWiE3. JJ~JE-i::Ji!:;fl\3?!\. xttt :>F~,:*:ftJt1it, 'txt Ai¥J~niUJ~I=1tVt.i~Y. 
~~Wt1~FJi!UI!!.E3, ~'t:ftiti:'¥4&~'~. fti¥1/H,Jt ir.Ji9JA t!lf~i¥1 ~*1~ $, fftlis:ffll~~ J=IH'UiiJ~i~ 
;fj- .) 
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whom he cannot exactly remember. Was she Bai Shan, Ling Yu or Li Jiangyun? The 

jigsaw pieces of his memory reflect his confusion over gaining and losing love, and 

the promiscuous love lives of these young people. 

The images of the relationship between Fang Yan and the woman are pure at the 

beginning. He often sees Ling Yu in his dream, talks with her and displays a pure 

love. He says: 

'Let's make an effort to have a beautiful dream.' 
Ling Yu answered: 'Just two of us, we shall not allow other people to get 
into our dream.' 
'Yes' I avowed, 'We have the right to govern our dreams.' 200 

That is their ideal in life, but the ideal is a dream which cannot come true. 

There was a time when Fang Yan was in love, which others remember but Fang Yan 

does not admit to. Wang Ruohai recalled: 

'At that time you were in love, desperately in love, every day going out 
early and getting back late, talking to yourself, your face glowed with 
love, and you made every effort to keep this secret from us, swearing and 
vowing that you were just having a bit of fun. In fact you were head over 
heels and took us all for fools.' 201 

Fang Yan could not remember, as Wang Ruohai described the situation he had been 

m: 

'It was a classic case; you wrote love letters every day, talking ofthe stars 
in the sky and every other kind of thing in the world to express your 
feelings; those beautiful expressions of your feelings could move people 
to death. ' 202 

200 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol.2, p.437 (filii~: 'iJ:ftii'J~ jJ1Ml1-§k~ ,' /tt.IWU 
@1~: 'i!Jtftii'J~. :flt1fJ~iJ:~'JAJ:Eill:flt1fJ~m.· ':;fiJ:' ft~iiEi~. 'ft1fJ#~x~cft1fJB<J!t'.') 
201 ibid., vo1.2, pp.268-269 (~Btf.r-:fri~~~. ~ft-J~~$*, ~:l(!J!I±li!~J313 § 13i!~f-I'JJ3ftmrt1+ 
t~ft-J. :if-1-:0JJLIPJ.flt1i'H!,i1;1f9m%1tif .R~mm, ;lt~~l;:lfY'tilr~~~IJA~f~-=f.) 
202 ibid., vo1.2, pp.268-269 ('rm 13. f.r-:if~t! ~. ~:l(~'tilfcp;1t.Z. B<J, t.£1iH~-®:l(J:B<J££AfsJ)J1iJJ 
Z.~B<Jftf~ll;}(;!:;, JI~9Hfft-Jff'tilf~~lff~1-A.') 
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Falling in love is a temporary beautiful state from the past. The reality is bmtal and 

painful. Fang Yan's feelings grow cold and heartless; he splits up with the girl. They 

'degenerate' on the issue of sex which becomes nothing but a game. The story reveals 

a conflict between the dream of true love and the confused reality of a sexual 

relationship. The broken dream shrouds the story. Is it important to have true love? Or 

does it not matter? The question of true love revolves around in Fang Yan's head 

unanswered. 

In Rubber Man, the girl Li Bailing * B 1ft, who is financially very capable shouts at 

'me': 

'I love you, can't you understand?' She was shaking me, 'I'm not 
deceiving you. I'm not lying. Do you want that money? I give it all to you 
or throw it away. You, look at me, have a good look at me! I am not that 
Li Bailing any more, I am just a woman, a woman who really loves you 
and is longing for your love! ' 203 

There is no response to the call for love. Money is the only pursuit in life, people do 

not believe in true love any more, a fact that is really tragic. 

The dreams of pursuing true love all come to grief. Playing at sex and love finally 

results in retribution, a life of emptiness. Wang Shuo uses one sentence to draw a 

conclusion for these young people. He says: 'The period of youth is like a river, as it 

flows it becomes muddy water. ' 204 Youth has gone, the story is the record of these 

young people's lives, a story of nostalgia and a sense of loss. 

203 ibid., vol. 2, pp.l 03-104 
204 ibid., vot.2, p.291 CW~B':!~ Ji1~~¥iiJ, ¥1JE~mt~Jl'Jtt&¥~¥hT) 
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Traditional Stories 

Wang Shuo is willing to say things considered outrageous about money and sex. At 

the time of writing Playing For Thrills, Wang Shuo was already famous, and literary 

magazine editors were willing to publish almost anything he wanted to write; not 

needing to worry about public acceptability, Wang was even less restrained than 

before. He carried out a full frontal assault on conservative society by w.riting about 

real life. 

Because modernism from the West was fashionable in China in the late 1980s, some 

people put Wang Shuo down as a modernist or label him post-modern. Wang Shuo's 

stories do not have much connection with any ism, and the passing tides of the literary 

field. They are very much homemade one-off stories.205 Although Wang Shuo drew 

lessons from Western writers such as Joseph Heller, the spirit, mindset and society of 

his stories are all totally Chinese. 

The form of Wang Shuo's stories is strongly traditional in flavour; they are not 

particularly modern in plot and content. Wang Shuo wants readers to understand his 

stories easily. With 'avant-garde' works, many people could not understand the 

stories; they were a kind of experiment of modern literary expression, but one which 

lost many readers. Wang Shuo has different views on story writing. He said: 

'A story should still be a story; it should allow people to read it; it still 
needs those elements which cannot be separated from tradition. ' 206 

205 Lei Da I"Jt, 'Lun Wang Shuo xianxiang' ii::I~JHJJI.~ (On the Wang Shuo Phenomenon), Zuojia 
fli=* (Writer), 1989, vol. 3, pp.73-77 
206 Wang Shuo, 'Wo de xiaoshuo' ftB'-J;HJ?. (My Stories), Renmin wenxue .AR.)C!f (People's 
Literature), vol.3, 1989, p.l 08 
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Wang Shuo also points out that 'to a certain extent, my stories are closer to the 

traditional story. ' 207 

The critic He Zhongming thinks that learning from the traditional story has made for 

Wang Shuo's success. 208 Apart from drawing lessons from traditional literary forms, 

Wang Shuo' s works in their traditionalized form and folksy language can be traced to 

the same origin as the stories of Lao She :f:-% and Zhao Shuli ~ tJt W, taking 

inspiration from their real lives and insisting on traditional aesthetic values. Making 

the plot coherent and entertaining is a traditional aesthetic value. Playing for Thrills 

and Rubber man are both traditional stories in their story structure and content. 

Wang Shuo talked about writing Playing for Thrills, which seems to go against the 

traditional idea of letting the reader easily understand the story; he felt dissatisfied 

with his method of writing- worried that the use of flashback may confuse people?09 

Wang Shuo gave an honest review of the plot development in Playing For Thrills. He 

considered solving the 'murder case' was down to the common sense of the 

characters. He planned to write Playing For Thrills as a murder story, however all the 

clues had been mixed up, the murder story could not be simply retold; he felt in a 

dilemma over the plot because of the nature of the characters whose mental state 

made murder impossible. This prevented him from writing a norn1al murder story. 210 

207 ibid. 
208 He Zhongming ~{rpllJ3, 'Wenhua bianyuanren' de yuandui yu ganga ')(1-titl~A'B~f~~!5~Ml; 
(The resentment and embarrassment of the 'Culturally Marginal People'), Zhongzhou xuekan "\'! 1+1~fiJ 
(Zhongzhou Journal), 1998, vol. 6, pp.91-99 
209 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.53 
210 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, pp.53-54 (ft#-.lf~}i!:: § 11tl-t!!J!ltf1fl'{Hi¥J-i;;*:fJii!.7C1fl'fHI¥J. <mi¥J.Jl)t 
Ji!:,L.,W&> Ji,Jt;lf::-1-~ffi;-~$. J!1-~*~$~~~¥HJ\I., f1Tifi¥J~~mWi~jljL T .f§Jl!:, ~iiJ:i:J§, ~ 
~~ § 12I!JtiJt T. )!@ Ami¥1*1JW!iT. ~*J£~Jt~fflZ~**A!l,!W9~J*A.1E!:Jrdffi11'JJ!f'l'~tljl;jk~ 
~PJ~~1-:JJ!i-,8JL$JL*A, ~~o~AB~~$. ~¥1J:Ii:fr5ft~M9Jt&T, 7G¥t1-:JJ!@ A W:Ji-1-~ 
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However, Playing For Thrills successfully portrayed its main content: the attitudes to 

life and the life styles of the protagonists. The readers do not really care about solving 

the murder case in the story; they are attracted by its main content. The critic Chen 

Sihe pointed out: 

'In fact, readers are more interested in the bewildering illusions and the 
narrative pattern set out in the story than seeking some result. In other 
words, the interest in the chosen the way of life of Fang Yan and his group 
far exceeds the interest in the murder case.' 211 

From Wang Shuo' s own admissions about the structural arrangement of plots we can 

see there are shortcomings in Wang Shuo's story writing, such as sloppiness, and 

idiosyncrasy. His stories were criticized as 'rather rough' and 'not refined'. He is 

sometimes over-reliant on trusting to his talent, a habit which detracts from the 

possibilities of his art. He exaggerates and shows off; this affects his works and 

prevents them reaching a higher artistic level. 212 Playing for Thrills was the first of 

Wang Shuo's stories to be translated into English. It was published in 1997 in 

America. It essentially chronicles the changes in young people's attitudes to life in the 

dramatically developing society. 

c. The Absurd: Please Don't Call Me Human 

The novel Please Don't Call Me Human was sent out for publication by Wang Shuo 

in February 1989 before the democratic movement failed in China, hence its 

*~*- ~71~-!ffl11'HJ. :IW:FP-:W, {{} 7, T-llmJjJ;B{]ifJtfi!::,L.,I?iJtn~. n§::if';)';)1t,Z,. 7, 1t,Z,.t~::if'f,} 7 ...... . 
Eillf!i! 1. PJT ~%1JX § fu"j2;:f~i1E~!/Ff'~ [J{J~~W:.) 
211 Chen Sihe ~}i!'J,lD, 'Heise de tuifei' ~~[j{Jf®lt.Jt ('Black Decadence'), Dangdai zuojia pinglun 3 
1~1$*V¥~(€ontemporary-Writer,Review);-vol. 5; 1989, pp.33-40 
212 Zhang Daxiang 5'\H~:f$, 'Shidian xiayi zhihou-Wang Shuo wenxue guannian toushi' t!tJ~rftZ. 
FP-I~JJ)l:$:)(J\l~j!t!t (After Lowering the Point of View-Perspectives on Wang Shuo's Literary 
Concepts), Dangdai zuojia ping/un 31~1t*W~ (Contemporary Writer Review), 1993, vol. 3, pp.58-
65 
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substantial level of political satire went without being banned. There is heavy use of 

irony in this work, as in much of Wang Shuo's fiction. Irony has been descibed as one 

of the four master tropes and as 'juxtaposing appearance and reality".213 Irony does 

not have to be satirical, but in Wang Shuo's hands, it usually is. Irony is widely used 

for humorous effect, and in a politically sensitive environment it also offers a way of 

cloaking critical comment in an acceptable guise where it would not be tolerated as 

direct criticism. Wang Shuo believes his use of irony here reaches the highest level ( 

.!! ~ :ii!t t.&) among his 'tiaokan' stories. 214 Please Don't Call Me Human was 

originally a screen play produced as a group work, with Zhang Yimou, Wang Shuo 

and a few others discussing the plot for a week, although they did not make it into a 

film in the end.215 The English translation was published in 1999 in America. 

It is a surreal story describing a group of people who set up an organization called 

'quanzong' ~~~'· They plan to manipulate people by appealing to their patriotism, 

ostensibly for the honour of China but really in order to gain financial benefits. By 

showing a video of Chinese boxers (yellow men) being beaten by a French boxer (a 

white man) in an international competition, the Quanzong organization motivates 

peasant enterprises and individual businessmen to donate funds to them. They then 

happen to select Tang Yuanbao nlt7G~, regarded as heir to the 'big dream school of 

boxing'::*:~~ of the Boxers (;X.~O ~ Yihetuan) patriotic movement of 1900. The 

Quanzong organization uses all sorts of ways oftraining and educating Tang Yuanbao 

as a national hero to win the fight with the French boxer. The masses support them, 

including Tang's family and neighbours. The ridiculous thing is that the white man 

213 Jonathan Culler, Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1997, p.73 
214 Wang Shuo, I am Wang Shuo, p.31 
215 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.54 
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commits suicide because he has heard all the people in China want to fight with him. 

What is even more ridiculous is that the Quanzong organization conceals this fact to 

protect their interests. They manipulate the compliant Tang Yuanbao and have him 

castrated so that he can take part in women's events. In the end Tang Yuanbao takes 

part in a world endurance competition in Japan, where he tears off his face and wins 

the gold medal. 

Satire on Nationalism 

The story is a social and political allegory in which people's high ideals are 

manipulated by scheming individuals for their own personal ends. Concepts such as 

nationalism and loyalty are used to trick people into sacrificing their own interests by 

the unscrupulous. People are willing to sacrifice themselves in answer to the call of 

nationalism. 'Nationalism has been an extremely powerful theme in modem Chinese 

history.' 216 The humiliations of foreign invasions of last hundred years of modem 

Chinese history made nationalism an extremely powerful tool to manipulate people 

into doing whatever those in power wanted. The Chinese Communist Party is a past 

master at this. From Chairman Mao's announcement that 'Chinese people have stood 

up' (if!OOA~MJtg*J) at the founding ceremony of the PRC, the emphasis was 

always that the Chinese people are no longer kneeling as the slaves of the foreign 

invaders. The propaganda slogan: 'the backward will be beaten' ~ }§ J]Jt ~ f* 1J is 

remembered by every citizen, and the 'dream of a prosperous and powerful country' 

~£ 00 ~ still motivates Chinese people. 

216 Wang Huazhi, Problematizing The Nation: The 'Wang Shuo Phenomenon' and Contemporary 
Chinese Culture, United States: UMI Company, p. 8 
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Geremie Barme suggests that 'the story would best be seen in the light of broader 

cultural issues', and particularly the Chinese national character. 217 Howard Goldblatt, 

the translator of Please Don't Call Me Human, pointed to national character in the 

issue of 'face'. He said: 

'Face. Sometimes rendered as 'shame', it is more widely interpreted as 
'honour,' 'prestige,' or 'reputation.' For Chinese, individually and 
collectively, a loss of face is to be avoided at all costs. And saving face is 
one of the engines that drive Chinese society.'218 

The ideal of overturning the old image of China and the Chinese in foreigners' eyes is 

a goal of many Chinese. Reference to China as the 'sick man of East Asia' C-*.illZ.mi 

~) is an epithet that Chinese found especially hurtful. Boxing, like any other sport, is 

never just sport in China, it is always closely linked to politics, and now to the 

economy. This was initially seen in 'ping pong diplomacy' ~1!;.~~3{:: and latterly in 

'Olympics fever'. Sport has been used as a tool to win back past glories. The quest for 

gold medals in international competitions is a quest for national pride, and people are 

willing to make enormous sacrifices to achieve that great goal. 

The more people know about the West, the more the Chinese people and the 

government feel anxiety over China's present material backwardness, military 

weakness and political corruption. People really do feel ashamed of the situation of 

China compared with developed Western countries. Pride in "5,000 years of 

civilization" is simply not enough for today's China. Blind nationalism and anxiety 

over backwardness has made Chinese people willing to make any sacrifice. There are 

many national patriotic heroes and heroines as models, such as Yue Fei ffi "1. (11 03-

217 Geremie Barme, 'Wang Shuo and Liumang ('Hooligan') Culture', The Australian Journal of 
Chinese Affairs, Volume 0 (sic), Issue 28 (Jul., 1992), pp.23-64 
218 Howard Goldblatt, 'Translator's Note', Please Don't Call Me Human, Herts: No Exit Press, 2000 
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1142) and Liu Hulan )(ljM=J ~ (1932-1947). Tang Yuanbao is willing to make any 

sacrifice for the nation's glorious ideal. He is emasculated and finally literally loses 

his face. Tang Yuanbao's family and neighbours in Tanzi ±i-T alley have their 

property confiscated and destroyed. 

The only remedy they come up with is to pray for justice from an old man who 

represents their Saviour. The Saviour however does nothing except questions them 

and calls for deep thought: 

'Blind and credulous people. Why do not you learn how to use your own 
brains to think?'219 

In the story, there is no introspection or attempt on the part of the people to find the 

source of the problems; they put their lives and the nation's future totally in the hands 

of the 'Saviour'. The people remain credulous and in danger of further manipulation 

by anyone playing the nationalist card. 

Wang Shuo's equivocal attitude towards the Chinese people can also be found in The 

Operators: 

'The Chinese common people are really the best common people in the 
world, they actually do not have any over-extravagant expectations. ' 220 

He celebrates the Chinese people's great ability to endure suffering until it reaches 

extreme levels; then the only outcome is violent revolution, a feature of Chinese 

history. 

219 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 3, p.J78 (~ §, ~ffii¥J.A1fJIIj!iiJ, :lv1ti..lf'~ 
~ ffl § e,ff] Iilli f ;W IPJ !iii P~ ?) 
220 ibid., vol. 2, p.l3o Cr=f OOI¥J::tsfli:J{Jll:t!:!:Jf..t:&Hti¥J::tstti, ftl!.1fJJ't~tf:&1f1ti.i1~1¥J~>J(.) 
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Satirizing Politics 

The organization which deceives people is called the 'national people's motivation 

committee' (Quanguo renmin zongdongyuan weiyuanhui ~00)\.~}~,zyJlJt~ln~), 

abbreviated to 'quanzong' ~,g,, Thus it is the same as, or similar to, other national 

and governmeJ!tal organizations such as the National General Union (Quanguo 

zonggonghui 3!00,8,I~), also abbreviated to Quanzong ~,g,, and national military 

departments, including the General Politics Department /~, !& ( ~ $ ), General 

Consultation Department ,g,~ (~$)and General Logistics Department ,g,J§ (ib$ 

); these are all highest level state organizations in China. Using the name of Quanzong 

to refer to a private organization consisting of a small group of people in the story is 

full of ironical meaning and for Chinese conjures up a formal and powerful 

organization, which may be carrying out governmental duties. 

In describing how the Quanzong provides a ridiculous training schedule for Tang 

Yuanbao, the novel reviews revolutionary history throughout the century, especially 

the histories of the KMT and CCP. By comparing what happened during the KMT' s 

period in power and the CCP's period in power, Wang Shuo explores and satirizes 

both groups' political mistakes. 

The CCP called for class struggle and liberation of the people from under the control 

of the KMT from the 1920s to the 1940s. The question of 'why should we have class 

struggle in China?' is answered with 'Because only by carrying out class struggle can 
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we have a better life.' 221 To give everybody a better life was the aim of CCP 

revolution, yet somehow after they gained power that aim of revolution was forgotten. 

Yet, class struggle turned from the means into the goal, as it became a permanent and 

very destructive feature of every person's daily life. 

The treatment Tang Yuanbao received recalls that meted out to CCP prisoners by the 

KMT in many books and films: Quanzong arranged for the wizard Zhang Daxian to 

extract the ghost from Tang Yuanbao; they tied him toa branch and tortured him, then 

Tang Yuanbao passed out and ended up in hospital; they pulled out his nails; they 

burned him with a red hot poker, and poured salt water in his wounds, and so on. This 

also makes the reader think about people who are labelled as rightists or made other 

political mistakes and suffered vicious physical and mental abuse during political 

campaigns. 

Wang Shuo is shocking in his willingness to draw comparisons between the KMT and 

the present CCP era on the issue of freedom of speech. Zhao Yuhang, the director of 

Quanzong says: 

'I condemned the KMT more viciously than you in the KMT period, and 
at that time some people who condemned them even got killed. ' 222 

The KMT killed many people who spoke out publicly against them. A famous case is 

Wen Yiduo Pll -$, a poet and professor of Tsinghua University who was murdered 

by KMT special agents after he made a public speech criticizing the KMT. This 

became a byword for KMT tyranny. However, the CCP had little to commend itself 

221 ibid., vol. 3, p.54 ('~ft1-~:ft"P OO:itHflffl-t&-'-1-$-.' @]~:!'i!:: '~~_Rff:iti:1Tiffrt&4$-, ft1i'J/t~~ 
J1.Lt6- B -=f.) 
222 ibid., vol. 3, p.74. (00~5£11-tf-U~~~-l'Jbt~Jf~-JJ~j!_~)dfff~*~ftJ~J) 
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for in this respect. Zhao Yuhang reminded people in his group: 'We should not 

destroy a person because of one sentence. '223 Yet, that was precisely what happened 

during the many political movements. Because of a single sentence, an article, a story 
' 

or a poem many people were publicly criticized; they lost their positions in their work 

unit; some were treated as class enemies; some were beaten and public humiliated, 

and even put in prisons or labour camps. For example Wang Meng, because of his 

short story The Young Newcomer in the Organization Department was labelled a 

rightist, and sent to a labour camp. The policy of both parties was to intimidate people 

into not saying anything which conflicted with official propaganda. 

Wang Shuo satirizes the utopian claims of political parties. Before Tang Yuanbao was 

castrated he was persuaded to escape to a Liberated Area22
\ which is described as a 

heaven on earth. He does not believe it, and asks: 'From what you say, it must be Pure 

Land (jingtu 1$±) on earth?'225 Although Yan'an was the capital of the Liberated 

Areas, it was full of factional struggles and people suffering. These included the start 

of the rectification movement (zhengfeng yundong ~JX\.:IEM) system and the killing 

of the writer Wang Shiwei .=E~!W for his writings which were critical of the CCP?26 

'How long can the red flag be carried?' 227 was the question asked when people 

doubted how long the CCP, as a small weak force could hold out in Yan'an against 

223 ibid., vol. 3, p.74 (:If'~~~ -tl]i.li-1' A~:f!j! T .) 
224 J iefangqu M $. !R was the name of the 'I iberated areas' where the CCP were in power before 193 7-
1949 and whic_h attract~d thousands of young people who believed the communist propaganda and 
went there to join the CCP in its struggle with the KMT. 
225Wang Shuo, The Gol/ected-Works ofWangShuo;-vol~3; p~-154 
226 Wang Shiwei .3:~'* was posthumously exonerated in the 1990s. Huang Changyong jllfl§~, 'Ye 

baihehua' de qianqianhouhou <fls irft:>l'friltrlltr J§ J§ (The Ins and Outs of 'Wild Lily'), 2000, vol. 3, 
pp.42-58, quoted from Zhongguo xueshu qikan wang J:j:l[E~*MfiJjijj www.cnki.net 
227 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol.3, p.75 (~:MOIJJIUMT~ !A?) 
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the powerful forces of the KMT and the Japanese. In that case the CCP won the battle 

and founded the PRC. But after thirty years in power, the question of 'How long can 

the red flag be carried?' was again being asked of the CCP after the Cultural 

Revolution. 'The red flag' is the symbol of CCP authority and its roots in communist 

ideology. The discovery that after the years of enormous suffering the people were 

still living in very deprived political and economic circumstance, and that China was 

conspicuously lagging further behind Western capitalism countries, left people very 

suspicious of the socialist system and the CCP government. They were well 

accustomed to the culture of 'scapegoatism' as the solution to the failure of every 

political movement. Wang Shuo captures this mood of cynicism in having Tang 

Yuanbao's father Tang Guotao made the scapegoat who is condemned to take 

responsibility for defeat in the Boxer movement. 228 

Wang Shuo has arranged for these serious ideological questions to emerge in his 

ridiculous plots in order to avoid criticizing the authorities directly. The critic Deng 

Xiaomang alludes to Wang Shuo's way of criticizing politics in his novels through the 

fable of The Emperor's New Clothes. He says: 

'Wang Shuo's works are full of children who see the emperor has no 
clothes and speak out. These people really are doing this; they cunningly 
and treacherously take advantage of the emperor and the ignorant masses 
to profit themselves. They are like the crafty old scoundrel of a tailor who 
made 'new cloth' for the emperor. '229 

Wang Shuo creates a humorous atmosphere but behind this there is serious meaning. 

As one critic has commented, he uses a 'comedy in form, tragedy in spirit' 

228 ibid., vo1.3, p.l70 (ft1fl:E.W.:fr~-1-X>t~~~!l~.4(f)50fO!jj)E$) ~Y&:fl.t:IltA<:!A.) 
229 Deng Xiaomang X~H)ff':, 'Wang Shuo: A Hooligan's Pure Emotion' .=E91A: ;@-=f(f)~il!tilf, Soul 
Tour-The Living Realm of 1990s Literature ~iilz'*-fL +::¥:1~Jt'¥(f)':Ef¥~Jf., Wuhan: Hubei 
renmin chubanshe, 1998, pp.22-45 
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approach. 230 By satirizing what has happened in China throughout history, he 

highlights the way the same mistakes happen again and again, raising people's 

political awareness to this national tragedy. 

This story is the most biting political satire of all Wang Shuo's stories; it is no 

coincidence that it was written and published in the freest period of contemporary 

China's history. After the events of 1989, the authorities' policies of building 

'socialism with Chinese characteristics' and the demand for stability overwhelmed 

everything else, and 'reforming and opening up' no longer included 'liberal' literary 

language and elite culture?31 

Criticism of Inhuman Expectations and Treatment 

After joining the Quanzong organization, Tang Yuanbao expenences inhuman 

treatment of epic proportions. He has to make a vow when he joins the organization, 

by lifting his left fist and swearing an oath. This is very much like the swearing in 

ceremony for joining the CCP as portrayed in revolutionary stories and films. The 

oath for joining the organization includes the following words: 

'obey the organization, sacrifice myself ... from now on, apart from the 
organization I have no other relatives ... my head can be cut, my blood can 
be shed .. .I will climb a mountain of knives, jump into a wok of burning 
oil ... ,232 

230 Mo Luo It~. 'Comedy in Form and Tragedy in Spirit' ~glj~~-'=5~JiiliJ~flf!, Shehui kexue luntan 
. ;f±~M$i:~:t~-(Social Science-Forum);~2002, vol;--1 ,-pp.58-66 

231 Cai Shilian ~tltji, 'Taoyi chenlun zhengjiu-jiushi niandai wentan geju he zouxiang' :it§~.m~. 
tiR~-fL +if1~Jtfi~ fiiJlil:AE ~ (Escape, Depravity, Rescue-The Structure and Direction of the 
Literary World in the 1990s), Qi Lu xuekan 1H~-$f1J (Qi Lu Journal), 1998, vol. 1, pp.120-124 
232 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 3, p.45 
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These are all inhuman expectations of people, and yet these words are often used to 

describe CCP members, especially their heroic spirit of courage and sacrifice. The 

slogan the 'communist is forged from iron and steel' ~f=JtA~WJl!J(1*JJ)GEJI,J comes 

from the Soviet Russian story 'How the Iron and Steel Are Forged' lfiXJl!J(~;'&tf:J$p)G 

En which was heavily promoted. Members of the CCP were expected to surpass 

ordinary people both physically and mentally; the hardships they have is also 

extraordinary, as described in the metaphor ·of 'climbing a mountain of knives, falling 

in a wok of burning oil'. 

After swearing the oath to join the organization, Tang Yuanbao says: 

'From now on we are not human beings any more - not ordinary human 
b . ,233 emgs any more. 

There are many deified heroes and heroines for people to emulate, such as Dong 

Cunrui il.fflffii who sacrificed himself by supporting a bomb with his own body to 

destroy an enemy-held bridge during the civil war, and Huang Jiguang ~m:l't who 

used his body to block the enemy's bullets during the Korean war. 

Tang Yuanbao too is not expected to be an ordinary human being after he joins the 

organization, and he is praised as the foremost man of all the Chinese. 234 Tang 

Yuanbao is deified as a superhuman hero during his performance for the share 

holders: he uses his fist to hit a tank, then smoke comes out of tank, and soldiers 

emerge from it and run away; one tank drives over Tang Yuanbao's body, but it is the 

tank that turns over, and Tang Yuanbao rises, shaking off the dust and stands up 

233 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 3, p.45 (5G~"JiJt ' ... })-.6;- J§n~1i'Jmt ... ff,lt ... /f' 
!!A 7 -/f'H=.-t&A 7 .') 
234 ibid., vol. 3, p.46 (9=t~B<J~~.J3-=fl50 
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unharmed; Tang Yuanbao blows on a fire in a house and the fire dies out; he walks 

through a wall and leaves a hole in the wall. When Tang Yuanbao appears on TV he 

is accepted as a national hero by the masses, and people march on the streets to 

express their hope that Tang Yuanbao can earn glory for the country. Wang Shuo's 

way of portraying Tang Yuanbao is really to satirize the way· exaggerated 

expectations can reach preposterous levels. 

Wang Shuo further emphasises that the hero Tang Yuanbao is no longer human 

through ridiculous scenes. The Quanzong organization arranges a fundraiser, a freak

show in fact, displaying Tang Yuanbao together with a sheep with five legs, a chicken 

with three legs, a pig with horns on its head and a snake with two heads. 

Paragons of extreme self-sacrifice are not confined to the special conditions of war

time. Even in peace time the communist hero is expected to be willing to make the 

supreme sacrifice, often for what would appear, in most cultures, to be banal reasons. 

Lei Feng 11t~, whole-heartedly worked for people, and sacrificed his life to save 

another's, according to the propaganda material. Jiao Yulu ~*tif~, worked endlessly 

for the public good but left one of his children to die of starvation and he himself dies 

of cancer. Both Lei and Jiao are still great models for today's CCP members. As a 

hero, Tang Yuanbao has swallowed all the propaganda and is willing to make any 

self-sacrifice and do whatever the organization expects him to do; he even agrees to 

be castrated; this is regarded as the most traumatic and shameful fate a Chinese man 

can endure. 
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At the end of the story, Tang Yuanbao attends a 'World Endurance Competition' held 

in Japan. The symbolic act of Tang Yuanbao tearing his own face off to win the 

competition is a biting satire on China's cruel and hypocritical culture, on its empty 

propaganda and on the vain pursuit of national glory. Face is what Chinese people 

think of as the most precious thing in life; having Tang Yuanbao tear off his own 

bloody face, demonstrates the inhuman aspect of Chinese culture that encourages this 

behaviour. Wang Shuo does not make Tang Yuanbao into a dead hero but keeps him 

alive as a living tragedy; he has lost the ability to ride his pedicab to make a living, he 

has lost his martial arts skill and behaves like a girl; he has lost people's respect, but 

the hardest thing is that he has to bear this shame and stay alive. 

Satirizing the Commercialism Craze 

Apart from this satire on politics and culture, Wang Shuo also exposes and criticizes 

people's behaviour in the commercialization process and the way that a money 

motivated society has become chaotic. The newspapers are filled with reported cases 

of fraud and the phenomenon of the 'briefcase company' Hz§ 0 E). These are 

'companies' that do not have an office, all they consist of is con-merchants who go 

round with briefcases cheating people, and then running away and starting another 

scam elsewhere. 

The Quanzong organization, in the name of patriotism and nationalism, collects funds 

from companies and private enterprises, and generates income from their total control 

- of Tang Yminoito:Tney hold~aiieauction fo-sell Tang Yuanbiao's watch, tuboer-soled 

shoes, and military underpants; and hold a 'human body exhibition' displaying Tang 
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Yuanbao with a group of animal freaks as a money-making venture of the lowest 

possible taste. Their methods are as described in the comment by Zhao Yuhang: 

'Vulgar, it is purely utilising people's novelty-seeking psychology.' 235 

The Quanzong organization deceives people and at the same time is deceived by 

others. Tang Yuanbao's advertisement for books is blatantly counterfeited by many 

other business people to advertise refrigerators, spirits, soap, etc. TV is flooded by 

images of Tang Yuanbao promoting products for which the Quanzong organization 

has not received any payment. 

Also satirized are the corrupt lifestyles of business leaders. The leader of the 

Quanzong organization, Zhao Yuhang, uses funds he has collected as investments to 

fund an extravagant lifestyle, living in luxury hotels. He awakes in a luxury French 

style bedroom in his hotel one morning to change to a room with a Qing dynasty-style 

dragon bed. Zhao wants to sleep in a different room every two hours. At the same 

time, the Quanzong organization has been black-listed by restaurant businesses 

throughout the whole city for not paying their bills. When they discover the white 

boxer Tang Yuanbao is going to fight is dead, and Quanzong will lose the chance to 

make money, they conceal the news in order to keep the money rolling in. The true 

purpose of the organization is here clearly revealed; fighting with the foreigners to 

gain national honour is only an excuse: the real aim of the Quanzong group is to 

make money and enjoy a luxurious life-style. 
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The novel shows how the excesses of the money craze will lead to their own evils and 

disasters in the new economic age, just as the politics craze had in the decades of the 

political age. People should really be aware that 'Everything should accord with 

economic principles' 236 is not just a slogan but a necessity for managing a stable 

developing country in which people will benefit from what they contribute. 

Satire on Literary Phenomena 

Mocking writers and literary circles is what Wang Shuo has consistently done in his 

other stories, such as Nothing Serious. Here Wang Shuo continues his satire on the 

literary field by talking about the situation of writers and literature in America and 

capitalist countries. 

The Xiao shenshi 1j\~~± (Little gentleman) who knows about the literary systems of 

Western countries says: 

'When people talk about literature, they express the opinion that American 
writers are also very confused: many people are turning to popular 
literature now, and some serious writers have already not written anything 
for many years. They very much admire us, and think that China is 
amazing to be so poor and yet feed so many writers, this is unimaginable 
in America. They pay close attention to Chinese literature, and think that 
hope for literature lies in China. ' 237 

This is an ironic comment on the system of state support for Chinese literature and 

writers. Although China was much poorer than America in the 1980s, the Chinese 

government had provided state salaries to writers under the socialist system since 

---------=:-:----=~~ ~~-- : ~ .~ 
236

. ibid., vol. 3, p.l59 (--IJJ~f~iif~.llltlt1J.$) 
237 ibid. vol. 3, p.84 <*¥1JJt~, ,ftMfJ*~· ~IEB<Jft*iB~t~~EEl~, t~~ AiE?±$~~Jffiff't Jt~,
®fEJil(tB<Jft* BfH~~1:f:&~~*iffiJ. ft!!.ffH~~¥~ffl, iJ..:h 9=t IE 1 /f~Jt9. l!i.J1jf~;j=l! 1-~ 
11=*, l!?±~IE~~PJ:Wff{B<J. ft!!.1fH~tc¥.i9=t OOJt~, iJ..:hJt~B<J1iHk!?± 9=t IE.) 
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1949. In return they expected to treat literature as a part of the mass media, 

manipulating public opinion, purveying party propaganda and providing mass 

education. Chinese salaried writers have to take heed ofwhat the authorities demand: 

they cannot avoid becoming propaganda tools. It is not realistic to expect them to take 

a pure entertainment and pure art line, or to be rebellious, or criticise and complain 

about the political environment. 

Wang Shuo satirizes the attitudes of writers on the thorny issue of popular (tongsu) 

literature versus serious (yansu) literature. Many Chinese writers have been unable to 

accept the traumatic changes that have led to serious literature losing the majority of 

its readers to popular literature. Popular literature is more lively and geared to an 

enthusiastic readership in the commercial market. 'Serious literature' is losing its 

relevance and the system of a government organized Chinese Writers' Association is 

facing reform. Wang Shuo avoids criticizing this directly but says ironically: 

American writers think the hope for literature lies in China. 

Wang Shuo does not simply praise the American cultural system but satirizes both 

Chinese and American cultural ideology. He also points out that American literary 

and art works are not all anti-tradition and anti-mainstream culture. The Xiao shenshi 

talked about what he thinks should learn from America: 

'I am afraid that what is more difficult and tests a writer's talent and 
creative ability more is how to sing the praises of the authorities and 
tradition without making people feel disgusted by this. ' 238 

People all know that Chinese literature, film and art all have a very obvious 

. propaganda-purpose. -Yet, Western cultural production, including American literature,-

238 In Wang Shuo's words: ~tBJ!Xfti¥J£~~-1-1t*I¥J;f$f1lQ1Jiffi~fJI¥J1itJ~t.zo1iiJ/F4l-A&ifB 
±i!rl'g ~ }l'ij ~ fHJE~lHiflilX. The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol.3, pp.86-87 
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film and art, all have their own ideological orientation too; they too, Hollywood films 

for example, are propaganda for the social values of their societies, and are not 

necessarily anti-authority or anti-tradition. American cultural products also have a 

strong didactic function. Wang Shuo here points out that the difference is the 

American way is more subtle and allows people to feel comfortable and easily accept 

the views being promoted whilst at the same time satisfying the government. In this 

comparison with the West, particularly America, Wang Shuo shows his own attitude 

towards mass culture. Mass culture products should above all be welcomed by people. 

Satire on Traditional Chinese Culture 

The Quanzong organization arranges a dinner for Tang Yuanbao to 'combine 

education with eating' ~~-Till:; it is composed of 'cultural dishes' )({t~. Every 

dish is named after a famous traditional maxim including:'- Air, ~~~:f!t~i11' (where 

three people go, one of them must be my teacher); 'JJ!N:~r ~. lll~~f5~.'(the 

10,000 ways are all inferior, only studying is honourable) and '~ r:f ::f PI- El7Cti.' 

(the country cannot be without a ruler for a single day) 'tE%JAX:, I:BtL*JA~.~~JA 

:::r· (at home obey ones father, in marriage obey one's husband, after the death of 

one's husband, obey one's son).239 Every literate person has been influenced by these 

injunctions, which are often cited in print and in daily speech, and every traditional 

injunction has had a fundamental role in China's thousands of years of traditional 

education. The dross and the essence are mixed together; some of these still influence 

people today and restricUheir thought and behaviour. The maxim 'the LO,OQO wa)'s 

are all inferior, only studying is honourable' still reflects many intellectuals' attitude 

239 ibid., vol.3, pp.49-50 
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of valuing themselves as occupying the highest status among all people in society; 

people with practical skills are undervalued by intellectuals, and the young generation 

is encouraged to study mechanically rather than learning from practice. The 

traditional maxim '45~ §:ff~~J¥., 45~ §1fWl:!z03i' (in books there are gold 

houses and faces like jade), tells people if you study you can have official position, 

become very rich, have a room full of gold, and marry a beautiful girl. Wang Shuo 

satirizes the traditional high value put on studying. 

As an example of Wang Shuo mocking Chinese people's worship of books in the 

novel, Tang Yuanbao is required to make a book advertisement, with him suggesting 

the book is symbolized by a torch leading humanity forward into the future. 240 This 

exaggeration of the usefulness ofbooks satirizes the god-like status of books in China. 

Tang Yuanbao is encouraged to wave his book and imagine himself like a god 

looking out over the masses and delivering a message to the people. Wang Shuo is 

here also hinting at the god-like role intellectuals assume for themselves. 

Apart from the traditional semi-official Buddhist religion, Chinese folk culture also 

supports strong superstitious beliefs. Tang Yuanbao has an arrangement made for him 

to go and see wizard Zhang Daxian (5-!t:ldLIJ) to drive away evil spirits from his body. 

What wizard Zhang does is to torture Tang Yuanbao until he passes out.241 Although 

various superstitions have been forbidden in socialist China for decades, there is still a 

strong superstitious belief in society. This was manifested during the 'Mao craze' at 

the beginning of 1990s, when Beijing drivers, including taxi drivers, hung a photo of 

Mao on their rronf mirror as a mascot toavoid bad luck. Nobody wanted to admit that 

240 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 3, pp.92-93 
241 ibid., vol. 3, pp.58-64 
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this was superstitious behaviour but everyone worried about bad luck on the roads. In 

the late 1990s, various kinds of mascots started being sold in stores and along the 

street; these were especially for people in their 'benmingnian' *illif::,242 who started 

wearing red mascots, such as red belts, to avoid bad luck in that year. Society in China 

has become more developed, modernised and westernised than ever before, yet the 

superstitious atmosphere in the 1990s and the present day is much stronger than in the 

1980s. 

The Writing of the Novel 

Wang Shuo satirizes a great many things in Please Don't Call Me Human, including 

politics, history, culture, commercialization, etc., which intersect with each other. The 

novel is full of dialogue, much of which has deep meaning, pointing out serious 

political or social problems, though it masquerades as banter. An example is when Bai 

Du persuades Tang Yuanbao to go to the Liberated Area. In this section the novel 

becomes quite intense in its ideas. Wang Shuo realized the problem himself and 

discussed this, saying: 

'It loses a sense of pace. It is also too dense. At the beginning people will 
still laugh, but by the end they can't be bothered. Because every sentence 
demands applause, none gets it. ' 243 

There are many aspects where the satire simply touches on the topic without 

developing it in full. For example, Wang Shuo satirizes the way people learn 

superficial things about Western culture. Tang Yuanbao learns from his mentors that 

he must go back to bed to drink coffee in the morning; and he has to learn Western 

242 Benmingnian ;$:$if, every 12th year after the year of one's birth. 
243 Wang Shuo, I Am WangShuo, p.34 (~~1J~~T .1t13t~:*JHf:l:if~~~. :1-J§~JGZ;/J T. nt1:iJm 
~*3JL, mt~Jf'~*3JL T .) 
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modem dance-ballet, etc. Yet, Wang Shuo's scepticism towards total westernization 

(quanpan xihua ~:&lffift) is not fully expressed, and because of this, the satirical 

effect of the novel is not as successful as expected. 

Wang Shuo produced this outrageous story intending people to see more clearly social 

and political phenomena in China. The story is full of deliberate innuendo, 

demonstrating Wang Shuo's serious intention in writing the work. Although he 

himself is critical of his work, and sometimes Please Don't Call Me Human can 

become a little tedious for the reader, nevertheless it is very effective in using humour 

to tackle a serious theme. 
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d. Growing up Stories: Wild Animals, I Am Your Dad & 
It Looks Beautiful 

The Story of a Generation 

Different generations had very different experiences during the Cultural Revolution 

and this is reflected in literary works. Yang Jiang's 1m~ Ganxiao liuji T-.fJt/\ -it. (Six 

Records of a Cadre School) reflects adult, especially rightist intellectuals' lives in 

labour camps. Ah Cheng's ~iiJ~ three 'Kings' stories 244 reflect the life of 'educated 

youth' ~IJi.RW~. Since Wang Shuo's generation (he was born in 1958) was too 

young to be 'educated youth' or 'red guards' IT .:E ~, their experiences in the 

politically chaotic years were not treated as being as important or valuable as those of 

the older generations. However, in the 1990s, more and more people realized that 

people who were young during those years could offer a new contribution towards 

understanding the nation's social and political life. 

Wang Shuo's story Dongwu xiongmeng Z93~129~tfu (Wild Animals) is based on his 

own experiences. It is not about exposing the tragedyor inhumanity or miserable lives 

during tempestuous political movements, but about teenage boys growing up in a very 

leisurely and carefree environment. The protagonist is a male middle school student 

who lives in a military courtyard. He often plays truant from school; he goes round 

with a gang, whose activities include violent fights with other teenage gangs, chasing 

after girls, including his unsuccessful first love, and using a home-made master key to 

get into people's homes. He is one of those 'bad' boys who rebels against everything 

- expected of a Teenage bo'fby liis parents and school. 

244 Ah Cheng ~iiJ~, Qi wang #tE (King of Chess), Shu wang~_::[ (King of Trees), Haizi wang ~T 
_::[(King of Children). 
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The boy dreams of becoming a military officer; he wishes to get involved in a world 

war, and, through war with Soviet Union and America, to become an internationally 

famous war hero. He thinks: 'I have an unshakable responsibility to liberate the 

people of the world'. 245 This is all a typical result of the influence on impressionable 

boys of political propaganda within a militarised society. 

This military-style existence was very common for Wang Shuo's generation. There 

are many figures in the cultural world, such as writers and film directors, who shared 

these experiences. Film directors Feng Xiaogang and Jiang Wen 246 grew up in 

military courtyards. The woman writer Wang Anyi has talked about her military-style 

life when she was young.247 Apart from these people born into a military background, 

many people joined the army in their youth. For example, the writers Liu Heng )(JHI!. 

and Liu Zhenyuan xiJ!ttE joined the army when they were fifteen years old, Mo Yan 

~~joined when he was twenty-one years old. 248 The military culture influenced a 

whole generation; almost every boy and girl wore military-style clothing from 

primary school onwards, watched war films, sang military songs, and studied Mao's 

quotations. Becoming a military hero or heroine was a dream they all subscribed to. 

245 Wang Shuo, Wild Animal, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 4, p.251 
246 Jiang Wen~)( has acted in many films, such as Furong zhen ~~Ui (A Small Town Called 
Hibiscus), Honggao/iang IT~~ (Red Sorghum), the TV serial Beijingren zai Niuyue ~tJii:AtEfllt":: 
(Beijingese in New York), Da taijian Li Lianying :k:::t\1!{)::¥~~ (The Eunuch Li Lianying), and 
sever(ll times won the best actor award in China. 
247 Wang Anyi ±~tl, Jishi yu xugou-chuangzao shijiefangfa zhi yi zhang ~2.?k~Jj::fi;J-BIJ:ii!J:i!tJ!f-
1J~Z:~;f!t-(Factand Fiction=-~-way ofCreatingthe-world), Beijing:-Renminchubanshe; 1993~ 
p.463 
248 Liu Heng )<iJ'tJ[, Bai wo Bifl.l (White Whirlpool), Wuhan: Changjiang wenyi chubanshe, 1992. Liu 
Zhenyun :l<~il~, Guan ren If A (Official), Wuhan: Changjiang wenyi chubanshe, 1992. Mo Yan ~ 
§, Jinfa yinger ~Lit~ JL (Golden Haired Baby), Wuhan, Changjiang wenyi chubanshe, 1993 
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However, Wang Shuo's way of portraying characters has been described as an 'anti-

heroic' approach.249 The boy (the protagonist) joins in gang fights when there is no 

chance to realize his heroic dream in real life. When detained by the police, he is 

frightened and bursts into tears, then he is allowed to go. The father of the protagonist 

is often absent, and does not exercise authority over the child, leaving space for the 

boy to do what he likes. Part of his own image of the hero is showing his power over 

others; the boy takes violent revenge on the girl Milan when she does not respond to 

his advances. 

Being a member of the gang makes the boy feel powerful, safe and warm; that is his 

closest community outside the family. He wants to win the approval of other members 

of this pseudo-family. In one gang fight, he violently smashes a brick on the head of a 

member of a rival gang and enjoys the praise of his own gang, satisfying his vanity 

and dreams of being a hero. 

'My heroism and courage were seen by everybody; they came to pat my 
shoulder and praised me: 'Other people left but you were still fighting, 
you are really wicked.' I proudly threw out my chest and smiled, as I was 
boasting I stole a glance at Yu Beipei, who looked at me smiling. ' 250 

People felt proud of their violence in those violent years. Other young 'rebels' ~,& ¥.* 

had much the same kind of behaviour. Film director Chen Kaige ~-*~JlmJ\ remorsefully-

described how he struck father in the face during a public criticism meeting to make 

clear his rejection of his father's standpoint.251 Rebellious behaviour towards one's 

parents was encouraged during that time. Zhang Tiesheng 5-k~1:. became a well-

2~~--Li-.Donghui; ~The 'Phenomenon' ofWangShuo: A Historico"Literary Consideration, PhD: 
Dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, pp.98-I 08 
250 Wang Shuo, Wild Animals: The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 4, p.278 
251 Chen Kaige ll*M®:,Shaonian Kaige di'~M®: (Young Kaige), Beijing: Renmin wenxue 
chubanshe, 1993 
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known hero for handing in a blank examination script.252 He acted as a model for 

other students opposing their school authorities and 'elitist' policies on selection and 

examinations. The film director Ying Da recalled that he followed the 'tide of the 

time' by signing his name and handing in a blank examination script. He was in 

middle school at the time and free of his 'literature and art black line people' )( ~ ~ 

~:ItA 4i1J parents who were sent to a labour camp. 253 

Wang Shuo acted as a spokesperson for his generation. Many people found 

themselves featured in Wang Shuo's stories, which were particularly welcomed by his 

generation. The actor turned film director Jiang Wen ~ )( said he had things in 

common with Wang Shuo, and always felt a vicarious thrill when he read Wang 

Shuo's stories.Z54 Jiang Wen was so taken with Wild Animals that he decided to adopt 

it as the basis of his first film, In the Heat of the Sun, to portray his own growing-up 

experiences. 255 He interpreted the story into a film version which visually represents 

the characters and the political age very clearly. 

252 Zhang Tiesheng *~1: took part in the university entry examination when had just resumed in 
June 1973; instead of finishing the exam, he wrote a letter on the exam paper to complain. This was 
published on I 0 August 1973 in People's Daily A~ B tR, and caused a movement to struggle against 
the 'bourgeoisie education line', as a result of which the examination system was abolished again. 
Zhang Tiesheng became the blank exam paper hero 8:¥f~ti£, praised by the authorities during the 
Cultural Revolution as a 'rebellious' model for young people. 
253 Xu Linzheng f*;j;HE, 'Ying Da gushi: xiao ao si shui nian hua' ~;it$$: ~~i!;J.J..ki:f~ (Ying 
. Da; s."Story:-Smile-Looking. at-Youth Slip-A way-Like Elowing-Water),-quoted-fromDazhong dianying 
:7\:AEg~ (Popular Film) http://www.dzdy.com/zz/2002/2002_22_002.htm 
254 Jiang Wen ~)C, 'The World Through the Eyes of Jiang Wen', Chinese Literature ~ ~)("¢, 
Autumn 1993, pp.l64-172 
255 See Chapter III on Film. 
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Wang Shuo feels a great sense of personal satisfaction from the story. He said: 

'Among my works Wild Animals is the one which made me feel most excited. ' 256 He 

believes: 

'Wild Animals recounts things I miss which have disappeared completely; 
it has a very strong sense of nostalgia for me. ' 257 

The story describes people's simple and frugal life at that time, such as the old 

furniture in the houses, soldier's uniforms and imitation versions of them for 

teenagers, and the language of Soviet Russian films. He often talks about his special 

feelings for his old mates of that time,258 and he thinks the word 'friend' means to him 

his mates when he was young. He cannot feel the same sense of closeness with the 

friends he made later.259 

Wang Shuo invested that period of life with much more emotion than usual. One critic 

commented: 

'Wang is known for his scathing sense of sarcasm, but when it comes to 
these youngsters, his pen is not as sharp. In fact, one can even sense a 
rather strong touch of nostalgia in his depictions of these uniformed youth. 
Such nostalgia is the very moment of his self-identification with 
youngsters who, even during the Cultural Revolution, continued to enjoy a 
sense of privilege and superiority. ' 260 

The story has a frank and gentle style. There is no particular political theme in the 

story. Wang Shuo does not try to deliver a profound message through the story, and 

he employs an honest, plain narrative language rather than his satirical style. 

256 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.30 (ft8<Jf1=£ "P~ft El C.li:~lif.JB<J~<i#IPJ~~>.) 
--~~,i!)id.,_p.34 (<lif.J4ilJ~~>.il.ltMiJil±lftm JJ~;frft B~~WJ~¥11J 7k T89*im8<J=t.tp!ilii•l5f, -7ff~~ 1it5.ffi?.'!l A"J•Iif 
IB·ti:!f~.) 
258 ibid., p. 7 
259 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, pp.l84-185 
260 Xueping Zhong, Masculinity Besieged, Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2000, p.ll5 
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Wang Shuo talked about the positive influence of the Cultural Revolution on 

teenagers like him, saying: 

'No matter how bad the CulturaL Revolution it was, it broke the order of 
life, and provided the opportunity to develop ones own characteristics. It 
got children away from the restrictions of decrepit school education. The 
'learning period' of life was spent in society; what happened in school 
was meaningless compared with these things. ' 261 

Wang Shuo consistently reviewed his life experiences when he was young; this 

influenced his and his generation's outlook. This is especially true of the youthful 

'hooligan' characters' and their rebellious behaviour in many of his stories. Wang 

Shuo later very much regretted writing this as a separate story. It spoilt his big plan 

for his novel 'Cruel Youth' J~~l!fw1f, an autobiographical work including the same 

period of his life. 262 Wild Animals is a major piece in the jigsaw of Wang Shuo's 

image creation. 

261 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.7 
262 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.55 
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The Theme of Fathers and Sons 

I Am Your Dad was originally planned by the film director Feng Xiaogang for a TV 

serial, but for some reason he did not go forward with this. Wang Shuo thought it was 

a good story and wrote it down. 263 The story was published in 1991, and won an 

award from a Shanghai literary magazine. This is the only recorded literary award 

Wang Shuo has ever won. It was not a major literary award, although Wang Shuo was 

pleased to win the 5,000 yuan prize (around £400)?64 Later on Wang Shuo as film 

director adapted the story into his first film Baba (Dad) in 1996.265 The story is about 

Ma Linsheng, an autocratic divorce bringing up his only son, teenager Ma Rui. 

A number of other writers had written stories recalling their fathers and reflecting on 

the family environment they grew up in. Wang Meng's .:£~novel Huodong bian ren 

xing mM~.AJ~ (Moveable Parts),266 describes his irresponsible father complaining 

about his unhappy marriage, and leaving his wife and children in a state of agonised 

insecurity. Wang Meng's painful memories of his father, led to a more general 

cultural introspection. The short story 'Fuqin' X:7.R (Father)267 by Liang Xiaosheng 

~A)E.fk is also a recollection of his father, a hard working builder and the only pair of 

hands to feed a family of seven members. Liang criticized his father for his ignorance: 

Liang's elder sister died when she was three years old and his elder brother went mad. 

263 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, pp.53-54 
264 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.42 

_ :6:,§~~-Gb31PJ~rl!l.:9!1J<'iltn_ -- - - -- - . -
266 Wang Meng x~, Huodong bian renxing mM~A% (Moveable Parts), Wang Meng werlji £~)( 
~(Collected Works of Wang Meng), vol.2, pp.I-342, Beijing: Huayi chubanshe, 1993 
267 Liang Xiaosheng ~l!?e.f5, Fuqin X:~ (Father), Beijing: Jingji Ribao chubanshe, Shanxi !Uyou 
chubanshe, 1997 
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A complicated mixture of love and hate towards the father is reflected in these literary 

works. 

It is no surprise that Wang Shuo has strong feelings about his father's violence 

towards him. Wang Shuo's father had a firm belief in the old Chinese maxi: 'a filial 

son develops from the cane' mW-~r t±\4:-T. His father's violence did not make 

Wang Shuo obey orders; on the contrary, he felt humiliated and hated his father. 

Wang Shuo's rebellion began at home?68 

Wang Shuo talked about how he understood the relationship between father and son. 

He said: 

'The two who are originally the closest people in the world become the 
biggest enemies of each other. The hurt the~ bring to each other far 
exceeds the trouble other people could cause. ' 2 9 

Wang Shuo decided to 'play profound' m¥*VL when he wrote the thoughtful I Am 

Your Dad, a work praised by many middle-aged intellectuals. Wang Shuo said this 

story was the only one among his stories where he started writing from a concept. 270 

Wang Shuo explores the family I state identification in dealing with the issue of the 

relationship between father and son in traditional Chinese society. A family is the 

epitome of a country. Just as Wang Meng suggests the theme of national reform when 

268 Zuo Shula ;;!C ~t.ft, 'Wang Shuo-yige miaoshi changgui de suren' 3:: ~Jl---t~:f!ll'ljUJili¥J '{:fr A' 
(Wang Shuo-A 'Vulgar Person' Who Belittle the Ordinary Rules), Dazhong dianying A:At£~ 
(Popular Film), 1989, vol. 6, p.l4 

=!:~7WaJ1g,Shuo, 'Fuqin-~,.youshixuyao.xiaoxin-duobidedongxi~{x:*-:ff!tfi'ffi-~1j''L'~i!!ti¥J*[l!j
(Father-There Is Something One Should Sometimes Take Care to A void), The Ignorant Know No 
Fear, p.138 
270 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.59 ('I did not start from a concept to write, except for the one story 
'I am Your Dad'. (ft~*iffi&1f }A --t~~tl:l1ti1. _R1f -~<ft;Ji1:1$13-e!>~;.~.) 
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he describes reform of the family meal system in his story Hard Porridge, Wang Shuo 

chooses to portray the patriarchal old-fashioned father and the rebellious modem son 

as a trope for the ruler I ruled relationships in patriarchal political society. The critic Ji 

Hongzhen *t_cJ{: thinks: 

'Wang Shuo feels great nostalgia for his childhood: the ideals inculcated 
during his childhood make him perplexed over the present state of the 
nation.' 271 

: 

The old saying is: 'the emperor and officials are just like father and son' tl ~ :!l!J )(-=f. 

This implies the emperor has absolute rights over officials, just as the father has 

absolute rights over his sons. The son must obey the father totally, a fact which is 

reflected in the thousands of years of 'filial culture' ~ )C 1{. in China. This is part of 

the social control system developed by Confucius and his heirs to ensure social 

stability. It became a prime target of the 4th May revolution. Reform of the country 

had to include reform of the family. Lu Xun wrote an article in 1919 criticizing the 

traditional concept of father and son, and pointing out that because people pay great 

attention to the power of the father in China, 'the revolution should extend to your old 

271 Ji Hongzhen =~]HL~. 'Wang Shuo: chaoyue zibei' :E!l\A: Jm~ 13 ;$(Wang Shuo: Overcoming an 
Inferigrj_ty~Complex), Zhongshen. dexi,wxiang A~lfll¥3~ ~ (The flortrayal ofGods), Beijing: -Renmin 
chuban-she, 1996. p.159 
272 Lu Xun :f/-Bi, 'Women xianzai zenyang zuo fuqin' ft.1flfl~:fti:::fi'1~X:* (How Are We To Be 
Fathers Now?), Lu Xun quanji :fl-ili:J:~ (Lu Xun's Collected Works), Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 
1981, vol.1, pp.129-143 
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Political Commentary 

The failure of the 1989 student movement marked the failure of an attempt at 

democratic reform. "I am your Dad" was written in 1991, when the political 

atmosphere was still tense. Ping Chou commented on the story: 

'This is another example of Wang Shuo's masterful employment of 
ambiguities and fuzzy themes as well as an indication of his political 
instinct for self-protection. ' 273 

After a number of conflicts between the father and the son, including arguments and 

violent beatings, the intention to bring democratic reform to the relationship fails. Ma 

Linsheng's comments automatically draw comparison with the imperial court. After 

Ma Linsheng hits his son MaRui and explains the meaning of authority, he watches 

the changes in his son who 'bows and scrapes like a slave'; the narrator conveys Ma 

Linsheng thoughts: 

'He had not yet the arrogant desire to establish a mini imperial court of 
one master one servant, acting like an absolute monarch, and behaving 
like an overlord everywhere. But how had his son voluntarily become a 
little eunuch? Ma Linsheng was from a poor family, he had never lorded it 

th ,274 over o ers ..... . 

Ma Linsheng wants to learn from the West, and adopts an ostensibly democratic 

family system, including having his son address him by his name, rather than calling 

him father. He described his thoughts about family reform to Ma Rui, saying: 

'Of course, this is just my one tentative idea now; if we are really to put it 
into practice, it needs an effort from both of us. This is a new thing, an 
attempt, it can be said to be unprecedented in history--our family's. 
Neither of us has experience of this, we can only grope our way forward. 

273 Ping Chou, Halfway Rebel: Rise and Fall of Wang Shuo's 'Hooligan Literature' Between 1978 and 
1999, PhD. Dissertation, Stanford University, p.I37 
274 Wang Shuo, 1 Am Your Dad, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 4, pp.53-54 
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If you have some good suggestions and ideas, you can raise them for 
discussion. ' 275 

The father really treats his son like an official. These words are like the words 

used in the process of reform in China. Geremie Barme points out: 

'Apart from being an entertaining and deeply perceptive study of the 
psychology of power and family relationships, it can also be 'read' as a 
masterful study of the social and even political dilemmas of urban China, 
with no lack of political asides and jokes thrown in for good measure. ' 276 

It is interesting to compare what the authoritarian father does to exercise power over 

his son and how the son reacts to him. The contrast hints at the big difference between 

the behaviour of the authorities in power and that of the people under their control. 

After the family's democratic reforms have failed, the father keeps even closer watch 

on the son's behaviour. Ma Linsheng feels he does not understand his son, so he 

decides to find out about him by following him. He conceals himself outside a 

window to listen to what Ma Rui and his friends say, and looks through Ma Rui 's 

school bag. While Ma Linsheng is searching the pockets of his son's clothes, MaRui 

comes back home, finds him doing this and eyes him resentfully. Although Ma 

Linsheng feels embarrassed, he still wants to demonstrate his power over his son. He 

orders MaRui to give him the key of a locked draw. The son refuses. Ma Linsheng 

uses tools to force open the draw in front of the son, tears up MaRui's friends' photos 

and letters, and checks up on the books the son is reading. These are the means the 

father uses to demonstrate his uncompromising power over his son. The father's 

tyrannical behaviour raises uncomfortable parallels with the political situation in 

China. 

275 ibid., vol. 4, pp. 73-74 
276 Geremie Barme, 'Wang Shuo and Liumang ('Hooligan') Culture', The Australian Journal of 
Chinese Affairs, vol. 0, Issue 28 (Jul., 1992) p.63 · 
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The son, Ma Rui, treats his father in a completely different way. Ma Rui is very 

modem, and has many modem ideas. For example, he is very concerned about his 

divorced father's happiness in his personal life. He introduces his father to the 

divorced mother of one of his classmates, and encourages his father to re-marry, 

displaying a generosity of spirit that the father does not appear to deserve. No matter 

what his father does to him, the son ultimately chooses to stay by his father when he 

could go to live with his mother. 

Ping Chou criticizes the constant compromises: 

'Wang Shuo's reaction to the family paradigm in I'm Your Old Man is 
ambivalent: in an equally unsuccessful democratic experiment Wang Shuo 
seems content to mediate between father and son for a balanced 
relationship rather than attempt to diagnose the source of problem. ' 277 

Not only does the son lose out every time he rebels against his father's authority, he 

suffers in encounters with others. When he reveals the truth to a hypocritical teacher 

his trust is betrayed, and when he decides to stand up to hooligans on the street, he 

ends up in hospital after a vicious beating. He is beaten by his father, publicly 

criticized in school, then beaten up by hooligans. This is what happens to a gentle boy 

like MaRui who has declared: 'I just know how to respect the truth' .278 

The slogans 'respect the truth' and 'everybody is equal before the truth' are just 

political propaganda. In practice, whenever conflict arises, the power of authority 

overcomes the power of truth. It is the father Ma Linsheng who writes the detailed 

self..,criticism for-him to present to the school and the teacher as they-demand. Before 

277 Ping Chou, Halfway Rebel: Rise and Fall of Wang Shuo's 'Hooligan Literature' Between 1978 and 
1999, PhD. Dissertation, Stanford University, p.l41 
278 Wang Shuo, I Am Your Dad, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 4, p.39 
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the school authorities, even the father is powerless. The father teaches Ma Rui to obey 

authority no matter whether it is right or wrong. Geremie Barme comments on the 

story, saying: 

'It is a story that is bitingly cmel and lovingly indulgent in turns; one 
moment it reveals as extreme an anti-authoritarianism and cynicism as 
extreme as Wang's earlier work, yet in the next this gives way to a sense 
of sardonic understanding, compromise and helplessness. ' 279 

There are so many tragic examples in real life of people who try to oppose authority. 

Ordinary individuals have to obey it, at least superficially. The story satirizes the 

authorities, and also reflects the complex mentality of people. 

279 Geremie Barme, 'Wang Shuo and Liumang ('Hooligan') Culture', The Australian Journal of 
Chinese Affairs, vol. 0, Issue 28 (Jul., 1992) p.63 
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Childhood Nostalgia 

When Wang Shuo ceased to write fiction but concentrated totally on making films and 

TV serials after 1992, Geremie Barme was very disappointed by the shift. He said: 

'It's very sad that Wang Shuo's drive for money and fame-his therapy 
issue, as it were-his hindered his development as an artist. He is an 
extremely fine craftsman of the novel, and one of the best writers of the 
Chinese language. ' 280 

Wang Shuo explained the situation in 1999; he gave up writing because he had 

written a million words in fiction, film and TV serials scripts in 1991. He suffered a 

'writing crisis', which was also a spiritual crisis for him, 281 so he turned his career in 

the direction of film and TV serials making. 

Wang Shuo's latest and only post-1992 story was Kan shang qu hen mei :tf _t Z.{~~ 

(It Looks Beautiful) published in 1999. Wang Shuo was no longer so concerned with 

money; his attitude in writing had changed considerably. In talking about his purpose 

in writing, he said: 

'Not for money, not for beliefs, not for readers, not for the needs of 
society. If I write again, I will just write for the only reader I am 
concerned with- myself.' 282 

Wang Shuo has the ambition of writing a chronicle of his generation. However, he is 

facing the danger of repeating himself. Because Wang Shuo had plenty of material at 

his disposal, he was able to publish continually between 1986-1992. He complained 

that when he wanted to put the record straight about himself, there would not be much 

~280 Jamie J'ames:-. s'ads~;,·, rh; lve-:v r;;rk~;, Ap;il~ 2i,, 1997 ~ p.52 
281 Wang Shuo, It Looks Beautiful, Introduction, p.l 
282 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.I04 (ft/G~~:jf}~JJ~®-'0ft7C*fl<1 *[§ 7, /G~~:jf} j;J 
l&, ffi1qJ, ~1tt, :f±~flM~~ *® 7. :!m:jf}~ft~~ p,j;Jft'L.' § "P A<:J·tt-~1\f- -ft § c~11=.) 
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unused materialleft.283 Lack of material may be one reason why Wang Shuo chose to 

write about the protagonist's life (the boy protagonist represents Wang Shuo himself) 

between the ages of three and eight throughout the whole of It Looks Beautiful. This 

made people believe, erroneously, that it belongs to the category of children's 

literature. It looks beautiful reflects Wang Shuo's longstanding plan of writing a major 

novel, under the title 'Cruel Youth' (~~l!fW:tf ), about the experiences of himself and 

his generation. Although the title is different, It looks beautiful is apparently still part 

of this plan. 

It looks beautiful is written from an adult perspective but through the eyes of a small 

child, Fang Qiangqiang 1J#tfft. It employs the first person and third person narrator 

in describing memories of childhood experiences. Like I Am Your Dad and Wild 

Animals, it is a story about the experience of growing up. The story is not 

autobiographical, but fabricated, although it is based on real locations and people. 

This gives it a sense of immediacy and reality; this is visible in the way the girl 

character Chen Nanyan ~1¥J~ is portrayed as always present around the protagonist 

Fang Qiangqiang when he is in kindergarten. They have dialogues about typical 

fantasies from children's imagination: living in a palace, being a prince and princess. 

They also ask typical children's questions of their parents, such as where they came 

from, and they play typical boys' war games. The story recalls wonderful memories of 

things now lost, the tall, magnificent old-fashioned kindergarten building and its 

beautiful environment; the food they ate: steamed sweet buns emf§) and steamed jam 

283 Zhang Cuo 5-!Hti, 'Fangtan: Wang Shuo jixu kan wenxue' ljji~: xJljj~~illt)C*= (Interview: Wang 

Shuo Continues to Chat about Literature), quoted from itfi-B-H It! T-)C/!f. 
http://xys.org/xys/ebooks/literature/novels/Wang-Shuo/interview2.txt 
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buns (:!l'/ti'§); the games children played: hopscotch (~EJ%-f-), shuttlecock kicking ( 

@i)fi:), skipping (WE~Ii!). All this creates a very strong atmosphere of nostalgia. 

The story is a strong reaffirmation oftraditional values. When Wang Shuo looks back 

to the good old days, there is implicitly an unfavourable comparison with the present 

young generation growing up with video g~e players, television programmes, eating 

McDonald's food. We can see this as his conservatism, patriotism even, in the face of 

massive change, much of it inspired by alien civilizations. But at the same time this is 

shrewd marketing, aimed at a generation of readers that is having difficulty coming to 

terms with the changes, articulating their feelings of alienation from the present and 

nostalgia for a past age when pleasures were simpler, and more 'Chinese'. At the 

same time it is aimed at young readers; the emphasis is on making the life of Fang 

Qiangqiang appear full of fun, rather than setting out to educate young people. Wang 

employs a plain and simple language to attract younger readers. 

Wang Shuo said: 'The thing I most want is to give myself a change.' 284 In the story, 

we look in vain for the witty colloquial language style, the biting irony and 

buccaneering spirit of Wang Shuo's earlier stories. Here, the theme of the story is 

obscure, causing people to condemn Wang Shuo for being 'written out'. Lu Wenbin's 

view is that Wang Shuo is following the wave of 'post-new historicism' in recalling 

his past life. 285 

284 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.l67 (:fit1i~lti'J<J:li!:~ 13 C.-1'-~1-t.) 
285 Lu Wenbin ~ )C,m, 'Hou xin lishi zhuyi yu huaijiu' .J§i]ijf})] ~.±.5<.--'=J'tfiB (Post New Historicism 
and Nostalgia), Fujian Tribune ;f;Jtit±i (Fuji Forum), 2000, vol. 1, pp.73-77 
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Wang Shuo is already a middle aged man (he was 40 in 1998) growing further and 

further away from his bohemian youth. His speciality of portraying rebellious young 

people and their life-styles has lost relevance in the current fast developing Chinese 

scene. Instead of exploring the new life-styles of contemporary society, he is more at 

home reviewing his old life-style from his childhood. In this nostalgic atmosphere, the 

story proceeds in a gentle manner, and the narrator speaks with an indulgent smile on 

his face. 

Wang Shuo develops his master plan in the story, linking this new story with his old 

stories. He re-introduces the old characters who appeared in his stories of a decade 

ago, including Gao Yang, Gao Jin, Li Bailing and Wang Ruohai, the old mates of 

Fang Yan (representing Wang Shuo himself). And these characters participate in Fang 

Yan's childhood (Qiangqiang is his 'baby' name). Wang Shuo says this story is just 'a 

beginning' 286 --the start of a series of stories. Wang Shuo is trying to complete his re-

creation of the life of this group of people, in order to explore the meaning of their 

lives as they react to political and economic changes in a fast evolving society. In the 

story, these life styles and the environment in which they existed have gone, but they 

live on in the minds of the participants influencing their later lives. Wang Shuo is 

attempting to explore the roots of their 'hooliganism' to make sense of their rebellious 

spirits. 287 

Wang Shuo's intention here reminds one of his comment in The Operators, that life is 

like playing football; you may not score in the whole match but you still have to play 

286 Wang Shuo, It Looks Beautiful, Introduction, p.5 
287 Zhu Xiaowen *"~~ & Tao Xin llfi)JJV.:, 'Fanpan de yidai' &!l'IJI'f.J-f~ (A Rebellious Generation), 
Zhongguo bijiao wenxue r:fl 00 l:t~Jt~ (Chinese Comparative Literature), 2001, vol.2, p62-66 
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very hard because the spectators are cheering and giving support. 'Life is just like 

running backwards and forwards, listening to other people cheering. ' 288 Is Wang Shuo 

writing the story of his life to hear the cheering of his audience? 

And some critics think that Wang Shuo's target is to get his works accepted as 

'classics' ~~A. 289 He has changed his original image of a 'marginal person' in an 

effort to occupy a central place in the commercialised literary world, and in society. 

He is no longer the spokesman of the beat generation; he acts as a cultural hero 

avoiding any clashes with authority. The rebellious image has gone from It Looks 

Beautiful; all he is trying to do is to review what material he has.left in his mind to fill 

out the incomplete pictures of himself and his group of people for posterity. This is 

his bid for a place in the literary history. He is not yet praised by officialdom, but is 

more and more a topic of interest to young intellectuals. They have published reviews 

on him, and his contribution to the process of commercialization has made him more 

and more popular with intellectuals in general and literary critics in particular. 

It is regrettable that the carnival atmosphere of Wang Shuo 's works is no longer there; 

they have lost their spark and vitality. His role has fallen to a group of new writers,290 

such as Wei Hui £~ and Mian Mian tmtm whose stories explore new lifestyles and 

attitudes of the new young generation--'the very latest human beings' f!JT A~. 

288 Wang Shuo, The Operators, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol.2, p.ll2 (A~wt..ti!::~*~~. 
n)f~IJAI14~f.) 
289 Liang Hong~~. 'Wang Shuo: cong 'heima' dao 'baima' de shanbian' .:E:W]: M.. '~!b' ¥1J 'B !b' 
ft-Jtri~ (WangShuo: The Evolution fi'om 'alack t£Qf~e'_tQ~Whlt~ HQr~e'~), 13_ei)iflgshehuikexudt}i( 
"ttfifit~~ (seiJllig's~~i;rsa~~~~)~2oo2, ~~r·4~ pp:6i -6s · 
29° Fan Xing~£, 'Lun bashi niandai yilai wenxue shisuhua sichao de yanbian' it)\ +i¥1~ ~*)(~ 
tlf:{iHtJi!:/,mJft-J~3t (The Evolution ofConcepts of Literary Vemacularisation Since the 1980s), 
Wenxue pinglun )(~Wit (Literature Review), 2001, vol. 2, pp.24-32 
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III. Wang Shuo's Writing Style 

Satirising Official Language 

The language Wang Shuo uses in his stories is a mixture, including different kinds 

and styles of popular language. Wang Shuo talked about the source of his language. 

He said: 

'What I draw most support from is urban popular language. I do not know 
very much about the old Beijing dialect. The popular language has many 
sources, from (Mao Zedong's) quotations, from important events, and 
from new allusions, etc. I have never lived in a dialect district. The 
language I have had contact with is the type that talks about. current 
politics. ' 291 

For example, in the story Nothing Serious Ma Qing persuades Yang Zhong to work 

with him. He says to Yang Zhong: 

'Don't do it on your own, let's do it together, more people will have more 
power, we dare to get the sun and the moon to change to a new day. When 
people are of one mind, Mount Tai can be moved, the ant has four liang292 

of flesh, every carrot has its hole how can we not ...... ' 293 
· 

1$JWt§J!J-1' AnBPbi, P~fi'Jj±R:-~nBnE, A$ jri:Jc, il~P4 B )=J :j#c~J(. 

A JL.' 1f * w f$ !l!!b !!!)( j± 1'f liT! P93 ~ --1' ~ ~ --1' :!:JL P~ 1fJ :tE 1.. mt /f ~~ JA 
]G ...... ' 

This is full of ironic use of political ideology. The sentence 'more people will have 

more power' A$ j]j!:jc is a propaganda slogan from the war-time, emphasising that 

unity will bring your troops more power. This was also the principle behind the 

Chinese government encouraging families to have more children. As a result China 

became the country with the largest population in the world, and enormous problems 

to match. After the Cultural Revolution people criticised the past mistakes made by 

291 Wang Shuo, I Am WangShuo, p.61 
292 Liang~. Chinese measure of weight, per liang equal 50 gram. 
293 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 2, p.473 
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government. 294 Wang Shuo uses this short phrase to imply a host of meanings, from 

unity and patriotism to criticism of governmental mismanagement and overcrowded 

homes. 

The phrase 'we dare to get the sun and moon change to a new day' ij:1[P4 B jj ~1Jf~ 

is a line of poetry from Mao Zedong. 295 This expresses the great confidence of Mao 

Zedong during his fight with the KMT and ihe Japanese. It hints at victory, but also at 

the arrogant control over nature, including human beings, that left his successors with 

horrendous problems. Mao Zedong's poems have been as well inculcated into the 

brains of common people as his quotations. Wang Shuo, in making fun of Mao's 

poems, is pointing a sacrilegious finger at words which, not long before, had iconic 

status. 

The sentence 'if the people are of one mind Mount Tai can be moved' )\.{,,-ft~w;j$ 

is another propaganda phrase used to emphasise the enormous power of masses if they 

make concerted efforts. The phrase echoes the old fable 'the foolish old man moves 

the mountain' ~ 0f$ ill. Mao Zedong used this as the title of an article praising 

people who have no sense of the possibility of failure in order to encourage people to 

fight against the KMT and Japanese during the dark days in Yan'an.296 This article of 

Mao's was widely disseminated. The sentence the 'ant has four liang (weight equal to 

200 gram) of flesh' !l!!h!ifl(~1f[gp;J3~ exaggerates the weight and the importance of 

294 A well known case is scholar Ma Yinchu Il.JJ&"f}J, president of Beijing University; who produced a 

'new theory of population' if AD ~1:: in 1955, and suggested the government should control the fast 
increasing population in the 1950s. He was criticised and asked to resign from his post and his 
academic works could not be published. 
295 Mao Zt!ftQIJg~~po~m 'Dao Shaoshcm' iiJ.~BtlL(Arriving atShaoshan),cMao-Zedongshicixuan .=£,~ · 

c. '·i·i¥·ifi1~ (S~Iect~d P~etry ~fM~oZedong), Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1991, pp.96-98 
296 Mao Zedong, 'Yugong yi shan' !i:0f%w (The Foolish Old Man Moves the Mountain'), Mao 

Zedong Xuanji .=f;~*;QI;~ (Selected Works of Mao Zedong), Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1966, pp. 
1101-1104 
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the ant. The sentence 'every carrot has a hole' -1-~ ~ --1'-:lfL is a folk saying 

meaning every person has a place at work and in society. These last two lines are in 

very colloquial language, included here makes the text livelier and more amusing. Its 

folksiness also makes it anticlimactic, highlighting the absurdity of the previous high-

sounding phrases. 

These phrases are linked together without punctuation, and the meamng of each 

phrase does not really have very much connection with the rest. The way Wang Shuo 

arranged his sentences is creative but not totally new or unique. He admits he imitated 

Wang Meng's mode of expression because he found it attractive. 297 He feels that 

where one long sentence contains several short sentences, and these are contradictory 

it creates a tension and gives the whole sentence more dimension?98 This can express 

a situation that is hard to explain in a few words, and creates a fluidity of meaning 

beyond the restrictions of normal linguistic logic. It also reflects informal 

conversation where people go from one sentence to another without a break, and 

sometimes produce sentences with multiple interpretations. The way he links these 

sentences together is Wang Shuo having fun himself and creating entertainment for 

others; this is Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' language style. The critic Fan Xing has 

commented: 

'After experiencing the age when everybody was familiar with the 'little 
red book' (Mao Zedong's quotations) and 'revolutionary slogans' filled 
the air, the popularity of 'the Wang Shuo craze' undoubtedly has positive 
significance in deconstructing the 'false reverence'.' 299 

297 Wang Meng carried out language experiments in his stories in the mid-1980s, particularly in his 
experimental stories FUr Elise~~~~ H and Exhilaration*~· Wang Lin, Wang Meng and 
Contemporary Chinese Literature, Durham: Durham East Asian Papers 17, 2003 
298 W ~ng ~hJio, 'Wo_qt;~silsiang_huibao,' Jlti'EI .E&~J!~ W. (A Report on-My-Thought), -X in yu si dianzi 
~enk~-jfii~ ~ -1'-xlf- quoted from http://xys.org/xys/ebooks/literature/novels/Wang
Shuo/sixiang.txt 
299 Fan Xing~£, 'Dangdai 'jingwei xiaoshuo' yu Beijing wenhuajingshen' :31~ 'ff-~;NJG 'l=.i :ftff
)({{.~:fill (Contemporary 'Beijing Style Stories' and the Spirit of Beijing Culture), Beijing gongye 
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Through playing with language, Wang Shuo reflected young people's mentality of 

'playing at life' and looking for enjoyment from life. This was contrary to the old 

definition of life, which was serious, meaningful and demanded that one should 

contribute to society. These changes reflect people's suspiciousness of what they have 

been told in the past. 

Wang Shuo's ironic language style has been influenced by other writers and works. 

Apart from the inspiration he got from the street for his vivid colloquialisms, he learnt 

from Cao Xueqin' s The Dream of the Red Chamber. This made him think about how 

to write the sound of the dialogues and to imbue them with different levels of 

unexpressed meaning. The ironic styles of Lu Xun's works and Joseph Heller's Catch 

22 both had decisive influences on Wang Shuo. The comic dialogue (xiangsheng .if§ 

F) writer Liang Zuo ~lr.300 showed Wang Shuo how to make ordinary sentences 

more interesting and have a humorous slant.301 

What is unique about Wang Shuo's stories is their satirical use of political language; 

this is a common feature of many of his stories and their greatest distinguishing 

feature. For example, Wang Shuo satirizes social and political phenomena in the story 

Playing for Thrills. Fang Yan, a murder suspect, wants other people to help him recall 

what happened ten years ago, so he can prove his innocence. However, he says to 

Zhang Li: 

daxue xuebao ~tR-I~j;:~~W. Journal of Beijing Polytechnic University (Social Sciences Edition), 
Dec. 2002, vol. 2, No. 4, pp.48-53 

.· 
3.00-cLiangZuo~b:+l957-200l)rwell,known~by·his comic dialogue (Xiangsheng)·in-I980s; started 
writing sitcom in 1990s, his representative works include 'Wo ai wo jia' ft~l!t* (I Love My Family) 
and 'Xianren Ma dajie' I*JAib:*t!f:l. (Idler Sister Ma), which had great influence in China. He was 
same generation writer of Wang Shuo, and he was also Wang Shuo's friend. 
301 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.55 
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'I want to write my memoirs; haven't you heard the sighs of regret 
everyday in the newspapers. The old comrades are dying off one after 
another, and should be helped quickly to sort out their experiences. Their 
whole lives are intimately connected with the history of our whole 
revolutionary struggle. This has a vital role in educating young people and 
helping them to understand history. '302 

~~~~~~~.~~m~£~~~.~~~~-~~-~.~~~m 
.§}]1m 1I'J ~ § C. 6<3 ~ JJ5 ~ fJIU±l *· 1m 1I'J 6<3 -1:: ~ *D ~ 1I'J ~ -1' ~ $4 $ ~ 
*:IF PI 51-6<3, xt~1fw:¥A fii M1m1fJi:A iRJJJ ~ fi:IFPJ1*1~6<31tffl. 

This is a direct crib from official language. Wang Shuo makes mocking reference to 

the way the government organizes old revolutionaries to write their memoirs as 

propaganda to educate the younger generations. The murder suspect Fang Yan avails 

himself of this language to describe revolutionary heroes as a metaphor for his own 

experiences smuggling goods and chasing girls in the South ten years before. He is 

suggesting these can compare in importance with people recording the history of their 

revolutionary struggle. It is humorous but even more a satirical reference to official 

ideology. 

To 'play' with serious political language is the strategy Wang Shuo adopts in his 

stories. And this political language is very time specific in its reference. For example, 

in the story Playingfor Thrills, when Fang Yan tries to find who was the girl with him 

at the time of the murder, he pretends to be the younger brother of the girl and 

persuades the other person tell him things about the girl. He says: 

'I don't want to call anyone to account, let's let bygones be bygones. To 
put it in official ~arlance all the debts are recorded on the heads of the 
'Gang ofFour'.'3 3 

ft~/F~~~*·~.M~B<J$~U~M~.~~~ffi.~~hl~'~ 
:kM'~·± -

302 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol.2, p.275 
303 ibid., vol.2, p.303 
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The language has a clear time indication. It is the official language of the years after 

the fall of the 'Gang of Four' in 1976. Millions of people's lives were destroyed by 

decades of political movements, but the government line was to forget the past, and 

put all the blame on the 'Gang of Four'. Fang Yan's search for the missing girl 

becomes linked to national political events, investing it with mock seriousness. 

The irony in these stories reflects the way that Wang Shuo's generation woke up after 

the Cultural Revolution to feel strongly that they had been deceived. The critic He 

Zhongming has commented: 

'Therefore, Wang Shuo's works described the feeling of alienation from 
reality that is a characteristic of the whole generation in the years after the 
end of the Cultural Revolution. They detest and reject ideals and culture, 
and feel uncertain about the future amidst the diseases of the age. ' 304 

It is the way Wang Shuo irreverently employs this political phraseology in totally 

inappropriate contexts, which creates the humorous effect. In the story The Operators, 

a young couple ask whether the advertised disco dance and free drinks printed on the 

invitation to the fake writers' award ceremony are genuine or not. Yu Guan comforts 

Bao Kang saying: 'where there are a group of people there will be a Left, a Centre and 

a Right' 305 *I AMI¥J±·t!r/18Jt*I.ti:~;:b. People are categorized as Leftist, Centrist and 

Rightist according to their different political beliefs and behaviour. Here Yu Guan is 

commenting on the fact that people are interested in popular entertainment rather than 

the writers' award ceremony. The former is regarded by intellectuals as 'vulgar', the 

~~~- ,--~-- 304~He-zhongming M{¥~, ~~'Wenh-U~-bT~~yu;nr~~,--d~-y~;~-d~i ~~g~nga" 'i1iMi~A-~afJ-~-it-~11-
1li1 'The resentment and embarrassment of the 'Culturally Marginal People', Zhongzhou Journal, 1998, 
vol. 6, pp.91-99 
305 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works ofWangShuo, vol. 2, p.l24 (l:f Ai'f<J:Li!!.:1nl9tl:f1I:J:j=l.:t:J.) 
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latter is 'refined'. Yu Guan uses political labels as lifestyle judgements in a witty and 

amusmg manner. 

Compared with other writer's ironic styles, Wang Shuo is particularly outstanding for 

his ironic use of political language. Wang Meng too is well known for his ironic 

writing style; however he is mainly ironic about social and political phenomena 

through the plots of the stories. For example, in Wang Meng's representative political 

allegory 'Jianying de xizhou' .ll£HiJ!!I¥J;m~ (Hard Porridge), in describing family meal 

reforms to satirize social and political reform in China, he does use political 

terminology, such as 'delegating power to lower levels' Cf JV( tX .7J ); 'leadership 

rejuvenation' (-T$::¥~1{.); and 'democratic election" (~.±.:i21.$). Wang Meng does 

not employ the whole official sentences used by the authorities for propaganda; he 

uses his own words to describe the story and satirise political phenomena in general 

rather than the official ideology. 

By contrast, Wang Shuo often uses whole sentences to reflect a political situation. 

Thus, in the story Please Don't Call Me Human, Tang Yuanbao is organised to take 

part in a group meeting as political training. Somebody reports that there were 

Trotskyites and remnants ofthe 'Gang of Four' there. Zhao Yuhang as a leader of the 

Quanzong organization criticizes this saying: 

'Don't wait until things have already happened and blame the leaders for 
not telling you. Our wonderful situation of today has not been easily 
achieved; we should definitely treasure and protect it. ' 306 

/F~~*~~~'ii.~ T Y...'tl®i~&tr1Rn'fo ft11'J4-X.I¥Jj::_fjf JWJ IID*Z./F 
~. -J.E~~1tt-~fHP: -

306 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works ofWangShuo, vol.3, p.74 
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The first sentence is typical of what bureaucratic official leaders say in public to 

remind people to listen to them. The second sentence is government propaganda after 

the fall of 'Gang of Four', which officials simply repeat to people, in the same way 

that officials always do to deliver the message of the central government. This is the 

language used by people in real life, but employed by Wang Shuo in a totally different 

situation, yet still carrying its original nuances. 

Wang Shuo uses this political vocabulary in ridiculous contexts to satirize the effect 

of political influence on ordinary people, and at the same time by mocking them seeks 

to dispel the noxious influence of these political concepts in people's minds. Political 

language, like politics, had occupied the every day life of ordinary people for decades, 

leaving little space for individual thought and language. The high density of political 

language filled everybody's minds. In this context satirizing political language is a 

natural reaction, yet Wang Shuo is the only contemporary writer to employ political 

language to satirize official ideology on such a massive scale. Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' 

stories include many examples of this kind of language which closely reflects 

people's social life and mentality in the 1980s, and acts as a record of the language 

used by the government to educate people at that time. 

Appreciation of Wang Shuo's satire is very much dependent on people's familiarity 

with this political language. As Xueping Zhong says: 

'This is perhaps the most brilliant aspect of Wang's writing: his ability to 
poke fun at the emptiness and absurdity of the official language by having 
it spoken at the least revered moment, about trivial matters, and by the 
people ~least likely to 'USe it~-The<-comical"'effecCof this~-however, ,-exrsts' 
largely as an insider's joke; without being steeped in the milieu of the 
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language and both the subtle and ostentatious reference points, the reader 
would have trouble getting the humour. ' 307 

Wang Shuo's style of making fun of contemporary political language means that only 

those who are fully familiar with the language in its original context can really 

appreciate his works. This limits his popularity. Firstly, the younger generation of 

Chinese readers who were born in 1970s and 1980s are not be able to understand the 

context of the language and social background sufficiently to fully appreciate Wang's 

stories. Wang Shuo has lost his popularity among the younger readership since the 

late 1990s, although this is partly because society is developing very quickly and 

fashions too are changing rapidly. The generation gap is causing Wang Shuo's 

political language in these stories rapidly to lose its popularity in China. 

Secondly, his characteristic language style is difficult to translate whilst maintaining 

the original nuances .. The critic Xueping Zhong has pointed out: 

'His secret thus also limits Wang's popularity; he can be extremely 
popular within China, but his humour tends to lose its meaning in 
translation. What makes him popular is, to a large extent, not translatable. 
In this sense, Wang will always remain relatively secluded in the Chinese 
context. Oddly, his stories' not being easily translated rna~ show, in a 
reverse way, some ofthe absurdity ofthe officiallanguage.' 3 8 

Among the Amazon online reviews, one of the reviewers admitted that he could not 

understand Chinese sensibility. 309 In the case of Playing for Thrills the average 

customer review is two stars. Although Please Don't Call Me Human averages five 

stars and has sold well, it is still not a best-seller in the West. We can see that 

although they are excellent translations, Western readers unfamiliar with the Chinese 

. .JO!.xuepingZhong~-Miisculiriii';/Besleged, Durham-and Lo-nd~n: Duke University Press, 2000, p.IIO 
308 Xueping Zhong, Masculinity Besieged, p.ll 0 
309 www.amazon.co.uk, Playing for Thrills, Reviewer: 6304gi@student.gelso.unitn.it from Trento, Italy 
'I'm sure there's something in it concerning the Chinese sensibility that I couldn't understand.' 
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official language and the social context have difficulty identifying and appreciating 

his ironic references to political ideology. 

Concern about Politics 

Wang Shuo's stories are filled with colloquial language, and with Beijing local 

people's 'kan' 1JiL style of speaking. 'Kan'1Jil. means to chat idly: the word has very 

strong Beijing local colour, reflecting an important aspect of Beijing culture. It is an 

essential part of life in Beijing, where people enjoy chatting with each other. The 

topics oftheir chatting vary but politics tends to feature large in this, Taxi drivers, and 

stall owners enjoy making comments on political issues, and chatting helps people air 

their discontent, and reflects the highly politicised Beijing city culture. 

Beijing has been capital city through six centuries, and in the 20th century political 

power in Beijing has changed many times: from the Qing Dynasty to the Republic, 

from the Japanese invaders to the KMT government and finally to the CCP 

government. This has made Beijingers the most politically aware, and cynical, people 

in China. 

Beijing people usually treat politics and culture as much more important than the 

economy. This is a completely different attitude to people in Shanghai, who are very 

concerned about their lifestyles. Yang Dongping's book Chengshi jifeng ~rt'J:*)Xl 

(Seasonal Winds of the Cities) concentrates on comparisons ofthe cultural differences 

betw_e~g Beiji11g anq,Sha,p.ghai. YangPongping-comments: 
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'Beijing people are the ones who most worship politics among Chinese 
people ...... Every Beijinger is a politician. ' 310 

This political orientation can be seen in the themes writers choose. Writers based in 

Beijing, including woman writers, are particularly fond of using political themes in 

their works; examples include such as Wang Meng's .:E~ 'Hard Porridge', Zhang 

Jie's 11-Ha Chenzhong de shebang V1£8fJ~Jm (Leaden Wings) and Cong Weixi's !A 

~i~~ Zouchu hundun ;E ttl nB¥4: (Out of: Chaos). In this context it is not surprising that 

Wang Shuo is so fond of using political themes and terminology in his stories, 

including Please Don't Call Me Human and I Am Your Dad. 

By contrast the Shanghai writer Wang Anyi's x::t<·tl in her representative novel 

Changhenge -If t~ ~}: (Song of Everlasting Sorrow) tells a different story about 

Shanghai. She reflects on Shanghai's economic and social changes from its 

prosperous past to the present day through a lyrical and moving story about awoman 

in Shanghai from the 1930s to the 1980s. She reflects the Shanghainese concern with 

their financial situation in order to maintain their lifestyles. The old woman was 

murdered in the 1980s by a greedy youth stealing her store of gold bars. In Wang 

Anyi's novel, there are few comments on political events even though the story goes 

through a fifty year history of major political changes in the city. It is almost entirely 

devoid of political language, and is an urban woman's life story rather than the 

political history of a nation that Beijing writers attempt. 

Wang Shuo was strongly influenced by political events from his experiences during 

the Cultural Revolution. He said: 

310 Yang Dongping ~~1f--'¥, Seasonal Winds of the Cities, 1994, pp.483-487 
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'The great influences on me were all political things, including the Lin 
Biao event which left me in a state of shock; and the 'Gan!f of Four'. 
These shocks went far beyond functional or physical damage. ' 3 1 

In spite of his obvious political concerns, Sheryle WuDunn reports that Wang Shuo 

denies his works poses any challenge to the Communist Government. Compared to 

the dissidents Liu Binyan )(lj $;; Jfl and Su Xiaokang 0- Bit 1m, Wang Shuo's 

contribution was different. Sheryle WuDunn said: 

'Mr. Wang does not espouse a theory of political systems, but in some 
ways he is a far more subversive critic of urban society than Mr. Su or 
Liu. He is destructive, poking fun at everything the Communist Party 
takes seriously without offering any alternative. He romanticizes young, 
alienated rebels, in much the same way that Jack Kerouac did in the 
United States. He explores the paradoxes and absurdities of society, as 
Joseph Heller and Kurt Vonnegut do. Instead of criticizing the 
Communists for being autocratic, he does what is far more devastating: he 
mocks them for being uncool. '312 

Although Wang Shuo strongly satirizes politics, this is restricted to political 

phenomena and language; he does not display any political beliefs or ambitions, he 

does not attempt to interfere in current day politics, and he regards himself as a writer 

rather than a politician or a dissident. He said to reporter Jamie James how he reacted 

to current politics: 

'There's a very famous dissident named Liu Xiaobo ){ljB)t~, who tried to 
persuade me to protest and make petitions and collect signatures, I 
refused. Now Liu is in a labour camp, and I am here. I was proved right. A 
writer is a writer. He should stay away from politics . .3 13 

Responsibility for the country and nation has deeply influenced most writers, 

including the dissidents. Many 1980s dissidents are from the literary field, including 

Liu Binyan, Bei Dao and Liu Xiaobo. And most of them now have to live overseas. 

311 Wang Shuo, I Am WangShuo, pp.39-4QJ~1~:~:t:!~~JfuHl!J,_'MIU~J.&#.ii¥J~j!!i. ~t:W:liff\~$14, 
"7c-c-, C-~~- xt ftF1:T~~ 'ffi"X l'f<j 1lt z;tj; ~ ff[ij Xf/I 7 JK# 1H0, MItt T {JL ~~_t 1¥1 ~ 1* _t 1¥1 1~ i!f.) 

312 Sheryl WuDunn, 'The Word From China's Kerouac: The Communists Are Uncool', The New York 
Times Book Review, 10 Jan. 1993, p.3 & p.23 
313 Jamie James, 'Bad Boy', The New Yorker, Aprii2I, 1997, p.53 
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Some writers, such as Cong Weixi, are not dissidents but are under observation by the 

authorities. Wang Shuo is included in a government list of 100 authors whose post-

1989 works were to be carefully screened before publication.314 

Wang Shuo has a flexible attitude towards ideological control by the authorities. This 

is reflected in some of his TV serials and films, such as his early TV serials Yearning 

and The Stories of Editorial Office, and the film A Sigh (2000). Here Wang Shuo 

showed his ability to curry favour with government in his works. The woman writer 

Dai Qing ~~, whose works are banned in China, said: 

'Wang Shuo is one of the finest contemporary writers, someone who can 
use wit and language to betray several decades of ideology that have been 
forced upon us. But the Government doesn't fear him because while he 
destroys, he doesn't create or build. And he is willing to compromise with 
the Government. .JIS 

Compromising with the government is the way Wang Shuo chooses to put his 

message across to a wide range of audiences and readers. Even so, during the 

'spiritual civilization' campaign of 1996, Wang Shuo became a target. The form this 

ban took was not a formal government document, just public criticism by an 

ideological leader representing the authorities. 316 Wang Shuo said: 'I've tried so 

carefully to avoid making them angry'. 317 This attitude shows that although Wang 

Shuo has this rebellious spirit, nevertheless, he has a strong desire to remain active in 

China, and aims to be a survivor. 

_ 
3_1,~ SheryL W!IPJ!I!I1, ~Th~ W__Qr_dJ~IQm _C~inli;sJ5,c;:ro~ac: ]'he Co111ml1nists Are Uncool', The New Yor.k 
rimes Book Review, I o Jan. 1993; p.3 -& p.23 
315 ibid. 
316 Interview with Chen Xiaoming ~DJE~, 20/7/2003 
317 Jamie James, 'Bad Boy', The New Yorker, April 2 I, I 997, p.53 
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Beijing Style 

'The Symposium on Beijing Style Literature' held in October 2000, attracted writers, 

critics and scholars. Writer Zhao Danian ~:k~ pointed out some characteristics of 

'Jingwei' J¥-l!t (Beijing Style) literature: using Beijing language to portray Beijing 

people and events; describing Beijing's environment and customs; exploring Beijing 

people's spe~ial qualities.318 

Wang Shuo's stories and language style are identified as 'jingwei' J¥-l!t (Beijing 

style) literature, and he is recognized as the outstanding Beijing style writer after Lao 

She~-%, one of the greatest writers in modem Chinese literary history. Wang Shuo's 

Beijing style language is a reflection of the language of the new generations growing 

up since the new socialist society of the 1950s. Wang Shuo has said he knows very 

little about old Beijing language.319 

Wang Shuo started using oral language in his earliest writing. 320 He emphasized he 

had learnt Beijing style language from Cao Xueqin's The Dream of the Red 

Chamber. 321 He thinks fiction should be written in the living language, allowing 

people to feel its life and touch it. Wang Shuo's language was less influenced than 

many writers by translated Western works, because of the importance of language to 

him, though he has acknowledged his debt to Joseph Heller. 

318 Li Jing *f¥, "Jingweir wenxue' zouxiang hefang' 'Jii:U.*JL)C~'./ErPJ1iiJ1J (In Which direction is 
. ,.'Beijing$tyleLiterl:lture:.Heading?);·Beijingribao~t.Jii:·EI1R (Beijing·Daily), -18/10/2000 -· -

319 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.61 
320 ibid., p.21 
321 Wang Shuo .IJIJl & Wang Tong ::Ell, 'Wang Shuo Online', Story Field, 2001, vol. 2, p.145 
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A further factor influencing the oral language style of Beijing writers is the fact that 

standard Chinese, Mandarin, is based on it. Writers from the South cannot write down 

their oral language in a nationally comprehensible way, hence they have to use 

standard written language. Wang Huazhi expresses this: 

'Since the Beijing dialect is relatively the closest to the national language, 
he (Wang Shuo) can write in his 'living language' without worrying about 
losing his national audience. Yet :qon-Beijing writers, especially southern 
writers, always have to struggle between writing in their living colloquial 
dialects and writing in the national language. In accessing a national 
readership, Wang Shuo can write in his 'first language' while non-Beijing 
writers have to write in their 'second language' .322 

A non-Beijing writer like Wang Anyi uses a written language which cannot reflect 

Shanghai local colloquial speech. Wang Shuo's language style takes advantage of the 

Beijing dialect to deliver vivid and entertaining living language. For example, in the 

story I Am Your Dad, Ma Linsheng thinks to himself: (the words underlined are 

Beijing dialect.) 

'JL-T-ii~i1~D$~t~o IRJ-.R~*B"J 1J\-¥$£~~1thB"Jr E, 1~1th~~~ 
t.& 7 , ~ ~~ 1~ li: t~ 1T np PI. Jt: ~1m t~ iJl B"J it if ~5U>t nM, ~IJ iJl 7 1-H tkl B 
mtxt:i:t1~71 71'PJL, 1~~ JL-TJJJtili:i!:tlli~~ 7 ~JL, ~lilli:iA, 1i~H~1thPo 
*MJJ]~JL-TB"Jl'Pt~/F ~ JJJt~®:lf'tJtA 7 .. 323 

The self-criticism and flattery of his son just like a small gentle hand 
around his chin, made him feel so extremely comfortable that he just 
wanted to snore. In fact, he had not yet spoken the words he wanted to 
say, he had just started speaking then felt so upset this diverted his 
attention, and then the son rapidly confessed, admitted everything, if he 
talked again about all the details of his son's unworthy conduct it seemed 
rather unforgiving. 

322 Wang Huazhi, Problematizing The Nation: The 'Wang Shuo Phenomenon' and Contemporary 
Chinese Culture, United States: UMI Company, 1999, p.l9 
323 Wang Shuo, I Am Your Dad, The Collected Works of Wang Shuo, vol. 4, p.l26 
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It is this combination of Beijing street language together with the ironical political 

language that made Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' style so witty and humorous. Li Donghui 

expressed views on the characteristics of Wang Shuo' s 'tiaokan', saying: 

'Wang Shuo's version of tiaokan has several important identifying 
characteristics, the combination of which has significant effects. It is 
written in the conversational style of Beijing commoners' street 
colloquial. It is 'cool', flippant, casual, indifferent and sarcastic, with a 
generous sRrinkling of parody, metaphor, exaggeration, . satire and 
profanity . .3 

4 

Creating a Popular Language 

Wang Shuo is not only recording Beijing colloquial language but also creating his 

own version of it. Such phrases as: 'I am hooligan, who I am afraid of?' ~~¥frtm~ 

·tEl it, 'No matter who it is' ~iiil, have passed into every day language. With Wang 

Shuo Chinese language passed from a means of communication to a definition of the 

self-image. 'Wang Shuoesque jeers' were emblazoned on people's cultural T-shirts,325 

including such iconic sentences as: 'I am annoyed, leave me alone.' (:J:.D"Utir ~I*J ~Ij :F! ~) 

'Burdened with a family' (1~%1i}IJ), 'Really Tired' (1t~), 'Should I stick with my 

office job or start up a street business' (~U~~_t:t}f:if~~!~JL). These became 

renowned Beijing slang. They were so popular and so sensitive in reflecting ordinary 

people's jaded state of mind that they caused the government to start worrying about 

the destabilising effect of the 'cultural T-shirt' business. This led to a total ban.326 

324 Li Donghui, The 'Phenomenon' of Wang Shuo: A Historico-Literary Consideration, PhD. 
Dissertation at the University of Wisconsin-MadE;~n,pJL __ ~ -~ ~---

0
_, ,- . - - - -- - -

-P5-cJing"Wang;HigWCiiltiiffiFev~r:'Poliik:S, 14esthetics, and Ideology in Deng's China, University of 
California, London, 1996. p.268. Also see Geremie Barme, In the Red, p.l53 
326 Geremie Barme, In the Red, pp.l45-178, Because of strict control and extreme sensitivity after the 
41

h June 1989 movement, the T-shirt designer and producer Kong Yongqing was arrested and 
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As a result of Wang Shuo's films, TV serials and newspapers reports about him, his 

'tiaokan' style took off and spawned a language revolution. Internet users show off 

their prowess saying: 'I am an Internet worm, who I am afraid of!' ft£1XXJ.!RJJUE!il. 

In the recent novel by Wei Hui, Shanghai Babe, this transforms into the sentence 'I 

am a babe (also means treasure) who I am afraid of!' ft ~ 'i: JJ! ft ·tEl it. This has 

become popularly used by young girls as an expression of confidence in their youth 

and beauty, and a determination to do what they want. 

Wang Shuo's language becomes popular very quickly and spreads to every field. The 

title of his latest story It Looks Beautiful fg _t -td~~. published in 1999, has become 

a popular phrase to comment on things, such as the current economic situation. It is 

even widely quoted by academic articles: a search on the website of Chinese 

Academic Journals Network (CNKI) '=FIE ~~~(~l:JHIJ IXXJ, reveals nearly two hundred 

articles which use the phrase 'Kan shang qu hen mei' fg _t -*1~~. 

This popularization is not without its shortcomings. Many who criticize Wang Shuo's 

articles and books imitate his 'tiaokan' language, including: Wo shi liumang wo pa 

shui ft~~"ft:@ft·tE!il (I am Hooligan, Who I am afraid of), Kankan Wang Shuo 1Jit1JIL 

.X~)j (Chatting About Wang Shuo). These books, published in the early 1990s, are 

more like lampoons of Wang Shuo rather than academic criticism.327 People have not 

managed to use Wang Shuo language style successfully in their academic criticism; 

interrogated by the authorities; after discovering that there was no political motivati_oo,Jhe goyemmenL_ 
ordered him-ancfhifgrouptoceaseprmtmg-'siogans'-~bnT~-shirts.~H~~as-fi~-~d~r;d releas~d. - -· - --· -
327 Xiao Sheng B~Fi. Wo shi /iumang wo pa shui ~Jl!:WJ~~·tt!it (I Am a Hooligan, Who Am I 
Afraid of?), Hunan: Shu hai chubanshe, I 993; Zhang Yi *~Ji" (ed.), Kankan Wang Shuo fJit ffrLJJ'9i 
(Talking About Wang Shuo), Beijing: Huaxia chubanshe, 1993 
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however some still keep trying, such as the critical work Critical Papers on Ten 

Writers +11:%ftt*iJ-=j=5 published in 1999.328 The critical article on Wang Shuo is a 

pastiche of Wang Shuo's own style in its unsuccessful use of the 'tiaokan' style, with 

little academic value. 

The spilling over of Wang Shuo's language style has given it a kind of linguistic 

hegemony. Many young writers have followed in Wang Shuo's footsteps, using 

Beijing dialect to write in. These include Ding Tian T X, Shi Kang ;r5 1ft and Ai Dan 

)tft, and thousands of internet writers have fallen under Wang Shuo's shadow.329 

Endless imitation and repetition have made people bored with this language style. 

Even Wang Shuo's stories seem repetitious, and since his break from writing, the 

latest story, It Looks Beautiful, has abandoned the 'tiaokan' style. 

The critic Wang Yichuan commented on the problem of imitation and repetition of the 

'tiaokan' style, saying: 

' ...... it has lost its original rationale. At the same time, when he (Wang 
Shuo) gets into self-reproduction and a lack of creativity in the 'tiaokan' 
language, the charm of this kind of language easily disappears. ' 330 

Wang Shuo's language style has a powerful effect in demythologizing the old 

political ideology of society, but it lacks the ability to influence life in the 1990s. 'It is 

also inevitable that Wang Shuo's language fairytale would draw to an end in the mid-

328 Zhu Dake *:kPJ & Wu Xuan ~;It & Xu Jiang f*¥I & Qin Bazi * E T (et. al), Shi zuojia 
pipanshu +1t~Hit*IJ~ (Critical Papers on Ten Writers), Xi'an: Shaanxi Shifan Daxue chubanshe, 
1999 0 --

329~Ning_CI}ishen 'T.PJ:H!'Il,-Youzhong-niya-biepao 1f~H~Y~~£!if'"(Doll'tR.un if Y-o~';e Got any Guts), 
· Beijing: Zhishi chubanshe, 2001, p.1 0 

330 Wang Yichuan ::E- )II, 'The End of the Language Fairytale', Stut:o/ and Exploration, 1999, vol.3, 
pp.l11-116 
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1990s.'331 Although the fairytale came to an end, versions of his 'tiaokan' language 

are still very popular on TV, and in films and newspapers. 

Stereotyped Characters 

Wang Shuo' s language achievements are greater than his portrayal of characters in his 

stories. Wang Shuo mainly uses the first person male narrator in his stories. He, as the 

protagonist, can more directly portray himself and other people. However, he 

abandons the possibility of observing the protagonist's behaviour.332 In Wang Shuo's 

'tiaokan' stories, the characters are always a group of scarcely distinguishable young 

urban people. They have almost same way of talking, their behaviour is basically 

same; their only difference is their names. Such are the characters Fang Yan, Yu 

Guan, Ma Qing and Yang Zhong in The Operators, An Attitude and You Are Not An 

Ordinary Man. Their behaviour and language could be exchanged with each other. 

These characters are repetitive, and lack distinguishing features. 333 There are no 

characteristics that change in the course of the work; there is no inner world or 

psychological or even physiological description. The characters are just dialogues. 

The plots too develop with little reason or explanation. 

The critic Zhao Ning has criticized the characters in Wang Shuo's stories for all 

having the same faces, all looking like the protagonist, just like a group of clones of 

Wang Shuo himself.334 Female characters in his stories almost all have sad sexual 

331 ibid. 
332 Zhang Dexiang *il@;t.f:, 'After the Focus Moves Down-Perspectives em ',Va11g Sh!:J~ 's_ 1:-i!~@fY 
C.gncepts~,Reviewoj:Contemporary,Writersrl993;vot3; pp.58=65-- - ··- -
333 Lei Da ~~.'On the Wang Shuo Phenomenon', Writer, !989, vol. 3, pp.73-77 
334 Zhao Ning ~{i, 'Wang Shuo bushi dashu, Wang Shuo shi chentu' x9lJF1'~::k?:J-, x9lJJ:li!::£.::L: 
(Wang Shuo Is Not A Big Tree, He Is Dust), Beijing Jishi :It*~$ (Beijing Events), 17/09/200 I, p.2 
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experiences, and act as ornaments decorating the lives of men. Such are Li Jiangyun 

and Liu Yan in Playing for Thrills and Li Bailing in Rubber Man. Wang Shuo's 

stories are all male-centred stories, with male protagonists telling stories about young 

urban males. 

Serious or Popular Literature? 

Most of Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' stories are stories of the ridiculous, characteristically 

based on humour, such as The Operators, Nothing Serious, Please Don't Call Me A 

Human, and so on. The characters are mainly 'playboys', and the stories satirize 

serious, 'killjoy' -type issues like literature, intellectuals and political ideology. It is 

this lampooning of exalted subjects, taking down a peg or two people who treat 

themselves very seriously, that makes the stories so effective. Joseph Lau comments: 

'The Wang Shuo phenomenon translates into a paradox: the more his 
writing is dismissed as trivial by the Party 'killJoys', the more relevant it 
appears to the 'playboys' among his audience. '3 5 

The pursuit of serious issues in Wang Shuo's stories is not an obstacle to entertaining 

people and having a good market response, which are an excellent combination. 

Geremie Barrne is interested in this aspect of Wang Shuo, he says: 

'Looking beyond the superficial humour and limited political 
subversiveness of Wang's stories, as well as the more simplistic and 
obvious issues of youth alienation and emotional confusion, I have tried to 
identify persistent elements of popular cultural myth and demonstrate how 
they are refracted in the work of one of China's most versatile 

. ,336 contemporary wrtters. 

335 Joseph S.M. Lau, 'China Deconstructs: the Emergence of Counter-Traditions in Recent Chinese 
Writing', The Stockholm Journal of East Asian Studies, 1994, vol. 5, pp.25-35 
336 Geremie Barme, In The Red, p.95 
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Wang Shuo writes about perennially popular themes, such as attitudes to sex, women, 

money, love and marriage, expressed in an ironic and entertaining way. These attract 

many readers because these issues are what they are interested in and part of their 

daily lives. In the story Playing for Thrills, the use of the detective story theme, 

involving a murder case is an example of his use of topics which accord with the 

popular taste of consumers. The characters take a game-playing attitude towards 

almost every topic that the rest of society regards as serious. This irreverent 

competitive angle certainly makes Wang Shuo's fiction more amusmg than the 

earnest morality stories or root-seeking literature that preceded them. 

Benjamin L. Liebman thinks the main differences between Wang Shuo and other 

young writers is that Wang Shuo's experiment takes place in popular literature. 337 

Wang Shuo himself explained that the popular elements (sex, women, money, etc.) in 

his stories are not there because he wanted to include them to attract the attention of 

readers, but because life had changed and it includes these elements.338 

Apart from these popular elements, there is still strong social and political satire in 

Wang Shuo's stories which has caused them to be recognised as serious literary 

works. Wang Shuo satirized writers and the literary world in the story Nothing 

Serious. He wants to be different from them, to be popular in the sense of being 

known by ordinary people. He says: 

'I am not concerned if people praise me or attack me; I do not write for 
literary critics. If somebody who sells clothes on the street knows my 

337 Benjamin L. Liebman, edited & translated by Dong Zhilin :I'.Z.I#-, 'Authority and Wang Shuo's 
Stories' Language', Review of Contemporary Writer, vol. 3, 1993, p.74. 
338 Wang Shuo, 'My Stories', People's Literature, 1989, vol. 3, p.l 08 
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name, I will be very happy. If people watch my films and laugh, I will be 
very pleased. ' 339 

Nevertheless the intention of being a popular writer who has popular elements in his 

stories and films does not mean Wang Shuo does not intend to produce works with 

serious meaning. Although Wang Shuo announced that his works do not have any 

other purpose than to entertain, however they themselves have negated this statement, 

and expressed serious views on contemporary Beijing.34° For example, in the novel 

Please Don't Call Me Human people were forced to move out and their traditional 

Beijing courtyard homes (siheyuan IZ9~~Jt) were destroyed without any concern for 

the wishes of the people who lived there, or for protecting traditional architecture and 

culture. 

But the serious elements of Wang Shuo's stories are all overlain by the superficial 

elements: the entertaining language style and urban young people's fearless pleasure-

seeking and money-making lifestyles. If readers cannot understand the deep meaning 

of Wang Shuo 's stories, he at least wants them to smile. 341 

In the Introduction to the latest story, It Looks Beautiful, Wang Shuo makes a point of 

announcing it is pure fabrication. 342 This claim to fictionalize is a rejection of 

functionality, the traditional role of literature, and an affirmation of the value of 

entertainment. Popular stories have often had very low artistic standards: they have 

been repetitive and stereotyped works, unworthy of the attentions of intellectuals and 

critics. Wang Shuo's stories have strong popular elements but retain high artistic and 

professional standards. His stories and the attitudes towards the world manifested in 

339 Benjamin L. Liebman, edited & translated by [)ong Zhii_Ln_ IZ.!#, ~Authority and the Language of-
" :Wang-sliuo•s-stoiies'~ReViewo/Conlemparary-w;iters,"vol: 3, 1993, p.74 

340 ibid. 
341 Wang Shuo, 'My Stories', People's Literature, I 989, vol. 3, p.I08 
342 Wang Shuo, It Looks Beautiful, Introduction, p.8 
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them are very controversial. This has caused critics to have divergent opinions on his 

works, 343 leading to national discussions and arguments. The debate on whether 

writers should pursue serious literature or popular literature divided intellectuals, but 

in the process of this debate commercial culture overwhelmed society. 

c 
343 Zh~~g--Yl~~ *~Wl-ftt-&Liu Xinwu ){JU,•Jlt, 'Jiushi niandai wentan de fansi yu huigu' 1L +~1~)( 
±i 1¥1 .& .'!~§I l@j (Reflections on and Reviews of the I 990s Literary World), Xinhua wenzhai iT~)( 

1$j (New China Abstract), I 996, vol. 7, pp. I 10- I I 5 
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Chapter III 

Wang Shuo and Contemporary Chinese Films and Popular 

TV Serials 

I. Wang Shoo and Contemporary Chinese Films 

Wang Shuo's films were released between 1986 and 2002; at least a dozen Wang 

Shuo films, and many more films imitating Wang Shuo, have been made. In the film 

world, Wang Shuo has been the writer most involved with the trend to produce the 

type of commercial films that now dominate the market. 

Background to the Chinese F'ilm Industry 

China first began making films in 1905, and went through a commercial film period 

and a Left Wing film period in the 1930s. During the Maoist years between 1949 and 

1976, films, as one of the main ideological tools in China, were strictly controlled by 

the authorities. Film-making was very obviously concerned with the task of education 

and propaganda in accordance with the spirit of Mao Zedong's talks in Yan'an.344 

One type of film concentrated on the class struggle and revolutionary struggle, such as 

the film Bai mao nii S .=£ -!;r, (The Girl with White Hair, 1950), exposing and 

criticising the exploitation of peasants by landlords. A second type of film reflected 

the theme of civil war; an example is the typical war film Nan zheng bei zhan T¥HiUt 

~, ~Fjg!!yng t4e_ War in_the North-and-South,--1952), which"glorified tlre role -ofthe-

344 Mao Zedong (or Mao Tse-Tung) .=§ i$ *· 'Talks At The Yenan Forum on Literature and Art', 
Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung, vol. 3, pp.69-98 
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PLA (People's Liberation Army) generals and soldiers during the war with the KMT 

forces. A third type of film portrayed wartime heroes; an example is the film Dong 

Cunrui iiirffiffi (1955), about a hero in the civil war. 

During the Cultural Revolution, the film world was also a political battlefield, and the 

film industry was seriously damaged. From 1966 to 1973, film production was 

stopped completely throughout the country, and no feature films at all were made 

during those seven years. 345 The only films made during that time were of the 

'revolutionary model performance works' .!¥ -ifptf:tJZXI(; (geming yangban xi), which 

were just recorded directly from the stage. In 1973, the central government ordered 

the resumption of feature film production. Between 1973 and 1976, 76 films were 

made, most of which were based on 'theme first' .± ~ 5t 1T (zhuti xianxing) 

formulism and were propaganda films. 

Between 1949 and 1976, China made 633 films, an average of fewer than 24 films a 

year. Between 1977 and 1987, 11 02 films were made, an average of more than 11 0 

films a year.346 After the beginning of the 1980s, most of the films were made from 

'Scar Literature' (Shanghen wenxue 1Efi~Jt~) and 'Introspection Literature' (Fansi 

wenxue & ,~,X~); these were called 'Scar Films' and 'Introspection Films' 

respectively, and reflected people's sufferings as a result of the constant succession of 

political movements. Films in this period illustrated the themes of 'wanting the 

motherland to become rich and civilised quickly; elimination of the Leftist line and 

345cPeng Jixiang tJ ~~ ( ed:); YingshiJianshang ;IJtH!I\'~ 1Jt· (The Appreciation· 6f Filfu''irndTV), p:l88 
346 Sun Qinhua J!H.X~, 'Zhongguo xiandai dianying liuxiang tance' r:f 00f.m1~1t!.~mtjt}:l*iYW (Survey 
of Trends in Chinese Modem Film), Huang Shixian ~.i\:3'15 (ed.), Dianying dianshi zouxiang ershiyi 

shiji ~~ lt!.tJ4\)E jtJ 21 tl!:~ (Film and TV Toward the 21st Century), pp.3-15 
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the remnants of feudalism and not repeating the mistakes of history . .347 These films 

widely influenced society in terms of the trend towards cultural introspection. 

In 1983, the film Yi ge he ba ge -1-.fD)\ 1- (One and Eight), directed by Zhang 

Junzhao * ~ $1j was the first film made by the emerging fifth generation film 

directors, and was followed by many other films, such as Huang tudi J!il ±:!:ill (Yellow 

Earth), directed by Chen Kaige in 1984, 348 and Hong Gaoliang IT ;@j ~ (Red 

Sorghum), directed by Zhang Yirnou in 1987.349 The fifth generation film directors, 

like the fourth generation directors, 350 had a deeply held consciousness of the 

suffering of the people and a feeling of social responsibility. They followed the 'root-

seeking' agenda in the literary field, and reflected the 'culture fever' of that time. 

Their films criticised the old ethical code, and followed their personal artistic pursuits 

and characteristics; an example is Zhang Yimou's film Da hong denglong gaogao gua 

](t_rtJ~r'i"lJ[@jft (Raise up the Red Lantern, 1991). This is an artistic film which is 

considered to have captured a spirit of rebellion towards decadent society. The fifth 

generation art films are intellectual films and have won awards at the major 

international film festivals. However they were unable to attract large enough 

audiences of ordinary people to make them successful in the Chinese market; this was 

347 Ma Debo E!JYD.\V_Ji:, 'Ying yun huan liu' ~€J.f¥m: (The Fortunes ofthe Film Industry Go Round in a 
Circle), Zhongguo Dianyingjia Xiehui Dianyingshi Yanjiubu J:j=l 00 Et~*~~lt!~ j:.fi]f~Jl;$ (Chinese 

Film Artists Association Film History Research Department) ( ed. ), Lis hi yu xianzhuang JJj .'£ EjlJll:tf\ 
(History and the Current Situation), pp.l-32 
348 Chen Kaige ~-*lWUIX was born in Beijing in 1953, his father was a film director at the Beijing Film 
Factory. He grew up during the Cultural Revolution, went to work in the countryside in Yunnan 
province, and he went back to Beijing in 1976. He graduated from the Beijing Film Institute in 1982. In 
1985, his film Yellow Earth made him famous in international film circles, and his film Farewell My 
Concubine won the best film award at Cannes in 1993. 
349 Zhang Yimou ~~~1¥ was born in Xi'an on 14th November 1951. He graduated from the Beijing 
Film Institute in 1982. He was originaiiy a photographer. He is classified as a member of 5 1hgellS!r~tiof1_ 

.. Ailm:directors;,his films·include•RedSoi'ghum;RaiSe'tli~Rea1:amern;·th(/SiofYo/Qiu./U,"to Live, etc. ~. 
350 Xie Jin itH-lllf is one of the 41h generation film directors, his films include Furong zhen ~lfU{(A 
Small Town Called Hibiscus), Mumaren !&Ib.A. (Herdsman), Zuihou de guizu :liJ§I¥1~1i~ (The Last 
Nobles). 
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essential for resolving the financial crisis in the film industry. The film industry has 

had to explore a new road in order to survive and develop. 

Entertainment Films 

The development of entertainment films encountered many difficulties. The people 

who made these films were in constant danger of being criticised politically. From 

1980 onwards, a number of popular entertainment films emerged in China, such as the 

film Shenmi de dafo t$~111¥Jf:1Jt (Mysterious Buddha, 1980) and Shao/in si d>;ft~ 

(Shaolin Temple, 1982). However, the authorities and the critics did not appreciate 

these films. Zhang Huaxun 5·1-U-~ !JVJ, the director of the film Mysterious Buddha, was 

criticised for making a film 'dripping with blood' lfn. m ¥#, that involved crude 

fighting scenes, and pandered to the poor taste of the audience, and for pursuing box 

office success. He made another entertainment film called Wulin zhi tf\;ft~ (The 

Chronicles of the Martial Fraternity, 1983 ), which was not allowed to be advertised 

publicly. Zhang Huaxun was frustrated and decided to give up making entertainment 

films. 351 

Following the development of the commercial economy, China was changing from a 

planned economy to a market economy, and all the film factories started to assume 

independent responsibility for their profits and losses. Under this policy, film studios 

would only make films from which they could expect to make a profit. From the mid-

· - -
351

• ChenMo M;'~, 'xh1sillqr<hanylng ch~~~gzu~ ~yu ~-hi chang guannian' fJi rr-J M 1'1! ~ €u 1t !ij rtJ:I:m ~ ~ 
(New Era Film Creation and Market Concepts), Dangdai dianying 31-t~~ (Contemporary Film), 
1998, vol. 6, pp.l9-25, also see Ni Zhen f)G~, Gaige yu zhongguo dianying ~~!ij r:p 00 ~~(Reform 
and Chinese Film), p.l61 
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1980s, the film industry was facing a cns1s, and from 1984 to 1985, audiences 

slumped to 5.2 billion (person visits) per year/52 so the film economy experienced a 

serious downturn. This situation continued into 1986, with audience numbers 

continually dropping. A large number of cinemas became used for other businesses, 

such as dance halls or for showing videos, etc. Several big film studios, such as the 

Beijing Film Studios and the Changchun Film Studios, made losses every year and so 

were in debt, and unable pay staff salaries. In order to make a living, film studios had 

to make popular films, including martial arts films, detective films and action films. 

Therefore a large number of poor quality and low standard films flooded the market. 

The audiences were put off by these films, so the film industry lost even more 

audience, and this became a vicious circle. The film world was facing serious 

problems in other aspects, such as a backward ideology, and a lack of understanding 

of modern film theory, etc. In the 1980s, Western contemporary film theories were 

introduced into China, and film makers tried to make avant-garde films and 

experimental films which few people could understand, and which made the market 

situation even worse. 

Economic problems became the biggest headache for the film world. Some 

entertainment films were clearly welcomed by audiences, and they were often 

represented in the top ten films with regard to number of copies sold and box office 

income.353 Such films w~re Zhang Huaxun's Mysterious Buddha and Zhou Xiaowen's 

)1!fJ Bit)( Zuihou de fengkuang lit§ B"J~ff (The Final Madness, 1987). The time came 

35~Huang.$hixian 1i.J:\3'f,:Zhongguo_yingtan:_wf:nhu_a z_hua)1xing,_yu_yishu. shengji' t:p ~ ~~: )(1{. 

~~~~;f:~tl. (The Chinese Film World: Cultural Transition and Artistic Life), Lishi yu xianzhuang 
JJj ,'£~J.W.:tf\ (History and the Current Situation), pp.269-281 
353 Chen Mo ~*lit 'New Era Film Creation and Market Concepts', Contemporary Film, 1998, vol. 6, 
pp.l9-25 
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when the authorities and the critics could no longer block or ignore entertainment 

films. 

From 1987, there was a major discussion about entertainment films in the magazine 

Contemporary Film (Dangdai dianying), in the column 'Dialogue: Entertainment 

Films'. Film-makers, official leaders and critics took part in the discussions. During 

these discussions, the idea that entertainment films should form the major part of the 

film industry was raised; and questions about how art films could be combined with 

entertainment films were discussed. The discussions also addressed criticisms of poor 

quality, vulgar and badly made films; and worries that the 'film industry would be led 

astray' were voiced.354 As a result of these discussions, there were new developments, 

leading entertainment films to a new peak in 1988. 

It was difficult for entertainment films to avoid criticisms, for pandering to people's 

poor taste, for being made in a rough and slipshod way, etc. When the new type of 

entertainment films appeared, they were more refined in terms of their content, which 

dealt mainly with the lives of ordinary young people. An example was the film 

Yaogun qingnian 1fE ~ w if. (Rock and Roll Youth, 1987) directed by Tian 

Zhuangzhuang liP/±)/±, and Wang Shuo's four films of 1988, which all appeared as 

part of this new tide of entertainment films. Since then, the Chinese film industry has 

returned to the track of commercial films after leaving it several decades earlier. 

354 Cai Shiyong ~Yffi~. 'Yulepian'-xinchao dianying de ling yi fu miankong ·~~;)\ )=\·•-iFJfiVJJ rt!.~fi<J 
~ -Vlli"mFJL, 'Entertainment Films-Another Face of the Film New Wave', Wenyi lilun yu piping X~ 

:£111~~:tltW (Theory and Criticism of Literature and Art), 1996, vol. 4, pp.55-63 
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Making Wang Shoo's Early Films 

While martial arts films, detective films and action films were flooding the market, 

Wang Shuo's stories about modern urban young people's lives during the reform 

period appeared relatively fresh, with vivid dialogues and clearly described changing 

scenes, which exactly filled the need for a new type of entertainment film, appreciated 

and adopted by young film directors. It is surprising to find that more than eight of 

Wang Shuo' s stories were designated to be made into films at almost the same 

time.355 Wang Shuo's stories were treated as a new resource by the film world to fulfil 

their urgent needs. In the end, four films were made from Wang Shuo's stories in 

1988,356 which has been called the 'Wang Shuo year' J::9iJl~ in the Chinese film 

world. Wang Shuo's films contain no signs of resisting the current political system or 

strongly ironic comments on, or criticisms of, political issues, having purely 

entertainment and commercial value. 

Wang Shuo's films encountered certain difficulties in making, as in the case of 

Samsara. The fifth generation film director Huang Jianxin jit~fijf had shown his 

appreciation of the work: 'I like the story's novel angle of observing life and its 

honest expression of feelings. '357 Wang Shuo was invited to the Xi'an Film Studios to 

write the script, which was finished in March 1986. However, because two other films 

made by Xi'an Film Studios had encountered political difficulties, the leaders of the 

film studios thought that although the script was good, under the circumstances they 

could not agree to begin making the film. In 1987, the Xi' an Film studios agreed that 

355 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.66 
356 See Chapter I 
357 Huang Jianxin jit~i}f, 'Lunhui' zaji' <~@]>~ic (About Samsara), Qingchun wuhui wlf=xtiU 
(A Youth ofNo Regret), p.372 (ft:g=~/J\15~J~~A1:1Y-Jilfti)-fO'tfi~~Hi!Y-JJI;.tJJ) 
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Huang Jianxin could begin preparations, but before they started shooting, he was told 

to stop again because of the economic situation. Then the Beijing film director Xie Fei 

iii"~ went to Xi'an and read the script, thought it was good, and talked to the leaders 

of the film studios. Shooting for Samsara finally started in May 1988.358 

Another fifth generation film director, Xia Gang ][JX]IJ, insisted that 'urban films' were 

different from the rural films of Zhang Yimou and Chen Kaige, and emphasised his 

feelings about urban people's emotions: 

'I like to re-experience these emotions every time I create a work, I am 
moved by these emotions, puzzled by these emotions and attracted by 
these emotions. ' 359 

Xia Gang chose to make the Wang Shuo film Half Seawater and Half Fire (1988) as 

his first-ever film. 

In December 1988, the Chinese Film Art Research Centre and the film magazine 

Contemporary Film held a 'Chinese Contemporary Entertainment Film Symposium', 

which pushed for the development of the entertainment film. Deputy minister of the 

TV and Broadcasting Department, Chen Haosu ~];~~. expressed his views on the 

three functions of film: 

'The entertainment function is the original source, it is the foundation, 
while the artistic and educational functions are extensions, 
developments ... resuming the original source of film art, which is respect 
for the characteristics of film as the foundation of people's 
entertainment. ..... we should put the entertainment function in prime 

358 Chai Xiaofeng ~~l*, Ji Min tC.Jt\ & LU Xiaoming § H]t flA (eds.) Huang Jianxin-Nianqing de 
yanjing ~~gi]f-if:$.£A<.JU~I!ij' (Huang Jianxin-Young Eyes), pp.24-25. 
359 Wang Qun .X:1Jf, 'Miandui xiandai wenming de sikao----Xinshiqi dushi dianying chuangzuo tantao' 

- c· ~oo~JJII.{~JtllAA<.J J~.~::::c:iflt-J· M=mim lt!~~'Joff1*i~ (T~e~ffii'nking'Faci-ng .M;<kr;,+cl~illsatk;~-- -
Discussion ofNew Era Urban Film Making), Dangdai dianying ~1~~~ (Contemporary Film), 1999, 
vol.5, pp.74-79 (iltWx.Xt£4iJ:-{j\~tH1= r:pm:Wf{.t;:~jjs: ®tJ!I/®, llt~tJ~.®ti!f~fYT!®l9J, -!E.~tJ~.®·tJ!I/® 
fJT03~, ~~tJ~.®tJ!I~fJTP}iiJJ.) 
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position in films ...... advocating that artists should set up a concept of 
'entertainment life''. 360 

The call to emancipate people's minds and the new flexible policies meant that Wang 

Shuo's films coincided with a positive trend in entertainment film making, and that 

they were encouraged by the authorities. 

Wang Shuo's Film The Operators 

The film The Operators lil± was the best in terms of its interpretation of the original 

meaning and spirit of Wang's book; the film retains his sense of the ridiculous and his 

mocking style under the direction of Mi Jiashan ** W. Wang Slmo himself was the 

editor of The Operators. It is 'the film version of Wang Shuo' (ft~JUZI¥J.J:::9i)j).361 

The characters in the story are real people living real live, and some Beijing scenes 

are included in the film, such as the International Exhibition Centre, the Great Wall 

Hotel, etc. The story in the film is almost the same as in the book. The principal style 

of language is absurdist and many sentences remain the same as in the book. The film 

has a relaxed, light comedy atmosphere. The story has a ridiculous ending in the film: 

the 'Three T' company is forced to close down, but a long queue in front of the 

company's gate shows that many people are facing difficulties in life and all need the 

'Three T' company's help. The film version extended the element of farce in the 

original story to create an even more introspective effect. 

360 Ma Debo -!=bt\ii~, 'Ying yun huan Iiu' ~iEJ.fVit (The Fortunes of the Film Industry Go Round in a 

Circle), Lis hi yu xianzhuang JJJ ~ -!=Jl.W.:JJ\ (History and the Current Situation), pp.l-32 
361 Dai Jinhua, Wu zhongfengjing ~r:p JX\.J: (Scenes in the Fog), p.206 
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The film director Mi Jiashan applauded the young people m Wang Shuo's The 

Operators: 

'I am not sure I can live completely like the Operators, however I worship 
their spirit of rebelling against tradition: seen, for example, in their 
philosophical attitude to life. ' 362 

The film appears to have nothing to do with politics, except in the fashion show scene 

before the fake writer's award ceremony, which is developed in more detail than in 

the original story. The fashion show starts with two 'acrobatic clown' (lit B.) 

comedians from a Peking Opera getting on the stage. They fight each other, holding 

on to each other and rolling like a ball up and down; then models appear wearing 

modem clothes and walk along the T -shaped stage; then young people appear wearing 

1920s and 1930s clothes and throw propaganda sheets into the air, representing the 

revolutionary young people, and they cali for people to wake up and fight the 

Japanese and KMT regimes. Red Guards hold a 'red treasure book' (IT.3I: -i=S),363 and 

wave their hats and leather belts; a Red Guard raises her hand, shouting at the figure 

with a white face who is wearing a Peking Opera costume/64 while the emperor from 

the Peking Opera is followed by Red Guards trying to beat him up. This shows Red 

Guards using armed force to destroy both people's lives and traditional culture during 

the Cultural Revolution. The old landlord and his young wife shout at a peasant, and 

the peasant shouts back at them, showing the class struggle between landlord and 

peasant; CCP soldiers point their rifles at KMT military officers who hold handguns 

in their hands. A traffic policeman directs the traffic; an old traditional-looking man 

holds a teapot in one hand and a fan in the other, pointing critically at modem young 

362 Haima Yingshj~hll!ll!g:z:uo Zh~ngJ5inJ~.§J ~f!~€,Ht~ 'L"( ed.), AYouth.ofNo·Regret;·p312~ (f.lt;lt-
. :r-~~5t~~;j3i i'~~ Jf it!~ ~Jiii:Jl~f¥ -t: ~ m. 1EJ. .ftxt ftMfJ & !li f~tJc 1'8 ~ 1' :Pfl:itx.m£8 ~ m ~ 1.t 1~ rtJ 
tt.) 
363 The 'Red treasure book' is Mao Zedong's 't~* 'little red book' of quotations. 
364 White facial make-up indicates a treacherous court official in Peking Opera. 
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people and female bodybuilders in bikinis; this shows how decadent traditional 

morality cannot stand up to new modem lifestyles. Young boys appear doing a break

dance (ii m ~ ), a culture that was very fashionable in China in the 1980s, and 

representing the appreciation of America. This montage represents what the Chinese 

people have experienced since the beginning of the 201
h century; the scene mixes 

political, historical and social phenomena together, accompanied by gentle and 

melancholy music. 

And then, after this montage, disco music begins with a light and fast rhythm, and 

everybody on the stage is dancing together: the peasant is dancing with the landlord, 

indicating that the conflict between peasant and landlord has disappeared, since 

landlords do not exist any more in China; the Red Guards are dancing with the people 

in Peking Opera costumes, the Cultural Revolution has been stopped, the young 

people do not fight any more; the old traditional-looking man seems to have a heart 

attack and almost falls to the floor, and is held and helped by other people to take 

heart medicine, suggesting that the old traditional moral standards are not suitable for 

modem life; all the military personnel from both CCP and KMT sides put their heads 

together, appearing to reach an agreement, four people are laughing and shaking 

hands, then they are dancing hand in hand around the traffic policeman, which reveals 

that the years of battle between the CCP and the KMT have ended, China and Taiwan 

start to talk peacefully, acting like friends when they meet, which shows that the 

political conflict has ended. All the wars, class struggles and political movements are 

over, people dance happily to an English pop song. Western culture and Western 

-,values-are- -now- influencing people: -not-only have people's clothes changed

dramatically but also the way in which people feel about life has changed; colourful 
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fashionable designer clothes have replaced the uniforms associated with each class 

(peasant, landlord), military forces (soldiers' CCP uniforms and military officers' 

KMT uniforms), the traffic policeman' uniform, the Red Guards' clothes which 

imitate military uniforms, the young revolutionary people's gowns, etc. The film 

cleverly employs this method to allow people to represent particular figures in the 

history ofthe 20th century. 

It is thus a highly symbolic fashion stage, which shows the ups and downs of modern 

history; it is a historical and political stage, and it is also a stage for lives of the 

people. The historical and political situations have changed dramatically, the fights, 

the struggles and the hatred have all disappeared, a transformation of the official 

propaganda of the past, leaving ideology in confusion. The fashion show demonstrates 

this phenomenon visually in a very short time in an extremely effective way. It is a 

unique and highly successful effect on the part of the film director. 

The film demonstrates an ironic attitude towards intellectuals, just as the original story 

does. This appears for example in the mockery directed at the hypocritical morality 

professor Zhao Yaoshun, who represents rigid official ideology, educating young 

people to conform to the official system of values and morality, while young people 

just make jokes about him.365 The film satirises the traditional language of ideology, 

for instance, when Zhao Yaoshun advises young people to read more books: 

~~365~Whe.rLtheJhree~young,people see,zhao Yaoshun standing in the'streetstaring at a·yotmg-girl · 
walking by, they play a joke on him, by telling him that they have made a date for him to meet a young 
girl. Zhao Yaoshun believes them and goes to the Great Wall Hotel to see the girl. Zhao is a married 
man and he talks about morals to young people all the time, so this plot is an attempt to reveal Zhao's 
hypocrisy. 
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'A book is a magic remedy which will solve all your problems ..... .If you 
do not like reading books, you can make more friends; knowledgeable 
friends can certainly benefit people. ' 366 

This kind of cliched propaganda puts off young people. In the film the strong conflicts 

of emotion in the book produced by official ideology are tempered by the pleasant 

moving pictures of the entertaining film. The sharp criticisms implicit in Wang Shuo's 

book are covered up or diluted in the film. This is how Wang Shuo films were able to 

pass the strict censorship system. 

The Debate about Wang Shuo Films 

Wang Shuo's stories suited the aims of the film directors. The protagonists in his 

stories are ordinary people, not heroes or villains. They speak in a humorous way, and 

the plot is developed in a very clear manner with scenes which are easy to visualise. 

Wang Shuo's films reflect the rebellious spirit characteristic of young people. The 

young people in the films, such as Shi Yi (in Samsara), Zhang Ming (in Half 

Seawater Half Fire), and Yu Guan (in The Operators), take a cynical attitude to life. 

They have no formal job and it is difficult for them to find a position in society; they 

resist orthodox concepts; they have a conflict mentality with regard to society. In the 

films Samsara and A Big Breath, the main protagonists both choose to give up their 

lives at the end of the films, an example of Wang Shuo's films going a step further 

than his books. The directors of these films wanted to portray these young people as 

having come to the conclusion that their empty lives are meaningless, and 

366 From the film The Operators. (~Jj!j'f!j~~Ji1WI¥J~:Pl-:WY~ ... /f'ifi:S;?ft$3(JL1-fffi~, 9irfi.f~(-JWI¥J 
M~J!~H$PJ~f!A~~41:~) 
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demonstrate their anti-social attitude and their opposition to society's values with a 

tragic ending. 

One criticism is that these characters 'adopt the attitude of playing at life', and that the 

films do not reflect the truth about the lives of these characters. It has also been 

suggested that some film-makers come close to the attitude of the 'operators' (Ji]l.±.), 

and fail to overcome this mentality.367 However, the critic Chen Xiaoming thinks that 

.the young people in Wang Shuo's films are the rebels and challengers to modern life, 

that they have wild dreams of a commercial society and are full of an original life 

force. 368 

The Chinese Film Critics' Association, the Chinese Film News and Film Art held a 

'Symposium on Wang Shuo's Films' in March 1989 to discuss Wang Shuo's four 

films. There were two principal opinions. Some people criticised the films for having 

a negative attitude towards the characters, content and meaning. They thought that 

some of the characters were morally degenerate and rather disgraceful, and that the 

films did not have any educational significance, and were therefore low-level films of 

poor quality in terms of ideology and cultural characteristics. By contrast, other 

people thought that Wang Shuo's films were refined, and had moral and educational 

significance. In their opinion, these films use a 'tiaokan' attitude to reveal meaning of 

367 Ming Qi 11%~, 'Zhong shuo fenyun 'Wang Shuo re" AiJg)Hi '_I~)]~' (Various Opinions on the 
'Wang Shuo Craze'), Zuopinyu zh~~gl11fag11= ~~~ll$(Wpr)<_s_and.I)ebates)Fl989,-vol. 9;cpp,79-80 ~ 

-.·
368Clleil xfaon1ing ~*lllfaJr, ''va ;enliu~:\v~~g shuo de .shengming chongli' i1Ex1t: :t~JIB<J1::1fufll 
}J (Subculture: Wang Shuo's Impulsive Life Force), Qingchun wuhui: Wang Shuo yinshi zuopinji W 
Y:Jet$: _I~JI~t!i\f'FJh~ (A Youth of No Regret: Collected Works of Wang Shuo's Films and TV 
Serials), Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 1993, pp.363-365 
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life and the ills of society. 369 And many people joined in the discussion by writing 

articles to newspapers and magazines. 

Wang Shuo's stories helped film directors to explore a different road to the existing 

film formula. The value of Wang Shuo's films lies in allowing society to understand 

more about the younger generation, and these films adopt an absurdist style in order to 

touch on sensitive fields such as forbidden political and sexual topics. Film directors 

felt that the entertaining and witty dialogues of the characters was one of the 

important elements of Wang Shuo's stories that could be used to create a relaxed 

atmosphere. 

The critic Shao Mujun suggested the film directors' motivation in making these films 

from Wang Shuo's books: 

'However, these film directors who aim to put across new ideas and not 
follow the vulgar trend, urgently want to explore a rare theme, and hope to 
find a new road which can console audiences and let off steam, but which 
are also close to reality and do not offend the authorities and therefore will 
not be banned. ' 370 

By contrast, the critic Zuo Shula criticised Shao Mujun's comments, and asked, since 

he usually advocated use of the 'Hollywood formula' why he could not tolerate Wang 

Shuo's films: 

'The minor differences between the protagonists in Hollywood films and 
the protagonists in Wang Shuo' s films are those between foreign 

369 Zuo Shula Li:~til, 'Genju Wang Shuo xiaoshuo gaibian de si bu yingpian yinqi relie zhenglun' 1~ 
im.::HJH\1$ii&tiei'J<Jil!H$~Jti]IJl1l~?.!l~it (The Four Films Adapted from Wang Shuo's Stories 

Caused a Lively Debate), Dazhong diq_n,l'i~Kls~-~~ (I!!>RttlilLf.Urn),JQ~9,_voL4, p.l7; Also see 
MinfQi'~Jlh-~:•-zfiongshuofe~y~;!TwangSh~~ re11th>f~}~~ '1]'11~' (Various Opinions on the 
'Wang Shuo Craze'), Zuopinyu zhengming 1'F~~~~% (Works and Debates),1989, vol. 9, pp.79-80 
370 Shao Mujun l:i~!&~, 'Wang Shuo dianying re yuan he er qi' .::E¢}1 ft~~~fiiJrru!i1l? (Why has the 
Wang Shuo Film Craze Arisen?) A Youth of No Regret, pp. 366-368 
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'hooligans' and native 'hooligans', so why does Mr. Shao appreciate the 
former and criticise the latter?'371 

While Wang Shuo's films remained controversial, numerous film directors invited 

Wang Shuo to write for them, especially the younger fifth generation art film 

directors, such as Zhang Yimou, who were happy to court controversy to attract 

audiences. 

Influences of Wang Shoo's Early Films: 

A. Language 

Wang consciously and successfully attracted audiences. 'Wang Shuo's commodity is 

language: more specifically, his art of repartee, his glib tongue.' 372 The style of 

language used in the films is the same style as that used by Wang Shuo in his 

stories. 373 Since it was being used by actors and actresses, this language quickly 

spread and became accepted by ordinary people, and the actors talked about the 

influence of Wang Shuo's use of language on their performances. Actor Liang Tian 

~*.said: 

'Looking at Wang Shuo now, I think his scripts are very good in terms of 
language, very fast, and very new. When you perform them you are 
always in a state of excitement, because the language is the character. ' 374 

371 Zuo Shula ti:.fHlz., 'Yougan yu Shao Mujun dui Wang Shuo dianying de pingjia' ~-~rB~!&tix-1 
.E~A~~(f.]ifffl" (On Shao Mujun's Comments about Wang Shuo's Films), Zhongguo dianying baa 
i=f:llll~:lliM!i (China Film Newspaper), 15/04/1989, quoted from Ming Qi nJ!bt!J1, 'Various Opinions on 
the 'Wang Shuo Craze", Works and Debates, I 989, vol. 9, pp.79-80 
372 Claire Huot, China's New Cultural Scene, Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2000, p.50 
_3 ~3 J.~=_gn~ap~~~r~!t.~r~tjJ}g __ styl~-t--- -~ ---;-:·-~-~r--~--~~-~-~-- ---~ ~----~,---~ -_- o-- ~-- -.• - . - - ~ ----

374 Lia~g Tian ~*-. 'Jiechu qingnian Wang Shuo' ~ l±l"W~.E~A (The Outstanding Young People 
Wang Shuo). Liang Huan ~XX (ed.), Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, p.l53-158 (TfiJJ3JJ\l.:frl:f ±~A, 
a~m~l'f.J~*~••M:a~~.~m~.~m~.~m~*~~~r-#~~~~-~~~~• 
~A4PJ) 
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The language used in the films is particularly important in portraying the characters, 

and Wang is good at using colloquial street language, a living language for the actors 

in the films. 

Ying Da writes that Wang Shuo's dialogues are always easy and flowing, a stream of 

witticisms, that they are completely different from the usual 'written style' scripts. For 

the actors it is easy to speak naturally, adopting the correct cadences, and pausing in 

the right places. Actors have the pleasing feeling that their performance skills have 

greatly improved. Wang Shuo's use of language is also an important reason why his 

stories are so popular in the film world; it is no coincidence that Wang Shuo's 

screenplays have created stars in the world of TV & film. 375 

B. Ordinary-looking Actors 

The old concept of film actors and actresses was that they should be handsome or 

beautiful. Wang Shuo's films broke through these old concepts and used ordinary-

looking actors and actresses. These actors were called 'ugly stars' CEL£). In the past, 

characters were made up (}jftit1t) in films, so that actors playing negative roles (bad 

people) were ugly, while those playing positive roles (good people) were handsome or 

beautiful. Thus most of the audience was able to determine who was good and who 

was bad at the beginning of the film. Good and bad people were distinguished simply 

375 Ying Da ~:it, 'Wang Shuo de yuyan' I~JHJ(J$§ (Wang Shuo's Language), Liang Tian ~ 
'R (ed.), Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, p.ll6-120 

~<rro_.:EffiJlJJ(J_~jiiJ, M*mt~~ 7X,,~JiB-ii~.~i:?t.\ ~1\fi'iJ :I· ~fi'J:im.'ffi':$: ~U IY-J JJ~#.~ o' 1-Hm i~ ~~-JJX; IY-J, 
~-- -~--· ~ - --· ~~ -~ --.- ·- . . - - .. 

lJJl ~ ff:lii'J ~~ ~ '/F i$G .A Ui' a"J JSIJ *. i~ 3: ~JJ a"J iii], ~ x ffiJlfj{J ~. ~ tf JJ~@ £ ~ a"J 7f tJT, ~ $!!: a"J # t~, 
~ 1:tJ IY-J -a' M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ IY-J ~ ~ ~d¥, ~ .m ?!.\:If~, ~ ~ 1311!: ~ tt ~liE~, Jf!llifb ill~~ J! ~ iiiJ -1:U: · JIIDi 

111/1!' '_t C:l', $mxffiJl~R:~~~HJll~:ii~JiLZ.~.Ut~~f~r&, tt/FJM~:J> '::.k:J»>iJL'Ji!:f~~E~JJ~~Ifil* 
IY-J ?) 
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and easily by their make-up and their facial movements and unnatural expressions. 

This following of Peking Opera customs arose from propaganda requirements, and 

people were sick of this long standing unnatural and simplistic approach. It was still 

an influential restriction in the film-maker's mind in 1980s films. The most handsome 

man was always the main actor and the best person, making the film surreal, and 

keeping it divorced from the lives and reality of ordinary people. 

In the film The Operators, the actors Ge You ~Jt,376 Liang Tian ~:}(, and Zhang 

Guoli 5-/f ~ j] who played the three main roles in the film all became famous as a 

result. The three actors were just ordinary-looking people, which made them closer to 

real life. Ge You offered his opinion that an actor's appearance should not be 

stereotyped: 

'If you look at people's appearances, where are there so many handsome 
men? Don't the majority of people have the same kind of appearance as 
us? They call us ugly stars because there is a problem with the criteria. 
Therefore performing in Wang Shuo 's works for these actors and 
actresses was a kind of breakthrough; they did not use appearance as a 
criterion, which made his characters closer to the people and to reality.' 377 

Although the choice of actors is down to the casting director, Wang Shuo's stories and 

film scripts create the basic situation, and the characters are not portrayed as clear cut 

good or bad people, they are just ordinary people with a sense of humour; they are not 

376 After acting in Wang Shuo's films, Ge You has acted in many films and TV serials, including 
Zhang Yimou's film To Live (mll) which won him best actor at the Cannes Film Festival in 1995. Ge 
You also acted in Wang Shuo's famous TV serial The Stories of the Editorial Office, and in the Wang 
Shuo-style 'new year greeting films' directed by Feng Xiaogang, which really made him the most 
popular actor in China. He has the ability to achieve the best box office results, and he is the number 
one actor in China today. He is the best actor for Wang Shuo's style of characters, making the 
dialogues even more interesting and h-umorous. 

_ 
37~ 9$!J':~p=7~.f~. ~\Y!lP~~Sku,_o y~~~L~ian: ~JIA -IE;ti:5UW:ang Shuo)s a~so_Ch~tnging),,LiangTian --~ 

- ~(ed.), Wang Shuo in Ceiebrities' Eyes, p.I74-178 (Wi:J:k~.t!Lt~n~, ~ JL1f1J~i.~tlHfB{]? A~ 
~t A/F-IE JM: :/! ft 11'1 i!# * ;ffi ~? *lit 11'1 :Ji!:: Pil£, JJ~ :Ji!:: fi-fi ~ m1f JilJ »!. Jifi i;J. * JA rPEEJlJJ ft 11~ 8{] i! 
®rJii3(*~*~~Fm~-#~f1f, ~'¥freH;&ft~-#~~Ffi, i!ilJtJ! f!mff!!.B{]A4m1f -f'P~tJJ~. 1{ 
~~.) 
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hypocritical or pretending to be dignified. The practice of selecting good-looking 

actors and actresses was discontinued. 

C. Performing 

The method of performing and of being humorous in Wang Shuo's films changed 

actors' concepts of comedy. The actor Liang Tian talked about the changes in his 

performance style after acting in The Operators: 

'I can say that the film The Operators was an important turning point for 
my performing style. Before The Operators, I had performed in some 
films, such as Erzi kaidian = -T 7f J;5 (Erzi Opens· A Shop), etc. In that 
period my performance was limited to a superficially funny performance, 
using facial changes to curry favour with the audience. To me The 
Operators was an unexpected gain. ' 378 

A superficially funny performance is very common in films. Wang Shuo' s films lead 

actors to use witty conversation to create a genuinely humorous atmosphere and 

express people's ideas. Liang Tian commented on his improvement as an actor as a 

result ofthis: 

'When I look back, the film The Operators resulted in an improvement in 
me as an actor. It broke through the existing understanding of comedy and 
humour, completely broke through. I think Wang Shuo's stuff is quite 
advanced humour, and completely modern, especially in its lively 
expression of young urban people's mentality; it is extremely vivid and 
incisive. ' 379 

378 Liang Tian ~~. 'Jiechu qingnian Wang Shuo' ~tl:ll1f~.X9\Jl (The Outstanding Young People 
Wang Shuo), Liang Tian ~~(ed.), Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, p.I53-158 (iiJ t;JJ!i.. iJt, <jr9i±> 
xtrftl¥l*iJiJXt'*~--t£~!WjWj. tE<mQ±>zlitr, B~2iJi:ct-®~it, ~<~r7H~> , f§.JJ~ 

- 4-IIil::tt~R~fiiJI!Mr*001t1¥J,C.•Il:1~~i!ii,-~,.IJ&tfll5t1t1b:tl-VJ\lA.ffil<Ji9i±>xt~ftflY.*i3t:.ti!:-:-;j::~ 
16, I¥J ~tit.) 
379 ibid. <JJ~i..fJII.:fr@J:m, <mQ±>xtrftfF~iJi:ti:*~*I!J~:.tl!:--tm~. :trfri.rxt:gJSIJ~:fi·iJtll!l* 
I¥JJJ~#iA lR, %~;;t¥Jrf., I¥Jli¥Jl2s:#:.Krlli, ft}lt~~~~t~~~I¥Jil!l*, ffil.EI.JE~~fJII.{~I¥J. -=fJI;X;f-f· 
:lfttfp W~ a<J ,C.,~ :ocUJII.f~t.f~IJ j::i9J, ¥.f ~IJ i9J 4m R9 3&) 
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'"'""" --- -- --~ . -

Ge You puts this down to acting in Wang's films. It was then that film circles started 

to notice him and he began to get more contracts, transforming his life.380 

D. 'Tiaokan' Films 

At the beginning of the 1990s, Li Ruihuan *Iff\l'J;f, a member of the Politburo in 

charge of ideology, admitted that entertainment and leisure are intrinsic aspects of 

literature and art.381 The people had had decades of political education, asceticism and 

class struggle, and they preferred films that reflected reality and improvements in life, 

and which demonstrated a certain level of individualism and hedonism. The film 

world now contained more freedom and a more vivid atmosphere than before. 

Making a Wang Shuo film became an ambition of fifth generation film directors as 

they tried to shift their focus from art films to commercial films; this included Zhang 

Yimou. With most of his films having been located in rural areas, Zhang hoped to 

film Wang Shuo' s work in order to achieve his ambition of making urban commercial 

movies. Zhang Yimou was interested in Wang's 'hooligan' literature, and made 

several attempts to film Wang's works, but somehow none came to fruition, including 

Wang's story 'The Operators', the novel Please Don't Call Me Hurnan,382 the story 'I 

Am Your Dad'.383 

380 Ge You ~1ft, 'Wang Shuo ye zai bian' :r:~JH:!!,:t£~ (Wang Shuo Is also Changing), Liang Tian ~ 
~(ed.), Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, p. I 74-178 (JAft.:<is:A*~f-, ~:r:~JII'n*i!!iX>tft.;lj!-1-£~ 
l'n~~o. :tE<~±>Z. iitrft.~ 1 l!!l®lt~, &1t.Z.~Iljli]. JA~$0-T:til:3I&;Ij!~£81~~11'17ftz€l 
tt;l...t 1ft., 31r.HJt~ 1~-@~ft:JW~Wcffl, ~r.'UL.wtf~ 1. ?'(.{J§*~'.Jmt$ 1.) 
381 Tao Dongfeng ~ *JYJ..~ Shehui zhuanxingqi shenmei wenhua yarijiu ;f±~~{ JI~!JlJl:i:E~Jt 1t t:f=1 ~ 

,c(Research on.Aesthetic Culture in aTransitional Societykp,86-- ··. 
382 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.54 
383 Jiang Wen, 'The World Through the Eyes of Jiang Wen', Chinese Literature, Autumn 1993, p.J64-
172; Also see Wang Bin :1-T, Zhang Yimou zhe ge ren ~I.C~~E~1-A (Zhang Yimou as a Person), 
Beijing: Tuanjie chubanshe ~~ 1±\AA:f±, 1998, p.31 
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More Wang Shuo films, and films imitating Wang Shuo, had been made, and were 

called 'tiaokan' films, after the 'tiaokan' language style used in them. 384 Wang 

Shuo's films include Tianshi yu mogui ~1~~11* (The Angel and the Ghost), 

directed by Ling Qiwei ~1tif14§ in 1987; Qingchun wuhui W~7G·~ (A Youth of No 

Regret), directed by Zhao Xiaowen JaJBJE)C in 1991; Shenmi fuqi :f~f.]x~ (The 

Mysterious Husband and Wife), directed by Li Ziyu *-T3J~ in 1991; and Yong shi wo 

ai 1J<..~.ft~ (Losing My Love Forever), directed by Feng Xiaogang in 1993. 

Films in imitation of the Wang Shuo style include Da sa ba :t:mxre (Relax Control, 

1992), directed by Xia Gang, Lihun dazhan lib ~~A~ (Divorce Wars, 1992), directed 

by Chen Guoxing 13* 00 £, Zhanzhile bie paxia M H T, ~IJ W\ ~ (Stand Up Straight, 

Don't Bow Down, 1992), directed by Huang Jianxin, and Shang yi dang J:-~ 

(Once Fooled, 1992), directed by He Qun 1iiJ{lf.385 

All these films use 'tiaokan' language, including humorous chatting, ironic comments 

about the characters themselves and about intellectuals, and exposure of the 

unreasonable aspects of life. Society provided the conditions for the large number of 

'tiaokan' films made. The critic Wang Zhimin commented: 

'We are now living in a time when more and more opinions from the past 
are being exposed as unreasonable. This is the social foundation of 
'tiaokan' films. We have got used to living according to a value system 
which has already become hypocritical. This has caused our psychological 

384 Wang Zhimin .I:iit;~, 'Tiaokan dianying de shenmei tezheng' ~-* lt!.~fl<J B ~!f.HiE {The 
Aesthetic Characteristics of 'Tiaokan' Films), Dianying chuangzuo lt!.~-BIJ1i (Cinematic Creation), 
1995, vol.5, pp.58-62 
385 ibid. 
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characteristic of 'knowing clearly that something is false but wishing to 
hear the details'. ' 386 

People's complaints about various problems in life could not be dealt with through 

formal official channels, so satirical films with the atmosphere of light comedy were 

chosen by the film world to show empathy. 

Mutual Influences between Literature and Films 

Wang Shuo is an obvious example of the mutual influence between literature and 

film. He has acquired his fame and fortune mainly through film-making. He said: 

'When all is said and done, writing for films and TV serials brought me 
much more fame and profit than writing stories. If I had not turned to film 
making and TV serials at the right time, then it is 80 or 90 percent certain 
that I would still be groping my way in the dark, I could write until 1 was 
spitting blood and nobody would know. '387 

Wang treats his films and TV serials as advertisements for himself: he met two or 

three hundred reporters in 1992,388 and took the opportunity to say what he liked, 

talking big and joking, and this was very effective. More and more people came to 

know his name and his stories, and as a direct result, each of his books sold over 

100,000 copies. 389 Because of his controversial status many critics wrote articles 

about him, and several books of popular-style criticism were published at that time.390 

386 ibid. 
387 Wang Shuo,J Am Wang Shuo, p.65 (#l;flijll~i!l\·M11=1i7.fJtfl'~* T :®ii!HI:l+i5?.-BIJfia<J~fl'!.flll&i!l\. ~n 
51Hit~1=TmAt±tE.*A~t!-i!-B1Jf1=, +1=T J\:tL.fJt~~r~:tE~~lflm~. ~~ T 7f%f1~1i7 A?JT9ill) 
3~~"Wang,Shuo,-The!gnorant. Know NoFearrp;")8o c = = -- · 
389 ibid. 
390 Such as Gao Bo j'illjiJJ( (ed.), Wang Shuo, dashi haishi pizi J]'1t ::k~ifi:iE:Il!:::@T- (Wang Shuo, Master 

or Hooligan), Xiao Sheng H)Efl'i, Wo shi liumang wo pa shui .fJt:li!:Mtffii.fJtfB'Hf (I Am Hooligan, Who 
Am I Afraid of?). 
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Chinese films cannot be separated from Chinese literature; this has been particularly 

the case since the beginning of the New Era period. Film has followed literature in 

breaking into areas one after another, for example 'Scar Literature', 'Introspection 

Literature'. The work of literary creation has led the field, ahead of other artistic 

fom1s, because it allows for more independent thinking, more freedom of expression 

and lower financial costs. Film directors are very conscious of their debt to literature. 

This is especially the case for Zhang Yimou and his successful films. He has 

emphasised the significance of Chinese literature for films: 

'If we do research into contemporary Chinese film, first we should do 
research into contemporary Chinese literature. Because Chinese film has 
never left literature-its 'walking stick'. When determining whether 
Chinese film is prosperous or not, first we should observe whether 
Chinese literature is prosperous or not. If China has good films, then we 
should first thank the writers' good stories that made possible the creation 
of these films. If you took away these stories, the majority of Chinese 
films would not exist. ' 391 

The success of Zhang Yimou's films has in tum led to the success of these writers' 

works. The relationship is a symbiotic one. Once a writer's stories are adapted for 

film, then the writer will benefit in terms of both money and fame. For example 

stories of both Mo Yan ~§ and Su Tong !Jtj! have been adapted into films by 

Zhang Yimou. As a result, Mo Yan and Su Tong have enjoyed greater national and 

international fame since then. 

The influence of film on Wang Shuo cannot be overestimated. Many of his stories 

carne out of plans or designs for films and TV serials, such as Nobody Cheers, I Am 

Your Dad and Please Don't Call Me Human. 392 The clear scene descriptions of the 

391 Chen Mo !!*ill, 'Xinshiqi Zhongguo dianying yu wenxue' ~BtM't' IE ti!.~~)(~ (New Era 

Chinese Film and Literature), Dangdai dianying ~1-1;: ti!.~ (Contemporary Film), 1995, vol.2, pp.44-51 
392 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, pp.53-54 
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stories show that he was already considering how directors would make them into 

films. 

The Chinese film industry is lacking in popular storywriters for making entertainment 

films. Chinese writers look down on popular literary works and do not want to write 

for entertainment films because of their stubbornness and aloof attitude. On the other 

hand, they cannot really write good and purely popular stories because of their serious 

literary principles. In the 1980s there was only Wang Shuo who was willing and able 

to write popular contemporary stories, 393 but the film world demand exceeds the 

supply of the literary world, and Wang Shuo cannot do everything. 

As a result of commercial developments and the requirements of the film industry, 

there was anxiety that literature and writers would become the servants of film-

makers. An extraordinary example of this was when Zhang Yimou who, on the basis 

of his reputation as a maker of art films and his international fame, arranged for five 

well known writers to write five versions of an historical story about the only empress 

in Chinese history, Wu Zetian !Et!RIJ~ (624-705), at the same time, so that he could 

choose the most suitable one to make into a film or TV serials; 394 they included Su 

Tong and Zhao Mei ~:1&. This caused such a scandal in the cultural field that the film 

plan was dropped in the end. 

393 Chen Mo ll*i-B-, 'New Era Chinese Film and Literature', Contemporary Film, pp.44-51 
394 ibid. 
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Wang Shuo's Stories Inspire Film Directors 

Many film directors have been closely associated with Wang Shuo, and all the films 

of Wang's work have been made by directors aged in their late 20s and early 30s. 

Most of them are fifth and sixth generation film directors, such as Xi a Gang ][ ~lj, Y e 

Daying llf::k!l and Zhang Yuan 5-f.Uc. It is true that the film is the production of the 

director, and not the film editor nor the original writer of the story. However, in Wang 

Shuo' s case, so many of his stories have been made into films, that they are referred 

to as Wang Shuo's films, rather than as the director's films. 

These film directors are influential figures in the cultural field in China, similar in 

status to film directors in America; they are emerging along with Wang Shuo as a 

very powerful influential group in the contemporary cultural market. They have the 

same kind of value and tastes. Wang Shuo is obviously at the heart ofthe 'Wang Shuo 

group'. 395 He is the person who retains his independence of thought, and who dares to 

express his controversial views publicly, even when these views are different from 

those of the majority of people or when they go against the authorities or fashion. 

Another example, Wang's story Wild Animal inspired Jiang Wen ~Jt, who is a well 

known actor-turned-film director, to make his first film Yangguang can/an de rizi ~8 

:Jlt:J:r!Ji~lf.J EI-T (In the Heat of the Sun, 1995). The development of Wang's influence 

over a new film director is recorded in Jiang's book on the process of making the 

film: 

395 Dai Jinhua, Scenes in the Fog, p.479. For example, the 'Sea Horse Film and TV Centre' i1!JLb~t.ll!. 
~1j f1: r:j=1 JL'. 
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'Wang Shuo and I have had the same kind of experiences, we were both 
army barracks children, and both had a lot of contact with local children. 
After reading this story, I felt my heart leap. Wang Shuo's story was like 
an injection into my skin, blood came out with a 'peep'. ' 396 

Wild Animal is a story which incorporates many of Wang Shuo' s personal feelings 

and memories of his youth. When Jiang asked Wang to be the editor of his film, 

Wang refused. This was said by Wang to be because he had suffered many distressing 

experiences being an editor for a director who had very strong views of his own.397 

Wang thought that Jiang should write the film script himself, then the director would 

be clear what he wanted to shoot rather than cause the script editor grief, and "lift 

himself up on the corpse of the editor".398 Jiang really wrote the film script himself 

When Jiang wrote the script, he felt: 

'Family, school, relations between boys and boys, relations between boys 
and girls of that time were all things I felt, so I wrote them into the script. 
As though Wang Shuo's story was a guideline or the point of an 
explosion, it exploded things buried in my heart, and every time I read the 
story and wrote the script, I was always looking for explosion points, 
looking for them to explode something from the rubble. Wang Shuo's 
story has this kind of power, has this kind of explosive power, this is very 
important for me. After the explosions, I am not clear how many ideas 
belonged to the story and how many belong to me, but I know, the spirit is 
still there, because Wang Shuo's story enabled me clearly to touch the 
vein. ' 399 

Although the film was still based on Wang's story, Jiang made it into his personal 

film to describe the most unforgettable experiences of his own youth, as exciting as a 

rock concert. 400 The film combined both Wang and Jiang's experiences and the 

396 Jiang Wen etc., Dansheng l't~ (The Birth), Beijing: Huayi chubanshe, 1997, p.4 
397-"J iang~Wen etc;~ The Birth;- p;I26 -
398 ibid., pp.l26-127 
399 ibid., p.6 
400 Jiang Wen, 'The World Through the Eyes of Jiang Wen', Chinese Literature, Autumn 1993, 
pp.l64-172 
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growing up process from boy to man typical of their generation. It has a very strong 

atmosphere of nostalgia and retrospection. 

The film brought alive many people's memones of the Cultural Revolution: the 

clothes people wore, especially those of teenage boys, all military green; the Soviet 

song 'Night in the Moscow Suburbs' ~AA~4~j~Ef.]flt__t; the Soviet film 'Lenin in 

1918'; a teacher losing control in a classroom; adolescent infatuation. Wang Shuo, as 

a supporting actor, acted Xiao Huaidan 1j\~m (Little Bastard) in the film. 

Jiang did not try to make a pure art film, he made it into a commercial film. When he 

was looking for investors, some people asked him why he wanted to make a Wang 

Shuo film, since they thought that Wang Shuo films were already out of date. Jiang 

did not agree with them. The film was shown in public and achieved the box office 

record for 1995. 

Some film directors made several Wang Shuo films, such as Xia Gang, who made 

Half Seawater and Half Fire and Nobody Cheers, and a film imitating Wang Shuo' s 

style called Relax Control. Of all the film directors Wang Shuo has worked with, 

Feng Xiaogang has been his closest and longest term partner.401 Feng Xiaogang is the 

main figure in the 'Wang Shuo group' ,402 and Feng is currently the most successful 

401 Feng Xiaogang worked in the Beijing Army Performance Group as an art designer and then worked 
in the Beijing TV Art Centre as a painter. He worked as a painter for several TV serials, including 

. . Biqnyi_j ingcha~.~IR ~i.(Piainclothes,J>ol iceman ),,When F eng began. editing .filmsrhe•cooperated~ 
with Zheng Xiaolong ~B)t::ft and wrote his first film script for Zaoyujiqing ~~~ti!f(Encountering 
Feeling) which was directed by Xia Gang ~IXJIJ. He won best editor at the Chinese Film Golden 
Chicken Awards. Later he became a TV serial and film director. 
402 Dai Jinhua, Scenes in the Fog, p. 478 
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commercial film director in China because of the 'new year films' ~ '!7 }=1403 that he 

has been making since 1997. 

Feng Xiaogang has often publicly acknowledged Wang Shuo as his teacher, and 

insists that he has always been Wang's student: 

'It is as a result of reading Wang Shuo's stories that I have the creative 
impulse. I should say that he has inspired my imagination. People of our 
generation have a very strong feeling of affinity with his works; his works 
have a very strong sense of intimacy. Therefore the films we make today 
also have these characteristics. ' 404 

Feng was stimulated by Wang's stories, felt very close to the characters in these 

stories, and was fascinated by Wang Shuo's use of language: 

'The field of vision which goes forward with time and the angle of 
observing life had a great influence on my later career as a director, and 
they became programmatic documents which guided me to make the new 
year films. ' 40 

F eng and Wang were co-editors of the TV serial Stories of the Editorial Office ~ $.& 

iflHI"Jt!OJ (1992). Zheng Xiaolong ~B.fe:/t suggested that Feng write in Wang's 

language style, and people were almost unable to tell which was which. The TV serial 

was a great success. 406 

Wang and Feng set up the Good Dream Film and TV Plaiming Company :tkf~~t.W.ffi 

tiJ0~ in 1993, in which Wang was the director and Feng was the manager. Wang 

had managed to find some finance in 1993. It was he who first caused Feng Xiaogang 

403 Zheng Xiaolong picked up the idea of special new year editions of soap operas from America, Feng 
Xiaogang developed this into new year films, specials to attract the holiday crowds. 
~04 Du Jianfeng ~ J!:l ~ •. 'Cong-.Wang-Shuo dao:Feng Xiaogang'c-JA-.:E:91JI ¥1J?!1!;J,~IJ'(From'Wang Shlio 
to Feng Xiaogang), Beijing /ianhe daxue xuebao it:l?-ll.Hl·];:~~t~ (Journal of Beijing United 
University), vol.l6, No.4, Dec. 2002, pp.20-24 
405 Feng Xiaogang, Wo ba qingchun xian gei ni f!:JEwlfittR~fn\ (I Offer My Youth To You), p.44 
406 See Chapter 3.2: Wang Shuo and TV Drama Serials. 
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to become a film director, when Feng filmed Wang's love story Losing My Love For 

Ever in 1993. Their company made Liu Zhenyun's story Yi di ji mao :--±mxllb-=8 (A 

Land Covered in Chicken Feathers) into a TV serial in 1994, and also produced 

another two TV serials Qing Shang 'tl!TJ% (The Trauma) and Yueliang beimian Ji ~1f 

TID (The Back of the Moon) in 1995 which were not permitted to be broadcast in the 

Beijing ar~a.407 

When Wang Shuo directed his first film, Dad, in 1996, Feng Xiaogang was the main 

actor. After their second film was banned, Wang decided to split with Feng and leave 

the world of films and TV serials, so that Feng Xiaogang would still have the chance 

to develop on his own.408 

Their company was closed down. Censorship of the media, including film, TV and 

radio broadcasting is particularly strict when there is a political propaganda campaign 

going on, and if films express the director's real thoughts and feelings and these 

conflict with mainstream ideology, the government will ban them no matter what the 

cost. There is no possibility of negotiation with the authorities. Film-makers suffer not 

only financially but also psychologically. Film directors have to think through 

carefully political or social themes in order to pass official censorship. When making 

pure entertainment and commercial films there are generally no problems in passing 

censorship. This was the only choice for Feng Xiaogang, and it has also been the only 

choice for many other film directors. 

407 Dai Jinhua, Scenes in the Fog, p.479 
408 Feng Xiaogang, I Offer My Youth To You, p.9l 
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When Feng was recalling his experiences of making films and TV serials in his book I 

Offer My Youth to You, his editor suggested that he write more about the films and TV 

serials he had made than about Wang Shuo. Feng replied: 

'I found that in all the beautiful battles I won, every one had countless 
connections with Wang Shuo.'409 

In 1997, Feng was the first film director to make New Year films, items which were 

specially produced and released for the period of the New Year and Chinese Spring 

Festival. The first film Jiafang yifang Ej31J Z., 1J (Party A Party B), was a light 

comedy adapted from Wang Shuo's story You Are Not An Ordinary Man. He did not 

dare to attach Wang's name to it, a ploy to which Wang agreed.410 The box office 

receipts for Party A Party B were 30 million yuan, an excellent result for a Chinese 

film in 1998. 

Party A Party B, in 1998 was almost a sequel to Wang Shuo's film The Operators 

made ten years earlier. The 'Three T' company in The Operators and the 'Good 

Dream' company in Party A Party B both provide surreal services for ordinary 

people, either using ridiculous methods of comforting people or allowing them to 

fulfil their dreams. The services they provide for people are described case by case in 

the two films, which both use the same narrative method and structure. The actor Ge 

You 1! Jt plays the lead in most of Feng' s new year films, and Zhang Guoli ~JH!~] }J 

acts in one of them. Both of them were main actors in The Operators ( 198 8). 

Feng continued to refine this type of film, but the language style remained typical 
-- -~--..,.,.---;:--- ---

Wang shuo~Feng m.aae111e 'ioorrilffi Yish~~i ~~~i-FfP)U~!, (A Sigh) -which wang 

409 Feng Xiaogang, I Offer My Youth To You, p.124 
410 ibid p.l 05 
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Shuo edited. The script had originally been intended for the banned film Living an 

Awkward Life, which had been revised many times in an attempt to compromise with 

the authorities, so that in the end it resembled a propaganda film about preserving 

family stability. Wang Shuo, as the editor, criticised the film for being as shallow as 

any other film. 411 

F eng's success is a unique achievement in the depressed Chinese film industry. F eng 

is welcomed more than famous film directors such as Zhang Yimou, Chen Kaige and 

Zhang Yuan, and occupies the leading position in the commercial film industry. Feng 

Xiaogang's films use the format of employing film stars who are attractive to an 

audience, such as Ge You. The films are light and witty, suiting mass taste. The 

characteristics of these films are that they are even more market- and consumer-

oriented, with more comedy and a more popularised style. They are referred to as 

'post-Wang Shuo films'. 412 

As a result of the success of Feng's light comedy films, more and more people have 

come to think that making people laugh is a basic principle of mass culture. Feng's 

method is to use humorous dialogues in his films to make the audience laugh. He 

admits that he learnt the style of his dialogues from Wang Shuo: 

'One method of humour I often use is actually one I learnt from Wang 
Shuo, but as I have grasped the essentials of this kind of ironic language 
environment, I can keep creating and elaborating on it. '413 

411 'Bianju Wang Shuo tan 'Yisheng tanxi' shan ziji zuiba' tjJ.iliJ.=E9\Jl~ <-FiifFRt> 13 C. :it~ 
(Editor Wang Shuo Talks About' A Sigh' Slapping Itself in the Mouth), Meiri xin baa 4ft E3 filfjR (New 

Daily), 25/09/2000, quoted from .A.~IX1J, 
www .p~ople,&om.c~GWchannell6/33/20000945/:2<t9392.html 
4tYN'i Zhen,_15il?i, ;-Sh~-uwa~g xin~h;ngdai' :11~fiifj::f-t (Keep Watch on the New Generation), 

Dianying yishu It!.~~* (Film Art), I 999, vol. 4, pp. 70-73 
413 Chen Li ~%:flit, 'Youxi shengcun--Feng Xiaogang hesuipian de xijll tese ji wenhua tezheng' W'fX)G,j:: 
?f--'i'I!,tj\~lj~~i%B<1-*J.illj!ff~.&Jt1t%'1iE' (Playing the Game and Surviving--Comedy and Cultural 
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However, no matter how great Feng's achievement, he is still living in the shadow of 

Wang Shuo, as Feng himself points out: 

'Indeed, my work started by imitating Wang Shuo, but somewhere in the 
middle, it changed its slant, and became work that wore the coat of Wang 
Shuo's style. In fact, my films were gentler than Wang Shuo's, the things 
inside his bones are very severe. . ..... I am very fond of Wang Shuo' s 
stories, I feel they are lively, that the circumstances he describes are right 
before my eyes, and it's as though the characters are standing in front of 
me. I have always emphasised that I should not walk in other people's 
shadows, but in fact, I am still in Wang Shuo's shadow. Wang Shuo's 
works are very sharp and powerful; he can make gags, is quick-witted and 
wise. ' 414 

Wang Shuo's characteristic 'tiaokan' language is used in Feng's films, although 

compared with the language of Wang's stories, they are less deconstructive, and the 

characters have less of a rebellious and critical spirit. Feng tries to retain Wang's 

critical spirit, but he has to compromise with the authorities and the audience, and 

reduce the sharpness ofthe criticism in Wang Shuo's literary works. 

It is surprising to see what a great influence Wang Shuo has had on Feng Xiaogang, 

and through him on the development of Chinese film, especially in terms of the 

process and direction of commercial films. Although Wang Shuo is not in the front 

line, he is definitely the original essential source and one of the most influential 

figures behind the scenes ofthe film industry. 

Ch,aqtc_terjstics in Eeng Xiaogang's NewXearFilms), Dianyingyishw rt!;~Z*~(Film -Art); 200 I ;"vol. 
I, pp.88-91 
414 Yu Xueshi t~:JftS, 'Feng Xiaogang: Zhongguo dianying daoyan zhong de 'ling lei" {.Q,Ij\IX]Ij: "P 00 
lt!.~~ij[rpi¥J ·~~· (Feng Xiaogang: An 'Odd-ball' Among Chinese Film Directors), Yishujia ~* 
-* (Artist), 2001, vol.2, pp.4-9 
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Wang Shuo as Film Director 

A film editor has to listen to the director when writing and revising the film script. A 

film is the work of the director, and reflects the director's thoughts, not the editor's or 

the writer's. Wang Anyi wrote of her experiences editing Chen Kaige's film Feng yue 

)Xljj (Temptress Moon): 

'Sometimes I would argue about something with Chen Kaige, and when 
the argument grew fierce, he would say: this is my thing! I would choke 
off, speechless; however I had to admit that what he said was right. On 
one occasion, he had probably drunk a little alcohol and so he was in a 
good mood, and said: I want this film to be full of your sentimentalism. 
The words made me feel that he wanted to give me a gift, but I was 
definitely not about to think that it was my thing.' 415 

This reflects the conflict between the scriptwriter and the director: the writer has to 

write what the director wants, rather than what he or she wants. Wang Shuo had 

similar experiences; he would rather express his own thoughts directly to an audience. 

Wang directed the film 'Dad' -@-@, which was adapted from his story 'I am Your 

Dad', and which was banned by the authorities in 1996 because of its grey style. 

Dad was 'smuggled' to the 53rd Locamo International Film Festival in 2000 and won 

the Golden Leopard Award. The Ecumenical Jury praised the film: 

' ...... for its universal dimensions using the father-son relationship as a 
metaphor for that of the individual faced with political and social 
authorities. The quest for individual rights and liberty hurts a father, who 
is an image of institutions claiming to know what is good for each of us. 
Access to full individual adulthood comes through the sacrifice of the 
father in substituting himself as a victim. The jury especially appreciated 
the use of music and humour.' 416 

~~15 WangAnyi-3:-c-1C•t6,-'Chan<Kaige yu-'Fengyue'' ~jj;iWJ;lifX~<~t.F.I>; (Chen Kaige-and 'Temptress -
Moon'), Piaobo deyuyan ~¥81¥Jift§ (Wandering Language), Beijing: Zuojia chubanshe, 1996, 
pp.66-77 
416 Ecumenical Jury of 53rd Locarno International Film Festival, International Catholic Organization for 
Cinema and Audiovisual, quoted from http://www.ocic.org/general/LocamoANglweb.htm 
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The Locarno International Film Festival hoped to distribute the film all over the 

world, as they hold the only copy available outside China,417 although both the film 

critic Dai Jinhua and Wang Shuo himself think the film is not perfect in many 

ways.4I8 

Wang Shuo was in the process of trying to make his second film Guozhe 

langbeibukan de shenghuo :i1lf~LHV!/F:t1!1¥J~$ (Living an Awkward Life, 1996), 

when he was ordered to stop after 10 days' shooting. His films were the victims of a 

new round of government battles to stop 'bourgeois spiritual pollution' ~F~frt'>Zfff 

1$ fii ~. Wang was the main target of this movement, a fact he found really 

frustrating. Films suffer much more serious censorship because they are visual, and 

appeal to a much wider audience than books. Wang escaped to America for six 

months. 

Commercialisation has its negative effects, one of these being that many film makers 

only want to make a profit, rather than to produce high quality cultural products. 

Many vulgar and badly made films and TV programmes flooded the market. 

Audiences were attracted by Western products because most of them were of good 

quality, since they had been carefully selected by the authorities. This led to a false 

veneration of Western films and TV serials. Film and TV makers should improve 

-
412'fheo53rd bocamolntematimiai-Film'Festival, - · 
http://www .filmfestestivals.com/locamo _ 2000/jury _ awards.htm 
418 Interview with Dai Jinhua in October 2002, and telephone interview with Wang Shuo 19/07/2003. 
The film is not available in China and cannot be obtained from the film market or even from the 
Locamo International Film Festival. 
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their own knowledge, skills and quality as well as the quality of their products. As 

writer Liu Zhenyun says: 

'The film and TV world have the problem of improving their own 
educational quality, if there is no education then there is no knowledge, 
and the biggest reflection of 'no knowledge' is the particularly intense 
consciousness of 'colonial culture' deep inside everybody. It is very 
important what foreigners say, it is quite important what others say, and it 
is much less important what they themselves say. And I think that 
audiences as a group have already become used to this formula, and 
cannot get used to creating anything for themselves, which is basically 
caused by a national weakness. '419 

The poor quality of films and TV serials made many people think that they could do 

better. Commercialisation meant that people who were not graduates of the film 

institutes were able to make films. The fifth and sixth generation film directors were 

almost all graduates of the film institutes, and were the only people allowed to be a 

part of the old film administration system and work for film studios. The 

commercialised market has changed all this, and now anyone who can obtain the 

necessary funding can become a film director. 

Wang Shuo was the first writer to become a film director in China. Following in 

Wang's footsteps, several writers then became film or TV serials directors. The writer 

Liu Heng )(IJ't.ff was the director responsible for turning Ling Li's '@.}J story Shaonian 

Tianzi d>iF~-=f (The Young Emperor) into a TV serial.420 Liu Heng talked about the 

fascinating aspects of being a director: 

419 Liu Zhenyun ~Jj}itL- & Wang Li J:Jij, 'Dui Zhongguo yingshi wenhua de yi zhong kanfa' Mr:f 00 
~t',r.)(}ti'J<J-1'fllr~ (A View of Chinese Film and TV Culture), Dianying yishu lt~Z:# (Film 
Art),-200J,~vol.,2,cpp.19~82~=--·· --_-.-,,---_-_, ~----,- ,-,,-,-··--~~-~--~- -c-- ------~---- ---"· ---- .- ---- ~·· 
420 Liu Heng ~JJtg is famous for his story 'Fuxi fuxi' ·tB £ tB £ (Fuxi Fuxi). This story was adapted 
into the film Judou by film director Zhang Yimou ~lfZ::~fi. His stories include 'Bai wo' Sl!R (White 
Whirlpool) and 'Pinzui Zhang Damin de xingfu shenghuo' 1lf::k ~i'J<Jii'!~1:.¥1!f (Garrulous Zhang 
Damin's Happy Life). 
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'Writers work very hard writing stories, but there may be only ten people 
who read them, while directors simply make a sound and there may be 
more than ten thousand people in the audience. ' 421 

As directors, their thoughts and views about society and life can reach a massive 

audience, so they feel that their efforts are much more appreciated. Writers usually 

have a certain insight into society and life, avoiding shallow or meaningless plots, and 

they have advantages in script-writing, using the skill of story telling to arrange the 

plot, to shift scenes and change the pace in films and TV serials. It is not too difficult 

to learn film language in order to reach a certain standard, and they can employ good 

quality cameramen and other professional staff. 

There are quite a few people outside the film world who have become film directors, 

such as the painter Chen Yifei M~:l2'§ ~, the comedian Huang Hong ~ *, and the 

musicians Gao Xiaosong ~ E.ft tL; and Li Chunbo * lf ~. 422 They all have their 

different artistic qualities and ambitions, and can bring their own speciality into their 

films. The fact that people from different artistic fields have entered the film industry 

has helped to stimulate the film world, challenged the film directors who have come 

through the formal system, and made the film industry more and more competitive. It 

421 Liu Jianghua )(lj-=f$, 'Liu Hengjiangshu dang daoyan de xingfu shenghuo' xiJ't~l/JOiJ:i£~-tT-~1¥1~ 
!lt1:.m (Liu Heng Talks About the Happy Life of Being A Director), Beijing qingnianbao ~t:J5:tw~1~ 
(Beijing Youth), 27/11/2002, quoted from http://www.bjyouth.com/article.jsp?oid=1889589 
422 Wen Xin ii~>C.•, "Xinren' tiaozhan yingshiquan-er ling linger nian 'yeyu daoyan' paipian 

saomiao' ·~A·~~~~t\\'.~-2002~ ·~~~~·~*AA#ii ('New People' Challenge Film and TV 
World-Scanning Film Making by Amateur Directors in 2002),Xinmin wanbao fiJT~~W (New 
People's Evening News), 19/12/2002, p.9. Chen Yifei !!*~~€; made the films Hai shangjiu meng #i}_t 
Jt~ (The Old Dream on the Sea), etc. Huang Hong "PlJf made the film Ershiwu ge haizi yi ge die 

+n/i"~-T-1'-JJ~ (Twenty Five Chilcfren and One Father), Gao Xiaosong I~JH%~ made the film 
Nashi hua kai JJ~Il'tft:Jf (The Flower Blooming at That Time), Li Chunbo $~~made the film 
Nuhai bie ku 3l_·~§}ljf;f, (Don't Cry Girl). 
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will also help to push forward improvements in the quality of Chinese films and TV 

serials. 

Wang Shuo as Film Critic 

The representative sixth generation film director Zhang Yuan made Wang's story 

'Guo ba yinjiu si' i11EJ~:WC~ (Enjoy then Die) into Wang Shuo's latest film Wo ai 

ni ft~1fr\ (I Love You) in 2002. This was a commercial film which examined issues 

in the love lives and marriages of young people. Although the film was not a great 

financial success, Wang Shuo was frequently mentioned in the media, including on 

the internet, for stimulating the market. 

Wang Shuo shows every intention of keeping up his influence in the film industry; he 

has acted as a film critic, criticising various phenomena in the film world and, for 

example, Zhang Yimou. Zhang has achieved extraordinary fame in China as a leader 

in the cultural field. His films declined in the 1990s, however; the films Yi ge dou bu 

neng shao -1-ti)/F~~d> (Not One Less, 1999), Wo de fuqin muqin !1<;8"1~:*-BJ:* 

(The Road Home, 1999) and Xingfu shiguan :f:tM at :Yt (Happy Days, 2000) were 

almost 'mainstream' ±JiJEW propaganda type films, which disappointed audiences, 

although they were more willingly accepted by the authorities. 

Wang Shuo described an extraordinary situation, in which at least three reporters, who 

had written articles criticising Zhang Yimou, told him that they had received 
:-~- ------~- l 

'pestering' telephone calls from Zhang Yimou's 'literary planning' person, Wang Bin. 
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He talked to them for hours, discussing their criticisms and trying to persuade them. 

Wang Shuo commented: 

'There is one person, where the things he has produced have deteriorated, 
and yet the voices raised to protect him are even louder. Originally, these 
works were not above criticism, however, now they are praised by 
everybody, and it is difficult not to suspect that there is a power behind 
him, with somebody operating the controls. ' 423 

Wang Shuo felt sick and angry about this, and he condemned Zhang Yimou and his 

group's behaviour. In Wang's opinion, people should not mount personal attacks on 

1. . . 424 1terary cntlcs. 

According to Wang Shuo, Zhang Yimou always wanted success in all aspects of his 

work, including in the commercial market, in winning international art film awards, 

and in keeping the authorities happy in order to pass censorship. Zhang Yimou was an 

art film director; however people had been unable to see any artistic merit in his 

recent films,425 which have been 'dominated by a kind of strong subjective intention, 

of wanting to fawn on everybody.'426 

Wang Shuo criticised Zhang Yimou's artistic deterioration, 'cheap cheerfulness' and 

'painting a false picture of peace and prosperity'. 427 Wang Shuo's criticisms are 

always loud. An art film should not just be a combination of official ideology and a 

made-up story with wonderful pictures. The makers of the declining art film are still 

looking for a niche to survive in, between official ideology and the commercial 

423 Wang Shuo.JJiJI, 'Cong yi ge liuyan shuo qi' JA -1-MEJ§iJtll!l (Speaking from a Rumour), San/ian 

shenghuo zhoukan .:=::II*~mmlfiJ (Sanlian Life Weekly), 2000, vol. 5, p.64 
424 ibid. 
425"Wang· Shuo -T~JI andoWangTongcJ:$; 'Wang Shuo·zai xi an' ::EJ!R{£~ (Wang·Shuo Online) 
Xiaoshuo jie 1j\i$t!f. (Story World), 2001, vol. 2, pp.l35-150 ( ft-i:~/f'jiJfill# ffMZ::#i€!3J() 
426 Wang Shuox9\JI, 'Speaking from a Rumour', San/ian Life Weekly, 2000, vol. 5, p.64 
427 Wang Shuo x~JI and Wang Tong 3:$, 'Wang Shuo Online', Fiction World, 2001, vol.2, pp.l35-
150 
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market. Zhang Yimou changed his focus completely, and began making pure 

entertainment and commercial films. He made a martial arts film called Yingxiong ~ 

ft:l (Hero), released at the end of 2002. The film contains wonderful moving images 

but not very much else. Most art film directors have turned to making commercial 

films; for instance, Chen Kaige made He ni zai yiqi ~D1$:tE-~ (To Be with You) in 

200 I. The fact that art film directors have joined in making com~ercial films may 

provide some hope for improving the quality of Chinese commercial films. 

Film directors have a very strong instinct for survival, and it is unfortunate that the 

cost of living for film directors is very high. Wang Shuo can give up film making and 

become a writer again, but other film-makers cannot. Wang sympathises with film 

directors: 

'To those film directors who make pandering films, I say, from the most 
sympathetic angle, that they are forced to by life. ' 428 

In the face of severe censorship, film directors find it very difficult to maintain their 

own standpoint, their own taste and their own aesthetics. If a film does not get past the 

censor or if it is unsuccessful in the market, the huge financial loss will make it hard 

for them to obtain investment for their next film. Chinese film directors have to chase 

box office results and face the challenge of Hollywood at the same time. In the mid-

1990s, there were ten big international films imported into China each year; following 

China's entry into the WTO (World Trade Organisation), roughly forty foreign films 

are being imported each year, mainly from Hollywood, and this quota will greatly 

increase later on. Chinese film makers have to ensure that the quality of their films is 

good enough to compete with Hollywood films, including the artistic, technological, 

428 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.I28 
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and entertainment aspects. This indicates a tough battle for survival for the national 

film industry. 
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II. Wang Shoo and Popular TV Serials 

Wang Shuo's national fame dates from his work on the earliest home-produced soap 

operas. He took part in making two TV serials Yearning and Stories of the Editorial 

Office. The national impact of these was enormous. Once again it was his commercial 

instincts and. feel for the popular market that distinguished Wang Shuo. 

The History of TV Serials Production in China 

In 1958, China set up its first television station in Beijing and started to test the 

broadcasting of TV programmes. At that time, there were only 50 television sets in 

the country, and by 1978, there were still fewer than 10,000 television sets in the 

whole of China.429 The first Chinese TV serials was called Yi kou caibingzi - !J ~t# 

-=f (A Mouthful of Vegetable Pancake), broadcast in Beijing in 1958. At that time, 

television programmes had little influence in China since television was a relatively 

new phenomenon. In the ten years from 1966 to 1976, China stopped making TV 

serials altogether, while television technology was developing at a great rate in 

Western countries. From 1980 onwards, there were rapid developments in TV serial 

making in China, with more than 1 00 serials being produced in 1980 alone. In 

September 1982, the first TV serials studio-the Beijing Television Studio-was set 

429 Hu Zhifeng >, 'Zhongguo dianshi guannian yange zonglan' 9=JIIJtl.t!ll~.!Xl~iJf~~/f~ (Review 
- · · ·· · .- ~of'the-Evolution~ of-Chinese Television"Concepts);c:Xiandai-chuanbo=Beijirig' Guangbo Xueyuan 

xuebao J.W, f\ {~ tf -.-~t ;?-[~1M!~ 11Jt ~ t~ (Modem Media-Journal of the Beijing Broadcasting 
Institution), 1999, vol. 4. See also Hu Zhifeng's research paper for the International Conference on 
'Meijie yu bentu wenhua shengchan' 'j5jffj:!ij:;js:;ll!:)({{.1:13Jl (Media and Local Cultural Production) 
held at Beijing University on 13-15 December 1999. 
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up.430 During this period, the popularity of television dramatically increased. People 

living in the cities rushed to buy black and white sets. Many TV programmes and 

serials were of poor quality and the themes were uninteresting. Discussions were 

organised about how to improve the quality of TV serials, and how to put an end to 

poor quality products. Around 1984, · the Chinese government set up a new 

government department-the Broadcasting and Television Department.431 As a result 

of economic developments and the open door policy, television sets became important 

household appliances, and many foreign TV serials were imported, such as the 

Japanese serial Zisan silang ~- [9 ~~ (Sugata Sanshiroo) and the Hong Kong serial 

Huo Yuanjia tlt7G 't1, which were both very popular in the 1980s. From the Brazilian 

serials Feibang i=!n~ (Slander) and Nii nu -J;:JJ.. (Girl Slave), people came to realise 

that 'indoor dramas' ~ 1*1 mu (shineiju) were already very common in other countries. 

This was because of the many advantages of making them, such as low cost, fast 

production process and the fact that they are close reflections of real life. By 1989, 

there were 140 million TV sets in China and the audience total had reached 700 

million.432 This was the first time that television programmes could be delivered to the 

majority of the population, including almost the entire urban population, and watching 

television in the evening become a part of ordinary people's daily lives. In the same 

year, the Beijing Television Art Centre started making the first 'indoor drama', 

Yearning, which was broadcast in 1990, when TV audiences in China had risen to 

430 Beijing dianshi zhipian chang ~tffi ~tl]$1Ji.J!il!i. Now called Beijing dianshi yishu zhongxin ~t;?~ ~ 
tm ~ * ~ ,c,, (Beijing Television Art Centre) Peng Jixiang ff gt.j ~, Yingshi j ianshang ~ tJ\1, :?t ~ 
(Appreciation of Film and Television), p.214 
431 Guangbo dianshi bu I -ru! 't tm tffi. Film was dealt with by the Cultural Department; now the 
department is called I -ru! ~ ~ ~ tJ\1, ail (The Broadcasting, Film and Television Department). Hu 
Zhifeng, 'Review of the Evolution of Chinese Television Concepts', research paper for International 
Conference on Media and Local Cultural Production. 
432 Jia Leilei i';¥ ~~. 'Zhongguo dianshijU de Iishi yu xianzhuang' ~ ~ ~ t!lllliiJ Bf.J ~ !1: Ej J.W,:ij\ (The 
History and Current Situation of Chinese Television Serials), Wenyi yanjiu Jt~~~ (Research on 
Literature and Art), 200 I, vol. 6, pp.28-38 
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79.4% of the population. 433 Yearning was the most influential serial nationally in 

Chinese television history up to that point. After that, in the 1990s, the number of TV 

serials produced increased dramatically. 

Television Development in China 434 

Year TV serials TV sets TV audience 

1958 50 

1978 10,000 

1985 1,300 50 million 200 million 

1989 2,000 140 million 700 million 

1991 5,000 160 million 800 million 

2000 7535 1200 million 

In 1991, 5000 TV serials were produced; in 1997, nearly I 0,000 serials were 

produced. However, in 2000, this number dropped to 7535, after a number of poor 

quality TV serials made a financial loss, and people become more cautious about TV 

serial making. By that time the audience total had risen to 1.2 billion.435 Television 

can now reach audiences much greater than any other medium, including films, 

newspapers and radio, and is able to reach virtually the whole population in China. At 

the same time it has become the most powerful tool of mass communication, and one 

433 Zhongguo baixing lanpishu' rp 00 8 ttf .li[ $'_ ~ (The Chinese Common People's Blue Paper), 
Chapter: Wenhua )(1{. (Culture). Beijing qingnianbao ~t:Ei:wif:W. (Beijing Youth), 26 Aug. 2002, 
quoted from Renmin wang . .AJ~Iijj (People's Net) www.people.com.cn 
434 Hu Zhifeng, 'Review of the Evolution of Chinese Television Concepts', research paper for 
Int_emationaLConference on Media-and-kocai-Cultural Production; Jia Leilei l¥l~%i. The 'Histor{and 
Current Situation of Chinese Television Serials', Research on Literature and Art, 2001, vol. 6, pp.28-
38 
435 Jia Leilei ~~~. The 'History and Current Situation of Chinese Television Serials', Research on 
Literature and Art, 2001, vol. 6, pp.28-38 
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of the biggest business markets, for example, in terms of advertising. Therefore, TV 

programmes, especially TV serials, have developed from just satisfying the political 

censors to concern with two other powerful forces: commercial interests and mass 

preferences. Yearning marked the turning point in this television development in 

China. 

Yearning 

After the success of the Brazilian indoor drama, the Beijing Television Art Centre 

decided to make a long indoor drama based on the lives of Chinese people and made 

by Chinese artists. In 1988, a big new studio was set up near Fragrant Mountain W W 

in Beijing, and it was hoped that it would be used daily to ensure it was profitable. 

Zheng Xiaolong ~H.fe:ft 436 and Li Xiaoming *~lit~ 437
, who worked for the Beijing 

TV Art Centre, wanted to make an indoor drama serials with 50 episodes. In order to 

keep costs low, they were planning to use several cameras to record different scenes at 

the same time. Since they thought there was no story suitable for making into such a 

long TV serials immediately, the core of the story was to be based on a newspaper 

report of a few hundred words. In 1989, they looked to writers for help, and Wang 

Shuo, Zheng Wanlong ~]J~ and Chen Changben ~~:;$: agreed to participate in 

writing the scripts. 

436 ZhengXia~long t~BJtft was part of'Wang Shuo's group', he worked at the Beijing TV station TV 
Serials Art Centre as an editor, and later became a director. He made Wang Shuo's story Air Hostess 
into a TV serial in 1984, and the response from audiences was good. 
437 Li Xiaoming *n~aA, TV serial editor. His main works are Yearning and Yuwang W;.~ (Desire). 
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Yearning was first broadcast in the winter of 1990 in Beijing, and then, within less 

than a year, to more than a hundred TV stations all over China.438 This serial attracted 

an audience of many millions, who followed the story and became emotionally 

involved with the dramatic fate of the characters. This extraordinary effect was 

described as producing 'empty streets' CJJ A3::~) when it was broadcast in Beijing 

and in the provinces. People talked about it everywhere-on the buses, in factories 

and stores-and they became concerned about the frustrations ofLiu Huifang )(iJB=J.i. 

For many people it became an integral part of their lives. 

Yearning was designed to conform to the principles of government propaganda. The 

theme song broadcast at the beginning of every episode was 'Good People Have A 

Peaceful Life' Pf A -1:3f~, indicating the traditional moral expectations of people 

and the requirements of the authorities. The Chinese government was quite happy 

about it, since after the 1989 massacre the situation was very tense, and the 

enthusiastic response to Yearning in an objective sense helped to alleviate the 

oppressive atmosphere. Yearning was supported by the authorities after it became 

popular, and for the first time the propaganda and educational value of TV soaps was 

paid great attention by the purveyors of the official ideology. Politburo member Li 

Ruihuan ::~jHffifEf, who was in charge of national ideology, met with the Yearning crew 

in the Huairentang at Zhongnanhai 9=t i¥J #fi H 1= 1i:t, where the central Chinese 

government holds its meetings. He congratulated them on the success of the serial and 

described it as 'a worthy model for our literary and artistic workers. ' 439 The CCP thus 

recognised the power of television fiction and determined to harness it to its needs. 

438 Tao Dongfeng **JXI., Research on Aesthetic Culture in the Transitional Society, p. I 02 
439 Jianying Zha, 'Yearning', Transition, Volume 0 (sic), Issue 57 (1992), p.29 
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A Story that Moved the Nation 

The story focuses on relations between the Liu and Wang families. The Liu family is 

an ordinary working family living in a big mixed courtyard440 and the Wang family is 

an intellectual family living in a modem apartment. During the Cultural Revolution, 

Liu Huifang, the daughter of the Liu family, married the son of the Wang family, 

Wang Husheng, despite the fact that the Wang family has been ruined by political 

problems. Liu Huifang is portrayed as a model of traditional morality: she is kind, 

hard-working, tolerant - she has all the highest moral virtues - but encounters great 

misfortune in her life. She only thinks of contributing and making sacrifices. Her 

ungrateful husband, Wang Husheng, divorces her after the hard times for his family 

have ended. Liu Huifang takes in and cares for a little girl who has been abandoned, 

ignoring the opposition of others, but in the end is forced to return her adopted child 

to the Wang family. 441 Liu Huifang is then crippled after being hit by a car and 

becomes bedridden. 

Liu Huifang is designed to invoke sympathy by representing the a very kind person 

who meets with the cruellest of fates. Her character provokes many tears and much 

sympathy on the part of the audience, since she reflects the fate of millions of people 

who suffered unjustly for many years during the Cultural Revolution. There is a high 

440 This refers to the original 'siheyuanr' (quadrangle) design: since there were too many people per 
household, and therefore not enough room for them all, they built poor quality small houses inside the 
siheyuanr, which made the courtyard crowded and mixed. The mixed courtyard is a typical place for 
people at the bottom of urban society, who are usually manual labourers without higher or further 
education. There is only one water tap in the courtyard and people use the public toilets around __ t)')e 
locaJa_rea. - - - - -
441 Wang Husheng's 3::1#.:'£ sister Wang Yaru's Il!i~jl}j daughter was left at a train station. By chance 
she was taken in by Liu Huifang's sister. Liu Huifang adopted her, and nobody knew she was Wang 
Yaru's daughter. Wang Husheng and Wang Yaru treat the adopted girl badly, and in the end Wang 
Yaru finds that she is her daughter. 
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degree of audience identification with her. Critics pointed to the way people enthused 

over Liu Huifang's virtues and praised her as the 'Goddess ofthe East' *1J~~-Bj:: 

'In all of this we can see people's moral tendencies; we can also see the 
very powerful emotional pull of the perceived superior morality of the 
1950s and 1960s. '442 

The commercialisation of every walk of life was becoming more and more intense, 

but at the same time, it was having a negative influence as well. Relationships 

between people were becoming colder and more distant, and everything seemed to be 

connected with money. There were many cases of people cheating each other for 

money, of not giving credit, even to friends. People began to criticise what they saw 

as the deterioration in the general character of society. Yearning made people yearn 

for an idealised earlier existence, when people helped each other, loved each other, 

and were honest and truthful to each other. The Liu family's life in a traditional 

siheyuanr ll!l% ~ symbolises the good old days of the past. 

After 1989, and the destruction ofthe democracy movement, the people felt extremely 

disappointed that all their high hopes had been betrayed and a mood of 

disenchantment set in. It was this mentality that allowed audiences to empathise with 

Liu Huifang's experiences, a further demonstration that the people at the bottom of 

Chinese society will put up with any level of suffering, a legacy of the Confucian past. 

The story introduced several perennial themes from the traditional aesthetic canon, for 

example, 'hitting the heartless man' (WtE!t'L.' ~~). This appeared in the traditional 

442 Li Zhongyang *r:?~EI, 'Dianshiju yu daode chongjian' Ft!~JSIJ-'0iiH\i\£~ (Television Serial and 
Rebuilding Morality), Zhongguo wenxue yanjiu !f1 00 X?!/ !f1 ~ (Research on Chinese Literature), 
1998, vol. 1, pp.91-96 
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story 'Qin Xianglian' ~:W~.443 It typically involves a beautiful girl who meets a 

man who is in difficulties; she comforts and helps him, and they get married, but 

when the man's situation suddenly improves he abandons the woman. This kind of 

behaviour is particularly frowned upon in traditional morality, and, since it is not 

uncommon in real life, people relate to this and never get tired of hearing such stories. 

This was particularly the case after the Cultural Revolution, when there was a wave of 

divorces. Some involved young educated people who had married peasants when they 

were sent down to the countryside. Others were the children of intellectual rightists 

who had married people from the labouring class to give them a more favourable class 

background, but then chose to get divorced when the political upheavals were over. 

People like Liu Huifang always win an audience's sympathy, and people like Wang 

Husheng are always the villains, like Chen Shimei ~*tit~, the ungrateful husband in 

'Qin Xianglian'. 

Another popular theme is 'searching for a lost child' (~t~fJlUL), as in the traditional 

story 'Zhaoshi gu' er' ~ f.\JJLU L (The Zhao Family Orphan).444 In Yearning, Luo Gang 

left his and Wang Yam's daughter at a railway station while trying to escape during 

443 Qin Xianglian's 8 ~ story, set during the Northern Song Dynasty (~t~ 960-1127) is the topic of 
a well-known Peking opera. Qin Xianglian married Chen Shimei ~.$tlt~ and they had two children. 
Qin Xianglian took on the burden of all family matters, including looking after the children and Chen's 
parents, and supported Chen in his studies. Chen went to the capital to take part in the imperial 
examinations and become a 'zhuangyuan' t'\5t (Number One Scholar). When the emperor asked him 
about his background, Chen lied, saying that his parents were both dead and that he was not married. 
The emperor let him marry his daughter, and he became a 'fuma' m:I?J (emperor's son-in-law), and 
lived a life of luxury. After a few years, Chen's parents died, and Qin Xianglian came looking for her 
husband. Chen refused to acknowledge her and the children, so Qin Xianglian looked for help from the 
famous upright official Bao Zheng -§jl] (999-1062) to sue Chen, and Chen was finally punished. 
444 'Zhaoshi gu'er' jj:Uii 5L.JL (Mr. Zhao's Orphan), a story set in the state of Jin in the Spring and 
Autumn_J.!eriod_(1f~~ [;!\lc265-43 6).-It,is also thectheme·ofa·well•known· Peking opera: ·Thfee~Huiiared · 
people from Zhao Dun's family were killed by the Jin emperor because of an evil plot by a treacherous 
court official. And even newly born babies were pursued with the intention of killing them. The Zhao 
family's guest, Chen Ying f~~. protects Zhao's orphan and sacrifices his own child. When Zhao's 
child grows up, he avenges his father. 
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the Cultural Revolution. Liu Huifang's sister brings the little girl back home, without 

knowing who she is, and Liu Huifang adopts her. Then Luo Gang and Wang Yam try 

in vain to find their daughter. People are so bound up in with their concern for the 

'lost and found' child that the story holds the attention of the audience right to the 

end. 

The third theme in this story deals with the vicissitudes of love and marriage, a 

subject always dear to people's hearts. There are three couples in the story: Liu 

Huifang and Wang Husheng's is a marriage between a worker and an intellectual; the 

other marriages are those of the intellectual couple Wang Yaru and Luo Gang, and the 

worker couple Song Dacheng and Sun Yujuan. None of the three couples has a happy 

marriage, and they all break up for different reasons. Unlike Liu Huifang's heartless 

husband, Song Dachang and Luo Gang are both in love with Liu Huifang, but she 

refuses to have anything to do with either the worker or the intellectual. Liu Huifang 

insists on living up to the traditional ethic of loyalty to one man. 

Backward Opinions and Prejudice 

Members of the Chinese Women's Association have pointed out that Liu Huifang's 

image set back by 15 years the liberation of Chinese women. 445 In Yearning, the 

woman is expected to embody traditional moral values, such as benevolence, 

righteousness and fidelity, and especially 'endurance'. This includes compromising 

over issues such as self-interest and personal dignity, something that conflicts with the 

latest values introduced from the West. These Western-values emphasise the fact that 

445 Dai Jinhua ~till$, You zai jing zhang i'f] 1£00:"P (As if in a Mirror), p.235 
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everybody has the right to protect his or her interests, and that a woman should not 

sacrifice herself for a man. The message coming through Yearning is a conservative 

re-affirmation of traditional values; it represents a step backwards, and reflects 

people's complex feelings towards the value system of modem commercialised 

society. 

The TV serial also demonstrated prejudice against provincial people. The intellectual 

family is said to have come from Shanghai originally, and the son was born in 

Shanghai, a fact obvious to the audience because of his name, Hush eng ¥? 1:.446 The 

'badly behaved' people were acted by actors and actresses from Shanghai. This 

conformed to the prejudices of many people in the North, including Beijing, who 

think that people from the South are mean, cold and calculating. Conversely Northern 

people like the Liu family are generous and warm, giving willingly of themselves 

without expecting anything in return. 

The story continues the theme of Wang Shuo' s criticism of intellectuals and praise for 

the working classes. Workers such as Liu Huifang and Song Dacheng are portrayed as 

honest, loyal and reliable; intellectuals, like Wang Husheng and his sister Wang Yaru, 

are portrayed as selfish, dishonest and hypocritical. Criticising intellectuals, who are 

in the minority, is an easy route to popularity when the majority of viewers are from 

other classes. Whether Yearning 'vilified intellectuals' or not became a focal point of 

argument about the serial, and two groups emerged: the group who wanted to 'protect 

intellectuals' ({:*~Qi,Q)t-=f) and the group who wanted to 'criticise intellectuals' (:fft 

446 Hu 1F is the abbreviation of Shanghai, sheng 1:. means to be born. 
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~Oi.R:5t-T). Critics of course tended to criticise the 'anti-intellectual' bias, manifested 

in the suspicion and mockery shown towards intellectuals.447 

Wang Shuo and the group of writers and directors were not only committed to 

mainstream ideology but also bowed to the opinions of the majority of ordinary 

viewers. As one scholar has writte!l: 'Wang Shuo's culture is an outstanding example 

of submitting to ordinary people. ' 448 And some avant-garde writers strongly criticised 

Yearning: 

'In their eyes, everything about Yearning was offensive-its official status 
as a 'model product', its crude, derogatory portrayal of intellectuals, its 
vulgar, melodramatic style, and its celebration, in the service of party 
politics, of old Chinese values such as self-sacrifice and endurance (versus 
modem, Western values such as individualism and initiative)'449 

. 

Yearning was clearly made to cater to people at the lower levels of society, and did 

not suit the tastes of intellectuals. 

The Production Process 

Most Chinese TV serials began as adaptations of prominent works of serious 

literature. Before Yearning, TV serials had been based on New Era literature, such as 

Cuotuo suiyue &,!~~ ~ (Time Passes by and Nothing is Accomplished written by 

447Wu Di ~i!J!. 'Wenhua toushi: tongsuju de xingsheng yuanyin ji jiazhi quxiang' ')Cit)!:t-.W.: :iffifitJSIJ 
A<]~~},~~.& 1frffi~ ~' (Cultural Perspective: The Reasons for the Success and Value Orientation of 
Popular TV Serials), Dangdai dianying ~1~ It~ (Contemporary Cinema), 1994, vol. 6, pp. 79-85 
448 Yang Xiaobin fhj\~,_'Jie~i_W.~ng Shuo:_yi~aJLshL?;iJjan, yi-ban-shicshounue '-M.tJT-£~JJ: ..,..,. *·~~13-
?&~ -_:.:-¥l~$(A.nalysing Wang Shuo: Half Self-love Half Masochism), X in yu si dianzi wenku )Ji)fi.g. 
~~ It.::;- )C P-f. (X in yusi Electronic Literary Store), www.xys.org/xys/ebooks/literature/novels/Wang
Shuo/jiexi.txt 
449 Jianying Zha, 'Yearnings', Transition, Volume 0 (sic), Issue 57 (1992), pp.26-51 
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Ye Xin nf-*), based on a 'Scar Literature' work, Xin xing ¥JT£ (New Star writtern by 

Ke Yunlu ;f;Ji} ~II% ). Some of the TV serials were made from ancient and modern 

literary classics, such as Xi you ji ®vltiD (The Journey to the West) and Si shi tong 

tang IZYtt!:IPJ¥: (Four Generation Family).450 

Yearning was the first really influential mass cultural product. As a long TV serial, 

Yearning departed from the custom of relying on literary works. The aim behind the 

making of Yearning was to reach as wide an audience as possible, which meant that it 

would be a serial for the masses. This serial was a mile-stone in TV programme 

development. 

By the time Wang Shuo was invited to join the script writing group, he was already 

famous for his films and his stories, and had a lot of experience as a film editor 

producing films for the commercial market. Wang Shuo recalled that the concept of 

creating a script had changed: 

'Once I got into this group creating the TV serial, I felt that this time it 
was different from before, everybody had reached a common 
understanding. This was not personal creation: everybody put aside their 
own ambitions and value concepts. This drama was for ordinary people, 
therefore the theme and style of the drama should respect ordinary 
people's values and customs. So what are ordinary people's values and 
customs? Everybody agreed about this: that they are the traditional 
Chinese values: spreading kindness and suppressing evil, judging people 
according to high moral standards; praising truth, kindness and beauty; 
castigating the false, evil and ugly; justice will overcome evil in the end; 
good people will have peaceful lives, and bad people will be punished 
during their present lives. '451 

450 Si shi tong tang !rntt!:fliJJT (Four Generation Family) was written in the 1940s by Lao She, and 
describes the life of ordinary Beijing people during the Japanese occupation. 
451 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, pp.B-9 
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They did not start to create the story from reality, or from emotional or artistic 

pursuits; instead they started by thinking about the audience, and tried to praise 

ordinary people's beliefs, and traditional Chinese moral values. 

Wang Shuo and the other writers put forward ideas and suggestions about the plot, 

arranged roles, designed the characters in terms of their status and the relationships 

between them. The process of making up the story was described as being similar to 

'doing a maths question, and achieving balance', Wang said: 

'If there is a good person, then we should also arrange to have a not very 
good person; one person lives in the alley, another lives in an apartment 
building; one is enthusiastic, the other, silent; if this person is extremely 
good, then on the another side of the scale, put all the unlucky things on 
her head, only by doing this can we allow her to be continuously good. All 
the characteristics and particularities of the roles had to be allocated in 
advance, like ju $, rna I:b and pao ;J:fQ in Chinese chess. Some can only go 
straight, some can only go along an oblique line, some can only jump one 
to hit the other; this is the only way to play chess well. We call it 
stereotyping-each does his or her duty. ' 452 

Completely different from the original creative writing carried out by a writer, this 

arrangement of the characters and plot is very much like creating a robotic 

performance or a game, rather than emphasising people's emotions or closely 

reflecting reality. The game can be simply formed and repeatedly re-created, a 

characteristic of popular cultural products. The critic Wang Yichuan commented: 

'It can also succeed by using a playful attitude to make up the story, but 
even if it is admired as an unprecedented success, this undoubtedly 
destroys the sense of mission and seriousness of attitude to writing, which 
are built on a sense of tragedy. ' 453 

452 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.I 0 
453 Wang Yichuan .I- )II, 'Cong beijuxing dao xijuxing' Mi$J.li1J11.¥1J.J:J.li!Jt1 (From Tragedy to 
Comedy), Zhongguo qingnianyanjiu J:f:l OO"Wif:li)f~ (China Youth Study), 1994, vol. I, pp.l6-17 
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If even a tragic story can be written with a game-playing attitude, then comedy 

making will have an even more 'game-playing' attitude in it. After Yearning, many 

makers ofTV serials imitated this method of making up stories. 

In order to produce a long TV serial, it is not possible to rely on a single writer 

working carefully to create a product of high artistic merit, since there is not enough 

time. It requires something like an industrial production line. The creative group must 

have good management and be efficient, since it has to meet the specifications for the 

product. In the process of making mass cultural products, the conflict between 

pursuing artistic ideals and meeting the demands of the consumer became apparent. 

Writers had to sacrifice their personalities, their artistic ideals, and even create a style 

based on the needs of the masses.454 Writers' artistic and cultural personalities become 

submerged in this mass product.455 Yearning broke with existing theory and tradition 

in TV serial making. Satisfying the emotional needs of the audience became a feature 

of the writers' artistic endeavour. 

The low cost, the speed of production, and the potential for success and commercial 

profits boosted indoor drama making in China. The number of TV serials made 

sharply increased from 2,000 in 1989 to 5,000 in 1991. Yearning marked the 

beginning of the emergence of a mass culture :::*:A )C 1{., and at the same time it 

marked the change from the age of paper media (newspapers, magazines) to that of 

visual media (TV, computers). It also marked the shift in the focus of the cultural field 

from literature and film to television. 

454 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.9 
455 'b'd 10 I I , p. 
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Stories of the Editorial Office 

After the success of Yearning, Zheng Xiaolong, from the Beijing Television Art 

Centre, invited Wang Shuo, Feng Xiaogang and others to write the script for a new 

TV serial. Indoor drama is always full of dialogue, and this was Wang Shuo's forte. 

Zheng Xiaolong was attracted to Wang Shuo's language style, and asked others to 

write in this style and then had Wang Shuo finalise the manuscript. 456 Several people 

attempted this. However, Feng Xiaogang was the only one selected to co-write with 

Wang Shuo.457 Bianjibu de gushi tliU$:fl$B<JI!&JJ (Stories of the Editorial Office), was 

broadcast in 1991 and contained 18 stories over 25 episodes. Wang Shuo wrote 

thirteen of these, while Feng Xiaogang wrote twelve. The language was based mainly 

on Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' style. The Beijing TV Art Centre decided to use the script 

of Stories of the Editorial Office to make a comedy serial, the first to be made in 

Chinese television history. Yearning had made audiences cry, and Stories of the 

Editorial Office was intended to make them laugh, so the two serials were in contrast 

to one another. 

Strict Censorship 

Censorship of TV serial had now become even stricter, after Yearning had made the 

authorities realise how a TV serial could be a powerful instrument of mass 

indoctrination. The Beijing TV Art Centre was strictly controlled by the Beijing 

456cYang Jun;fih:@",-'Zheng-Xiaol<frig: zai''Beijingreri zaiNiuyue' zliinou' ~IH~ft: {E<~t:!itA:tf~Ii~'.J> 
Z }§ (Zheng Xiaolong: After 'Beijingese in New York'), quoted from 
http://joy.fm365.eornlyangjun/chat/zhenxiaolong.htm 
457 Feng Xiaogang admits his practising his language style with Wang Shuo at that time benefited his 
'new year films' in the late 1990s. See Chapter III on Film. 
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authorities, and the script of Stories of the Editorial Office had to be sent to them for 

examination. The deputy party secretary of Beijing city, Wang Guang ±.:ft, and the 

standing committee member and director of the Beijing city propaganda department, 

Li Zhijian ::$7t!J£, read the script of Stories of the Editorial Office, and wrote letters 

to the Beijing TV Art Centre. Wang Guang wrote: 

'Serious and sensitive political problems should not be- used as material 
for ironic treatment. ..... do your best to avoid vulgar language, gestures 
and plots. ' 458 

And Li Zhijian wrote: 

'Light comedy is one type of serials. If it can be completed quickly, 
Beijing will be able rapidly to take over this field, and this will be helpful 
to the overall situation. '459 

Political issues and the great potential influence of this TV serial on the whole country 

was an issue of particular concern to these political leaders, especially since it was 

produced in Beijing, where people in the cultural field acted as leaders of the national 

cultural scene. There was great strategic significance in the making of this TV serial 

against the background of the continued tense situation in the country. 

When shooting began for Stories of the Editorial Office, Li and Wang came to visit 

the studio and watch some pilots from the serial. According to their suggestions, the 

script was adjusted and revised, and every episode, every paragraph and every line 

had to be gone through two or three times. 460 The production process was so stressful 

458 Zhang Yongjing 5*-J:k-~,-(ed~) Beijing-dianshiyish-u thongxinshi n-ian -hulshou :I~Et lt:t'l ~* r:f:1 ,c,, 
+~§I t!f (Review of Ten Years of the Beijing Television Art Centre), Beijing: Zhongguo xiju 

chubanshe J:j:IOOX!(;J81JI±li\&U (Chinese Drama Publisher), p.213 
459 Zhang Yongjing, (ed.) Review ofTen Years of the Beijing Television Art Centre, p.2 13 
460 ibid. 
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because everybody wanted to avoid making political mistakes. TV serials had first to 

meet political criteria and secondly satisfy audience demands for entertainment. It was 

almost impossible to avoid compromising in order to conform to mainstream 

ideological tendencies in the serial, as people had in Yearning. 

Most of the production staff were people who had worked on Yearning, and many 

were young people in their thirties. At the same time as trying to avoid touching on 

any political issues, Wang Shuo expressed his concern over audience reaction saying: 

'The biggest worry is that the audience will not laugh. From the director 
to the actors and actresses, they all work with one purpose in mind, that is 
to make the audience laugh. We even deliberately got rid of some parts 
which might mistakenly allow the attention of the audience to wander, 
such as satirising political news. This was all abandoned, just because we 
were worried that some people might say there was some profound 
meaning in it. However, we had no choice. '461 

Implicitly Wang Shuo is here conceding that his biggest worry was not audience 

reaction but political censorship. The Beijing TV Art Centre decided on the required 

style for the serial at the beginning, which was 'refined and healthy' ~)fl£-f§!J*, and 

stipulated that material must come from life, and any exaggeration must be based on 

reality. 462 This objective was achieved and the censorship was passed. Of course, 

Wang Shuo and the other editor, Feng Xiaogang, had their own thoughts: 

'(We) stick to one major principle: only deal with social problems, not 
political problems, then it will not be killed off.' 463 

461 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p49 
462 Zhang Yongjing (ed.), Review ofTen Years of the Beijing Television Art Centre, p.218 
463 Wen Xichui illi\. ~ ft & Cai Yingzhou ~ liR ifli, 'Lun jiushi niandai guonei tongsu dianshiju 
chuangzuo' ~11 +~1~00 fig iii f~ ~~nJIJ€1Jf1: (National Popular Television Creation in the 1990s), 
Dianying Chuangzuo ~~f31.[_1~ _(QineJ11atic~_Cre_ation),- 2001, vol.- 1,--ppo-73-77,- originaJiycjn~Feng 
Xirlogang &-Wang Shuo(ed.) ~'Bianjibu de gushi'jingcai duibai xinshang <~$!i:tffli¥Ji'&$> ~%xt8 
fiX 'ff.£ (Appreciation of the Excellent Dialogue in Stories of the Editorial Office), p.5, Beijing: 
Zhongguo guang-dian chubanshe, 1992 (fef±-1-::k!W:JniJ, RfO!lt&f±~lblJ12i, :::fr&.&.i*l!itllbln2i, .ilJt/F 
~~fft;~.) 
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Their satire did not touch on the political system, and Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' 

language style performed the function of helping to alleviate the frustrations 

stemming from the unhappy experiences people suffered in life. The leading actor Ge 

You became the most adept at putting Wang Shuo's language style across to an 

audience; he used Wang Shuo himself as the original model for his performance.464 

Stories of the Editorial Office has been broadcast a total of 140 times on different TV 

stations around China. It had a dramatic effect following on from Yearning, and was 

considered to be a 'cultural consumption phenomenon' x 1-t m Jt .f~ ~ with a 

profound meaning for the early 1990s.465 It marked the start of 'urban comedy' and 

'situation comedy', which together form one of the main types of TV serials today: 

comedy, martial arts and romance. In 1993, Stories of the Editorial Office won the 

government television award 'Fei tian jiang' ~:7(~ (Flying in the Sky Award), 

previously won by Yearning. These two TV serials were turning points in the history 

of Chinese TV serial production. Firstly, the group design and planning technique and 

industrial production-line methods contributed greatly to the success of the serial. It 

was now clear that individual creative works could not compete with group products, 

hence TV serial making has gone down the road of industrial production. Secondly, 

these two TV serials were very influential among ordinary people, won government 

awards, and were the focus of cultural and media attention. Thirdly, these products 

had a much greater effect on audiences than serious literary and art works; TV serial 

464 Ge -You; 'Wang,Shuo ye,zai bian' :E9l.Jl!BH:~-(Wang Shuo -is Also-ch-anging), Wang Shiio ln 
Celebrities' Eyes, p. I 76 
465 Rao Shuguang ~llfB't, 'Hou xiandai zhuyi wenhua yu dangdai Zhongguo dianying dianshi' J§'f.W.1~ 
3:: 5I... Jt ft 1=5 ~ 1~ ~ 00 El! ~ El! ~ (Post-Modernist Culture and Contemporary Chinese Film and 
Television), Dangdai dianying ~1~EI!~ (Contemporary Cinema), 1994, vol. 2, pp.75-81 
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and film makers in the rest of the country began to imitate them, leading to a schism 

with 'serious' culture, and the emergence of a new mass culture trend.466 

Focus on Social Phenomena 

The focus of society had changed from politics to economics, and economic issues 

became more and more important. Ordinary people were facing an even more difficult 

economic situation than before: they worked hard to make a living during the day, and 

in the evenings all they wanted to do was have a rest and watch something they could 

identify with, something that echoed the daily lives of ordinary people. 

Stories of the Editorial Office focuses on six editors of the magazine Renjian zhinan 

}JBJ1~1¥J (People's Guide), who are all kind-hearted people, willing to help others. 

The stories take place in the small editorial office, and reflect the many problems and 

phenomena of society. 

The stories deal with how to run a magazine in the commercial age when distribution 

numbers are going down, and everybody is competing to be the leader of the editorial 

office; they criticise dining out on public funds and the lack of professional morality 

of some writers; the stories satirise people who 'go through the back door' to get what 

they want, such as one writer who uses every possible opportunity to establish social 

relationships with all the editors in the office in order to get her story published. One 

story points out that everybody should obey public transport regulations for the safety 

466 Wang Yichuan .±:-)II, 'Yu yingshi gongwu de ershi shiji jiushi niandai de Beijing wenxue' l.::ij~ 
tm~~I'J<J20tl!:~90~{~1'J<J:It:5ot~ (Twentieth Century 1990s Beijing Literature Dancing with Film 
and TV), Beijing shehui kexue :ltH::f±~W~ (Beijing Social Science), 2003, vol. I, pp. 89-107 
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of both themselves and others; another deals with how people should treat good and 

bad babysitters; one episode extols the virtues of disabled people who work hard to 

make an independent living; another deals with weight problems and dieting. 

These stories are relatively independent of each other, but the editors link the stories 

together in order to reflect different aspects of society and people's lives. Audiences 

feel involved and interested in such stories. Stories of the Editorial Office employs the 

ironic 'tiaokan' style, with the strategy of 'small criticisms being a big help' ;j\.'fb A 

f\Ht. This means that mild criticisms are made of many social phenomena to help 

officials manage society, to encourage ordinary people to cooperate with the 

authorities and obey the law; the serial contributes to a change in the general mood of 

society, and strongly reflects mainstream ideology. 

Some phrases from the TV serial became popular catch-phrases which captured the 

mood of the times, such as: 'Money is not everything, but without money you can't 

do anything' ~tVf~JJ~~Er-J, 1§.¥i1f~tP~JJ"]f1~~~1¥J. This satirises both the 

worship of money in the current commercially oriented society, and also the 

traditional stubborn insistence on looking down on money. Another phrase was: 

'revolution is inviting a guest to have a meal' .!Tifrlff)t~iflf~OZ;t&. This satirises the 

ridiculous phenomenon of officials lavishly dining out on public funds. Such phrases 

reflect the complex attitudes of ordinary people towards new and old phenomena in a 

changing society. 
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Two Generations of Intellectuals 

Wang Shuo continued to satirise intellectuals in Stories of the Editorial Office. 

Characters are skilfully and carefully designed. By using different combinations of 

characteristics, age and gender, he constructed six contrasting editors. Three of them 

are older . generation intellectuals, while the other three are younger generation 

intellectuals. Among them are two female editors; one is of the older generation, the 

other of the younger generation. The other four editors are male, two are of the older 

generation, the other two of the younger generation. The democratic atmosphere in 

the editorial office encourages everybody to speak freely without holding back. The 

younger generation of editors is portrayed as more positive than the old. Among the 

older generation, Sister Niu holds orthodox ideas and stubborn views on society, and 

Liu Shuhou is pedantic and selfish; as members of the older generation, they tend to 

use the language of mainstream ideology, and although they are intellectuals, they 

seem sunk in the same everyday trivia as ordinary people. The old image of 

intellectuals as high-minded, serious and well-educated, which is stamped indelibly 

on people's minds, is challenged here. Young editors such as Li Dongbao, Ge Ling 

and Yu Deli have become a new generation of ordinary people rather than a new 

generation of intellectuals. The critic Chen Xiaoming commented on Wang Shuo's 

attitude towards intellectuals: 

'He tears the synthetic mask off the 'Man with a capital M' .:A~El"JA of 
New Era literature ...... To Wang Shuo, a 'human being' is neither noble 
nor base; there are just different ways of living. The 'real people' Wang 
Shuo is searching for-Wang Shuo calls them new 'socialist people' -are 
modem urban people who intend to get rid of all political barriers and 
throw off the burden of tradition.' 467 

467 Chen Xiaoming M~WtllJ3, Wenxue chaoyue )(~Jm~ (Transcending Literature), p.l28 
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Using comedy to satirise intellectuals is what Wang Shuo does in many of his 

fictional works, for instance, You Are Not An Ordinary Man. The TV serial helped to 

portray these characters in a more lively way, and reach a much wider audience. 

Compared with his stories, the irony applied to intellectuals is gentler in the TV serial. 

The editors in Stories of the Editorial Office are more attractive than the intellectual 

characters in Yearning and in the film The Operators. The two generations of editors 

are united and work together harmoniously all the time, although they have different 

views on things. This is an ideal working environment which everybody dreams to 

have, and a far cry from the reality of most ordinary people, who have to deal with 

complex relationships and conflicts in their places of work. This includes those work 

places with a concentration of intellectuals. As Wang Shuo said, Stories of the 

Editorial Office is like Yearning, in that it enables people to dream.468 

In order to avoid the tediousness of a serial all about intellectuals, there is a love-story 

theme among the younger generation editors running through the whole serial. The 

young editor Li Dongbao (male) is interested in Ge Ling (female), they often engage 

in banter and joke with each other, maintaining a warm relationship, which, however, 

never goes beyond friendship. This low-key love-interest adds spice to the atmosphere 

of the story and attracts a young audience. 

468 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, p.47 
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Situation Comedy 

The light comedy Stories of the Editorial Office created a model for TV situation 

comedies 't~*%.@11. The director Ying Da ~:it adopted some of the characteristics 

of Stories of the Editorial Office to use in popular comedy TV soaps which now form 

part of the staple diet of current TV schedules in China. 

Ying Da invited many people from artistic and dramatic circles to celebrate the 1 01
h 

anniversary of situation comedy in November 2002. The review of works over the last 

ten years is fascinating: in November 1992, Ying Da, Wang Shuo and the scriptwriter 

Liang Zuo ~lc talked all one night, during which the first ever Chinese situation 

comedy, Wo ai wo jia :flt~:flt% (I Love My Family), was developed. It became a 

very popular TV serial of 120 episodes which was first broadcast in 1995. Ying Da 

admits that I Love My Family was indebted to Wang Shuo's Stories of the Editorial 

Office and various of his other works. Ying Da had studied in America, had noticed 

how popular situation comedy was there, and very much wanted to make China's own 

situation comedy. He also knew that a successful situation comedy must have a native 

style: 

'At that time we did not have other things to learn from, we just followed 
the road which had been laid by Wang Shuo and went forward ...... and 
fortunately later added things like Liang Zuo's quarrels, which made ours 
a bit different from Stories of the Editorial Office, otherwise it could have 
just have been a carbon copy of it. ' 469 

Ying Da described the relationship between himself, Wang Shuo and Liang Zuo: 

469 'Zhuanfang Ying Da' ~ijj~:it: (Interview with Ying Da), quoted from Qingjing xiju wang 'tilf~.ff 
J~W ~ (Situation Comedy Net), www.cnsitcom.com/article.asp?id=64 
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'If we are talking about the relationships between the three people, Wang 
Shuo is the designer, Liang Zuo is the editor and I am the director. ' 470 

I Love My Family was an indoor drama, consisting principally of dialogues. The 

stories in each episode were relatively independent, and it employed Beijing local 

language with Wang Shuo's 'tiaokan' style. It tells stories about nine family 

members, and used the common American technique of adding the sound of audience 

laughter at appropriate points. After the success of I Love My Family, Ying Da 

continued to make numerous sitcoms, such as Zhongguo canguan 9=' III ~tEl (Chinese 

Restaurant) and Houche dating {1*$.Aff (Waiting Room). Among them, Xianren Ma 

dajie 1*1 A :fb :A ~.fl. (Idle Sister Ma) was warmly welcomed by audiences and is 

currently still being broadcast in Beijing after starting two years ago. 

Ying Da noticed that Southern audiences do not respond well to the use of Beijing 

dialect, so in order to overcome the dialect limitation, Ying Da made Xi 'an Hu jia m:i 

'ii:rlt% (Hu Family of Xi'an), especially for people who speak the Northwest dialect, 

Dongbei yijiaren * ~t-% A (A Northeast Family) for people who speak the 

Northeast dialect, and Xin qishier jia fangke iT72%!%~ (The 72 New Guests) for 

people who speak the Shanghai dialect. Ying Da had also tried to take into account 

the latest developments, for example in cooperating with Wang Shuo to make 

Wangchong riji fijJ ;R BiG (Diary of an Internet Geek) to attract a young audience. 

470 'Yi~g D;:-di~nshi gaibian le sanbainian xinshang xiju de fangshi' ~:it::Egf!Ci&~T300{f::JV.:ff£%niiJ 
l'f.J1J.i\: (Ying Da: Television has Changed the Method of Appreciating Comedy of the Last 300 years), 
quoted from Qingjing xiju wang t!li ~ % A!iiJ 1M] (Situation Comedy Net), 
www.cnsitcom.com/article.asp?id=65 
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Ying Da's situation comedies were influential not only in Beijing and the rest of 

China, but also in other Chinese-speaking regions of East Asia, such as Taiwan, 

which also started to make situation comedies influenced by Ying Da. Sitcoms are 

broadcast between 6:00 and 7:00pm in China, the second TV peak time,471 when 

retired people and school students are the main audience. Situation comedy is still 

looked down on by the authorities; however, they have had to recognise its huge 

popularity and impact. 

Wang Shuo's Commercial TV Serials 

After the success of Yearning and Stories ofthe Editorial Office, Wang Shuo moved 

from writing stories to making TV serials and films, and participated in the making of 

numerous TV serials. This included adapting some of his stories for TV, such as Guo 

ba yin i11E~ (Enjoy) in 8 episodes adapted from his three love stories: Enjoy then 

Die, Losing My Love Forever and Nobody Cheers. For the most part, he acted as the 

editor or planner for the serials, as in Ai ni mei shangliang ~ffJ\&fl})Ji: (I Love You 

Unconditionally), Hai rna gewuting 1BJ !J; HIX n ff (The Seahorse Dance Hall), etc. 

These TV serials were mass culture products, whose main purpose was commercial 

profit. 

Apart from the great influence a TV serial can have on an audience, the most 

important aspect is the potential commercial profit for the television industry. The 

commercial elements in the serial became more obvious in Stories of the Editorial 

Office. This incorporated an advertisement for a mineral water kettle within the serial 

471 The main TV peak time is between 7:00pm-9:00pm. 
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itself, in scenes in which the principal actor and actress acted. 472 This 'soft 

advertising' (~Ji5) was immediately copied by many other serials. 

Two million yuan was invested in I Love You Unconditionally, and it was sold for 3.5 

million to Chinese Central Television (CCTV), 473 a record price at that time. 474 

Although it was not a successful TV serial and was criticised, however it sent a clear 

message that the commercialisation of a TV serial could reap considerable financial 

rewards; since then the TV serial market has expanded considerably. This also helped 

TV serials connected with Wang Shuo to sell well, such as Qing bo 315 iw ~ 315 

(Please Dial 315), and TV serials made by Wang Shuo's Good Dream Film and TV 

Company, such as Ground Covered in Chicken Feathers, The Dark Side of the Moon. 

There is official recognition that TV serials are expected to entertain people, but they 

are also expected to have educational significance and promote traditional values. It is 

very difficult to incorporate all these official requirements into the TV serial makers' 

style and combine them into a popular TV serial for a mass audience with the 

elements needed for commercial success. The commercial aspect has already become 

the dominant element in the making of a TV serial; the mainstream ideological 

content is still strong too; what they are particularly lacking is artistic quality with 

weak scripts, poor acting and technical deficiencies, etc. These elements: poor quality, 

472 Rao Shuguang t'l:~:Yt, 'Post-Modernist Culture and Contemporary Chinese Film and Television', 
Contemporary Cinema, 1994, vol. 2, pp.75-81 
473 Wu Xiaoli ~~J'BB, 'Dui dianshiju 'hongdong xiaoying' de sikao' xtt£:f!A\,181j ·~l)lj~Jiil'I¥J,I[!l,~ 
(The Thinking behind the 'Shock Effect' of TV Serials), Shanghai daxue xuebao _t;i{iJ:k~~W. 
(Journal of Shanghai University), 1995, vol. 4, pp.12-16; Wei Bin mrfii, Meng Gu :ifum!, 'Dianshi 

- juben,mianmian guan '-!£fm/SIJ$0000~J\lc(:A:spects ofthe-Scripts ofTV Serials), -shengxiang'shijie ?if~-
tit~ (Voice and Screen World), 1994, vol. pp.43-44 
474 Zeng Qingrui ~JXI/M, 'Shaowang dianshiju de jingshen jiayuan' '1'~1£fm]81ji¥J~:fljl*!m (L) 
(Watching the Spiritual Home of TV Serials, First Halt), Hangzhou shifan xueyuan xuebao #U+IVf!im 
~llft~W. (Journal ofHangzhou Teachers College), 2000, vol.3, pp.70-79 
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vulgar taste and a pursuit of profit have lost TV serials a large proportion of their 

audience, especially among intellectuals. The average number of channels that 

audiences in urban areas can receive is 15; in big cities like Beijing, audiences can 

receive up to 40 channels.475 There are channels with specific themes, such as the 

sports channel and film channel; but apart from these the rest are all TV stations 

belonging to different provinces. They have virtually the same types of programmes 

as· Beijing, and it is often possible to see the same TV serial broadcast by different 

channels one after another. The development of the internet is so quick that TV serials 

are losing younger audiences to the net. In addition to competition from other media, 

TV serials are also facing competition from other types of TV programme, such as 

Kuaile 52 'tfc* (Happy 52), a quiz programme, and Shihua shishuo ~iE~iJl (Tell 

the Truth), a popular talk show about current events and social phenomena. At the 

same time, TV serials made in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan and Korea go in popular 

waves around the country; an example is the Taiwan-directed Huanzhu gege kE~~ 

~ (Huanzhu Princess).476 The biggest cause for concern, however, is the mainland 

TV serial itself, which has abandoned its original pursuit of artistic quality in the 

process of commercialisation. 

Wang Shuo's involvement in making commercial TV serial was halted temporarily, 

and later much reduced, after the ban placed on his films and his other works in 1996. 

Wang Shuo often likes to use TV serials to present his ideas, rather than just in order 

to make money. For instance, Ground Covered in Chicken Feathers and The Dark 

Side of the Moon were not permitted to be broadcast in the Beijing area because of 

475 Jia Lei lei ~~~. 'The History and Current Situation of Chinese Television Serials', Research on 
Literature and Art, 200 I, vol. 6, p.35 
476 Huanzhu Princess was made by a Taiwanese company with Taiwanese investment and a Taiwanese 
director, but located in mainland China with some mainland actors. 
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their satirical comments on current events. This meant these TV serials lost the 

opportunity to be more influential and successful in Beijing, China's cultural capital. 

Wang Shuo said: 

'When we were making TV serials, I still had dreams, and I hoped to put 
my feelings and personal interests into them, and to put across my view of 
the world. I was arrogant and naive, and thought that I could change the 
world.' 477 

Wang Shuo's dreams conflicted with his ambition to achieve commercial success. He 

is now considered to be more of a designer of mass culture than someone who puts 

these ideas into practice. There are more and more young people getting into the 

television industry, and Wang has run out of energy to push for further developments, 

and has returned to his writing career. 

When the Beijing TV Art Centre celebrated its 20th anniversary in August 2002, 

people gave high praise to Wang Shuo for his contribution to the Centre: 

'Wang Shuo has had an influence on the three most famous directors of 
the Beijing TV Art Centre: Zheng Xiaolong, Feng Xiaogang and Zhao 
Baogang ~:i:IXJIJ, as every viewer who is concerned about the creative 
work behind Chinese TV serials can see. ' 478 

An even more important aspect of Wang Shuo's contribution to TV serials was his 

emphasis on contemporary materials and his special language style, which allowed 

the Beijing TV Art Centre to prosper without having to resort to making historical TV 

serials about emperors and officials, unlike many others around the country. Because 

477 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.19 
478 'Cengjing Wang Shuo' ~~:2.:E~A (Once Upon a Time Wang Shuo), Beijing qingnian bao itJ?:wi:F 
tR (Beijing Youth), 27/09/2002, quoted from www.bjyouth.com/article.jsp?oid=1284424 
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of Wang's talent for language, the Beijing TV Art Centre was able to introduce a new 

type of speaking style, that of ordinary people. Wang Shuo's influence on the Beijing 

TV Art Centre has been compared with Lao She's influence on the Beijing People's 

Art Theatre.479 This contribution was not just to the Beijing TV Art Centre, but was to 

the whole TV serial industry and to popular culture in general. 

479 ibid. Beijing renmin yishu juyuan ;ft:J5CA. ~ ~:;f:miJ ~ is the most famous theatre group with the 
highest artistic quality in China. Famous productions include Lao She's Chaguan ~i1 (Tea House). 
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Chapter V 

Wang Shuo and the Publishing Market 

One critic, who was comparing Wang Shuo to the 'female Wang Shuo', the writer, Xu 

Kun, claimed: 

'The main difference between the two is that Wang Shuo practices what 
he 'preaches' -entrepreneurship-while Xu Kun remains in the literary 
arena, as a writer and critic. ' 480 

This is the main difference between Wang Shuo and almost any other Chinese writer 

before the early 1990s. 

'Wang Shuo's deviance from the zeitgeist ofthe 1980s cannot be captured 
in sheer thematic terms. His is the first example of a 'marketized' 
literature that promotes 'bestseller consciousness' (changxiao yishi) above 
all else. It is this conscious appeal to the entertainment and commodity 
value of storytelling that marks Wang Shuo's distinct departure from the 
experimentalists, who might sound as playful and impious as Wang Shuo 
himself.' 481 

The Payment System for Writers 

After the founding of the People's Republic of China, writers, critics and people who 

worked in the cultural field all received a regular salary from the government, and 

were treated in the same way as people who worked in other jobs. There were 

therefore long periods of time when payment for writing was merely symbolic, and 

even this symbolic payment was often abolished because it was seen as a 'special 

480-Ciaire Huot,OGhina 's New GulturalSceneocpA9. Xu -Kunctt,:hjlois called a-' female-Wang Shuo' on 
account of her satirical style of writing. See also Dai Jinhua ~till$, Xu Kun: Xixi zhushen f*:hjl: pg~ 
iiH$ (Xu Kun: Playing with the Gods), Zaoyujiqing :il:ii!HflH~ (Encountering Passion), Wuhan: 
Changjiang wenyi chubanshe iit~: *U:Jt~l±llt&H, 1997, pp.314-327 
481 Jing Wang, High Culture Fever: Politics, Aesthetics and Ideology in Deng's China. p.262 
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right'. In September 1958, Yao Wenyuan tzj~)C]t 482 wrote an article about payment 

for writing, in which he said that people should eliminate the difference between brain 

work and physical work, and thus suggested that writers should not receive any 

payment for their writing. During the Great Leap Forward A we :it£' many places 

abolished payment for writing.483 In 1962, some writers brought up this question of 

payments, and since the political situation was more relaxed at that time, pro rata 

payment for manuscripts was resumed. In January 1966, because the political 

situation had changed, payment for writing was again reduced, and abolished 

completely during the Cultural Revolution. In April 1977, payment for writing was 

resumed, although it was reduced from the 7-14 yuan per thousand words of the 1950s 

to 2-7 yuan per thousand words. ~n 1983, writers protested against the unreasonable 

levels of payment for writing. In August 1984, artists and writers, including Qi Gong 

Ja J}J, Wu Zuguang ~fil.ft and Ye Junjian Dtti~, suggested adjusting the payment 

standards.484 Following economic developments and the introduction of commercial 

concepts into people's lives, the call demanding payment for writing to reflect the 

creative value of the literary work became louder and louder. 

Writers not only called for an increase in the payment for writing that would indicate 

some respect for creative work, but also wanted to improve their living conditions. By 

1990 literary magazines made payment according to an official rate of 25 to 40 yuan 

per thousand words, although usually writers received 30 yuan per thousand words or 

less. If one takes inflation into account, this amounts to no higher than the 7-14 yuan 

482 Yao Wenyuan ~fi)(jG was a member ofthe 'Gang of Four' !m.A:M during the Cultural Revolution, 
who was in chargeofofficial-ideology:- - - - -- --
483 Qi Shuyu t~.i£*t, 'Shichang jingji xia de Zhongguo wenxue yishu' rntm~£i1fT 1¥1 t:p IE )(~~;;f: 
(Chinese Literature and Art under the Market Economy), p.35. Beijing: Beijing Daxue chubanshe, 
1998. 
484 Qi Shuyu, Chinese Literature and Art under the Market Economy, p36. 
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per thousand words of the 1950s. Zhang Xianliang 5-LEYf.f~ complained that he spent 

two years writing a novel and only received 5000 yuan for it.485 Payments to film 

script-writers were often so low that the film budget did not include them. 

Literary products in the market were either produced by writers working in the 

government work units or came from Hong Kong, Taiwan and abroad. There were 

very few people who remained outside the official system who could make a living 

from writing. Wang Shuo is the first successful native writer of bestsellers since 

1949.486 

Different Approaches 

Wang Shuo was the first self-employed professional writer in the Chinese literary 

world since 1949. There were still very few private companies or self-employed 

people in society in the early 80s. To this day writers, as members of the Chinese 

Writers' Association, receive a salary whether they publish any work or not. For 

people like Wang Shuo, however, if they have no publications, they have no income. 

This has forced Wang Shuo to take a completely different approach to writing from 

other Chinese writers. Wang Shuo had to pay great attention to the needs of readers 

and the market. As an unknown new writer, he thought very carefully about what kind 

of story could be successfully published in the severely controlled publication system. 

When Wang Shuo recalls his early period of writing, he thinks that his experiences in 

business helpecntirn to -ach:ieve mark'efsuccess in tne writing-proression: 

485 Ibid., p35 
486 Dai Jinhua ftlGtll!$, Wu zhongfengjing 9J:I=J:l JXI.::l (Scenes in the Fog), p.447 
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'Although I did not succeed in business, the experience of doing business 
taught me a lesson: it allowed me to see with a businessman's eyes. I 
knew what would be easy to sell. At the time I chose to write Air Hostess, 
I did not have to write this story, however the topic and the profession of 
an air hostess in the eyes of readers and editors were mysterious, and I 
wrote things about girls, who were easily flattered. As I expected, 
although I did not know the editor of Dangdai 31~, it was not long after I 
had sent it that they sought me out and wanted have a talk. If I had written 
about a peasant, maybe the outcome would have been different. ' 487 

Wang Shuo tried hard to write popular stories to entertain·people, including his series 

of detective stories about criminal cases investigated by the detective Shan Liren lf!..:fl. 

A, such as the story 'Wo shi lang' fX ~ J~ (I Am A Wolf). Although writing 

detective stories is not Wang Shuo's forte, and his stories are not very impressive, nor 

did they provide him with much income, however, the fact that he wrote them shows 

how very determined he is to write to entertain ordinary people. Wang Shuo's 

attempts at writing love stories are relatively much more successful; all his love 

stories have been made into films and TV serials, including the stories Losing My 

Love Forever and Nobody Cheers. Wang Shuo consciously tries to align himself with 

popular taste. 

Wang Shuo openly talked about his life story; this was not a life story considered 

respectable by the literary field, since it included accounts of his being arrested twice 

by the police, going to prison for three months when he was a teenager, of his living 

off his girlfriend instead of earning his own living. As revealed in the reporter Zuo 

Shula's ti. if 1il article 'Wang Shuo-A 'Vulgar' Man Who Dares to Ignore 

Convention', 488 these are not activities which normal people would expect from a 

487 Wang Shuo, I Am Wang Shuo, pp.20-21 
488 Zuo Shula tr.?l'Hiz, 'Wang Shuo-yi ge ganyu miaoshi changgui de 'suren" .:EJIJI--1-il&ftiH!.I\ 
1jt;ijl(j{J '{~A' (Wang Shuo-A 'Vulgar' Man Who Dares to Ignore Convention), Dazhong dianying 
:*:Ali!.~ (Popular Film), 1989, vo1.6, pp.14-15, and vol.7, pp.I0-13 
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writer, supposedly an 'engineer of the human soul'. Since then Wang Shuo has had a 

very controversial image, quite apart from his stories. Being controversial provoked 

much criticism, but Wang Shuo found that publicising his personal history was a good 

way of attracting people's attention. No other writer had been willing, since socialist 

China came into being, to wash his dirty laundry in public in this way on the basis that 

any publicity is good. It seems clear that he was influenced by Western marketing 

skills, either consciously or unconsciously. By doing this, Wang Shuo enabled his· 

readers to get to know him personally, including his shortcomings, so his readers then 

empathised with him, leading to increased interest in his books. Wang Shuo 

desperately wanted to be famous and to achieve commercial success. 489 When his 

films were showing in cinemas and TV serials were being broadcast in 1992, Wang 

Shuo gave interviews to two to three hundred reporters to brief them on his works and 

his attitudes. As a result, every volume of his works sold more than ten thousand 

copies.490 This was a very large number of sales for a serious fiction writer at that 

time. 

Wang Shuo is well aware of commercial principles and applies them in practice. He is 

a master at using the media. He often makes shocking or outrageous announcements 

in the media; for example, his appreciation of money is strongly apparent in the 

words: 

'I am a crazy materialist. I find it difficult to refuse money and such 
things. I think having money is better than anything else. ' 491 

489 Nicholas D. Kristof & Sheryl Wudunn, China Wakes, 'Instead, his ambition is commercial success. 
'I want to become famous,' he explained, 'I want to be motherfucking famous till I'm dizzy.' p.282 
490 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.l8 
491 Wang Shuo.l Am WangShuo, p.l7 
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In the story Half Seawater and Half Fire, the attitude of being crazy about money 

really shows: 

'The biggest item of Renminbi (Chinese currency) is the ten yuan note, 
the smallest is the one fen coin ...... no matter whether it's the biggest or 
the smallest, this is what people love most. ' 492 

Wang Shuo boasted that he would write a work as good as The Dream of the Red 

Chqmber, or at least as good as Gone with the Wind, 493 a statement which was widely 

mocked by critics. 

Reporting Wang Shuo's latest shocking speech is profitable for the media After the 

market economy was set up in China, media including newspapers, magazines, 

publishers, radio and TV stations, all had to be run as profit-making organisations 

rather than depending on the government, although the government does still provide 

part of the rulll1ing costs for the official media. At the begilll1ing of the 

commercialisation process, the media needed Wang Shuo as much as Wang Shuo 

needed the media, and Wang Shuo's personal dream of becoming rich accorded with 

the trends in economic development. This was a great advantage for him. The cultural 

market emerged and popular literary and artistic works began to be produced, and 

were the most important cultural phenomena of the mid-1980s onwards.494 

Wang Shuo has propagated his vtews on achieving commercial success with his 

writing on many occasions, publicly spreading the new concept of commercialised 

492 Wang Shuo, The Collected Works ofWangShuo, vol. I, p.I26 
493 ibid. p.99 
494 Qi Shuyu, Chinese Literature and Art under the Market Economy, p.59 
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creative writing. Wang Shuo thinks: 'If you have produced a good thing, and you do 

not know how to sell it, then it is nothing. '495 A critic commented: 

'Writing for money is a kind of statement; it is both a real living situation 
(Wang Shuo makes a living from writing) and a strategy for life; it can 
relieve the inner anxiety caused by tryinf to achieve an ideal, and it can 
also avoid the criticism of 'hypocrisy'. ' 49 

However, even at that time, if you discussed money with a publisher, they thought 

you were insulting them; if you talked to intellectuals about selling books, they would 

feel you were being undignified. Wang Shuo did not care whether he had a good 

name or a bad name: either would help him to become famous, which would be good 

for marketing. 

People's expectations of spiritual products and material products are different: if a 

material product causes argument or attracts a bad name because of its poor quality, 

then this will cause people to stop buying it. By contrast, if a spiritual product causes 

argument or criticism reflecting different views, then that may provoke people's 

curiosity giving it an even bigger market and even greater social influence. This is the 

principle Wang Shuo works to. 

Wang Shuo's words and behaviour show that the concept of the market conflicts with 

decadent hypocritical opinions about money. Wang Shuo thinks that people should be 

businessmen at heart, and that the two slogans: 'everything for the people' and 

495 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.l5 
496 Ji Hongzhen *t.IJ{, 'Wang Shuo: Chaoyue zibei' .lJIA: iti!~@) ~(Wang Shuo: Overcoming an 
Inferiority Complex}, Zhongshen de xiaoxiang f);jljli¥J lij 1~ (Portrait of Polytheism}, Beijing: Renmin 
chubanshe, 1996. p.l58 
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'everything for money' do not conflict with each other.497 When products are accepted 

by the greatest possible number of people, then the greatest possible profit is made. 

After the violent crackdown of the 1989 Tian 'anmen massacre, the people were 

rudely awoken from their idealistic dream of political reform and shifted their 

attention to economic pursuits. Wang Shuo recalled that period: 

'No one had any faith in politics anymore. People felt that reality was a bit 
absurd, and absurdity gives way eventually to satire. After 1989, my sales 
skyrocketed. '498 

The national pursuit of democracy and freedom and punishment for corruption was 

seen to have failed after the 1989 democratic movement, and the people turned their 

focus to individual economic and financial benefits and making a good living, rather 

than towards any political or moral beliefs. People had ignored their poor living 

conditions and low incomes for so long that concern with earning a reasonable 

amount of money became the most urgent task in their lives. 

Pioneering 

Up to the beginning of the 1990s, writers had been paid according to the number of 

words they had written. This was not good for creative work, since when writers 

produced short essays or stories, they would be paid very little, and this was against 

writers' interests. In 1992, Huayi $ ~ Press published the four-volume 'Wang Shuo 

wenji', setting a precedent as the first example of royalties being paid by a 

497 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.24 
498 Yu Wong, 'Wang's World', Far Eastern Economic Review, August 8, 1996, pp.46-48 
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publisher. 499 Huayi offered royalties of ten percent of the total sales, an extremely 

high payment which other writers had never received, but which was offered because 

Wang Shuo was already famous before the collection was published. It is more and 

more difficult for literature to have a 'shock effect' "f&_'i;JJ~if.§Z, and it is difficult to 

rely on one book to become famous, so a publisher has to do a lot of publicity work. 

Although Wang Shuo was quite well known at that time, Huayi Press printed 1.5 

million pictures of him to stick up in every book-store and street stall in order to 

advertise his books. 500 

Four volume collections are always treated as great achievements, mirroring Mao 

Zedong's ~ ~ * four-volume collection, the most influential work since the 

founding of socialist China. Since Deng Xiaoping' s .X~ tJ\ 3f four-volume collection 

was published in the New Era, nobody had dared exceed the four volume limit for a 

living author's works. For literary writers, collections of their works are usually 

published after their death. Wang Shuo is the first contemporary writer who has had 

his works published in a four volume collection while still living, and in fact, was still 

in his early thirties. The first printing of Wang Shuo's collection consisted of 20,000 

copies; this is a large number compared with Deng Xiaoping's The Architect of the 

New Era, which was only 7,500 copies. 501 

In contemporary China, commercialised literary and art products have given a right of 

judgement to the people which they never had before, so from this point of view, the 

rise of popular culture is part of people's cultural rights and needs. The market's 

499 Wang Shuo, Wang Shuo wenji ]j1J))l:~ (The Collected Works of Wang Shuo) 
500 Qi Shuyu, Chinese Literature and Art under the Market Economy, p.39 
501 Sheryl WuDunn, 'The Word from China's Kerouac: The Communists Are Uncool', The New York 
Times Book Review, 10 Jan. 1993, p.23 
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influence on culture is a reflection of the consumers' wishes, and is thus a triumph of 

cultural democracy. 

Some people see the increasing commercialisation of literary and art products as a 

disaster, and think that the cultural market will only produce things without character, 

of low quality and vulgar taste. They also think that the people's ability to appreciate 

art and literature is diminishing. A debate on 'humanism' AJt~t$ started in China's 

cultural world in 1993. In fact, people do not just passively accept all products from 

the cultural industry, they also respond to the cultural industry in terms of what they 

need. People constitute a multi-level and multi-dimensional mass, and there are 

different consumer groups limiting the specialist art format. There are various art 

formats in terms of thought, aim, meaning, and values, etc. At the beginning of the 

process of commercialisation, the terms 'serious literature' ,w.pj;t)C~ and 'popular 

literature' :iM {it Jt ~ could not help critics to identify which group of consumers 

demanded which kind.of work, and the criteria for criticising cultural products were 

confused, until, in the 1990s, new terms emerged in the cultural field, such as 'mass 

culture' .:*AJt1-t and 'elite culture' ~~)(1-t, which separated different groups of 

consumers. People were then able to determine from the new term that, for example, 

mass culture included commercial products designed to entertain the majority of 

consumers, and elite culture consisted of art products aimed at a minority of 

consumers such as intellectuals who were able to appreciate them, and possibly 

including products which were advanced or pioneering in some way. In addition to 

these two categories, cultural products which carry out a propaganda function on 

behalf of the government are categorised separately, under the term 'mainstream 

products' ±nJE.Wft=Jb. These classifications help writers and artists decide what kind 
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of work they want to produce, and assist critics by providing them with suitable 

criteria according to which they may make comments, and consumers can make a 

choice according to their needs. 

Some people worry that writers may write only in order to make money. However, 

since writers' incomes come from their readers, if they only write for money and are 

not concerned with the quality df their books or articles, they will lose readers sooner 

or later; hence the market itself acts as a measure of quality. On the other hand, the 

authorities would not allow any cultural products that attacked the political system to 

be published, regardless of whether they are mass or elite cultural products. 

Many of Wang Shuo's stories and all his TV serials are mass culture products. The 

TV serial editor, Li Xiaoming *llft S)j, who has cooperated with Wang Shuo on 

making several TV serials, said that Wang Shuo knew how to conduct himself and 

how to protect himself politically.502 Wang Meng has commented on Wang Shuo's 

sensitivity in protecting himself as well: 

'He (Wang Shuo) does not seem to be very learned, but his IQ is quite 
high; he is very astute; he dares to hack and swing, and also ~ull the 
trigger at the right time-without touching the mouth of the gun. ' 5 3 

Wang Shuo avoids criticising politics directly, instead he chooses to satirise the 

official language. Wang Shuo attacks all sorts of old and new political terminology in 

order to dispel the influence of this type of language on people, and expose 

502 Cheng Qing ~w, 'Jingcheng mingliu kan Wang Shuo' -*~15Mf.~ll.I~A (Celebrities of Beijing 
Chat About Wang Shuo), Wang Shuo: dashi haishi pizi ::E~JI: :kVf!i:ifJl!:J~-T (Wang Shuo: Master or 
HooliglJ._n), p__.JJK _ _ __ -
~503~5ing Do~g T*, Sun Min 1M~, ed. Shiji zhijiao de chongzhuang-Wang Meng xianxiang 

zhengminglu tlt~Z.3C:a<J/JP~-x~:OO~~P%:iK (Collision at the Tum of Century-the Debate on 

the Wang Meng Phenomenon), Wang Meng, 'Duobi chonggao' ~ill¥*1""1 (Evading Nobility), p.186 

( 1tk ~ 1~'Ff'f $ :9 ~jqiiJ , ill W Jlli iJJ4 ~, +:7HJ1. W, ~~J!Xittlt, i7IT :ifi ~d~U~l -/1' 11 tfr P _l ~.) 
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falsehoods, expressing the real feelings of the people without embellishment. 504 His 

whole writing process has a very strong ideological intention. Wang Shuo uses the 

law to protect himself: he employed a legal adviser in the early 1990s, a rare thing for 

a writer. 505 He bought himself health insurance and family property insurance. 506 In 

1992 there were very few people doing that either, since most were state employees 

with free medical care, a pension from the government when they retire, free 

schooling for their children, etc. Wang Shuo, as a self-employed writer, receives none 

of these benefits. 

When Wang Shuo became a spokesman protecting his own interests, he affected the 

interests of every \vriter. For instance, he challenged the exploitatively low payments 

made to \Vfiters. For example, in a TV serial which cost a million yuan to make, the 

script \Vfiter is only paid 0.3% of the cost. Wang Shuo wanted to share in the huge 

profit which his works brought to the TV station. 507 

Wang Shuo was the most sought-after editor for films and TV serial from the late 

1980s to the early 1990s, and he was paid much better for working on films and TV 

serials than for \Vfiting stories for literary magazines. Wang Shuo negotiates the 

payment with a publisher far earlier than other \Vfiters, bringing him a better deal and 

setting an example for other writers on how to negotiate better contracts with 

publishers, or the makers of films or TV serials. The woman writer Zhang Kangkang 

5*mm said: 

-
504 SeeGhapter II onWangShuo's-WritingcStyle,-
505 Yang Dongping :t'h * 3f, Chengshi jifeng JJt;rtr* IX\ (Seasonal Wind in the Cities), p.550 
506 Xing Ru £5m, 'Wang Shuo kan baoxian' .:E~ifil.{~d~~ (Wang Shuo Chats About Insurance), 
Zhongguo baoxian 'fl 001:!f:~ (Chinese Insurance), 1999, vol. 10, p.31 
507 Yang Dongping :t'h * 3f, Seasonal Wind in the Cities, p.550 
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'Maybe we can say that Wang Shuo is the first person who has woken up 
to business consciousness among contemporary writers. Some people 
have said that Wang Shuo's biggest contribution is to increase the price 
for his 'words'. This may be a joke, but starting from Wang Shuo, 
'buyers' and 'sellers' now discuss the price of a manuscript, and writers 
will never again be controlled by the unified standard for works: now that 
we have the face to discuss the price openly, adjusting the buying and 
selling relationship becomes perfectly justifiable and irreproachable, and 
so Wang Shuo's achievements cannot be ignored.' 508 

Wang Shuo has led the reform of payment in the cultural field. No writer wants to be 

paid poorly, as the old generation of writers were, so Wang Shuo and other writers set 

up a writers' organisation to negotiate prices and protect writers' interests. In January 

1989, Wang Shuo, Wei Ren ~A, Liu Yiran )OJJ~~. Mo Yan ~§. Su Lei ~~. 

Zhu Xiaoping *B.ft-f, Liu Heng xiJ't.§: and another five writers altogether,509 set up a 

writers' organisation called 'Haima yingshi chuangzuo zhongxin' ¥£J!:b~~-B~Htr:F 

which was formally registered in 1992 under the Chinese Strategy and Management 

Institution q:t 00 ~ ~ J::ij ~ Jlli}f Yi ~. This organisation is considered to be the first 

writers' union in China. 510 Wang Shuo was the chairman of the organisation and thus 

demonstrated his leadership of the movement to market writers and their works. The 

purpose of the organisation was to apply commercial principles in the literary and art 

fields, to protect writers' rights and interests, negotiating the price of the works 

according to their quality, and trying to obtain appropriate payment. The 'Haima 

announcement' declared that to 'guarantee quality and to pursue benefits are the 

precepts which our cultural organisation will obey'. 511 Since then writers have had 

more rights and stand a better chance of negotiating a good price for their works with 

publishers and with makers of films and TV programmes. 

508 Liang Huan (ed.), Wang Shuo in Celebrities' Eyes, p.l25 
509 All were young and well-known writers in the 1980s. 
510 Qi Shuyu, Chinese Literature and Art Under the Market Economy, p.36 
511 ibid. 
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Poor Living Conditions of Writers 

Wang Shuo's attitude towards writing and his concern to protect his own interests are 

the same as those of writers in the commercial age before 1949. Because people have 

lived in the socialist system for so long, they seem to have forgotten how ordinary 

writers made a living in the past. Most writers made a living by writing stories and 

articles for newspapers, magazines and publishers, including famous writers such as 

Yu Dafu WJt~, Ba Jin E.~, and Xiao Hong Jltt. Chinese intellectuals treat Lu 

Xun '1-ili as their great model; he wrote down all the details of his income in his 

dairy. In the 1930s, he left his teaching job at the university and in his later years 

made a living in Shanghai as a freelance writer. Lu Xun was very careful about the 

royalties he received from publishers: when his publishers delayed payment, Lu Xun 

would contact the publisher demanding the royalty. Chen Mingyuan M~!Yj;@, who was 

a mathematics researcher working at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, used part of 

the time he spent in a labour camp during the Cultural Revolution to calculate Lu 

Xun's earnings based on his diary. From Lu Xun's income, he would be considered as 

middle class either at that time or in today's China;512 his income was sufficient to 

support him and his family in a secure lifestyle, and to satisfy his habit of taking his 

friends and family to eat in restaurants, and, most importantly, to sustain his 

independent thinking and battles with the opposition. Negotiating a fair deal and 

pursuing delayed payments is the way to protect writers' rights and interests, and is 

nothing to be ashamed of. 

512 Chen Mingyuan Md!Jl:@, 'Lu Xun yisheng zheng duoshao qian' ti-JB-~:Jt~Y." (How Much 
Money Lu Xun Made In His Life), Xinhua wenzhai Ji$)(~lj (Xinhua Abstract), 2000, vol.3, pp.94-95 
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Since economic principles had been redundant in society for decades, the traditional 

Confucian ethic found its way back into the minds of intellectuals, in which money 

was seen as a dirty, ugly and evil thing, which should not even be thought of, let alone 

mentioned. The businessman held the lowest status among all other careers, while to 

be an official and an intellectual were very much admired. The word for a 

businessman in Chinese is often 'unscrupulous merchant' ~ ~, and an old Chinese 

saying is 'no merchant is not unscrupulous' :7C~/F~. Businessmen were thus very 

much looked down on by intellectuals. Throughout imperial Chinese history, people's 

social worth was always judged by their official rank, and Chinese society was 

ordered according to the system of ranking officials. The most important and the most 

problematic aspect of the New Era economic reforms has been to reform the old ways 

of thinking about the economy, money and businessmen. 

Writers and other literary and art workers were expected to receive negligible 

financial reward from their decades of hard work. The writer Liu Xinwu ){lj 'L' it 

spoke out against the situation of writers since 1949, and pointed out that no research 

had been carried out and no efforts had been made to improve the writer's situation. 

Some people blamed Chinese writers for not accepting loneliness, poverty and 

frustration, and even expected them to write without any hope of being published and 

expected them to become 'literary martyrs' Jt~~!~±. This was 'too strange and too 

cruel'. 513 Commercialisation in the cultural field has helped to change such ideas. 

513 Liu Xinwu )OH,•ilt, 'Huashuo 'yan ya chun" -u515t 'F~~· (Talking About 'Serious, Refined and 
Pure'), Guangming ribao :JtaA BW. (Guangming Daily), 30/03/1994, quoted from Huang Fayou ~tit 
~' 'Ershi shiji Zhongguo ziyou xiezuo lungang (xia)' 20ill:~c"P 00 13 El:!'~f'l=l~~ (f) (Discussion of 
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Since the New Era began, quite a few writers have died young, such as three winners 

ofthe Mao Dun Literature Award~~)(~~. the highest literary award for Chinese 

writers. The first winner of the award (covering the period 1971-1981 ), Zhou Keqin 

Ja]1lJr, for his novel Xu Mao he ta de nfl'ermen if.a;;fi:Jft!?,I¥J}(JL11'J (Xu Mao and 

His Daughters, 1979), di~d in 1990 at the age of 53; the second winner of the award 

(1982-1984), Muo Yingfeng ~@$,for his novel Jiangjunyin ~~~~t (The Song of 

the General, 1983 ), died in 1989 at the age of 51; while the third winner of the award 

(1985-1988), Lu Yao n:il, for his novel Pingfan de shijie f fLI¥Jtlt]'f. (Ordinary 

World, 1986), died in 1992, aged only 42. Some commentator believe that the hard 

work of writing and the financial difficulties were the main reasons for these early 

deaths. 514 

This situation exists not only in the literary field, but also in other fields where 

intellectuals work. The BBC Chinese Special Correspondent, Jiang Xun, reported 

that, according to a ten-year health survey of intellectuals in Beijing among scientists 

and artists, including writers, the average life expectancy has dropped from 59 years 

ten years ago to 54 years, which is 20 years less than the average life expectancy of 

Twentieth Century Chinese Free Writing (Part Two)), Wenyi pinglun )C~'i>'"f-i'l?: (Literature and Art 
Review), 2001, vol.6, pp.l8-27 
514 Qi Shuyu, Chinese Literature and Art Under the Market Economy, p.36; Han Shanshi ~ W:t:i, 'Wo 
kan Lu Yao zhi si' ft~~~Z?E (How I see the Death ofLu Yao), Dazhong ribao ::kA B tR 
(Masses' Daily) 02/05/2003, quoted from Dazhong wang ::kA~ (Masses' Net) www.dzwww.com; 
'Huainian Lu Yao' ·j:f~~~ (In Remembrance ofLu Yao), 08/07/2003 Renmin wang A~~ 
(People's Daily Net) www.booker.eom.cn/gb/paper374/l/class037400005/hwz223843.htm; 
'Guanyu 'Jiangjun yin" :1Cr<~:lf~llt> (AboiJL'Ih~e_CQ!olJlt_o(th~G~~rai'),"W~nxueoshi~ewang-~!lt 

- 1-IX:W'~c (Uferary-Fl"efdorvl'STc;~)~;~~!lit;:colla;~~~-t!~~ hsl/dangdai/xd 02/044.htm originally 

published in Dangdai ~1-t (Contemporary), 1999, vo1.3; 'Diyijie-disijie Mao Dun wenxuejiang 
huojiang mingdan' ~-:W-~Im:W~~)C~~~~-1S~- {The Name List for the 151 to 4th Mao Dun 
Literature Awards), quoted from Renmin wang A~~ (People's Daily Net) 
www.people.eom.cn/GB/channel16/32/2000 1116/315577/html 
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the rest of the Beijing population.515 The average life expectancy for scientists with 

posts in the Chinese Academy of Sciences was only 52.2 years, which is a shockingly 

young age. In the past five years (up to 2002), 134 experts and scholars from the 

seven institutes belonging to the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Beijing University 

have died, their average age at death being 53.3 years old. Extremely hard work, a 

low income, bad living conditions, and a poor qua}ity of life, poor diet, smoking, 

irregular eating and sleeping patterns are the main causes of death. They are models of 

intellectual workers that nobody wanted to emulate. 

The writer Liang Xiaosheng ~B)t.fE wrote an article about the economic situation of 

writers, reviewing his own income from when he started work in 1979 up until 1998. 

This served as a reference for the whole generation of writers during that period. He is 

a writer from a younger generation than Liu Xinwu )(IJ~~'!Et, Jiang Zilong ~-f-:ZE:, 

Chen Rong ~ ~ and Zhang Jie 5* ia, which means he stands more chance of 

obtaining better payment, since most of his works will have been published later than 

theirs. Liang Xiaosheng is almost from the same generation as Wang Shuo, since they 

both started writing within the New Era. He is a university graduate who worked as a 

literary editor at the Beijing Film Studio Literature Department (he later transferred to 

the Children's Film Studio), so he has a regular salary to cover his living expenses. 

His works started being publishing in 1981, the payment for writing at that time being 

10-12 yuan per thousand words. By 1988, his collections of stories earned him around 

15 yuan per thousand words. He and his wife had an income of 150 yuan a month, and 

three of them (they had one child) lived_ in a roo!ll of 13 square meters; _ll.e w_as 38 

515 Jiang Xun ~I itt, 'Toushi Zhongguo: Yingnian zaoshi de yinli' ~:fJ\lrcp ~: ~{f!J!:Jmi¥JmHt (China 
Insight: Haze of Death at a Young Age), 02/12/2002, quoted from 
http://news.bbc.co. uk/hi!chinese/china_ news/newsid _ 2527000/2527299l.stm 
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years old at that time, a member of the Chinese middle class, yet lived in very poor 

conditions. In the late 1990s, although around 10,000 to 40,000 copies had been 

printed of his various stories, he was generally paid 30-40 yuan per thousand words. 

One of his stories was bought by a TV serial company for a twenty episode serial, and 

he was paid 16,000 yuan after tax, which he thought was an 'unprecedented' fee for 

him. Despite the fact that Liang Xiaosheng is a very productive writer, and. well 

known in the literary world, the various stories that were made into TV serials did not 

make him rich, and his writing income together with his salary can only provide him 

with an average living; Liang Xiaosheng is considered very fortunate among serious 

literary writers.516 

Since the mid-1990s, most writers' financial situations have not been as good as 

ordinary people who work in thriving factories, and much worse than people who 

work in Chinese and foreign joint-venture companies. The career of writer is no 

longer a high status one in society. More and more writers have changed their 

attitudes towards payment for publication. Many writers live in financial difficulties, 

and sometimes publishers do not send the payment on time. This includes the woman 

writer, Zhang Jie 5-*~t, who wrote an artiCle entitled 'Bu zai qinggao' /F¥}~~ 

(Never Aloof Again): 

'Recently a friend told me that some colleagues see me as a calculating 
vulgar person. Their grounds are: firstly, I directly asked the publisher 
who had asked me to write about the payment for writing; secondly, I had 
asked Shiyue + Jj magazine to pay me in advance, thirdly, with those 
magazines or newspapers who did not pay me on time or who never paid, 
I used the method of asking for the payment when I gave them the 

s 16 ua~g xi;oshe-ng ~ aiflj, ~zh~ngg~o 'dang<.lai zuoj i-a de j ingj i zhuangkua;g • "P 1i1 ~ 1~ {i ilr.J ~£ l1f 
~(JL (The Economic Situation of Contemporary Chinese Writers), Zhonghua dushu bao "P$i~-=j1;m_ 

(Chinese Reader Daily), originally published in 'Zhongguo zhongchanzhe jieceng' "P 00 "P f'=::tfllft m 
(The Chinese Middle Class), Furong ~~(Hibiscus), 1998, vol. 1 quoted from Guangming wang :}'tllJj 
IM.I (Guangming Daily Net) www.gmdaily.com.cn, 25/03/1998 
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manuscript, etc ....... Some despicable person even said: 'I do not believe 
that Zhang Jie has reached the stage of being so poor as to need to be paid 
in advance.' 517 

Zhang Jie tries to keep writing all the time, and pays a housemaid to do the shopping, 

cooking and cleaning. As a professional writer who is member of China's Association 

of Writers, Zhang Jie's salary is only enough to pay the monthly bills, she has no 

· extra money for other living expenses, so she is very angry about the situation and 

said: 

'I have never heard any fair comment about the poor payment of Chinese 
writers; on the contrary, they blame the poor writers for having the nerve 
to protect their interests, why? . . . . . . Above all, from now on, I have 
decided I will never be aloof again, so please do not raise me up, and do 
not hope that I will carry forward the good and aloof morality of 
intellectuals. ' 518 

There are many writers who live in the same difficult situation as Zhang Jie. The trend 

towards commercialisation is so strong that it could not be prevented from entering 

the literary field. However, it has positive effects on literature as well as negative 

ones, which is that literature has had to abandon its priestly image and stop preaching 

to the masses, and to abandon the aloof posture that keeps ordinary people at a 

distance. 519 

511 Zhang Jie, Zhang Jie wenji *¥if±~ (Collected -Works of Zhang Jie), vol. 4, pp.512-515 
518 Zhang Jie, Collected Works of Zhang Jie, Vol. 4, pp.512-515 
519 Cai Shilian ~tlf:j!, 'Taoyi, chenlun, zhengjiu-jiushiniandai wentan geju he zouxiang' ~~.Vl:¥1:;. 
jl]~-fL +i=f1~X±i*2t ,ffij~ JE rPJ (Escape, Degradation, Deliverance-the Structure and Direction of 
the Literary World ofthe 1990s), Qi Luxuekan 1f'!-?¥:f!J (Journal ofQi Lu), 1998, vol. I, pp.l20-124 
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A Successful Model 

Wang Shuo always tries to be at the forefront with new entrepreneurial ideas. He 

participated in the setting up of three companies in the early 1990s. The first one was 

the Haima TV and Film Creation Centre in 1989, formally registered in 1992. Wang 

Shuo organised writers to. write TV serials or film scripts. The second company was 

the Good Dream TV and Film Planning Company !if ~ ~ l~ * ::I(;IJ 0 '1§1 , which 

cooperated with the Beijing TV Art Centre, making mainly TV serials and stage 

dramas. The third company was the Current Events Cultural Consultancy Company 

B-;J$)(1~ ~i1V0PJ cooperating with Shenzhen Xianke Company ¥*:1;Jll5t~40PJ, to 

make mainly documentary films. 520 Wang Shuo hoped that, through these companies, 

he would realise his ambitions in TV and film. Some of Wang Shuo's big plans were 

not achieved, such as buying the rights to the works of every emerging new writers he 

could in order to be able to adapt them into films and TV serials; and training a group 

of young people to become professional film and TV serial editors. In order to carry 

out these plans he would have needed 10 million yuan a year. However, his cultural 

companies had a wide sphere of influence at that time. 521 Wang Shuo was principally 

involved in creating original ideas and planning the scripts of TV serials and films; he 

did not take part in the management of the companies. 522 

520 Bai Ye 8:1$, 'Xuanze de ziyou yu wenhua taishi' ~Pt~ § EI:J.!=j)C{t;t~ (Freedom of Choice and 
the Cultural Situation), Jiushi niandai wencun tL +iF1~)Cf+ (Collected Articles of the 1990s), p.44 
521 The fourth company in which Wang Shuo played an important role was Wenhua zai Zhongguo )Cit 
:ff J:j:l 00 (Culture in China), an internet company of the late 1990s. At that time, running a website was 
fashionable. Wang, Shuo wa~n ch~ge of!h_~J~~~I!t_uJ_~j'Qr.um,jncludillg_goingjnterviewswithwell
kfto'Wl'l\vriters, such~astlie--womari writer Chen Ran 13%~. and introducing new young writers. The 
internet company was closed down because ofunprofitability. 
522 Jia Leilei ~~~. 'Wo bu xiang yibeizi dang zuojia-yu Wang Shuo duihualu' f.lt/f;;~.tt -¥.~ ~dt 
%-.!=JI!PAX1iJ5jjt, (I Do Not Want To Be A Writer All My Life-Talking with Wang Shuo), Guoji 
rencai jiaoliu 00 f.l.J;.A/.1-jOAt (International Exchange of Talent), 1995, vol. 4-5, pp.82-85 
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On 30th January 1993, Chinese Youth (newspaper) ran a special column entitled 'What 

has Wang Shuo brought us', and started a debate about the 'Wang Shuo 

phenomenon'. The overseas economic media was interested in Wang Shuo. For 

instance, the Far Eastern Economic Review published an article about him in 1992, in 

which it said that Wang Shuo's income in 1991 made him a '10,000 yuan man' Jjj[. 

P [the Chinese equivalent of a millionaire at that time] several times over.523 The 

Economist commented on the situation that Wang Shuo had stirred up in the literary 

world in 1992: 

'Not only do they disparage Mr. Wang's wntmg, but they enviously 
compare his high earnings with the peanuts paid for their own tracts. ' 524 

The New York Times Book Review ran a report on Wang Shuo in 1993. Sheryl 

WuDunn said: 

'Authorities do not seem concerned about what is being called the Wang 
Shuo phenomenon; perhafss partly because his novels sell more in the 
streets than in the stores.' 5 5 

Wang Shuo's special value lies not only in the fact that he holds an unassailable 

position in the literary, TV and film worlds, but also because he has made a large 

number of speeches, and his economic behaviour has produced a unique philosophy 

and lifestyle. The writer Zheng Wanlong ~]J!ii said: 

'Since the advent of New Era literature, many people have become 
famous because of one work, but only Wang Shuo has created a shock 
effect as a person. ' 526 

523 Linda Jaivin, 'Sage of Peking', Far Eastern Economic Review, 23 January 1992, pp.32-33 
524l3.eijing C!lrrespondent, 'Living Dangerously with Mr. Wang' ,-ThecEconomist; November 28th" 
December 41

h 1992, p.82 
525 Sheryl WuDunn, 'The Word From China's Kerouac: The Communists Are Uncool', The New York 
Times Book Review, 10 Jan. 1993, p.3 and p.23 
526 Cheng Ming ffilll.A, 'Mingren tan Wang Shuo' ~A~IJiA (Celebrities Talking about Wang Shuo), 

Dongfang Yishu *1i~* (Oriental Art), 1994, vol. 3, p.37 
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Wang Shuo has become the idol of many young people who want to become as 

successful as he is. The critic Lao Yu *!~!!said: 

'I never see Wang Shuo as a worker who 'piles up characters'; Wang 
Shuo is a 'contemporary hero' who is never rewarded. If I cannot make 
my desire come true through order, the law, morality or intuitive 
knowledge, then I will degenerate totally. I do not admit principle and 
conscience. Wang Shuo speaks out from bottom of their hearts for many 
Chinese who have suffered setbacks and losses.' 527 

The 'desire to degenerate' ¥&J~~~ (kewang duoluo) and to be a 'hooligan' became 

fashionable among writers and artists. 528 The art critic Li Xianting described the 

changing attitudes of artists in the 1980s and 1990s: 

'Get together a bunch of artists from the '80s and they talk about 
philosophy. Get together a bunch of artists from the '90s and they talk 
about money and getting girls. ' 529 

If people want to 'play at life' (WJ~A~ youxi rensheng), they need a financial 

foundation. Many self-employed people have emerged in the cultural field, including 

singers: the pop singer Na Ying }]~~;film makers: Zhang Yuan 5-lf:lG, Wu Wenguang 

*J'c:l't; actresses: Ma Xiaoqing ~a~~; dancers: Tao Jin ~~. etc. The 'painters' 

village' ll!!l%H was quite famous in early I 990s, when not only young painters from 

all over China came to Beijing to live in a village outside the Yuanmingyuan !2'1113)3 1m 

(Yuanming Park), but also other artists, writers, poets, photographers, etc. Most of 

them did not have jobs and relied on the help of friends; they came to Beijing to 

pursue a career and commercial success. The poet Xi Chuan Iffi) II talked about the 

numerous itinerant poets who asked him for food and money; he did his best to help 

527 Lao Yu ::Jt~. Xu!¥ (Introduction), Wang Shuo, Master or Hooligan, p.2 
528 Guo Zhaodi $6!1Bm, 'X in shiqi wentan de jiazhi hualuo' ffill1Wl::lc±ii¥Jffl"fifJit~ (Slipping Values 
in the New Era Literary World), Xiandai wenxue l.W.f~)($': (Modern Literature), 1996, vol.4, pp.l7-19 
529 Yang Dongping ;j% * -'jZ, Seasonal Wind in the Cities, 1994, p. 548 
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until there were too many of them and he thought that they should take responsibility 

themselves for making a Iiving.530 Later the 'painters' village' became famous among 

Westerners in Beijing. Many artists' works were bought by Westerners, making the 

artists rich very quickly; they bought houses and cars, and left the 'painters' village'. 

Yang Dongping ;ffl-* f commented on this phenomenon: 

'When the lifestyle of the 'players' ji:00 ± and their playing attitude 
becomes a commonly recognised lifestyle for young people, 'tiaokan' is 
not only a fashion but also a kind of attitude to life. When artificial story 
language becomes a new urban popular language, then Wang Shuo 
transcends the situation of writing about himself, 'playing' at literature, 
making a living from writing, and he really becomes a guru for a certain 
kind ofperson.' 531 

The trend to 'drift to Beijing' ~G1~ (beipiao) became a common phenomenon among 

young people in the cultural field. Many young artists from other provinces went to 

Beijing seeking fame and fortune, including the actor Zhang Guoli *IE il., who acted 

in Wang Shuo's film The Operators, and who gave up his job in Sichuan to come to 

Beijing looking for the opportunity to establish himself. In the late 1990s, he became 

a TV serial director and an actor in Kang Xi weifu sifang ~!¥~~~~lbijj (Emperor 

Kang Xi Travels Incognito) and Wo zhe yibeizi f]t:Qs:-~-T (My Life), based on the 

story by Lao She. However, many were not so successful. 

Booming Publishing Market 

A mature bestseller market is forming in China. Although the number of copies sold is 

far fewer than the American standard for a bestseller-more than I 00,000 hardback 

copies and 200,000 paperback copies-even so, the Chinese bestseller market is 

530 Mu Zhai * '*, Talking with Chinese Writers, p.211 
531 Yang Dongping, Seasonal Wind in the Cities, p.551 
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growing very quickly. Since the 1990s, publishers have to earn money by publishing 

books in a competitive market without provoking any political problems, and writers 

are selected and rewarded according to their potential market profitability, though 

their individuality and creativity are also taken into account. 

The media have begun to l;>e used to stimulate the market. Jia Pingwa's novel Fei du 

~ :fflJ (Ruined City) is an example. When Jia Pingwa had only just finished the 

manuscript of Ruined City, nearly ten publishers approached him to negotiate a 

publishing deal, some of them even taking cash with them in order to encourage him 

make a decision on the spot. Before Ruined City was published, reports on it had 

already appeared in various newspapers and radio programmes. It was called a 

'contemporary Jin ping mei' 31~~mL~ and colourful pictures were printed to 

advertise the work and generate market interest. Reference to Jin ping mei may also 

be seen as a marketing ploy: Jin ping mei had been banned or restricted for much of 

the time since 1949 because of its erotic content. Ruined City suffered the same fate: 

it was banned soon after it was published, because it contains many depictions of sex 

scenes. It remains very popular in China, however, and can be obtained in some 

places outside Beijing. 

The new free market in cultural products is a powerful influence on the direction in 

which literature and art are developing: consumer choice is resulting in much greater 

diversity. Consumers follow fashions, but at the same time they look for individuality. 

Exciting, new products are constantly needed in order to attract consumers, and many 

of these may pander to low taste. However, this is a vast improvement on the aridity 

and stereotyped products of the officially controlled system. People have taken to the 
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free cultural market, and in spite of bans on individual works, the more liberal trend 

created by commercialisation is clear. 

Publishers became responsible not only for selecting writers' works, but also for 

packaging and design. After Wang Shuo entered into a royalty agreement with the 

publisher Huayi Press in 1993, the Chinese Youth .publishing company signed a 

contract with a group of writers under the pseudonym Zhou Hong ,fflJ ~ 532 to buy all 

their works. This group of writers were the authors of the popular series of books 

published under the series title Warning Chinese~~~ lEA, and this was the first 

such case in mainland China. Since then the Chinese publishing world has progressed 

from buying works to 'buying authors'. This is also a sign that they are entering a new 

marketing phase referred to as the 'packaging era', as, for instance, in 'buying and 

packaging' singers and actors. Cultural works are treated as commercial products sold 

at auction, which is a further development in commercialisation. For example, the 

writer Shi Tiesheng ~~1: sold a short story at a Shenzhen auction for 8,000 yuan in 

early 1990s. 533 To sell a literary work is no longer something to be ashamed of, and 

how to conclude the best deal is now the most important consideration for writers. 

Films and TV serials always entail an enormous amount of investment, and so 

attracting the largest possible audience and making the biggest possible profit are the 

main preoccupations of film and TV serial makers. Writers are all willing to 'touch 

electricity' fO!I!It!., 534 by becoming involved with films and TV serials, becoming well 

. 532 Zho~ H~ng is the pseudonym of several editors of the literary magazine Dangdai ~1-t 
(Contemporary), Qi Shuyu, Chinese Literature and Art Under the Market Economy, p.36 
533 Qi Shuyu, Chinese Literature and Art Under the Market Economy, p36 
534 'Touch electricity' 1M! It!.: since TV serials are called dianshiju, and films are called dianying, they 
are connected with 'dian' -electric, electricity, so things to do with TV serials and films are called 
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known more quickly and gaining much better pay. Writers can sell the copyright of 

their works to film and TV serial makers, and can also be screen-writers for their own 

works. 

Writing a TV serial episode usually pays around 10,000 yuan, and if he or she is a 

famous writer, even higher payment is possible. Sometimes a writer can produc.e a 

complete episode in one day, which can bring him/her three months salary for 

ordinary people (1 0,000 yuan). Writers like to write a novel ( *m-) rather than short 

stories, since there is the possibility it may be made into a TV serial with many 

episodes, bringing both professional status and financial benefits. This is illustrated by 

the case of the writer Eryuehe =~¥iii, who wrote a novel Yongzheng huangdi ~iE~ 

ffl (Emperor Y ongzheng), which was made into a TV serial. While the serial was 

being broadcast, the novel sold a huge number of copies. The initial print run was 

250,000 copies, but soon afterwards this was increased to 500,000 copies. The price 

of the three volume set was 70 yuan, so this also brought big profits for the publisher 

Changjiang Literature and Art -t~JI)C~. The publisher, considering the interests of 

the writer, suggested changing the original contract from the 'one-off manuscript fee' 

system (W,U~ifj~ gaofei zhi) to the royalty system (}~tJtifj~ banshui zhi). Calculated 

according to the usual 10% royalty level, Eryuehe would receive 3.5 million yuan 

from the publication of just one novel, and in addition, the Emperor Yongzheng TV 

serial was sold on the East Asian market, to be broadcast on Hong Kong and Taiwan 

TV stations. Eryuehe still holds the copyright of the book in Taiwan and Hong Kong 

'touching electricity'. The word 'chudian' usually means to get an electric shock, which may suggest 
that its new use implies some danger; here the word denotes potential big gains while playing a 
dangerous game. 
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as well, promising even greater payments. 535 Although the 'novel craze' has been 

criticised in the literary world because some of these novels are excessively long and 

of very poor quality, however the annual publication level of novels is still growing 

rapidly, increasing from 500 in the 1980s to over 1000 in the late 1990s. 

Jhe royalty system was copied from the West; it is based on sales not print run. The 

former emphasis on wordage, the basis for payment, has changed to one on sales, and 

hence promotion. In order to try and make more money, some writers have asked for 

additional conditions, such as the right to decide on the number of copies printed in 

the first printing, e.g. 50,000 or 80,000 copies. This is often not realistic, and does not 

reflect international publishing practice, which is to let the publisher decide on the 

market for a work. Writers and publishers now have a much greater level of common 

interest. If the market response is good, the publisher will take greater cognisance of 

the writers' interests in order to maintain long-term cooperation. For example, Wang 

Anyi's novel Changhen ge *'tiHJX (Song of Eternal Regret) was originally contracted 

on the manuscript payment system, but because the book sold so well, the publisher 

gave Wang Anyi supplements over and above the contract. 536 The royalty is 

negotiated between the writer and the publisher; usually for well-known writers 

royalties will not be less than 10% of the volume price. Details of the payment system 

are now much more negotiable, according to the likely profit levels. It is up to writers 

to shop around for the best deal. 

535 Zhou Zhixing )j!ij;=;l;;~., 'Zhongguo zuojia you duo fu' r:p !Eft~Hf$ 'M (How Rich Are Chinese 
Writers?), Jinri mingliu -4'- B 15 Vii: (Today's Celebrities), 200 I, vol.l, pp.46-47 
536 Mu Zhai *~·Talking With Chinese Writers, p.208 
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Publishing one book can now tum a writer into a millionaire, something nobody 

would have believed at the beginning of the economic reform period. For example, 

the well-known writer Yu Qiuyu's *'txffi book, Shuang !eng chang he ~lt-!f¥iiJ 

(Cold Fog Long River), has sold half a million copies. The price of each copy is more 

than 20 yuan; at a 10% royalty, the writer's earnings are more than 1 million yuan. In 

addition, Yu Qiuyu has pr~uced collections of essays which have also all sold very 

well, including Wenhua ku ·zu X 1-t 15 '* (The Bitter Road to Culture), Qian nian yi 

tan -=fi:j::-UJ( (A Sigh of A Thousand Years), Shan ju biji W fr5~i2 (Notes On 

Living In the Mountains). Yu Qiuyu is therefore one of the richest writers of recent 

years in China. Wang Shuo's novel It Looks Beauti.fi-11 sold 400,000 copies, at a cover 

price of23 yuan. Huayi Press gives Wang Shuo a 12% royalty, hence Wang's income 

from this book is over a million yuan. 537 Although writers have to pay tax on their 

income, this is still a huge amount to earn from the sales of one book. At the same 

time, the publishers too have achieved financial success by publishing these books. 

Publishing the books of Yu Qiuyu, Wang Shuo, Jia Pingwa and other popular writers 

is 'like printing money' .538 

Of course the content and the style of the book, and the publicity carried out by the 

publishing house are important, but the fame of the author has assumed a much more 

significant role in the market. Contemporary well-known writers such as Wang Shuo 

adopt a brand strategy by using their name to create a brand in the cultural market. 

Wang Shuo's price for writing for newspapers and magazines is 5 yuan for every 

word he writes, so for a two thousand word artic;le he will_be _paid 10,000 yuan. Jia 

537 Zhou Zhixing, 'How Rich Are Chinese Writers?', Today's Celebrities, 2001, voi.I, pp.46-47 
538 ibid. 
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Pingwa wrote a column for the Guangdong magazine Jiating %~(Family), and was 

paid a flat fee of 3,000 yuan for each article. 539 

Current Problems 

Famous popular writers are in the minority; the majori~y of writers are not so lucky, 

and can usually only receive 30-40 yuan per thousand· words for collections of their 

stories, as in the case of Liang Xiaosheng. This fee increases from 30 yuan to 40-60 

yuan per thousand words in literary magazines and publications, such as Renmin 

wenxue A ~Jt~ (People's Literature). Some magazines, such as Shouhuo !&~ 

(Harvest) and Shiyue + Y3 (October), pay according to the quality of the work; 

however, none of them exceed a hundred yuan per thousand words. In contrast to the 

booming market in popular books, the distribution figures of literary magazines have 

dropped to their lowest point in history: sales of major literary magazines are now 

only 5000 copies per issue, a huge drop from the tens of thousands of copies in the 

I980s. 540 Apart from academic staff at universities and research institutes who have 

research funding which can be used to publish their works, many people have to pay a 

publisher the whole printing cost in order to publish a low volume (from I 00 to I ,000 

copies) work. Even some academic staff are obliged to do this in order to meet the 

publication target their post requires. This is also necessary in order to secure their 

jobs and improve professional status; for example, if a lecturer wants to be promoted 

to the position of associate professor or professor. For some unknown writers, the 

dream of pursuing a writing career can become a nightmare. -~O!' ~xample, one writ~ 

539 ibid. 
54° Chen Xiaoming !!*~13)j, 'Wufa shenhua de ziwo yu xianshi' 7Gi1~1-ti¥J § ~lojfJ\1.~ (Self and 
Reality Cannot Be Deepened), Henan daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban) ¥i!Jl¥i:k~'¥ffi. (f±~.f.t~WX) 
(Journal of Henan University (Social Sciences)), May 2002, vol. 42, No.3, pp.l7-19 
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wrote a novel and paid a publisher to publish it. He received nothing from the 

publisher apart from 4,000 copies of the novel, and he had to try and sell these copies 

himself to repay the money he borrowed. He joked about his situation, describing it as 

'zi zuo zi shou' § 1'F § ~ (home production and sale), but also echoing the old saying 

'zi zuo zi shou' § 1'F § jl:, meaning 'to suffer from ones own actions'. 541 This 

situation is common among unknown freelance writers. Some choose to write 'vulgar' 

stories, such as 'station literature' $M)C~ (chezhan wenxue), including sensational 

works full of sex and violence, which are sold to travellers at train and coach stations. 

Mass culture has become the biggest ever money-making machine in China. To begin 

with, in the process of commercialisation, it had a rebellious image, but its long term 

effect has been to challenge the 'pure' literary and academic works of the elite culture. 

Elite culture now exists mainly in universities, government research institutes and 

small cultural groups, and in the traditional Chinese arts field, including Peking Opera 

and folk music. All of these are in crisis facing a struggle for survival. Popular 

products dominate the market, and the trend to devalue elite culture is growing under 

the dominant market economy. There is little examination of the issue of the 

relationship between popular culture and elite culture. The positive effect that they 

could have on each other is not commonly admitted, and they both refuse to 

acknowledge the good points of the other. Academics in the elite culture, such as 

Wang Yichuan.±.-) II and Chen Xiaoming ~ B}t 13Jj, have no intention of making their 

works more accessible to the public. In fact the language used by academics is 

difficult to understand because of technical terminology,- demonstrating the gap 

541 Mu Zhai, Talking with Chinese Writers, p.211 
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between them and ordinary people. To disseminate their knowledge to ordinary 

people has not been considered as their mission. 

Nor has popular culture been able to learn from elite culture in order to produce good 

quality products. The quality of some of the films is so poor that the audience has no 

c.hoice but to watch Hollywood films. 542 Popular works do not have to be ephemeral 

and poor in quality. We can contrast this with the way popular books from Hong 

Kong and Taiwan have occupied the biggest share of the mainland market for the past 

twenty years. For example, the martial arts stories of Jin Yong ~~~, Gu Long il::tE: 

and Liang Yusheng ~3J~j::, the romantic fiction ofChiung Yao :EJJUm., and the essays 

of San Mao - -=8 are books that all Chinese teenagers grow up with. There is no 

comparable mainland Chinese writer of popular books, not even Wang Shuo. In 

recent years, Western popular cultural products have appeared in the Chinese market, 

especially the children's market, including the Harry Potter series and The Lord of the 

Rings, which, together with their film versions, have been extremely popular among 

Chinese children. The film Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets made 45 million 

yuan at the box office in China. After the film was first shown on 24th Jan. 2003, 1 

million franchised products were sold, and the Harry Potter series of books, for which 

Chinese Youth Publishing had the rights, were sold out at the annual book exhibition. 

After the first day of showing the film in the cinemas the book had to be urgently 

reprinted. Only two weeks later, all three books in the Harry Potter series were sold 

542 Even most Chinese film academics appreciate Hollywood films; this is different to the attitude of 
film academics in other countries. Dai Jinhua's talk at University of Durham on 30/10/2002 
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out; Harry Potter postcards and posters were already unobtainable in the coastal 

cities. 543 The Lord of the Rings had sold 200,000 sets by April 2002.544 

Chinese popular culture is as yet unable to create products with Chinese cultural 

characteristics, it can only manage to go with the fashion trends, rather than finding its 

own direction. Making the £reatest amount of profit in the shortest space of time is 

still the major pursuit of the mass culture world. There is a lack of engagement 

between the world of the academic critic and the mass culture market. There are few 

useful criticisms of mass culture made by the academic world, rendering it even 

harder for mass culture products to improve in quality to the point where these 

products can become durable works, as is the case with the classic novels such as San 

guo yanyi - ~ ~ 5I.. (The Three Kingdoms). This remains just a dream for 

contemporary popular culture, though writers and publishers are working hard, hoping 

that their books will remain popular for a few years, yet even that is a tough target. 

The way commercialised society has developed has shown that Wang Shuo's attitude 

towards the 'worship of money' as flaunted through the media has considerable merit 

at a practical level, although it has been severely criticised by intellectuals. There are 

works by other writers, which may be better than those of Wang Shuo; however none 

of them has enjoyed the high profile of Wang Shuo. He has promoted his lifestyle 

among the masses, and turned himself into a successful model for people to imitate, to 

543 Zhou Jun J~J;ft, 'Hali Bote xilie shu, zhu da wuzhong wuqi' Jlfl-;f~.iJJtl# -*jij-=1'$, .±:1Tli#ilt~ (The 

Harry Potter Series: The Five Main Types of Weapon), Beijing yule xinbao ~t]J'(~jU[\ffij=g (Beijing 

Entertainment and Information Newspaper), 19/02/2003 quoted from Dongfang yule 1J;:1J~-* 
(Oriental Entertainment_ http:/ /enjQY~!tgd.!ly.comiepublish/gb/paperl-90/4/classOdhwz I 00'7853 :ht-
544CZilangJtfri *'~ & Wan Jing 1Jf(fl, 'Ruqi shouying zhanlu guanmang, 'Zhihuanwang' you wang 

xianqi guanying kuangchao' :tni:I!Atli!~UuHI:J'tT':, <t!iJ.t.l>14"~i!P:~~~R~ (Opening with the 
expected brilliance, The Lord of the Rings Has Prospects of Whipping up a Flood ofFilm-goers), 
quoted from Xinlang wang ffir~fjXJ (Sina.com) http://ent.sina.com.cn/m/f/2002-04-12/79352.html, 
12/04/2002 
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envy, to criticise and to analyse in the process of the commercialisation of the 

publishing market. Will Wang Shuo prove to be a durable mass culture proponent, 

and can he continue to contribute to the evolution of the publishing market? 
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Martial arts stories were banned in Taiwan in the 1960s, including Jin Y ong' s stories; 

they were treated as poisonous propaganda. 546 The ban was ended in the 1970s, after 

which his stories became very popular there. On mainland China, his martial arts 

stories have been popular since they were allowed to be distributed at the beginning of 

the 1980s. There was an enormous reaction, both in Taiwan and on mainland China, 

after the ban was ended. Jin Y ong' s martial arts stories have been welcomed in other 

East Asian countries, including Singapore, Vietnam, South Korea, and Japan; they are 

also very popular among overseas Chinese around the world. Some of them have been 

translated into Japanese, English, Korean, Vietnamese, and so on. 

There is a wide range of readers of Jin Yang's martial arts stories, from scientists, 

intellectuals, university professors and students to ordinary people. His martial arts 

novels transcend political ideology, something appreciated by both the CCP leader 

Deng Xiaoping X~ 1j\ .If and the KMT leader Jiang Jingguo ;re: ~:£ ~. 547 The sales 

volume of his martial arts stories is huge; for example the revised version of Tian long 

ba bu *.JtJ\ $ (Eight Sections of the Dragon of the Sky) has been reprinted 2124 

times, and Lu ding ji Im5J'1l iG (The Story of the Deer Tripod) had been reprinted 2020 

times up to 1999. Every novel has been reprinted on average more than 1000 times. 548 

There are also millions of illegal copies sold on the street. 

546 Zhang Feng *~ (ed.), Wang Shuo tiaozhan Jin Yang IfJHj~'*~Jl (Wang Shuo Challenges Jin 
Yong), Guangzhou: Guangzhou chubanshe, 1999, p.20. It was because of the Left wing image of Da 

gong baa :kiH~ where Jin Yong worked, that Jin Yong's martial arts novels were banned in Taiwan. 
547 Yan Jiayan F*~· Jin Yang xiaoshuo lun_gao ~nlf;JyjJGJ~~-(Articles on Jin-Yong~s-Novels ), 

= Beijing: Beij iiig tlaxue- chl.ibansfle~-~-999, pp.ll-12 
548 'Jin daxiajianghu fengyunlu' ~:k~U:¥4fl.IXI.~* (Record of Master Jin's Changeable Situation in 
the World), Beijing qingnian baa ~t Jit l1f if W. Beijing Youth, 07/11/1999, p9, quoted from 
www.bjyouth.com.cn/Bqb/19991 107/GB/4059%5EDI 107B0910.htm 
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Jin Yong's martial arts stories have become an inexhaustible resource in the mass 

culture field. Many of his novels, such as She diao yingxiong zhuan MI/Jf~t$1~ (The 

Hero who Shot the Vulture) have been made into more then one TV serial in Hong 

Kong, and have been broadcast on the mainland as well. Apart from the novels 

themselves various sorts of Jin Yong related products have flooded on to the cultural 

market and become popular in East Asia and the Chinese-speaking world. These 

include colourful cartoon cards for children, and many computer game versions. 

In 1999, a TV serial based on Jin Yong's Eight Sections ofthe Dragon of the Sky was 

broadcast by 18 satellite TV stations and 15 provincial TV stations over the Spring 

Festival in China.549 As a symbolic gesture, and for the good publicity, Jin Yong sold 

his novel Xiao ao jianghu *~IT$)] (Smile Bravely Facing the World) for just one 

yuan to Chinese Central Television (CCTV) to make into a TV serial. This first 

mainland TV production of one of Jin Y ong stories was directed by Huang Jianzhong 

~{@ 9=t. At the same time, Hong Kong Cable Television Station bought the same 

story to make into a TV serial, and every episode cost them HK$500, 000. 550 

A Taiwanese company and a Singapore TV station were also both simultaneously 

making their own versions of Smile Bravely Facing the Wide World on the 

549 Zeng Qingrui ~ ~Iifij & Zhao Xiaqiu /M:@tx, 'Jin Yong xiaoshuo zhen de shi 'ling yi chang 
wenxue geming' rna?' ~~~~H,i#.Jt~Jr!: ·~-j:m)C~.i¥!>®'~? (Are Jin Yong's Novels Really 
'Another Literary Revolution'?)_._ !!"eny_ililun_yu piping_)(~l.!llj~..!§1ttJ.iJZ (Literature and-Art 'J'heory 
andTrifidsm);-2000~ vol. 4, pp.20-26 
55° Cai Fanghua J/:1.J$, 'Xiao ao jianghu' xu shi dai fa' <~~tiJ\I.I>Ji~M::& (Smile Bravely Facing 
the Wide World is Storing Energy and Preparing to Start), Beijing qingnian bao :lt:Jit~~tR (Beijing 
Youth) 28/I0/1999, p.8 
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mainland. 551 Before the mainland version of Smile Bravely Facing the Wide World 

had started shooting, Hong Kong Cable Television Station had already bought the 

broadcasting rights for $15000 per episode. 552 Jin Yong said the price of mainland TV 

serials rights for his stories would be enormously increased. The prices for Jin Y ong' s 

products reached levels regarded as unbelievable, much higher than any other Chinese 

writer in history. 

High Praise in the Academic World 

In the 1980s, Jin Yong's novels were looked down on by intellectuals, and ignored by 

most academics. However, since the mid-1990s, the Chinese authorities and 

academics have totally changed their views on Jin Yong and his works. He has 

received many honours in both the political and academic fields. He met the CCP 

leader Deng Xiaoping in 1981 and president Jiang Zemin in 1993 in mainland China, 

and met the KMT leader Jiang Jingguo in 1973 on Taiwan. He frequently voices his 

political criticisms in Mingbao ~ t~ (Ming Newspaper), and enjoys high political 

status in mainland China and Hong Kong, being a member of Political Consultative 

Conference of China Jl.&t}}~ 93.. 

Jin Yong gained an honorary professorship of Beijing University in October 1994, 

starting the first Jin Yong wave inthe academic world. The critic Yan Lieshan f!j~~!~ W 

published his article 'Jujue Jin Yong' f§~fg~Jl (Rejecting Jin Yong) on the 2nd Dec. 

551 'San jia tong pai 'Xiao ao jianghu" ::=.%~ts<~ru:ITW1> (Smile Bravely Facing the Wide World 
Being Shot by Three Companies at the Same Time), 22/1111999 guo!eci frpm_ Chinese Central 

-Television r.r9i!: 'i!.tJil. tl' ~M;-littp://www~ccfv.com/newsl1exi/5i 8859~html -
552 "Xiao ao jianghu' yuan he ruci zhiqian' < <~{hiri~>~{~'tzrHitti[~?> (Why is Smile Bravely 
Facing the Wide World worth so much money?), Guangzhou ribao r 1·H B flit (Guangzhou Daily), 
6/7/2000 
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1994 in Nanfang zhoumo WJ1J .ml-* (Southern Weekend). He criticised 'Beijing 

University for degrading its own status by encouraging this poor taste', and criticised 

Jin Yong from the historical, value and entertainment aspects. 553 The criticism was 

ignored, and Zhejiang University invited Jin Yong to be dean of the School of 

Literature in 1998. He was later invited as honorary professor by many universities. 554 

Another wave in the academic world was in 1995. A professor of Beijing Normal 

University, Wang Yichuan .3:.- )II, and his PhD students selected Jin Yong as 

number four among nine twentieth century Chinese literary masters for their book 

series. The nine were Lu Xun, Shen Congwen, Ba Jin, Jin Yong, Lao She, Yu Dafu, 

Wang Meng, Zhang Ailing and Jia Pingwa.555 They replaced the famous writer Mao 

Dun with Jin Yong. They claimed that they wanted to rid literature of political 

influence, and put literary considerations to the fore. Their explanation was that Mao 

Dun's works were flawed by 'putting the theme first' (zhuti xianxing). It is not clear 

what criteria were used and how the order was arrived at; there seemed to be no 

rationale. 556 If popularity were the reason, there are many other popular novelists, 

such as Zhang Henshui and Chiung Yao. It was suspected of being a marketing 

exercise. 557 

553 Zhang Feng *~ (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yong, p193. (it:* El ~~{1j-ffi]W§f~) 
554 Jin Yong was a visitor at Oxford University in 1992, where he gave some lectures. Jin Yong was 
awarded an honorary PhD degree by Cambridge University in June 2005 
555 Wang Yichuan 3:- )II, 'Wo xuan ershi shiji Zhongguo xiaoshuo dashi' .ft:ilt= +t!HC.rcr 00/JYt>tk 
YfiJ (I Select Twentieth Century Chinese Masters of Fiction), Xi'anjiaoyu xueyuan xuebao fl!i:t~1f'!]f: 
MG'!Jf:* (Xi'an Education Institute Journal), 1995, vol. 3, pp.41-44. ('1!1-ili, ttM.:::lC, E~. ~-. -:tk, 
fmjt::K, r:~. *:fit, JJI.if!!!l) . 

-
556·tic~fngxi *tiCi!!i; 'zu-6j iii ae pai zuoci' ff* 1¥J ~l~ }j,: (Running Order of Writers), Wenyi pinglun 
)(~Wii?: (Literature and Art Criticism), 1995, vol. I, pp.82-83 
557 Liao Kebin /Bi'iJ~ (ed.), Jin Yong xiaoshuo lunzheng ji ~lllf!J\iJH~~~ (Collected Debates on 
Jin Yong's Fiction), Hangzhou: Zhejiang daxue chubanshe, 2000. p.52 
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Wang Yichuan claimed that Jin Y ong' s stories are a modern restructuring of the spirit 

of classical Chinese culture, and explored a new level and cultural field for Chinese 

martial arts. He thinks Jin Yong's martial arts stories enriched Chinese fiction, and he 

used Jin Yong's stories to bridge the gap between 'refined' (ya) and 'vulgar' (su) 

literature. 558 

This attempt to overturn the accepted literary canon shocked the literary worlo. It was 

a part of a movement to rewrite modern literary history, a gesture opposing the direct 

interference of political ideology in literature. It aimed to adopt purely artistic criteria 

to evaluate works, and was the beginning of a rejection of official evaluation. Jin 

Yong's martial arts fiction became a tool in the movement to rewrite China's cultural 

history. 

The international academic study of Jin Y ong' s fiction started in the late 1990s. In 

May 1998, an international conference on 'Jin Yong's Fiction and Twentieth Century 

Chinese Literature' was held by Colorado University in the USA.559 The same year, 

two other symposia on 'Jin Yong studies' were held in mainland China and Taiwan. 

Jin Yong's stories were becoming a research topic for PhD theses. 560 Some 

universities, such as Zhejiang University, Shenzhen University and Guangdong 

Academy of Social Science set up Jin Yong research centres. 561 

558 Wang Yichuan .::£-)II (ed.), 'Xu' IT (Introduction), Ershi shiji Zhongguo wenxue dashi wenku 20 
ttl: ;c, r:p ~ )( ~ 7c Vf!i )( )$ (Masters of 20th Century Chinese Literature Collection), Hainan: Hainan 
chubanshe, 1994. 
559 Yan Jiayan F*ik, Jin Yong xiaoshuo /ungao ~JIIj\W,itff.'i (Articles on Jin Yong's Novels), 
Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1999 
560 Beijing University Chinese Department student Song Jiewei's *~1'1; PhD thesis of 1998 was 
publishedcas. a-bookcin,~1999,=Cong-yule-xingwei,dao-wutuobang ahongdong-Jin- Yong-xiaoshuo zai 
jiedu .MJ}Uf-ff:kl¥1J~tf;~{tfll;:IJ-~JI~J\W.PJM~ (From Entertaining Behaviour to Utopian 
Excitement- A Re-analysis of Jin Yong's Fiction), Nanjing: Jiangsu renmin chubanshe, 1999 
561 Yan Huo F*., 'Guanyu Jin Yong' ~-=.F-~11 (About Jin Yong), Zhonghua wenzhai r:f:l:$)(~tj 
(Chinese Abstracts), 2000, vo1.4, p.58 
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Two leading figures in the movement to praise Jin Yong's martial art fiction were 

Y an Jiayan and Feng Qiyong. Beijing University professor Y an Jiayan described the 

novels as having mystical imagination, fascinating plots with fine styleand profound 

thought. 562 He believes they contain rich traditional cultural content, are of high 

academic quality, and their inclusion in the literary canon is 'a literary revolution'. 

'Jin Y ong' s martial arts novels are a miracle of twentieth century Chinese culture; it is 

a splendid chapter in literary history'. 563 

The Chairman ofthe 'Hong xuehui' IT~~ (The Dream of the Red Chamber Study 

Association) Feng Qiyong /~;!ttl made a similarly high evaluation of Jin Yong and 

his stories. He said: 'Jin Yong is a first class major novelist. His discovery is like a 

curious peak which has suddenly risen up; his works will always be a part of the 

spiritual wealth of our nation. ' 564 Feng Qiyong thinks that 'the structure of Jin Yong's 

stories has reached an historical peak of perfection' ,565 and that it was rea.sonable to 

establish 'Jin xue' ~~ (Jin Yong studies) as a field. 566 These and similar comments 

are clear claims for canonical status. 

Jin Yong's attitude toward his own works was much more diffident. He said in 1969: 

'Although martial arts fiction has some flavour of literature, basically it is still 

562 Yan Jiayan, Articles on Jin Yang's Stories, p.209 
563 ibid, p.213 
564 Liao Kebin (ed.), Collected Debates on Jin Yong's Fiction, pp.83-84 
565 Liao Kebin (ed.), Collected Debates on Jin Yong's Fiction p84-85 
566 Feng Qiyong {Q,~Jl. 'Du Jin Yong' ~~- (Reading Jin Yong), Zhongguo rp 00 (China), 1986, 
vol.8, quoted from Ding Jill_}" ;i!_(~d.), Zhongguo_dalu .fin Yong-Yanjiu lunzhu-mulu rp 00&\:MT~/ffiff -
l'tlt-~§jif(i9-85~1999) (Index of Articles on Jin Yong Study in Mainland China 1985-1999), 'Jin 
xue' puts Jin Yong's martial arts fiction on a par with The Dream of the Red Chamber, the study of 
which is called 'Hong xue' IT ?!ft. Wenhua jiaoyu ziliao Jt ft ~ ~ ~ *-'1- (Data on Culture and 
Education), 2000, vol. 6, pp.116-131 
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entertainment material; it is better not to compare this with formal literature. ' 567 Jin 

Y ong talked again about his martial art works at the 1998 'Jin Y ong Fiction and 

Twentieth Century Chinese Literature' international symposium held at Colorado 

University in the USA. He said his stories were: 'prosaic in content, with no profound 

meaning, and not worth having many academics study it. If people are talking about 

'lin Yang studies', I do not deserve it.' 568 He felt that his stories had met his original 

aim in writing, which was to entertain people and gain more readers for his 

newspaper. Jin Yang also said: 'Martial arts fiction is only one form ofliterature; it is 

not necessary to overestimate its worth, because this will have a bad influence. ' 569 The 

media and critics treated this as great modesty, and praised Jin Yang even more. 

Wang Sbuo's Criticism of Jin Yong 

Wang Shuo published 'Wo kan Jin Yang' :fit~~~~ (Jin Yang in My Eyes) in 

Zhongguo qingnian bao 9=J !Ew~W. (Chinese Youth) on 151 November 1999. Wang 

Shuo's three thousand word article is not an academic article, nor is it a theoretical 

analysis of Jin Yang's works. The essay is more like Wang Shuo's subjective 

personal review as an ordinary reader. However the essay was more influential and 

controversial than academic articles, and caused a great debate across the country. 

Wang Shuo's article was commissioned by the editor of Chinese Youth, who 

suggested that the literary world needed a strong voice, and he wished to spark a 

widespread debate and restore the prestige of literature. Jin Yang was already an idol, 

567 Liao Kebin (ed.), Collected Debates on Jin Yang's Fiction, pp.83-84 
568 ibid, pp.83-84 
569 Liao Kebin (ed.), Collected Debates on Jin Yang's Fiction, p.18 
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and Wang Shuo was 'a heavy-weight figure with special characteristics'. 570 Wang 

Shuo was always ready to express controversial views on culture, which would 

generate debate. A previous example was the national 'humanism' debate of 1993-

1995. Wang Shuo and the media have a record as co-conspirators/71 a fact admitted 

by Wang Shuo and proved in this case. 

Wang Shuo's article is written in a particularly challenging way. It is not that he 

denies the value of Jin Yong's martial arts fiction and its great success in cultural 

market. He knows that: 

'We lack professional writers like Chiun~ Yao and Jin Yong, with that 
kind of specialised expertise in one field. '5 2 

However, the overheated market and the millions of fans are the commercialised 

reality. This together with the excessive praise of the official media and academics 

were a real cause for concern, and the situation had reached such a level that Wang 

Shuo thought Jin Y ong had become a kind of 'power' '!/i j] ( shili )573 drowriing out 

dissident voices: 

'Jin Yong is an influential writer; it is not normal to have a unanimous 
reaction towards him'. 574 

Wang Shuo criticises the content of Jin Yong's stories as 'using the name of morality 

to kill people, propagating sex and violence under the pretence of promoting the 

570 Ning Zongyi 'T*-, 'Wang Shuo ping Jin Yong yinfa de sikao' I~JJW~frliJitltl't-J}j!!,~ (The 
Thinking Behind Wang Shuo's Criticism of Jin Yong), Yinshan xuekan ~JhlJ~fiJ (Yinshan Journal), 
2000, vol. 13, No.2 pp.56-59 
571 Wang Shuo, 'Wo kan Wang Shuo' !!t:WI~JJ (Wang Shuo in My Eyes), The Ignorant Know No 
Fear, p.58 
572 Wang Shuo, 'Wo kan~azhQ!1gwenhua_Qang_Tai wenhua_ji qita'-!Jt;;gj(I).;.Jtitmlfa)Git.&Jt.ft!! 
(Popular Culture, Hong Kong and Taiwall Culture and Other Things in My Eyes), The Ignorant Know 
No Fear, p.26 
573 Liao Kebin ( ed. ), Collected Debates on Jin Yang's Fiction, p.16 
574 Zhang Feng (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yang, p.35 
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law.' 575 Wang Shuo criticises chivalrous figures as criminals rather than heroes or 

martial arts masters, because they kill each other for private gratification, often in the 

name of patriotism. In the quest for so-called justice they do not care about how many 

people end up dead. This is a decadent view of human society and not 'rich traditional 

cultural content' and 'spiritual wealth of our nation'; it should not be praised to the 

skies. 

Wang Shuo criticised Jin Yong's works as having 'repetitive plots, and long-winded 

writing'. The characters are always fighting when they meet, and Wang Shuo 

questioned why: 'All the characters in the stories have huge hatred, and the whole 

story is pushed by it. What new thing is there?' 576 Wang Shuo posed many questions 

representing a strong challenge to people who praised these stories. 

In criticising the depiction of characters, Wang Shuo said: 

'Whatever disposition the characters have at the beginning, later on they 
are always the same, straight up and down like herding pigs in small alief' 
The decent and the evil all become worshippers of Buddha in the end. ' 57 

The chivalrous characters in Jin Yong's stories expected by critics to bring heroism to 

common people are criticised as 'caricatures'. 

Wang Shuo did not believe that the humanity of those characters had anything in 

common with real human beings;578 they are different from normal people: 

'Reading his (Jin Y ong' s) book, I did not have any images of people and 
groups of people; it is like looking at a pile of robots acting. While I was 

575 Wang Shuo, 'Jin Yong in My Eyes', The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.76 
576 ibid, p.74 
577 ibid, p.75 
578 Wang Shuo, ,Jin Yong in My Eyes', The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.76 
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reading I asked myself: Is this possible? This person writes without using 
his brain!' 579 

The characters in Jin Yong's novels have are not real people but super-humans, able 

to fly, and fight in the air. His fiction offers heroes from children's dreams, with adult 

plots; this is an insidious mixture, a 'culture snake'. 

Jin Yong is demoted from his position as a 'top class major novelist' by Wang Shuo. 

Jin Y ong employs a half classical, half modem version of Chinese which is a typical 

'baihuawen' 8 -0 )( (modem language) from the May 4th 1919 period. People praise 

Jin Yong's language as an attractive classical style. Wang Shuo totally disagrees with 

this, and thinks Jin Yong uses a 'dead language' to write in, far from having a 

'language talent which surpasses others'. For Wang Shuo he is not as good as Shi 

Nai'an M!!ffut~ (1297?-1370?) 580 who preceded him, nor Jia Pingwa W.If[!!] who 

followed him. 581 Jin Yong's language appears very attractive to mainland readers who 

are not familiar with that language style, but this is because in the political decades an 

officially sanctioned Putonghua ('common language') had obliterated the earlier 

classically influenced style. 

Wang Shuo also opposed people's comments about Jin Yong's language having a 

sense of pace. He said: 

'What sense of pace? All the sentences are stereotyped expressions, two 
or three lines of dialogue then a fight. This use of concentrated action 
scenes means you ignore the language, or can say the language is all 
. 1 . . 1 d ~ . h , ~82 1rre evant, It IS on y use 10r settmg t e scene. · 

579 'b'd 77 I I ,p. ___ _ __ _ - -
-s80 ShlNaia~ limiT#~ (1297?-1370?) is the author of the classic novel Shui hu zhuan 7l<NF1~ (The 

Water Margin) 
581 Wang Shuo, 'Jin Yong in My Eyes', The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.76 
582 ibid., p.75 
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The fact that Jin Y ong' s language describes martial arts movements does not mean 

that it has a sense of pace. 

Wang Shuo also attacks the shortcomings ofthe martial arts genre. Martial arts fiction 

should be treated as just one of many literary genres rather than extravagantly praised. 

Martial arts stories usually follow a stereotyped model of fighting, killing, ganging up, 

suffering insults and gaining revenge. Wang Shuo's article presents his opinions in an 

amusing language which ordinary people can understand; it is not the systematic 

analysis but abstruse style of academics written for a highly restricted readership. The 

scholar He Manzi fiiJ ~ T- 583 and the Chinese Social Science Academy Literature 

Department researcher Yuan Liangjun :a 5!~ 584 were two representatives of the few 

academics who were critical of Jin Y ong. Their articles were serious academic 

criticism, based on a rigorous but measured approach, but these had not been noticed. 

Once Wang Shuo's article had started a widespread debate about Jin Yong's stories, 

then He Manzi and Yuan Liangjun's articles were selected for inclusion in the book of 

selected articles on the debate. 

He Manzi thinks that no matter how many different ways there are of writing of 

martial art stories, 'essentially they embody and propagate the illusion that help was 

on hand for helpless people in the old society.' He thinks it is 'opium of the mind', 

583 He Manzi's fiiJitiiFf first article was: 'Wei wuxia xiaoshuo liangdi' ::li7IittJH'i$l~ll£ (Casting Light 
on Martial Arts Fiction), Wenhui bao Jt¥CtR (Wenhui Daily) on 23'd June 1999; the second article 
was: 'Weijiu wenhua xuming de yanqing xiaoshuo yu wuxia xiaoshuo' ::liJISJtf-t~.t~a<r§·t~ 1J'i$l.Ej 
fEt~;J,i$l (Love Stories and Martial Arts Stories Propagating Old Culture), Guangming ribao J'tllA B 
tR (Guangming Daily) on Iih August 1999; the third article was: 'Po 'xin wuxia xiaoshuo' zhi xin' ftl!i. 
'ffilffEt~;J'i~'Z.ffilf (Denouncing the 'New' in New Martial Art Stories') if!_(Zuan~ming Dai!)'_, 1st 
December;-1999 - · 
584 Yuan Liangjun tl. ~~. 'Zai shuo yasu-yi Jin Yong wei li' fil5l~fit-~~-~J'i~::li7191J (Talking 
Again about Refined and Vulgar~Jin Yang's Stories as an Example) Zhonghua dushu bao J:j=l~*.:p; 
tR (Chinese Studies) on 101

h November, 1999. 
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and just the opposite of liberating people's thinking and waking them up.585 He Manzi 

thinks that martial arts epitomises the old social system: society ruled by men (rather 

than the law), and no science nor democracy to inform people's consciousness and 

customs. This was the reason martial art works were castigated in the May 41
h 

Movement: they represented old values where New Literature represented new values. 

The pleasure which martial art works produced was a superficial and insidious one. 586 

Yuan Liangjun pointed out that Jin Yang's novels failed to break free from the vices 

of the old, decadent martial art stories. This limited Jin Yang's development of his 

talent, prevented him from totally getting rid of the chronic ailments of the old martial 

arts stories, leaving them flawed by vulgarity and inferiority. Yuan Liangjun criticised 

Jin Y ong from six aspects: stereotyped structures; escapism from real life; too much 

fighting and killing; mixing fiction with real history, confusing readers over what is 

true and what is false; repetitiveness, especially in martial arts descriptions; 

deleterious effect on society of descriptions of bullying, killing and fighting. Yuan 

Liangjun thinks that this decadent literary genre is a relic of the past and has no place 

in contemporary culture. 587 

Jin Yang's martial arts novels have inherited the characteristics of 1930s martial arts 

stories; they are the best of current martial arts fiction, eclipsing writers such as Liang 

Yusheng ~3]~:± and Gu Long tift. Jin Yong was also able to take advantage of his 

status as a newspaper owner and political critic with an active social and political life 

to promote his novels. 

585 Zhang Feng (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yong, p.59 
586 Liao Kebin (ed.), Collected Debates on Jin Yang's Fiction, p.41 
587 Zhang Feng (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yang, pp.65-69 
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Jin Yong created a romantic world of traditional chivalry catering to people's need for 

escape from the chaotic, incomprehensible and pressurised existence of real life. Jin 

Y ong gave people allies in their unequal fight against injustice in their own lives, and 

beauty and hope in the love stories built into his martial art stories. He talks about 

traditional poetry, lute playing, Chinese chess, calligraphy and painting, creating an 

aspirational environment for his readers, and a channel linking them with traditional 

culture. He purposefully keeps his language simple, allowing those of modest 

educational attainments to enjoy reading his stories. Jin Yong's stories are an 

accomplished version of popular fiction, deeply steeped in commercial culture. The 

reason Jin Yong's novels are so popular is that they allow people to switch off, 'give 

their brain a rest' (f¥1¥~-T) and indulge in an entertaining pastime. 

In mainland China scholars like He Manzi and Yuan Liangjun went against the 

prevailing trend, and suggested people should change their perspective in studying Jin 

Y ong. 588 Jin Y ong was a 'master who has been raised too high', 589 and scholars like 

Y an Jiayan and Feng Qiyong needed to take a calmer and more critical look at their 

subject. 

It was not only the mainland where scholars had gone overboard in their praise; this 

was also the situation in Taiwan. There were very few real criticisms. Tamkang 

University ~¥.!=*:~ scholar Lin Baochun if*{~H.$ said there have been more than 

300 books and articles commenting on Jin Yang's stories since 1979 in Taiwan. 

However,_'generally, although these studies can be-said 'not to lack creative ideas'-l5ut 

588 Zhang Feng (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yong, p.60 & p.69 
589 Liao Kebin ( ed.), Collected Debates on Jin Yang's Fiction, pp. 76-81 
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relatively few are 'critical' and 'professional', while some adopt the flavour of a 'fan 

club'. He said: 

'Of the various kinds of articles, not one in ten is critical of Jin Yong. 
Occasionally there are articles which are slightly critical, but the praise 
and criticism are far away from each other, so people may not understand 
their real meaning. In fact, there are many shortcomings that can be 
pointed out in Jin Yang's works, and Jin Yong himself is not above debate 
either, but one rarely sees the critics mention this. ' 590 

In Chinese tradition, people like to listen to praise and cannot stand criticism; this is 

accepted to be part of the national character 00 ~ ·11. It has been criticised by the 

Taiwan critic Bo Yang tBth in his book Choulou de Zhongguoren BJ!i!HJ"J 9=t OOA 

(Ugly Chinese),591 a work banned soon after it was published in mainland China. This 

is very true of the academic field where it is difficult to have a real critical 

atmosphere. 

Wang Shuo is an exception to the norm in this; he is always the challenging and 

controversial figure who stirs up the argument. For Wang Shuo there is obviously a 

problem with Jin Yang's martial arts stories: 

'Literature has a question of 'ecological balance' (shengtai pingheng), if 
there are people say he is good, there will be people who say he is not 
good. Writing sharply is my 'writing style', it does not mean that I am 
dissatisfied with Jin Yong, I think I was quite polite to him.' 592 

Wang Shuo's article deliberately left some 'holes' for people to criticise him to 

generate a debate, such as the admission that he did not even finish reading one novel. 

This caused people to criticise him for not having the right to speak about Jin Y ong 

590 'Jin daxia jianghu fengyunlu' ~::kf~tUti.IJxL idF: (Record of Master Jin's Changeable Situation in 
the World), . Beijing __ Yo1J!}.I, ____ ()711JD~99, p.9,_ -quoted from 
wwwJ>jyou-ut:co-m.ciiTBq-671999f107 /GB/4059%5 ED 11 o7B091 o .htm 
591 Bo Yang fSth, Chou/au de Zhongguoren B.MI¥1~ lEA (Ugly Chinese), Beijing: Huacheng 
chubanshe, 1986 
592 Zhang Feng (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yong, p.34 
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because he had not finished reading all the novels. Wang Shuo argued that people do 

not have to finish the whole dish to be able to tell whether it is good or not. 593 

The Critical Debate 

Many newspapers and magazines joined in the debate, partly for commercial reasons, 

and partly for cultural ones. The media used Wang Shuo's article to shake up a quiet 

literary world, and induce a period of introspection on cultural phenomena, such as 

the craze for Jin Yong's stories and TV serials. Wenhui Bao )C ¥[ t~ (Wenhui 

Newspaper) insisted that Jin Yong respond to Wang Shuo's criticism. He published 

two articles in the mainland and one article in Hong Kong during the debate. After Jin 

Yong responded, millions ofhis fans became excited. 

Jin Yong has not responded to any critics who have criticised or praised him except 

Wang Shuo. Jin Yong felt that Wang Shuo's article was 'the first fierce attack on my 

novels.' 594 Jin Yong's article was published on the 5th November 1999, which was the 

fifth day after Wang Shuo's article. There had already been many other articles 

published during that time. 

In Jin Yong's article, he quoted guidance from Buddhism and from Mencius "itT- to 

calm himself down and to be strong and tolerant. He thinks that he has unexpected 

praise from academics, such as Wang Yichuan, and the honorary professorship from 

Beijing University, etc. He thinks that Wang Shuo's criticism has placed excessive 

593 Wang Shuo, 'Jin Yong in My Eyes', The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.75 
594 Jin Yong, 'Bu yu zhi yu he qiu quan zhi hui' ::::f'~Z.1!tfO*~Z.~i (Unexpected Praise and 
Excessive Censure), Zhang Feng (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenge Jin Yong, p.41-42 
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demands to him, and he does not have enough ability and talent to respond to it. Jin 

Yong's attitude is magnanimous and worldly-wise; he thinks Wang Shuo has already 

showed him mercy, just placing him among the 'four great vulgarities' [!.1.::*:1~ (si da 

su) 595
, rather than the 'four great invaders' [!.J.::*:M (si da kou) or the 'four great 

poisons' [!.! .::*:$ (si da du). 596 He emphasized that he did not accept the criticism that 

he was using a 'dead language to write in' ,597 clai~ing that his language style was 

something he had practised hard for a long time and would not change.598 He accepted 

some of the criticisms from Wang Shuo and others, and he said these criticisms had 

'benefited me a lot'. 599 He listed a few shortcomings of his stories, such as too many 

coincidences in his plots, the fact that some of the content is strange and irrational, the 

dialogues between characters are not in the living language style, the personalities of 

characters stay the same from beginning to end, he glamorises old-fashioned culture, 

some plots and characters pander to readers, there is not enough artistry, and so on. 

He is not in favour of over-praising martial arts stories. 

When Wang Shuo's article was published, he was in his early forties, and Jin Yong 

was 75 years old; they had different life experiences and cultural backgrounds. 

Compared with Jin Yong, Wang Shuo had not yet been accepted by official circles, 

and had not won any major literary award, he had no honorary titles, and was still a 

595 Wang Shuo includes Jin Yong in his Hong Kong and Taiwanese 'four types of popular culture'; 
these include four pop stars 'si da tianwang' ll!l:k:li::.:E (Four Kings) (Jacky Cheung *?¥:1<{, Andy 
Lau x!Jtti~, Aaron Kwok $Bj"ili!\ and Leon Lai Ming ~fi.R}, Jackie Chan's PX;).t films, Chiung Yao's 
m!ffi TV serials and Jin Yong's martial arts stories, which are called the 'four big vulgarities' (si da su 
ll!l:k1ft). -
596 -~-~-- --- ~ ---- -~- - ~- . -~ -

Zliimg Ferig (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yong, p.42 
597 Wang Shuo, 'Jin Yong in My Eyes', The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.76 
598 Liao Kebin ( ed. ), Collected Debates on Jin Yong 's Fiction, p.12 
599 ibid, p.12 (~.@M=.$) 
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free-lance writer. Jin Yong said he and Wang Shuo were on 'two parallel lines, which 

will never meet'. 600 

Comparing Jin Yong and Wang Shuo, Jin Yong's martial arts stories are creations 

belonging to an imaginary world, which provide a haven for readers away from real 

life: this is escapist literature. Wang Shuo's stories are reflections of problems in real 

life, which people have to face; this is realist literature. The argument with y.l ang 

Shuo criticising Jin Yong is also a trial of strength between two different literary 

concepts, which dominate the Chinese literary world.601 

Jin Yong uses a superficially intellectual 'noble and refined' style, such as found in 

traditional poetry, music, and painting, using traditional literary structures and forms 

in his works to satisfy people's desire for knowledge of an elegant past. Contrary to 

Jin Yong, Wang Shuo rarely uses these in his stories. He uses his absurdist writing 

style to satirize orthodox literature and art, and mainstream ideology. Wang Shuo's 

works are in rebellion against orthodox thought. Wang Shuo uses a superficially 

'vulgar' language style to express serious ideas. Characters in Wang Shuo's stories 

are just ordinary people rather than martial arts masters. The works of these two 

reflect polar opposite literary standpoints. 

Jin Yong's fans were not as tolerant as Jin Yong. Some of them were very angry at 

what Wang Shuo said; they tried to attack Wang Shuo, and fought with Wang Shuo's 

fans on the internet. Jin Yong had more fans than Wang Shuo: according to a website 

600lbid.,-p.l 0. 
601 Ge Hongbing :fit_[~, 'Wo kan Wang Shuo he Jin Yong de shijimo zhi zheng' ftli±:WHil~/le<J 
tlHC.?KZ.~ (How I See the Argument between Wang Shuo and Jin Yong at the end of the Century), 
Zhang'aiyu rentong ~-~l=ji)..liij (Obstruction and Affinity), pp.ll2-113 
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survey of their relative popularity, Jin Yong gained 75% of support, and Wang Shuo 

24%,602 hence Jin Yong won an absolutely majority. We should note that the majority 

of internet users at in China the end of 1990s were university students and middle 

school students. Wang Shuo expressed his sympathy with Jin Yong's fans, 603 saying: 

'If there were not so many Jin Yong supporters I would not have talked about Jin 

Yong.'604 

Wang Shuo was pursued by the media and gave many interviews to newspaper and 

internet reporters. Some people suspected that Wang Shuo criticised Jin Yong with a 

commercial motive. Wang Shuo denied this. The result of his intervention was that 

there was definitely less unanimity on the part of academics; some criticised Jin 

Yong, some criticised Wang Shuo. Many commented on the debate: some criticised 

the excessive praise of Jin Y ong, 605 some argued with academics that criticised Jin 

Yong. 606 This led to a healthier attitude towards 'cultural idols' and criticism of them. 

Some people recognised the service Wang Shuo had done in expressing honestly his 

feelings, something Chinese intellectuals had found difficult to do. 607 

602 Wu Xiaoli ~~~. 'Jiushi niandai wenhua zhong de yingxiong' 90~{~JtftJ:f:q'fj~Jj (Jin Yong in 
1990s Culture), Dai Jinhua (ed.), Shuxie wenhua yingxiong 45~Jtf.t9UIE (Writing about Cultural 
Heroes), p.l52 
603 Zhang Feng (ed.), Wang Shuo Challenges Jin Yong, p.32 
604 Liao Kebin (ed.), Collected Debates on Jin Yang's Fiction, p.I9 
605 Zeng Qingxu 'if ~lifij & Zhao Xiaqiu /M~fk. 'Jin Yong xiaoshuo zhen de shi 'ling yi chang 
wenxue geming' rna?' ~Jj ;j, i#.J{I¥1 ;ll! '~- :J:m Jt ~ 1fi $' fl!b? (Are Jin Yong's Stories Really 
'Another Literary Revolution'?), Wenyi lilun yu piping Jt~I:ll~!3mv1 (Literature and Art Theory 
and Criticism), 2000, vol. 4, pp.20-26 
606 Hu Guangzhou M::Yt::lil. 'Wei Jin Yong xiaoshuo shuojiju hua-jian xiang He Manzi xianshengjin 
yi yan' JiJ~il'J'iJl;JtJl,-'riJilS-*trOJfiiJ~TJt1:::itt-§ (Saying A Few Words for Jin Yong's 
Novels-And Giving A Word of Advice to He Manzi), Minzun yishu !;'~'J~~:;j.;: (Ethnic Arts), 2000, 

-vol:-1 ,-pp.6J=67 - · - -
607 Liu Zhenyun )(lj~~ & Wang Li .:Efi}, 'Dui Zhongguo yingshi wenhua de yi zhong kanfa' X>t"POO 
IHW.Jtf.tl¥1-#~¥! (A View On Chinese Film and TV Culture), Dianying yishu it!.}l~~* (Film 
Art), 2001, vol. 2, pp.79-82 
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A Culture in Decline 

Running through criticism of Jin Yong's martial arts stories, a serious question is 

raised: what kind of mass culture should China have? Beijing-centred contemporary 

Chinese culture, including literature, film and music, in which Wang Shuo 

participated, started up atalmost the same time as Hong Kong and Taiwanese cultural 

products moved into the mainland, i.e. at the beginning of the 1980s. Twenty years 

later, Hong Kong and Taiwanese-based capitalist commercial culture products are still 

at the forefront of the mainland market, almost monopolizing it. Young generations 

are growing up with them and being deeply influenced by them. Mainland native 

culture is in decline. 

From the political point of view, mainland China has taken over Hong Kong, but from 

the cultural point of view, from the case of Jin Yong, the take-over is in the opposite 

direction. Hong Kong commercial culture has infiltrated the mainland authoritarian 

system of culture and developed a new popular culture. 608 

Wang Shuo shows his deep concern in his article. Mainland Chinese writers have to 

face ideological and psychological problems in order to get into the mass culture 

market. They are in a transitional stage from decades of socialist ideological control to 

a totally new market-orientated system. Most people in the culture field have found it 

very difficult to get used to the new role they should play to create a mass culture to 

... provide for people's nee~s in commercic~Hsed society. As a result, mainland China 

608 Liao Kebin (ed.), Collected Debates onJin Yang's Fiction, p.76 
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lacks -specialised popular professional writers who can match Jin Y ong and the 

Taiwanese romantic novelist Chiung Yao. 

Mainland China has developed very fast, not only in material goods, but also in 

people's attitudes. The mainland cultural world has not kept pace with these changes 

to deliver new products. It has left the way open for Hong Kong and Taiwanese 

products to take over the mainland cultural market. Their books and films were all 

originally produced for people in commercialised societies. Chiung Yao's love stories 

and Jin Yong's martial arts stories have been tested and selected by their home 

markets, where they have proved to be enduring products, and now have been found 

to suit the needs of mainland people during the last twenty years of 

commercialisation. There has been a real lack of interest, appreciation and research on 

how these popular cultural products came to dominate the mainland, and these books, 

films and TV serials have attracted little academic attention or concern. It seems 

likely that these Hong Kong and Taiwanese cultural products will still dominate the 

mass market for a very long time to come. Is Hong Kong and Taiwanese commercial 

culture the way forward for mainland culture? Can elite culture survive, as popular 

commercial culture develops? 
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H. Wang Shuo on Lu Xun 

The Background to Lu Xun 

Lu Xun has been accorded the highest status among 201
h century Chinese literary 

figures, being given such epithets as: 'literary giant' Jt~, 'great writer' 141:XJt~%, 

'revolutionary thirtker' .!Jiff}i~H~%, 'of the hardest bone' 1f~dl-H.I!, 'the backbone 

of Chinese people' ~ ~ A 1¥J 'F.f ~, 'banner of intellectuals' ~Q iJ~ 71- -T 1¥J ,llll~~ , 

'national soul' ~Jj~;Jl. These titles have never been used for any other Chinese 

writer. Most of these epithets are based on well-publicised praise of Lu Xun by Mao 

Zedong in the 1940s. 609 While most works of fiction were banned during the Cultural 

Revolution, Lu Xun's works alone remained in the book-stores alongside Mao's 

works. Lu Xun's stories and articles were selected for inclusion in school textbooks, 

ensuring that every student in China learned them. Most school examinations included 

questions about Lu Xun works, greatly influencing the attitudes of successive 

generations. 

There has been much research on Lu Xun, by the Lu Xun Research Institute and 

scholars throughout Chinese academia. Most of the work has been hagiographical; 

very few people have criticised Lun Xun. This situation has prevailed since the 1940s. 

Research on Lu Xun began to go through a difficult period in the fast developing 

609 Mao Zedong .fJ.f. * gave high praise to Lu Xun in 1940: 'Lu Hsun was the greatest and the most 
courageous standard-bearer ofthis new cultural force. The chief commander of China's cultural 
revolution, he was not only a great man ofletters but a great thinker and revolutionary. Lu Hsun was a 
man of unyielding integrity, free from all sycophancy or obsequiousness; this quality is invaluable 
among colonial and semi-colonial people. Representing the great majority of the nation, Lu Hsun 
breached and stormed the enemy citadel; on the cultl!ral fr()111_he Wf1S !.h~_Qravest and_most correct, the 
firme-st, the mosrtoyarand the mosfardent national hero, a hero without paraHel in our history. The 
road he took was the very road of China's new national culture.' Xin minzhuzhuyi lun .if ~.3::.3::5( if; 
(On New Democracy), Selected Works of Mao Tse-Tung, vol. 2, p.372, Beijing: Foreign Language 
Press, 1965. 
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commercial society of the 1990s. There were fewer and fewer research papers on Lu 

Xun each year, and quite a few specialist journals on 'Lu Xun studies' closed down, 

including Lu Xun xuekan ff~~flj (Lu Xun Studies) and Lu Xun yanjiu ziliao -fl.~ 

1iJfJt::&.H4 (Lu Xun Research Materials). People's lives and attitudes had changed 

dramatically, and research on Lu Xun became less and less relevant; this was marked 

by a diminishing number of researchers and thj;! problem of where research should go. 

Lu Xun Research Publications 610 

Year Number of Articles Type of Works (Special 
Published books, magazines, articles) 

1981 (centenary of birth) n.a. 123 
1982 1880 
1983 1590 
1984 1120 
1985 710 

1986 (50th anniversary of 550 65 
death) 
1987 280 
1988 160 
1989 170 
1990 170 

1991 ( 11 0 year anniversary 260 27 
of birth) 

Wang Shuo's Criticism ofLu Xun 

Wang Shuo's article 'Lu Xun In My Eyes' is further evidence that the media needs 

Wang Shuo, and he needs the media. The literary magazine Shouhuo !&~ (Harvest) 

invited Wang Shuo write about Lu Xun to commemorate the 120th anniversary of his 

610 Duan Guocnao~~iOOim;-'Lu Xun yali.jiu de k:unjiii.g~yti chlifii' :ffiiHiJF9i:l'f.J ~Jru03:!Jf:Ej tl:lli% (The 
Current Difficult Position and Direction of Lu Xun Study), Weinan shizhuan xuebao (Shehui kexue) iW 
WJYffi-v~m (:f±~f4~!\&) (Journal of Weinan Normal College, Social Science), 1994, vol. 3, pp.31-
38 
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birth. The article was written earlier than his essay 'Jin Y ong In My Eyes', 611 but 

published a couple of months later, in February 2000, volume 2. This essay was 

written in similar vein to that on Jin Yong. From criticising popular culture, Wang 

Shuo turned to criticising elite culture. The article on Lun Xun also caused 

considerable debate in the academic world. 

Wang Shuo's essay was written under his principle of 'being different from others' 

(fO~IJA:::f-t=f), and also coming straight out with his thoughts, which are 'not more 

profound than others'.612 He advocates 'criticising Lu Xun freely': 

'You do not have to be right in order to be able to speak; you can say 
whatever you think about things, and that is all there is to it. Getting away 
from superstition and emancipating the mind involves acting shamelessly. 
This approach enabled me to assess Lu Xun through an individual's 
eyes. ' 6 I~ 

Wang Shuo's article is not an academic article; he writes in the first person to present 

a strongly personalised view throughout the essay, making it completely different 

from a formal academic article. 

The article starts with a riddle for children, producing an interesting opening and 

aiming to show that Lu Xun is an influential name among common people, even 

appearing in children' games: Shandong xiaoxi-da yi renming w*m,~-n-A 

~ (News from Shangdong, a person's name). Wang Shuo wants to comment on Lu 

Xun from the angle of 'one person looking at another' -1-A~~ -1-A rather than 

611 Wang Shuo ~~A & Wang Tong £!it, 'Wang Shuo zai xian' ~~JJ:fr~ (Wang Shuo Online), 
Xiaoshuojie_!hi$~J'f._(EictiQnField), 2001, vgl._2, pp.J39-H5 _ _ _ __ 
612 Wang Shuo ~~JJ & Wang Tong ~li. 'Wang Shuo Online', Fiction Field, 2001, vol. 2, pp.l39-
145 
613 Wang Shuo ~;m, 'Wo kan Lu Xun' :fltwi-:i£ (Lu Xun in My Eyes), Shouhuo t&~ (Harvest), 
2000, vol. 2, pp.127-132 · 
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worshipping some sacred image. Without doubt Lu Xun had been deified, with the 

result that his original face and thought has disappeared. 

Wang Shuo's expresses the effect on him ofthis extreme praise saying: 

'People in different fields praise him, sometimes reaching the level of 
obstructing us from breathing freely. I do not believe he is so perfect; such 
people do not exist. People treat each other much less generously, and he 
should not be an exception.' 

Wang Shuo believes that when people can criticise Lu Xun freely or even forget about 

him entirely, that will be a sign ofprogress.614 

Everybody was told that Lu Xun was a great writer and a great thinker, yet when 

Wang Shuo asked what the essence of Lu Xun's thought, neither he nor his friends 

could answer. 615 Research on Lu Xun has been going on since the 1930s; thousands of 

people have written tens of thousand articles and yet have not answered this most 

important question, at least to the satisfaction of Wang and his friends. Wang thinks 

this means Lu Xun cannot match the status academics give to him nor people's 

expectations of him. It is no surprise that Wang Shuo harshly criticises researchers on 

LuXun: 

'There is one thing I am certain of, if now Lu Xun rose from the dead, of 
course, his first slap would be on the faces of people who make a living 
studying Lu Xun, the second slap would be on the faces of those 'living 
Lu Xuns'm:i-ili and 'second Lu Xuns' =:t-ili. 616 

Research on Lu Xun has not made much progress in the past 50 years. People 

interpret Lu Xun according to the needs of official ideology. Wang Shuo's criticisms 

614 Wang Shuo .3:9\Jl, 'Lu Xun i_n My_ Eyes', f!!lrv~§t, 20QQ, vol. 2, p.._l32 
615 ibid., p.l30 . .. . 
616 ibid. 'Living Lu Xun' ~fl-ili and 'second Lu Xun' .=itili are tenns coined by Wang Shuo to 
criticise some professional researchers of Lu Xun, who think what they think and say is what Lu Xun 
thought and said. 
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are directed at people who are doing research on Lu Xun, and more widely at the 

general range of academic activities across the academic world. 617 

Wang Shuo challenges especially academics and intellectuals who try to bolster the 

sacred image of Lu Xun. This is a continuation of Wang Shuo's criticism of 

intellectuals in his 'tiaokan' stories of the 1980s. People who disagreed with Wang's 

attitude to Lu Xun argued that this was not about Lu Xun, but part of a familiar Wang 

Shuo syndrome. The deputy director of the Lu Xun Museum, Chen Suyu ~*~mtr, 

thinks that Wang Shuo's article was written after long thought, and is not a spur-of-

the-moment jotting: 

'Wang Shuo as a so-called anti-establishment writer pursuing freedom; 
his cultural thought has its consistent features. These are: blaspheming 
against the sacred, eliminating the noble, rebelling against authority, and 
overturning tradition. His criticism of Lu Xun is part of this general 
scheme, and it is not just an isolated discussion ofLu Xun. ' 618 

He called Wang Shuo's criticism a kind of fashionable 'culturally cool criticism' )({-!::, 

Wang Shuo disagrees that Lu Xun's stories represent the highest standard of Chinese 

fiction. 619 He also criticised as very conceptualised (~~{-!::, gainianhua) Lu Xun's 

story 'Ah Q' ~j!J Q, which has been praised as an ideal model. He thinks that it is a 

617 Wang Shuo ::E91Jl, 'Lu Xun in My Eyes', Harvest, 2000, vol. 2, p.l32 (~WA. ±x;JftB(J{J1:9t1h, iflt-.t 
¥iJJW'i~ftffJ § ffirJ¥n];ti¥J±t!!.~) 
618 Ran-M-aojm 'WFJt~: 'JiZhorig y-aolrai de-jujishou cfiuxian le Ina?' m r:p ~ ~ (J{JM! m-¥ 1±1 Jm J~? . 
(Has the Deadly Sniper Emerged?)Xinhuawenzhai f.)f$Jtjj (Xinhua Abstracts), 2000, vol. 11, 

pp.110-111 (~¥jMJ:?f:,fjljlm*~· &!#!Jtz.:JJ, ijj~fHJt) 
619 Wang Shuo :E~Jl. 'Lu Xun in My Eyes', Harvest, 2000, vol. 2, p.128 
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matter of regret that Lu Xun did not write a novel, and 'a loss for the Chinese 

nation. '620 

Lu Xun's 'fighting spirit' is greatly appreciated by Wang Shuo. He thinks Lu Xun 

used his pen as a banner and a dagger to fight with his enemies, and that his life was a 

'soldier's life'. 621 Lu Xun encouraged intellectuals not to compromise with the 

various powers. His 'fighting spirit running through his whole life' ~~1¥J~4~t~ 

may be the most important influence on contemporary writers. 622 However, after the 

1950s, Lu Xun's 'fighting spirit' was downplayed; people who carried forward this 

spirit, for example Hu Feng iii3JX~. were 'rectified'. Lu Xun's name became a political 

football rather than a glorious banner for modem intellectuals. It has been both deified 

and distorted by mainstream ideology; at the end of the 1990s, the image of Lu Xun 

was gradually resuming its original form. 

Wang Shuo thinks that the irony of this situation is that people were encouraged to 

praise Lu Xun's for a spirit of criticism they were not allowed to follow. He believes 

the first thing people should do in commenting on Lu Xun is break free of the 

superstitious aura surrounding him. Wang Shuo's criticism of Lu Xun and scholars 

who do research on him has created a divide among intellectuals. 

620 ibid., p.l30 
621 ibid., p.l3l 
622 Chen Sihe ~-*Ji!J,-*0, Tan hu tan tu ~m1!R~ (Talking about Tigers and Rabbits), p.476 
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Debate on the Criticism of Lu Xun 

Some researchers support Wang's views and are honest about the situation of Lu Xun 

research. The deputy secretary of the Lu Xun Research Association =1- ill.P}f Y't: ~, 

Zhang Mengyang ~*j;t~B, reviewing his experience ofnine years spent editing a book 

of collected research materials from 1913 to 1983, thinks that 'in more than eighty 

years of research papers on Lu Xun, 95% of them are empty words: stereotyped, 

erroneous, rubbishy and repetitive. Only at most 5% of them have any genuine ideas.' 

Other researchers on Lu Xun did not agree with his statistics. Zhang did his statistical 

work over and over again and concluded that the 5% was already an exaggeration: if 

there was one worthwhile article in a hundred articles, we should be grateful.623 

These statistics may be shocking, and the real situation may be even worse, but 

academics would not admit it. Some people criticized Zhang Mengyang and rejected 

his judgement as well. Zhang said that was based on his own research experience: 

'I was just in the process of assessing and rejecting these things myself, 
and associating them with the problems that exist throughout the whole 
Lu Xun research scene. Recalling my own situation, I had let my brain 
become a race-track for other people's thought for a long time, working 
hard on the mill of slavishness. When I think about it I can't help breaking 
out in a cold sweat throughout my body, and keenly feeling I must first 
have 'an independent spirit and free thinking', then I can talk about 

. 1 h d . . ,624 startmg rea researc an wntmg. 

Zhang gives his own valuable insight into the situation of research on Lu Xun, but 

very few academics were willing to follow his lead in offering a new honesty. 

623 Zhang Mengyang 5-~~~B. 'Wo guan Wang Shuo kan Lu Xun' llt~.'lEE¢A~tl-3fl. (Ho~ I S-ee Wa~g 
Shuo's Views on Lu Xun), Wenxue ziyou tan Jt~ § Ei3 ·~ (Free Literary Forum), 2000, vol. 4, pp.93-
101 
624 ibid., p.96 
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Wang Shuo's aim is to criticise people who think they are 'guardians of Lu Xun' 

rather than to attack Lu Xun; he is determined to show his personal views on Lu Xun 

are in opposition to the official line of scholars in the university system and critics in 

state-owned work units. Wang's views on Lu Xun are not necessarily all correct but 

they are very challenging; their most important feature is Wang Shuo's insistence on 

an independent spirit and free thinking. He demonstrates an honesty about the truth 

with which people who serve the authorities cannot compare. 

As the social and political environment of the country gradually relaxed, some 

different opinions on Lu Xun emerged. Chen Shuyu M;mntu criticised some of them 

for being 'big on negative, destructive characteristics, and lacking in constructive 

characteristics. ' 625 And he pointed out: 

'However, these different voices do not want to give Lu Xun an accurate 
historical position, but want to break away from the existing slstem and 
revolutionary tradition. Lu Xun is just a target they are using. ' 62 

By contrast, some people in the cultural world recognised the merit of Wang Shuo's 

evaluation. The writer Liu Heng )OJ't.§: commented that Wang is bold and his attitude 

is what intellectuals lack.627 He pointed to a few essential things about Wang: 

'Wang Shuo often speaks the truth loudly, while other people dare not 
speak it or else say it in a low voice. He has done a lot of pioneering 
work.' 628 

625 Ran Maojin -14 Jl;~, 'Has the Deadly Sniper Emerged?', Xinhua Abstract, 2000, vol. II, pp.ll O
Il! 
626 ibid. 
627 Shen Wenyu it)(ttlri, 'Wang Shuo: zhen shi wuzhizhe rna?' I9\JI: JU~:X~Ili!flli?l? (Is Wang Shuo 

·- Reatl)rlgnorant?)Beijingwanbao ~tJit"~tR(Beijing EvlmingNews}:-07/65/2ooo~ quoted from 
http://edu.sina.com.cn 
628 'Zuori 'wuzhizhe' you wei' R'P B '7Cj;lli!f'~ '!I!' ('Yesterday's 'Ignorant' is 'Fearful') Beijing 
qingnian bao ~tJit"w~flii Beijing Youth, 27/01/2000, http://www.bjyouth.com.cn 
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More and more people admit the significance of the contribution of Wang Shuo to 

Chinese culture. Without Wang Shuo, the cultural world would be a great deal poorer 

The critic Ge Hongbing thinks Wang's fighting style has made him an heir to Lu Xun 

in contemporary China. 629 

A researcher of the Chinese Academy of Social Science, Li Jiefei *~a~F, thinks that 

the significance of Wang Shuo's criticism lies in the cultural rather than literary field. 

No matter whether one likes or dislikes Wang's comments, the significant of his voice 

and the massive response it generates cannot be denied. He says Wang 'addresses 

some important aspects of present-day culture, and touches upon the key problems in 

people's hearts. ' 630 

Wang Shuo pursues free and lively expression in a cultural world that lacks vitality. 

Works produced by academics almost all lack character, are dry and dull, and often 

reflect official morality, hence ordinary people ignore them. The critic Zhou Limin 

agrees with the problems Wang Shuo pointed out, and thinks that Wang's criticism 

offers much food for thought, and suggests some intellectuals' criticism lacks 

reason.631 

By contrast, there are strong critics of Wang Shuo. A member of the Writers' 

Association of Shaoxing city (Lu Xun's hometown) Zhu Zhenguo *~~ wrote a 

629 Ge Hongbing ~tl:!'i;, 'Zai tan Wang Shuo' 1!}~.=£9\A (Talking about Wang Shuo Again), Qingkuai 

de rouban ~tR B<J *~ (Lively Clappers), Hebei rilJ ~t: H uashan wenyi chubanshe ::tt: w J'C~ l±l It& H. 
2002, pp.37-40 
630 Shen Wenyu ttJ'C'Iitr, 'Is Wang Shuo a Real Innocent?', Beijing Evening News, 07105/2000, guoted 
-fromhttp://edu:sina;com;cn~------- -·~ -_ -- ----- --~- _---
631 Zhou Limin )i!f]Jl:~, 'Wuzhi qi neng wuwei' 5E3;ll 6~~5E-Il (How Can the Ignorant be Without 
Fear), Dangdai zuojia pinglun ~f~ft:~O,Sjli-1?; (Criticism on Contemporary Writers), 2000, vol. 6, 
pp.77-80 
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public letter to the China Writers' Association and Harvest magazine, criticising the 

magazine for publishing Wang Shuo's article and another two critical articles about 

' 
Lu Xun. 632 Zhu thinks that is a 'collective bomb' aiming to belittling Lu Xun, and 

regards Wang Shuo's criticism ofLu Xun as 'red guard' behaviour: 

'This is red guard mentality; it is the way things were done in the Cultural 
Revolution, like 'smashing the four olds'. Wang Shuo uses his talent in 
the wrong place, and he is now becoming: an unbridled 'red guard' of the 
literary world. ' 633 

_ 

He urges the China Writers' Association to treat the matter of 'deprecating Lu Xun' 

seriously and with the correct standpoint and attitude. 

There are fundamental differences between Wang Shuo's criticism and 'red guard' 

behaviour in Cultural Revolution. Wang Shuo's criticisms are not personal attacks; he 

criticises cultural figures in order to criticise cultural phenomena. Cultural Revolution 

criticism was mostly personal attacks on people as part of political struggles, private 

hatred and power struggles, etc. People who were criticised at that time suffered 

mentally and physically, and many people's lives were destroyed with some of them 

even losing their lives. 

Wang Shuo's usual style of criticism is to overcorrect in order to attract attention, and 

he wants ordinary people all to exercise their right to criticise and to participate in the 

debate. Taking up an extreme position, and commenting from a populist, common 

632 Harvest established a 'Zoujin Lu Xun' :Jt:ili:l-~ (Approaching Lu Xun) column, and published 
three articles: Wang Shuo's 'Lu Xun in My Eyes', Feng Yicai's {!1;~7}- 'Lu Xun de gong yu 'guo"~ 
~(j{]J)Jl=j 'u' (Lu Xun's Achievements and 'Mistakes'), Lin Yutang's ff\i-fr¥: old article 'Dao Lu 
Xun' '!11tlf:lB (M<:furnlng-Lu Xilll)fii'srpublislfedsixty~five years ago-in 1937. 
633 Zhu Zhenguo **IE, 'Bu neng tingren Shouhuo zazhi chaoma Lu Xun' ~(J~UJT1f<t&~>*itllfj 
.'!h :@t~ (I Cannot Let Harvest Mock and Abuse Lu Xun), Zhen/i de zhuiqiu J1tf:!ll.I'J<J~* (The Pursuit 
of Truth), 2000, vol. 7, pp.12-14 
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sense stance, does have the effect of stirring up controversy amongst a much broader 

constituency than usual and bringing 'ordinary' people into the debate. 

The editor of Wang Shuo's book of collected essays, Bai Ye 8:1$, was left with a 

tricky issue in deciding whether to include this essay or not. He praised Wang's 

critical attitude as being close to the original meaning of criticism, i.e .. frank and 

fearless. However, as a representative of the publishing house, he 'had a responsibility 

to defend and guard' the official standpoint. After repeatedly examining the script, the 

publishing house decided not to include 'Lu Xun in My Eyes' in the book. 634 

Wang Shuo's article on Lu Xun, like his article on Jin Yong, provoked a big internet 

response. There are few other channels of free speech in China, hence the internet has 

become an important barometer of genuine public opinion. Comments on the internet 

tend to employ Wang's challenging language style, and some people feel the internet 

is a major factor in the spread of Wang's 'hooligan' language hegemony.635 

The critic Ge Tao :$$'Jf studied the reaction to Wang Shuo's criticism of Lu Xun on 

the internet. Ge Tao's conclusion was that: there were many expressions of personal 

feelings by ordinary people, and that experts and scholars of Lu Xun had very little 

influence on the internet. The effect had been to develop a dialogue about Lu Xun; he 

urged that the current discussions on Lu Xun on internet should be allowed to 

634 Bai Ye 8:1$, 'Bianzhe hua' ~~1! (Editor's Foreword), The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.2 
-

63s__Yan-hieshan-~?."!lt.iJ,-'Jin yuancbaodian-shang dtfl5iaoyari' ~5E~.oot::tt¥.J:c<Uii (fhe Perform~mce at 
the Gold Treasure Palace), Nanfang zhoumo i¥.r1J f,!i];f;: (Southern Weekend), 19/05/2000, Xinyusi 
dianzi wenku if 1-ft~ ItT X W (Xinyusi Electronic Library), http://www.xys.org/xys/classics/Lu
Xun/criticism/Wangshuo2.txt 
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develop. 636 Some people have set up websites propagating Lu Xun's works and 

discussing his spirit and thought, to bring Lu Xun closer to ordinary people.637 There 

are no mature academic websites among them, and the number of visitors is limited, 

as is their influence. 

Continuing Criticism of the Cultural World 

As a result of Wang Shuo's criticism of intellectuals in both his stories and articles up 

to the mid-1990s, some academics already refused to accept Wang Shuo, and tried to 

ignore his works, including academics at Beijing University. In 1997, the writer Liu 

Xinwu )(JJ'L' fEt pointed out that a series of collected works of one hundred years of 

literature even included two lyrics by the rock musician Cui Jian, but did not mention 

Wang Shuo's name, nor any of his works.638 Liu commented: 

'Wang Shuo himself and his works can be criticised, but we cannot 
obliterate their existence. It seemed as if from the mid-1980s to mid-
1990s, this person and these works did not exist in mainland China. No 
matter how, this cannot be explained. ' 639 

And some critics questioned why academics did not accept Wang Shuo, and 

suggested they should 'tolerate Wang Shuo'640
. 

636 Ge Tao ~iJI. 'BBS shang bei guanshui de Lu Xun-hulianwang shang de Lu Xun' BBS J::.1t!Ut/U.l< 
l¥Ji-:ifls-1lff*~J::.l¥Ji-:ifls (Lu Xun Having Water Poured on Him on BBS-Lu Xun on Internet), Lu 
Xun yanjiu yuekan i-iBWf~JHIJ (Lu Xun Study Monthly), 2001, vol. 7, pp.62-69 
637 Ge Tao ~iJJ, 'Bei 'e' hua de Lu Xun' 1l1i. 'e' itl¥Ji-fft: (Lu Xun Has Been 'e'-d), Lu Xunyanjiu 
yuekan i-:ifls.P)f~jj flj (Lu Xun Study Monthly), 200 I, vol. 6, pp.61-66 
638 Liu Xinwu xl]il,,Ji't, 'Wang Shuo na qu le' I9iJJP)JJll;; 7 (Where has Wang Shuo gone?), Wenxue 
ziyoutan-$:~§Ef:J~-(Free Forum-oftiterature ); !997;vol. 4;-pp.24~28 
639 ibid. 
640 Lei Mengfa 11~1t. 'Kuanrong Wang Shuo' !tWI9iJJ (Tolerating Wang Shuo), Guangxi dianda 
jiaoyu limt:f!.::k~fif (Guangxi Television University Education), 1997, vol. 1, pp.39-40 
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After more than twenty years writing stories and working in the cultural field, Wang 

Shuo concludes it is a good thing that he received no formal higher education. This 

had originally given him an inferiority complex, but condescension from the academic 

world did not stop him attacking their vices: 

'I think the result of social science and humanities education in Chinese 
universities is no more than to train a group of knowledge slaves. Look at 
the articles of these professors and their best students. No matter how 
convoluted they are in the way they express themselves, one sentence is 
very clear: defend traditional moral principles. This kind of thing is what 
middle school teachers do, they enjoy doing it and showing their diligence 
over it. I really cannot appreciate this, and suspect their thought 
capacity. ' 641 

The situation which Wang Shuo points out is a very common one in the cultural field; 

scholars' works are filled with official platitudes and traditional moral principles 

rather than real academic ideas. The Lu Xun and Jin Y ong phenomena are two very 

prominent cases, and Wang Shuo's criticisms have much broader significance for the 

whole cultural field. They caused people to wonder whether academic research was 

contributing to the development of society, or holding it back. 

Some people accused Wang Shuo of cynical self-promotion in criticising cultural 

figures and cultural phenomena. The critic Yang Zewen ;t,m ~X pointed out that 

Wang Shuo had profited from his media activities, promoting an image of being a 

fearless fighter which had made him wealthy and famous.642 

641 Wang Shuo, The Ignorant Know No Fear, p.l 06 
642 Yang Zewen fh7fJt~'Mareri de 'yishli" ~Al¥r'~*' (The 'Art' of Abuse), Kexue shibao
dushu zhoukan M$':lPttR (~i'S}liJfiJ) (Science Times- Reading Weekly), 17111/2000, quoted from 
Xiyusi dianzi wenku ifiB-* El! T P-f. (Xinyusi Electronic Library) 
http://xys.org/xys/ebooks/literature/novels/Wang-Shuo/marenyish.txt 
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To those who pointed out that Wang Shuo does not criticise politics or officials, he 

explained that he is not a professional revolutionary.643 Wang Shuo cannot offend the 

authorities because people who criticise politicians will become dissidents in China 

and be forced to live in exile or be imprisoned. For example, Yan Jiaqi F%:1t= lives 

in exile in America and Liu Xiaobo has been in prison. Wang Shuo limits his criticism 

to the cultural field. 

After these criticisms of Jin Yong and Lu Xun, Wang Shuo went on to write many 

short essays criticising various cultural phenomena and cultural figures. These 

included film director Zhang Yimou and TV presenter Bai Yansong B ::6;!:~. Some of 

the articles were published in his book The Ignorant Know No Fear, while others 

were published in the magazine San /ian shenghuo zhoukan .=..lf*1:. m .rni flj (San Lian 

Life Weekly) in the column 'Looking at the World through A Dog's Eyes' .644 Wang 

Shuo became recognised as a leading figure of the new 'school of (critical) abuse' ~ 

¥~. He explains that when he criticises people he does not use his superior status to do 

so, and he chooses people who are also 'media heroes' to criticise, so they or their 

supporters will have the opportunity to respond. 645 

The critic Yan Lieshan ~?.!hli criticised Wang Shuo for being highly selective in 

whom he will criticise; he thinks that Wang is not a mad dog since he does not bite 

everybody he meets: 

643 Wang Shuo ::E~Jl & Wang Tong ::EJi, 'Wang Shuo Online', Fiction Field, 2001, vol. 2, pp.J39-
145 
644 'Gouya; ka~-shijie' ~H~'i-tltfi (Looking ai=the World through Dog's Eyes). Since Wang Snuo 
was born in the year of the dog, this is an ironic self-reference. It is echoes the old Chinese saying 
'gouyan kan ren di' ~U]DtHr A ff£ (be a bloody snob). 
645 Wang Shuo, 'My Principles in 'Abusing' People', Beijing Youth, 19/03/2000, p.JO 
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'What kind of people is it worthwhile to bite; is the safety margin high or 
low? Are the inputs and outputs high or low? These have all been 
carefully thought through. The people he bites are all intellectuals who 
have no power and are timid, including living and dead cultural 
figures. ' 64 

. 

In fact, Wang Shuo's criticism will help to prevent the emergence of cultural 

dinosaurs and cultural hegemony. Soon after The Ignorant Know No Fear was 

published in January 2000, Wang Shuo published a further work of criticism in 

August 2000, 'Meiren zeng wo menghanyao' ~A~~;JJ~J)j{¥JZ.~ (Her Beauty.is Like a 

Narcotic). This was in the form of a dialogue between Wang Shuo and a mysterious 

person called Lao Xia ~~.647 Lao Xia's words occupy at least half of the book. The 

book criticises several aspects of contemporary culture, including popular culture, 

intellectuals, cultural traditions, and so on. Although the book contains strong 

criticisms, the dialogue form of the book is like a chat, and the ideas are more 

diffused, diluting their impact compared to the newspaper and magazine articles. 

Wang Shuo's outspoken style created a similar response in the fine art world when he 

criticised the legendary figures Qi Baishi 1f B 15 and Zhang Daqian ~lf::k-=f. He was 

castigated for not understanding fine art at all. Yet, regardless of the merits or 

otherwise of his criticism, this was another service to the cause of criticism as a valid 

exercise in which a broad spectrum of the population can participate. Some critics 

646 Yan Lieshan ~?.!hlJ, 'Wang Shuo weishenme tongma zhishifenzi' .:E~JI:!kdt~:Jm!Hili.H5t~ 
-- (WhyiSWatfgSh-u<{r:aying infolntellectuals), Pizi yingxiong m-T~fi41! {Hooligan Hero), p.43 

647 Even the editor of the book, Wu Jiang ~rr, does not know the identity of Lao Xia. The critic Chen 
Xiaoming, who has close contact with Wang Shuo, said Lao Xia is the dissident Liu Xiaobo )(ljtj'~, 
who has a PhD in literature from Beijing Normal University. 
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commented positively that the fine art world could do without Wang Shuo but could 

not do without real criticism.648 

Wang Shuo has been questioned over the fact that he criticises every field except the 

media and reporters. He has admitted that his relationship with the media is a 

cooperative one based on mutual self-interest.649 This is reflected in the way Wang 

Shuo has been treated as 'a legendary money tree in the cultural market'. 650 Some 

reporters feel that Wang Shuo is one of the guarantees that the contemporary literary 

world is not uneventful. 651 

The 'female Wang Shuo', Xu Kun ~:1:$, is dissatisfied with Wang Shuo's criticisms. 

She thinks that people want him to say what ordinary people find it difficult to say, 

but that he fails to criticise the more essential elements. He speaks 'over-cautiously, 

ambiguously and indecisively', and his criticisms are very much like a profitable 

marketing activity. 652 

As China has emerged from its more paternalistic past, there have been many 

problems in developing a mature critical tradition. Wang Shuo's series of criticisms 

have had a positive effect in building up a genuinely critical atmosphere. On the other 

648 Xu Hongquan if*~· 'Guanyu Wang Shuo dui meishu de kaima' ~-f·£~AX1~:;f:A{_J:Tf~ (Wang 
Shuo's Volley of Abuse on Fine Art), Dongfangyishu *1.f~:;f: (Oriental Art), 2001, vol. 5 p.106 
649 Long Yin /tif, 'Wang Shuo fawen, meiti shi shenme ren' £9\Abtfill, ~1*Rdt.Z.A? (Wang Shuo 
Asks, Who Is the Media?), Beijing qingnian bao it:l?.:1f1ft~ (Beijing Youth), 23/03/2000, p.5, quoted 
from http://www.bjyouth.com.cn 
650 'Wang Shuo dianping: Wenhua shichang shang de yi ke yaoqianshu' £9\Ar..~V¥: )Cit riH~d~A<J
tliH!El:U~J" (Some Views on Wang Shuo: a Legendary Cultural Market Money Tree), 23110/2001, 
Shanxi xinwen wang t1J im if llH Wl (Shanxi News Net) quoted from 
http://www.sxrb.com/mag6/200 II 023/colart58995 .htm 
651-Shang-xiaOJair~MJ·n}eJ~t~·wanfSiiuo xiinxiang>=.:E9!A:fi.Z~C(Tne Wan!fShuo Phenorrierion);- Beijing 
Youth, 1911211999, p.7, quoted from http://www.bjyouth.com.cn 
652 Xu Kun t~!'$, 'Fanlan de duihuati' ¥Z~Ji:A<JX1i%1* (Flooding Dialogue Style), Beijingjishi it;?.:~~ 
$(Beijing Review), Sept. 2001, vol. 18, pp.2-3 
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hand, there is an indication that when people, including the media, want to criticise 

things, they will use Wang Shuo's name to raise the temperature of the debate. To 

some extent, the name of Wang Shuo has become a symbol of fashionable criticism. 

There are many reports of his name being taken in vain by people putting forward 

their own criticisms. It is clear that Wang Shuo's criticism has become a tool for 

'stirring the market' for himself and the media, a part of his self-promotional 

activities. But this is not the point: he has democratised cultural criticism, 

demystifying it and turning it from the preserve of a few academics into an activity for 

ordinary people. 
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Conclusion 

Wang Shuo has made a major contribution to the commercialisation of Chinese 

culture in the last twenty years; he has been one of the most active and successful 

figures in the mass culture field. This is probably not unconnected with his 

unorthodox background as the PRC's first cultural entrepreneur. He developed an 

instinctive understanding of the problems of mass culture and the 'culture industry,' 

and an ability to criticise the industry from the inside. Untainted by the traditional 

intellectual disdain for money, he is blatant in his praise of the profit motive and 

expresses a desire to be rich and famous. He emerged as one of China's first media 

personalities, boosted by the effectiveness of his image creation activities with media 

contacts. 

Yet beneath his apparent superficiality lurks an astute observer of the political and 

cultural worlds. His political 'criticism' is buried deep in his texts, avoiding the fate of 

overt dissidents, for example Su Xiaokang 0-HJe,ll. His open criticism is limited to the 

culture field, such as his controversial views on Jin Y ong, and Lu Xun. These initiated 

nationwide debates across the culture field, and pushed people to re-examine their 

attitudes to culture phenomena in China. Wang Shuo is very much a product of his 

age, but it is very much to his credit that he realised faster than almost anyone the 

implications the economic and political changes had for the culture, now redefined as 

entertainment, field. He invented himself as a 'cultural hero' as part of the 

commercialisation movement. 
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There is criticism that Wang Shuo' s talents are exhausted. It is true that Wang Shuo' s 

influence and fame are diminishing after several pinnacles in his career, and there are 

younger writers willing to be more explicit who may have taken over the popular 

literature mantle from him. Yet, no one has yet eclipsed him, and his existing 

achievements arguably have earned him a lasting place in history. 

Indications of a willingness to compromise with authority in some of Wang Shuo's 

works gave the critics Lao Yu and Li Shulei *-t5~ concern. They felt there was 

collusion was taking place between 'mainstream culture' (i.e. 'official') and 'hooligan 

culture' at the end of 201
h century.653 Wang Xiaobo criticised Wang Shuo for being 

too clever in trying to clothe his film Hong ying tao IT~~~ (Red Cherry) in a 

'mainstream' vision. He pointed out that by doing that Wang Shuo may lose out both 

ways: he may not win any awards from the government, yet still disappoint his 

audience. 654 

It is difficult to imagine how Wang Shuo will achieve greater fame without co-

operating with the authorities, like Cao Yu lr ~'Bing Xin {;j<1[) and Ba Jin E~ in 

earlier times. They compromised with socialist society and the communist authorities 

to become literary masters whose images and works are displayed in the Modern 

Literature Museum. So far Wang Shuo has resisted the temptation to do this, yet is he 

still capable of producing works that can satisfy readers and audiences, especially the 

younger generation in the 21 51 century? 

653 Lao Yu *!it!, 'Wo sill xleZi'-:flt:Ji!:!IJbij=f (I Am a S-cotjion), Introduction, Wang Shuo: Master Or 
Hooligan, p.3 
654 Wang Xiaobo .:£;NJJl, 'Wang Shuo de zuopin' .:E~JII¥J11=tR. (Wang Shuo's Works) 
www.shuku.net/novels/wangxiaobo/wangshuo.html 
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